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PREFACE

The Health Services Mobility Study (HSMS) has been involved.
in vesedtch in the health manpoWer field in the United States since f967.
It has designed methods to analyze jobs, cftate job ladders, develop eur--
riculum objectives and evaluate job performance, HSMS is. sponsored by
City University of New York (CUNY) through the Research Foundation and
the. Hunter College School of Health Sciences. ,Since 1967, funding for
HSMS has come from the Office of Economic Opporturhty, the Health Services

11, and Mental Health Adthinistration and the Bureau of Health Manpower, both
of HEW, and, primarily, the U. S. Department of- Labor, Manpower Administra-
tion, now 'the Employmeht and'Training_Administration. The Director of the

`Project, Eleanor Gilpixp1ck, holds therank of Asso'ciate Professor at the
Hunier'College School'of Health Sciences, City University of Netz York.

This report presents the results of task analysis, in the area
)om of diagnostic radiology, and is the first application ofithe HSMS task-

.srialysis and curriculum design method Co an entire functional area. This .

work.is reported as follows:

Research USING TASK DATA IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
Rpt. No. 8

. Vol. 1 Job Ladders: Assigning Tasks to Jobs.
- Vol. 2 Curriculum pbjectives for Radiologic Technology.

These volumes dike use of and refer to the tasks present-,
ed in Research Report No. 7 (see below). Therefore, when
the tasks are discussed, only the abbreviated.nameb of
the tasks and their code numbers are used.

Volume 1 shows how the tasks of Research Report No 7

'interrelate by content and level of difficulty, an(ye-
commends' several job ladders and new job- structures.
The volume tells the hospital administrator how to use
the data for assigting.tasks to sob titles, suggests ca-
reer ladders, and shows how to use th:4-data for perform-
ance evaluatidn. There is a chapter which outlirc's a

. safe practice and quality assurance program for an insti-
tution. (It was originally intended as a separate Aocu=
ment.and was so destribed in the Preface to Res5arch
Report No. 7.)

Volume 2 presents curriculum guidelines and behavioral
curriculum objectives for use in educational programs
for the radiolopc technologist, including suggestions
for educational laddereto parallel Sob ladders. Re--
search.Report No. 7 serves as instructional_ material
in connection with this volume.

/,
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Research
t Rpt. No. 7

Vol. 1
,Vol. 2

Vol. 3

Vol. 4 '

-
CASK DISCRIPTIONS IN DIAGNOSTICRADIOLOGY

Medical Tasks: What the Rafliologist Does.

Radtologic Technologist Tasks Dealing With Patient

Procedures. / '1

10 Machine-RelaW, Patient. Care.ancOdministrative Tasks:

,1411alt\ Radiologlsts, TechAlogists, Nurses, and-Physicists
Do To Run Thinks and Look After Patients and Equipment.
Index of Tasks by Code Number and EXtended Name.

These tour volumes are the "core%documena, 14% they

present approved "formatives-tasksdescriptions
nostic radiology. The f*rst three volumes present the .
task descriptions IA a given area in numerical order bY.

code 'number. Eat doeunept-describ4s how the tasks Were

developed and howato read them. Each a*o includes list-
,

ings that arrange the tasks by specialty or function.

e task descriptions provide iostructional materials in

connection with educational prbgrams and /or evaluation or

'review programs.

Volume 4 lists the-extended,naines of all the tasks con=

tained in the first' three volumes in numerical order by
task code number and cites the vorume in which dach task

, 5

descriptiOn appeais.
'441.

16.
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. The Butau of- Radidlogical Health Of the Food and-Drug Administra7
,

tionj.s.responsible forminimizing2unnecessary,expdsLgt of the, -.

population to radiation,' used in medicine.- The
Bureau's programs intl4dactivitieS to improve the education of
health care perionnel in -the safe use bf radiation. This is A 4
important bedauseadequate education,of,professional and ancillary,
personnel who prescribe, conduct or interpret radiQklogic exmnina--
tions -is'a crucial determinant in assuriwoptimum medical care
with tinimun radiation expoSure. - . c ,

-

.The tducatiohil process in e medical- radiation area, as in any
, - - 3

) field, canbe most effectiv whed it isbased upon the actual
tasks-and responsibilities ich individuals will be called upon

os.

A

*Or

FOREWORD
4W.

11C-

) to undertake in practice. S,stematically and campreheftstVely.
identifying and describing those tasks is thus an important pre-

- requisite in designing effective curricula and credentialing tools.
The type of research which is represented by the series of projects
entitled "Task-tescriptions in Diagnostic Radiglogy;" conducted by
the Health Services Mobility Study; can to an importiat step in.
this direction. These particular, projects,'qlninating in several;
individual reports,=-contaift task d8scriptions and-curriculum

objectives of remarkable depth and scope, inclpdihg much material
on protecting .pationts against =necessary radiation exposure..

4'ithough the Bureau Pf Radiological Helalth has not contributed/
to theAesign of these.projects or to the content of _the reports,,
we hope that they can serve as a useful resource for- those, res n-

sible for designing basic and continuing educational programs or.
medical radiationu.4ers, and'thus that they can contribute to he
safe and effective use of radiation in ine cal-diagnosis..

Mark Barnptt
Associate Director,
,Division of4h4Wping& Medleal.Applications

. Bureau of RadioTagical Health
Food and Drug,Administration

.
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-. ,cHAPTER 1.' .
-

-
.

) . \
, .

, ABOUT THIS-REPORT.

4r ,...
. .,. .

a

INTRODUCTION' ,, 1

Research Report No.. 8tirthe product Of the first full- scale- ,

:A 0 ' la
t, ir

application of the'. jOb.jadder and curriculum deiign method of the Health

Services Mobility Study (HSMS) to an entire functiOnal age.. We halie , '
. , . -.

, .
.

`analyzed all the work found in a'department of diagnostic radiology using.

the HSMS tp,atca!lysis method. This, re ort presents recommendations on

1

'several career ladders that can take i d viduals from ent y level jobs,

t professional level occupations. Volume 2 presents curriculum guid-
,

lines for educational ladders to.parallet the career-ladder recoMmenda-
.

. s

tions.' The volume offers behaNjOrally stated-curriculum objectives ar-
-,-,

. -%

ranged its sequencesthat reflect the sequences we recommend.

- STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT
4 ,

Volume 1 of ihts,reportOtresents the results of the HSMS job .

analysiS me od''in dihnOstic ralliology. Chapter 1presents a summary .of,

-A ,
- e - ,e *

the results and-describeslthe background of the work and the data base.
.

it

Chapter2 presents the results of the analysis, i.e.; our job structure
7Y ,`

and ,career 4adde ;commendations.
;41

.Chapter 3 is ecdirtdd to the hospital
r

q .

Wdepartment administTator. It suggests how the data and results can be

used by an individual institution oOdepartment to make rational use,Of

manpower. It suggests how to restructure jobs and assign tasks to jbs

and titles at yariots levels to provide upward' mobility while hancing
, . .

the quality of output and holdi'ng costs down. Chapter 3 also describes,. 4 . '
I,'

how tojise
,
tke HSMS data for performance evaluation. Chapter 4. deals with,s.

t

Ic

11
b

4 #
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1. L41.

' . t ' : I' ' >
e .

. . s: .

safe-practiqe,and quailty aosurance. ,It-offers a program for quality as-
,. .

V g 0 X ' l ,
1 ,1

surance:and a check:list fon.coAsumers. It is directed to_the.institutton,
t. I . . °\. . . 4 '."' '' ,I

. 411.

% educator, pr.consUietaInDereRf.04 the_promodon of tadiation safety and '
---`, ,. . i !.. ..

quality care., Chapter 5 covers the technical contentiAbf the H-SMS method,
. .

anti' describes the analytiC work.

(' .
,,

"
.1 Volume 2,,4 ttil.s. report presents 'curriculum guidelines.fdt edu-

.1'

, .4.

rational programs that. would parallel the career ladders. -The HSkS method-' 4

4. ,

of Curriculum design hasAbeep.applied to the aide,', technician, and-ieCh5A-.

()gist levels in lagnostic radiology. The results are guidelines fore'clu-,

cational ladders and sets' of beqVioral-urriculum objectives which utilize
. , l

/I

the HSMS. task data. Chapter describes tEirconcepts used and the-work that ,4

1
was done.. Chapter 7 presents 'the curriculum guidelines, including sUgges-

',..

. '

._ . 1

Lions for Program design, instruction, and the use of durriculdi objectives
, .

I

in the development of proficiency -Bests. Chapter R presents - curriculum out' "

. .

lines, and Chapter 9-presents tSe aerriculum.objectives in numerical order. .

1

The task descriptions; which are -the core o'f the -analysis,! ate

voluminbus. The de§criptions are an'd can'serve as instructional

.
.

-materials., They can also be used for developing in-house programs in per-

)
_

. . 4

n, quality assUrancef orttrainee selection for upgrading.

o Present the task descriptions fn a separate report,
. ,

. ,-0

7, which is in foui,Vblumes..'
2 It4presents the FISMS

formance 4aluatio

Our decislon Was t

Research Report No

# 0 W1. . %

#
1 .. \ ......

I.. The chapters are nuMbered consecutiNielyiin the report; Chapter 6 is the

first, chapter of Volume 2. .

I. . ..,

-. , / 1 , I

' 2 Oilpatack, EleaAdr, Task bestriptiona in Diagnostic Radiology ,(four Vol- a

'umesT, Research Report. No. 7, New iork:,Health Services MOM.* Study, 1976.4
.

1-2 , I

a
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.

task desciiptionh which,are the reference base.of this report. (See the
.

preface for a description,of the-volumes.) In this rqort the tasks are

,,
referred to solely by their abbreviated task names and/or by code number.-

'4!

We wish to keep the text-ofthis report as unencumbered as pos-,

sable. Therefore,:a good 'deal of the detailed statistical material is

proyided'in the five appendixes at thOend of Volume h f

Appendix A lists, by ordei

names of all the tasks that wereused

'tasks represented, of which 368 were'
. ,- .

. c
.

. ,The remainder were found solely in ark earlier pilot test cif the HSMS .

- 0

ort.

of Task Code Number, the-abbreviated

in the analysis. AEhere are 560

identitto.0 iniiCiagnostic

method that was carried out.in an ambulatory care, family health center.
3 .4

(Some oiilTeinalysi; involved pooling all the task data developed by .

HSMS.) The end of Appendix A identifies the tasks,used.for.eakh'of the

separate analyses'(computer "runs"). The appendix also indicates the vol.::

f I

ume in Research Report No. 7 in which a task's full descriptial appears.
f

The basic daN. for the_analysis are the HSMV:hkill andknowl-
.

Adge category.sCale values assfgnedto each of the tasks. 'The ,s aid values',

for each task reflect *bat an individual must know in order to perform the

task. AppendiM- list; each iiif.the ski knowledge categories4dinti-.

fied for,any of the"560 tasks. Since e utilized.threeoSelective'computer

"runs" in additiorito the one containing all 560 tasks, and since some-of
t

3
. The results of the fi'ilot.test are reported in:
Gilpatrick, Eleanor, Suggestions For JobdIthd Curriculum Laddefs in

Health Center Ambulatory Care: A PilotsTest ofihe Health Services

sMobility_ Study Methodolo esearclh'Reporta Nos...4 and 5', New York:

. Health Services Mobility dy,-1972%

:

13

L°11.4.h

e.
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: ,

.- ,the analysis (the factor analysis), uses' only skill and knoWiedge categor-

les that,have some degree of frequency across tasks, the appendix also, '
I.

-, ,

. ,

proles the reader'with information on which skill and knowledge categor-

t140s were used in each "run" and for factor analysis. (The factor analysis'
.

4

4"
°

is'described in Chapter 5i)
A

.

The scales' used. for rating the tasks on their skill and knowl-
m

edge requirements are presented4n Appendix C. ,There arc siIteen skill

'scales and a knowledge scale that is used with all the knowledge categor-

ies. A task frequeney scale is'also prokleed for,use by administrators.

(It was not used' in the analysis' of the data,)
41

.C"

Appendix'D is presented for readers interested in the details
a

of fhe.facttor analysis. It 'presents the factor solutions which we adopted,

the loadings of skill and knowledge variables on tie"vartable factors"
.

Gable D.1), and presents the assignment of tasks to the varibus'"task

factors. (Table D.2),
I ay

Appendix'E contains the heart of the job analysis esults..It

contains seven tibles,e one representing a task factor (grouping). The

teaks assigned t each f tor are listed in descendihg order of difficulty,

/

within job levels: The tables also present the loadin s of the taskson

their factors. The first four of the tables in Appendix E are the basis'

for the HSMS jci exturfe and career ladder recomeendations. the task groups

/

in these tables at job, levels 1 (aide), 2' (technician),and 3 (technologist)

4
The three-tables dealing with radiologist tasks list the taska)in descend-

,

ing order of their factor loacrings. Thisis not necessarily the same as

difficulty.

14
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are the reference groupings for which the curriculum objectives are de-.

signed, and provide the basis for the educStional ladder sequences.

Therefore,. the appendix serves both Volume 1 and Volume 2.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

. J
os,

1. The first full - scale application of.the HSMS job analysis

method has been succeqsfully compreted_in diagnostic radi-

ology. The analytic techniques have produced distinct,
logical groupings of ta4s inta.Anterrelated family group-
ings (factors). Within these we have been able to assign

tasks to job levels. As a result, we suggest several net./

job structures.and career ladder progressions.

2. One career ladder starts at the entry (aide) .level; deals

with materials and equipment, proceeds to a.technician
level in quality assurance, and then enters the radiologic

technologist level, With options to continue into super-
vision and education or to brarich out and upwards towards

the job of yadiation physicist.

3. A new job, that ofqualtiy assurance technigian.has been

identified., It could be developed at institutions large

enougle, to support this specialty. The job provides an

upward step for the aide In radiologic technology. It is

a job from which to move on to radiologic techjiology pa-
tient examination procedures.

4. The role of the radiation physicist in diagnostic radiology

is distinguished from that of the quality assurance techni-

clan. The former is defined here as a truly profeisional-
level.occupation, that of planning and running quality as-

surante programs.

5. A second career ladder starts a; the entry ('aide) level,

deals with patient-oriented activities, 'Proce'eds to'a

technician level in patient care, and then enters the radi-

ologic technologist level, with options to continue into .

supervision and education or to branch out and upwards
toward specialized nursing or emergency patient care.

6. The job, for the patient.care ,technician is narrower in

scope ,than the- full range 'of nurs4ng that is associated

with practical nurse or 'registered nurse programs. The

overlap of training could be acknowledged or individuals

wishing' to move up in the nursing field. is job provides

an upward step for the aide in contact wi atients in

diagnostic .radiology. It, serves as a job from which to move

on to radiologic technology patient examination pro ures.

1-5
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eP
14.

*

a,
7. The basic structure of the radiologic technologist's pa-

.

tient examination tasks combines a pod many patfibt care

t. Skills and knOwledge, quality assurance (technical) skills

-Ind knowledge, and°major portions of anatomy, and physio17 .

71,.,o0....1-Thus, either Or both of,the two job laddet sequences

"mare possible, but require differently sequenced curricu-

lam components. These are provided ,'Volume 2. ,

8. We were Able-to successfully apply the HSMS method of cur-

riculuth.develoipment to produce curriculUm objectives that

cover all the work at the aide; technician, and technologist

Pevels'irrdiagnostic ,radiology. These can be arranged in
curricida'for five different jobs, a tingle job, or any

Combinatin of these:,

9. Wepres ent curriculum sequences (outlines) for the radio-
logic technologist which,allow- individuals to opt toce t

duriagAhelprograwsas fully qualified aides or technic ans

in either patiiect care or quality assurance. These edu a-

tionalhadders parallel the career ladder recommendations

mentioned-above. "'

10. The curriculum objecfves Are presented in units that can

be rranger in any sequence.. These can parallel job se-

quences OT can be arranged across jobs to provide sequences

that solely 4efldhot.risinglevels of difficulty, or any

combination of these. All the curriculum objectives are

4 'geared to the clinical performance of the tasks identified.

AO.'
-,../

This section briefly reviews the objectives. of the HSMS task'

analysis method', describes the coverage and data bases and touches on the 1
, . .

.

4

task, s1411, and knowledge components of the method.

Objectives
.

Two of,the major goals -of the }isms. task analysia method are

________ _ .

the design of job lilders and the development 'of curriCula for Aducation

laddets4o parallel the job ladders. Our intent is to assign t4T.s, to
,.

.
. i .

,

groupings that require related skills and knowledges, and assign the tasks

within each groupin)g to job leveld. The taskp within each "job lelel in' a\
1 .

.
- .
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given grouping would require similar levels.of the skills and knowledges

that characterize .the group.- (Later in this report we will call the

groupings "factors,"-since the groupings a

analysis.)
1

e arrived at through factor

For HSMS, a job ladder is a gical progression from one job

level to another within an interrelited grouping of tasks. Designed i
0

this way, an. individual's training for:. nd experience-in a lower-
. -1\

job on a4ladderis preparation for the next level on xheaabder,,and the
,

additionAitraininCindeducation needed for the
..-

ne4ct step on the ladder 0

is kept to a Minimum. If the progrgssion up the ladder can reach to pro-
,

.
fessiOnal levels it is legitimate to call the job ladder a career ladder.

`t-

I4 'The HSMS Method makes it possible to analyze tasks i terms of',

skill and knowledge requirements, groupings,and levels. From the point
glok

9 e":

of view of management, this kindof analysis makes'itpoiSitle to assign

work duties to job titles raeTonalk, to'make optimum use of more. highly

trained and more expensive employees, and, at the same time, to'have all

the work carried outby staff who are properly trained to provide quality
vir

output. It makes little economic sense to assign low-level tasks to high-

.

_level personnel; it make little social sense to assign high-level tasks
,

to staff improperly trained to carry them out..

From the point of view of employees, the design of job ladders

means that there is an opportunity to dove ahead within the institution;

the individual's investment in current tray ning becomes an'investment in

th e future. Success in the gtven job means mastery of skills and knowl-

edges that Will also be needed at higher levels; and future training can

1-7
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be expeted to require related skills and knowledges, and/oebigfier

levels of skills and knowledges already. familiar In the current work,.

The next step up is also likely to be-observable to the employed while

he or she is-operating in the current job. The next step is.not a

mystery.

From the point of view of society,'the .lob ladder means that

employees can be trained to reach their maximum potenti 1and can-a 46

have socially 1*eful,incomeproducing jobs along the way that reinforce

their_trainingl' Each rung on the lAdder is an interim option to work;-

but continuing education or later reentry to a program to continue up the

ladder are .also options.:17fie work and training are not mutually'exclu-

sive; employees'\an support themselves and institutions ban have the

benefit of their training at one level-while they are ifi pteparation to

mov"up to the next level on the ladder; the current work can only bene-

fit 'from tpis.

The HSMS analytic approach also makes it possible to uncover '

Lattice relationships among task groupings. While gyoups of tasks often

,

have m4ually, exclusive skill and knowledge reqtlirements, some groupings

have a great deal of overlap. Especlally at the early stages, where the
4

'investment in.specialized training is not greSt, bur interest is to dis-

cover cross -ever possibilities. A Lateral movement is possible from

job to job at point's where some of the training investment is still

applicable, but where a change tn the direction ofthe upward movement

from one
4

set of skills and knowledges to-Another is also possible.
. ,

. .

18
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1 ,Wile the social investment in health services lies primarily
.

.... .
. ,

in the education and training of health manpower, one finds, workers in
. "

o, ,

health smrice occupations' locked into dead -end, jobs. At thesame time,

shortakes exist for properly trained profesilional and skilled personnel.
..

One also finds shortagesofeducational facilities while schools continues

to require redundant t,caining. h the face of rising cOstsvhd(the der

mand for quality patient caye, improper allocation of functiqns to per-

sonnel, redundancy of training ieqUirements, and non-trahsferability of
S.

1 \

much lower -level training create an indefensible waste. We hopdthat .-
$

this report-willbe useful in the elimination of such waste. We also

hope that our attention to and concern with' the quality of performance

(4a reflected in our tasks and in our skill and knowledge sealing}- will
.4

result in improved patient care.

,.

Coverage

f- 4

The 368 tas ks described in Research !Wort No. 7 are our basic-

units of analysis. The skill and knowledge requirements for the tasks are

the data base for this report.. We attempted to cover-all the tasks that

one would be likely to dncounter .in.a departmeht of radiofOgy
*

in a major hospital center, inaudfng,tkOs that wo\urd be found if full- -'

!, scale quality assurance progiars were part of the operation f'the depart-

.

ment% Some specialized types of examinations are'excluded, as well as ,

N
,... I V, *

some procedures considered to be dangeroui by out expert reviewers.' On

V .
C . .* ,

the,whcile, however, the 368 tasks are probably mote than the number that
. , . - - . a

4 -

1

'5 Each volume of Research Report No. 7 describes in4reater detail the pa rti-
cular coverage of the'tagks in that volume.

.

MO'

.-
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wourld'be found'in any.given general hospital.
!

The HSMS colkection of task descriPtionwis Ant like-a sample

survey. Sample surveys would Cover only selected work id would pick

4

up the same work at many locations. We deal with a given task unit only

Once. Our intentiv is to describe and represent

dures for the purposes of developing instructional

. objectives, and career ladders. For such purposes
. .

the most typical tasks, we covered important rarer,

emergencies,'contingencies, and the best podsible

normative and .descriptive. Unlike the case:wpikoo

which deals with probability theory and requires s

being studied, we attempt to present the universe

teristics.

approved work proce-

materials, curticuLum
4

we desIabedi not just

or difficult procedures,`,
k4

practice. The data are

redictive analysts,
d

ampling of,the:"unlVerse
at,

and describe its charac-i,

-

Every effort was made to include every procedure carried out

by radiologists, radiologic-iechnologists, the body of veks'which dp-

scribe work with diagnostic x-ray equipment'for the-purpose of preventive

maintenancequality,assuranCe and'rddiation prOtection, and such arbes
.

'as first aid, record keeping,.'film processing, administration, nursing,

1'

housekeeping, and preparation of materials. We include some very new pro-
.

cedures involving computerized transversetaxial tomography, ECG monitoring

in the angiography room, and application ofNmanual pressure and pressure

dressings after percutaneouS catheterization.

All the task descriptions`incorporate materia4om profes-

sional, literature and criticatl by experts. However, the starting

1 -10
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-
- : 1- '

#4
,

point-was iverviewg'withiactual uperforme0" in the. field. Most-oE the

-, ' * .
-_ -

field intfrviews were tarried out_ by HSMS teams of job analysts at Monte-

. ---" f itPre lios p i t a 1 i mid Meat a 1 tenter-in Its York . City-over the period August,
.

.

. 0.
. 4 41 .

, 1972 to mid 1976:" Montefiore HOsPital ils a respected major voluntary

s
*.

,

fr

4

* . *..

hospital. Field interviews dealing with obstetrics and gynecology were-
.; 4 s

collectedat Mt.' Sinai Hospital And Medical Center in New York City, , l'

allothet highly regarded voluntary hospital Alternative procedures an4.

those not

described

vreweys.

carried ott at the 'hospitals where wp:conducted interviews were

4 I a

base0 on our use of the literature and the inputs of ourve-

'1 _ Ai

.*

Research-Report No. 7 completely bypassed the issue of assign--

, ini tasks tojqb'titleS; we simply presepted the tasks. There is, little
1,-

4. ..
, ,

uniformity, with respect to thw job titles used by personnel departments

in:hospitals. . The technician in the hospital is the technylogist
*
of the

professional association. The senior technologist in a large*inAlitu-
,_

4 4,

tion can be so designated-beaauae there is scope for a division-Of labor.

.Hpwever, the

ways rePresen
7

volvedt Furt

tient'an Inje

4
assigment'of tasks .to senior and junior tiles may'not al-

,

t an arrangement reflecting the level of task difficulty in-
.

hen, in some states only a registered Aurse:can givea pa-'

ction subcutaneously or intramuscularl, whils,in others,"
1%0

the iadiologic technologist can carry out most nUrs.lpg functions. Cur-

rently,..-quality assuranee.tasks can be found_in)many different job titles

and at many job levels.

'Our AeCisiOrihwith regard to title was to identify the universe

of.. tasks, to rate,,the taIls for.their skill and knowledge requirements,

1-11
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1..
',and tg:await the analysis before we talked about levels or titles.-

Table 1 indicatesour'appeoack to level and title in this report. The

right-hand-side of the table presents a cross-section,pf.titles likely

to be encountered in the field. On the left-hand side we designate the

*'approximate level involved using'a rough\functional and aca cf edic scale.

These levels,do not of themselves serve as job tiles; because 0cl:elec-
. 4 1,

4.44

tion of job titlaewill always be the province of like em toying institu-

tion. However, we try to maintain a consistenteausage%in i report.

. r '
. 4

Theeaide-will always be an entry -level 'designation; the

nician will alt.laYw".conn8te

of detail than that of the

imply at least tour years o

education onlesser duration, depth,, and breadth

techiolOgist; and the professional Gil, always

f academfc and/nr.specialized'education. Later

in this report the "titles7,..which we use in presenting the career ladders

employ words such as aide, technician,

.
andqualitative terms to designate task content,. We make no ,case for any

technologist to designate level,

particular title.

.

The lower half of Table 1 includes the job titles which we

covered in our ambulatory care pilot test. The 273 tasks we described.

were not awfully developed as those for diagnostic radiology, and were

not meant to be "normative" tasks. However we decided to do stme,of

4
°dr analysis with a combined set of tasks, in der to compare the group-.

ings obtained in the larger, combined set with the 368 found in diag-

nostic radiology.

1-12
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Table 1. JOE TITLES COVERED IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY TASK ANALYSIS
Page 1 of 1

Job LeveLas.Used
in HSIAeport Types of Job Titles Found'in Institutions

-8. Specialized Advanced
Professional

. Advanced
Professional

. ,Professional-

Attending radiologist; neuroradiologist; -

pediatric radiologist; angiographtf; diagnostic,
radiologist; titles by various other radiology

speciilties.-
.

t

Senior radiology residentAinierviewed by &ISMS
only'to pick up tasks not carried out in 'any

other title).

=.`s.

Radiation physicist; physid;st; senior physicist;
health physicist;" radiological physicist; ,medical
physicist; radittion safety officer; staff physi-
cist;' consulting physicist; radiologic engineer.

. Junior Professional; Chief radiologic technologist; assistant chief

SuPerVisor technologist; head nurse; supervisor of technol-
ogists, techniciins, and/or nu ng personnel

and aides.

. Technologist

. Technician

1. Aide

Radi6logic technologist; x-ray technician;lead or
senior x-ray technician; contrast study technol-
ogist; pediatric x -ray technologist; angiography
x-raytechnician; quality control x-ray technol-
ogist; radiographer; registered nurse:

.
X-ray technician; junior x-ray technidian;
junior physicist; licensed practical nursik;
EKG technician fn angiography suite.

Darkroom aide; nurse aide; housekeeping aide;
EKG technician; medicaloaasistant; clerk;
attendant; messenger.

I

Not covered: secretary; department adminis-
trator; chief radiblogist; jobs
at level 6.

Titles Covered in Ambulator Care Pilot Test

. Specialized Advanced Internist; obstetriclan-gynecologisl;

Professional pediatrician; radiologist.

Professional Nurse practitioner.

Jr. Prof.; Supervisor Lead x-ray technician.

'3. Technologist

2. Technician'

1. Aide

'X-ray technician.

Family health worker; LPN,.

EKG technician; medical assistant;
darkrodm tide.

1-13
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ANALYTIC COMPONENTS

e e

The HSMS method'of job analysis begins with task analysis. .

The-HSMS definition oftask conceives of the task as awork'activity unit

in which'the "performer" combinis existing cechnology, knowledge, mates-

+.

iais, and.equiprent-wIth skills to produce'units of output. The HSMS de

finition'of tahk is designed to `result in the identification of a unit

of work which cal k he moved from one job to another without disrupting

other activities. The task is a unit of work which is conceptually

, A
smaller than a job as a whole, butis large enough to bave.an identi-

fiable, usable output. The HSMS task defirhtion is as follows:

p
A test( is a series or set of work activities (ele-
ments) that'are needed to produce an identifiable 4
output that can be independently cosumed car
or that can be used as an inw,in a further stage

of production,by an individual who may or -may not
be the performer of theAtask.6

w **

Opce identified,,ataSk has a code number an abbreviated name,

PNVP,

4

an extended name, and a furl task description. The task descriptions pre
,-

sent the task procedures ine logical sequenceoincluding a g65d deal of
fte0

detail. The extended task name is a summary of the ossental task steps,

and the abbreviatedftask name'is used for inventory pu poses, such as in

Appendixes A-and E. The task code number assigned to he task uniquely

stands for the contents c!! the task and corers the task's output, what'is

'

used, the kind of recipient or respondent dealt iith, and how the task is

done. Regardless of the job title, institution, or industry, in which the
' ea S

6
In order to facilitate use of the definition, .the HSMS method includes a
set of definitional rules. These are presented in the first chapter of
each of the volumes of Research Repo4'No. 7 and in other HSMS reports.

1-14
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task is tumid, it will always have(the same co g number. The number it-

self has no intrinsic meaning.

Skills, Knowledge Categories and Scaling

The *ISMS method was designed as a-slys stem, Wish the job ladder
a

and educational ladder objectives paramount, wp devised atset of skill

gcales, a knowledge classification
,

system,and a knoWledge scale that could.
- - .

be used in any context.? As a result, there is a consistent underlying

taxonomy that makes it possible to compare skill and knowledge require-

ments for one task with those of any other task.
e-

The skills and knowledge categories have the property of being

learnable (unlike aptitudes), so that all the information on tasks which

we collect can be translated into curricula.

The categories found in the Knowledge Classifikon-System

are arranged in outline form,twith eight-digit code designations which

reflect a category's degree of indentation in,the outline.. ;ach category
I

iappears in only one location in the 'system, even if it is appropriate in

more tharvine part of the outline.

The HSMS analysts' scale each task on each of the skill scales:

they identify the HSMS Knowledge Classification System categories veded

The scales are presented in Appendix C. The knowledge categories identified
for the 560 tasks included in the analysis are presented in Appendix B. For
a full presentation of the HSMS method see:
Gilpatrick, Eleanor;'The Health Services Mobility Study Method of Task
Analysis and Curriculum Design (four volumeF; Volume 4 by Eleanor Gilpatrick
and Christina Gullion), Research Report No.'11, New York: Health Services

Mobility Study, 1977.

N.

4.
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to perform each task, and assign a scale value to'each *catdsOry using, the
A I

.ISMS knowledge scale:: This process includes intervielas sAthperformers

in'the field. When the analysts are sure of their scaling, they preple

forms which indicate, not only the scale'val7s for
>

skills and knowledgep

for each tat, but the specific part'of each-task, i.e.., task language,

to which a given scale value refers. This proceSa ensures careful, Pelt

able; and valid work on the partof the.analysteh relevant, data, and pro-

vides an input to curriculum design.

The skill and knowledge data go.through

ensure that the scales are being applied consisten

Teams review each others' work,and a senior staff

-work, comparing similar or, related tasks to.one

The HSMS scales were developed with the

process known, as ThdrStone Scaling or equal appear

result, the scales ave the characteristics which

treated as statistical variables. It is the scale

on the skill and knowledge variables that are the

tical analysis.

an in-house check toi

tly and appropriately.

member reviews all the

other.

useof a statistical

ing intervals. As a

peitniit'''them to be

values of each task

inputs to the statis-

For a given set of tasks, there will be scale value data on

16 skill variables and the n.uphrf of knowledge category variables equal

to the number of categories identified for the entire set of tasks. Each

raw is represented once and only once in the analysis. A, description of

what we do with the data and the decisions we came to in diagnostic radi-

ology is presented in Chapter 5..

26
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JOB STRUCTURES AND CAREER LADDERS FOWDIAGNkTIC RADIOLOGY
w

.

Thin Chapter discusses the HSMS analy4ls of the'task data in

diagnostic rad oloo gy,and presents the results: ou'rf job,structure and job/

- career ladder recommendations: The reader who wiSheekto understand how'.

14e, results is invited to read Chapter 5 at this time. How-,-

ever, the gdneral reader is more likllorn be in terested first in our re-

we Arrived at

commendations. This chapter canbd read without Chap9li 5 the fol low-

in simple definitions are remembered:

1. Each skill and each knowledge category is a scaled
variable. Tasks are rated for the skill'and/or knowledge
scale values required for their performance. These scale-

values ate our task data,- .

2. The word faCtot means grouping. Task factbrs are group-
ings of tasks that are.interrelated.

The way skills and knowledge categories group0together in
factors determines the way tasks can be grouped together
in factors.

4. We assign names to 4 factor to describe the skill, know-
ledge,tand work context of the tabks in the factor.

The assignment Of taska.to job levels means arranging
.tasks in'a factor (group) so,that tasks which require
-Similar gkills and knowled0sat similar scale values
are assigned to 'corresponding ,'end appropriate job levels.

3e

IMP

6.0 In this chapter we,refer to the task factors we obtained
by number and name-as follo4is:

Nop-neurologic Radiology
Neuroradiology
Wiologic Technology
Patient and Emergencyhre..
ObstetrisAgGynecology -Radiology
Quality 406arance (in Diagnostic
Admipistr4kion .

At
Factor f:

Factor II:
Factor III:
Factor IV:
Factor V:

.Factor VI:
NonTfactor A:

A

2'- 1

$

4
4.

4

Radiology)

dl
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JOB STRUCTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

ti

0

Figure Summary of Recommendations

'Thaeresults ofthe an.4ysis.and our job structure and career'-

ladderlrecommendations are summarized in Figure 1. This figure show"Osin
J

,A

graphic form thetask factors, the types of.tasks assigned to jobolevels

within etors.r.and the job structures we recommend. The career line and

lattice ssibilities_are indicated. The career lines allow-for upward

mobility from the aide level to the supervisory or professional level

by several different routes. The tables in Appendix E present the tasks

iri each factor arranged by job levels. Each box in Figure 1 represents

the tasks in a given factor at'a given job level; thud,the Appendix E.

tables provide the task content underlying Figure'l.

Radiologist Jobs

Nothing dramatically Aew was uncovered `with respeiot to' radi-

ologist jobs. Most radiologist tasks appear on three factors which con-

tain only radiologist tasks and'no lower-level tasks. Factor I: Non-neuzl
I

rologic Radiology; Factor II: tieuroradiology, and Factor V: Obstetrics- '
, I!

_

Gynecology Ra'diology were the majordivisions We found, every though, in

actual practice, radiologists have more' specialties than these'. The spe-

1

cialization follOws dvera11 training in radiology,during residency.

4
Of greitter significance-IS-the fact that We Iound no justifi-

'

_ cation for anything like a "radiologist's assistant" below the phy4cian

A

level and above, the radiologic technologist level. (There have been sug=

(
geitIorTh that radiologists' assistants could or should carry out fiuo

cop for areas of the body such as .the gas.tiOiritestinaljract.):

2-2
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Figure 1. SUMP* OF FACTOR STRUCTURE OF TASKS BY JOB LEVEL: DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY CAREER LINES

Factors:

Job Levels
8. Special:

ized Ad-
vance68

Profes-
sional

. -

. Profes-
sional-

I

Non -Neuro.

Radiology

Ip

Radiologists
(non-neuro.,

radiology
specialties)

II

Neuro-
Madiology

Radiologist
(nturo-
radiology
specialty)

V

Obs-Gyn
Radiology

Radiologist
(ob9-gyn

radiology
specialty)

(consultation; readi4, interpreting; contrast

stOdies; research; residents' training)

I

. Jr. Profes-
sional; Su-
pervisor

. Technol-
ogist

. Techni-
cian

.10

.1. Aide

*Tasks in box with asterisk (*) ,

not covered by data.
tipte: FOr task content see Appendix E.2

IV III VI NON-FACTOR A

Patient,
Emergency . Radiologic Quality Adminis-

Care Technology Assurance tration

ChIef Tech.
)of Pt. Care
(teach;give
emercare)

injct 1st aid

P t. Care Tech-

lien (cath.;
510g4 prep,.
specimens)

T
Pt.Care Aide

(asse4Vital
signs; ECG;

pers.atten.)

' Radiation
Physicist
(design,run
qual.assur.
programs)

rept. Ad-
,

iministrator
(manage;
'purchase;

Chief Rad.
Tech.
(teach;eval.
tech:s work)

Supervisor
)(eval.sub:s

work; run
meetings)

Rad. Tech. Admin: Tech.

(plain,con-

trast pt.

( entory;
eduling;'

examinatns; orientation)

operat.g.rm.)
7N Qual. Assur.

Technician 7

,(test

eqpipment)
x-ray

Qual. Assur.
Aide(process
films; prep.'

equipment)
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We object to the creation of a radiologist's assistant job

because our analysis - indicates that'a ve.gy large number of knowledge cate-.

gories are needed at, high Scale values for all the tasks in the three rsdi-

ologist factors, The sheef quantity-of knowledges-needed is,the rearlon

) .

we Obtained separate radiologilt factors. If the radiologist's 4sistant
l',-' ° '. ,

were assigned a of these tasks, even in a narrow,specialty area, we are
c-...--,

. .. .

concerned that the required educational preparation would be lacking. ,Itadi-
.

ologists make critical evaluative and diagnostic decisions about dynamic

functioning while they are conducting fluoroscopy; This requires knowledge,

not only 'of an organ of the body, but of a4beles of interrelationship with

other systems of the body,. normal, structure and function, development,. and

pathology. Mastery of. these areas would appear to require something like

the training found in' medical school, internship, and residency:

4
If the radiologist's assistant were assigned to carry out fluo-

roscopy for an area such as 'the gastrointestinal .tract, he pr she would be
.

compelled to approach the work with a limited orientation and background,
.

> e '..."........ --,

provided.even if additional training weieprbvided. In the opinion. of this author,

/
., .

.
-.

it is preferable not to encourage futther fragmentation of diagnostic knov
-.

...

ledge. For diagnostic purposes we need medic& professionali prepared to
. ,

see the'patient holistically, as a functioning; interrelated entity, and

not a set of separate organs. The only way to fest this thesis is _to corn- .

pare the results when_a radiologist conducts the examination with the results

orn a radiologist's assistant and assess the implications from the point Of

view of the patients' well-berKg. 'a

On the other hand, we found, as wehad in our pilot test, that

there are physical care or treatment tasks which physicians do, that by

>-) 2-4
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.

vipue of the marrow range of knowledge categbries and' the manual skills
. . IL

-..__.,.-

involved, might be done better by a specialist below the physician level.

The specialist would be practicing the skills more frequentlY; dip content,

A
could.be mastered in a career line iirogression.

We,found four such tasks 4n Aiagnostic radiology. We fiund

them being done by radiologists or residents, but they actually show up
1

at various.fevels in,the patient care factor. We see rea). justification

in removing these. tasks from radiologist jobs'and assigning them to their

. appropriaEe factor-and job level. The tasks are: providing emergency

care (above the level of providtag first, aid; Task 77); administering the

intravenous test for allergy to contrast, media Task 19), catheterizing

the male (as well as female) urethra (Task 181), and preparing specimens

'suchas'washings, cell, or tissue biopsies for transportation to the lab-

(:).atory (Task 65).

Quality Aqeurance. The Phypicist, The Technician, and The Aide

The groWing interest in patient and staff safety in diagnostic

- ridiolOgy has been given expressiod,ina'new professional specialty which

v ,

finds physicists employed by hospitals as staff members or consultants.

. --. .

Hospitals need such experts to,plan, set up, and maintain safe.installe-
. ,4A..4,

tions. They need-programs in equipment testing,' film processor monitoring,
,

and patient and staff radiaticn monitoring. They need a systelM to guaran-
..

tee that diagnostic - quality radiographs are
.

produced with minimum exposure

I

k

NIL

to pa't'ients and staff., Theses concerns and needs are underlined in recent

legislative requirements csIcerning equipment standards. The need to

check periodially that equipment meets those standards is now mandated.,
-.=-91111
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.

We call this entire area quality,aspurance: Our task analysis results
, . ,

-...
.

sugg;St that jobs could exist in this factor at three separate levels.,:

tr"

2.
7 ,

,The'radiation'physiclat in diagnostic radiology"(at level 5)

is needed to design and.run radiation pleection and qnality assurance

programs,st9 advise on equipment and installations, and to teach quality

assurance,procedures and-the need for them. ,This job is represented in

Figure 1 at level 5 in the quality assurance factor, Its central task's

are presented in Appendix E, Table E.1.

We,psti,mate that the radiation physicist in diagnostil radi-

ology quality assurance is at level 5. This is lower than would be. the
+60,

1.
,

case if we considered that preparation for the lob:requires preparation

1

in a classicAl Ph.D. physicist program. ' On the contrary, we see this job,

'-'

.

coming at, the end of a career ladder where reqUired new subjects are ad-
.

Bed to thoie already mastered for the, technical aspects of radiologic

technology at the tbchngtogist level,and/or for quality assurance at the

technipian level.

Currently, in the Teal world, the physicist. in_diagnostic

radiology brings to the job his or her own background in a rapiitional

physics program and i t a particular physics specialty wh h-will` have.

been selected. on the basis of earlier preferences. The physics program
r

will'not have contained courses in quality control; the methods for test-

ing x-ray equipment will be selected on are-job,and will.reflecr the phy-

The Ph.D. physicist is probably over- andsicist's specialty ba ground. l

under-qualified for th job we describe here -- over-qualified in'that

much of the subject matter in the'Ph.D". program is irrelevant for the

:2-6
4
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-.1. 't
'N

--- work"-,- under7qtalified in that quality assurance.requires a knowledge

, ---,- .

of the examinations involved, radiobiology, and some'anatomy. We suggest

that new curricula that are designed to preparean individual fop this

emerging occup ion are in order.
1

1.

Our results suggest a new job, that of the quality assurance

technician in diagnostic radiology (at level 2). The teaks of this job ,

involvT carrying out the actual equipment tests, patient and:staff redia-

tion exposure monitor4ng, and film processorbonitoring as.designed by the

physicist. These tasks do not require the same educatio61 preparation

as designing and running the programs or even ..arrying out radiologip

technology patient examinations. Our task data indicate that a separate

job can be created at institutions large enough to support one or more in-

dividuals-for this function. The number of skill and knowledge categories,,

needed for this job suggests the technician level, and is actually fewer
- r

th6 those needed.for the job of rad.iologic technologist.

The appeal of this job structgre for large inptitutildns is

that it can minimize coats while maximizing quality. Technicians can do

the testing work while physicists are free to carry out higher duties as

staff members or con ltants. For the physicist this means being relieved

4,

of relatively routine work; for the aide who may now be carryt1044 dArk- .

room or other similar tasks, the technician's job means a step up on the

t

1
Table E.1. in Apgendix E presents the tacks for the jot% Tables 2 apd 7

(presentedin Volume 2) contain the skill and knoWledge categories and
scale values for the tasks assigned to the radiation physicist job in
Factor VI, at level 5.

2-7
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job ladder. For the technologist it means concentrating on patient .

examinatiOns.2 r

The job of quality-assurance aide in diagnostic rAdiology rat

level °1) combinestasks which currently cut across diverse job!titles.

The preparation of procedure trays and emergency carts, for example, cant_

be found in nursing or technologist titles; clean)ag examination rooms can

be a housekeeping or. nurse aideAssignment. We combine these tasks with

those of film processing, starting up or shutting down equipment, prepar-r

ing subtraction'prints, and even tasks of tallying and handling- records.

The unifying thread is 0.4 need to pay attention to details, to be scru-

pulously Careful about cleanliness, contamination, and accuracy. These-

-
tasks truly relate to safety, and quality with respect to records, materi-

els; and equipment. They have little to do with direct patient contact;

they become direct lead-ins to the job of the quality assurance ,technician.

We suggest that these tasks contained in level 1 of Factor VI

should all be assigned to a separate job title, at the aide level, perhaps

with rotation of specific groups of assignments. This will make maximum

use of the limited-body of skills and knoWledges needed to carry out any

)

one of the tasks, since most are common to most of the tasks. The diver7

sitj of the procedures is a protection against boredom and not a reason

against such a job _structure.

2 Table E.1 In Appendix E presents the tasks allocated to the quality assur-
ance

e
faCtor. Tables 2, 3 and 4 (in Volume.2) contain the curriculum con-:

tent needed for the tasks of'qualifKassurance aide, technician, and radii
ologic technologist.

2-8
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Patient Care: The Aide, The Technician and Higher
3

The job" of patient care aide. is Comparable.to that of the qual-

ity assurance aide:- It brings'together diverse loWer-level activities. In

this-case each deals directly with the patient. The unifying thread here

is the need to treat the patient with dignity, sympathy, and understanding,
F

-ss well as to give careful attention to the patient's well-being. Thezha

for assigns to the patient care aide preparation_ for ECG monitoring; moni-

toring is then picked up at the technician level. Many of the tasks in-10

volve the measuring of patient symptoms and functions. This job brings to

gether a variety of tasks which provide interest while at the,Same time

izing the relatively narrow set of skills and knowledges d'ommon to.oehe tasks

in the' group.

..---7
_-------

In FiAurflnpresant---the-patient care technician (pt level 2).
f ,

The joll'also Includes three tasks that might be appropriate for level 3 in

patient care.
4 (These tasks are shown in Figure 1 above the demarcation

line for a level 2 job.) The tasks assigned to the job ofbpatient care

4i. technician are currently being done by registered nurses, radiologic tech-
,

nologists, and/or practical nurses, 'Grouped at the technician level in'

this factor, tHey provide a logiCal step up for the patient care aide and

, I

build on the skills, knowledges, and task experiences at level 1.

3 Table E.3 in Appendix E presents the tasks allocated to the patient care

factor. Tables 2, 3 and 5 (in Volume 2) contain the curriculum content
needed for the tasks of'patient care aide, technician, and, supervisor.

4 In Chapter 5 we discuss bow to handle these three tasks which do not con-
stitute a large enough number of tasks to warrant being placed at a sep-'
arate job .level.

2-9
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'We "suggest that,the nursing training offered in-the usual RN

qr LPN program may be broader -than iii-needea in- diagnostic radiology; yet

such programs may omit tasks such. as. ECG monitoring or the preparation Of

specimens for the lab-Oratory, which are included in this jpb. Nie suggest

that'training fqr this job-can be extracted from current LPN'or RN pro
e .

grains and suppramented as needed so that reentry with credit to LPN or RN
,

programs is a possible optioefurther along in an individual's career.

progress.- ,

Level' 4 in the patient care factor is essentially a4ervisory
. _

.

and teaching function. Such a job would include the level 4 tasks under ad-

miniatration (non-factor A) in Figure 1. However, two of the tasks involve

emergency Care. This suggests a broader-based nursing specialty in emer-

senCy life support: The two tasks do not constitute a separate job; they.

are indicative that there sh d be an option into-4 nursing specialty aT-
,

tei reentry to the factor, perhaps at the missing.technologi4 (RN) level.

5
Rsdiologic Technology_: The Technologist and Higher

Level 3'in radiologic technology is the radiologic technologist.

This job as represented in Figure 1 is almost exclusively composed of pa-

tient.examinations, both plain films and contrast' films,, in the operatieg

room and at the bedside, in the examination room and in,the angiography

room. The requirements for these tasks cotbine much of the patient car

content of Factor IV and the technological content of Factor VI with know-
,

11

5 Table E.2 in AfpendiX E presents the tasks assigned to the radiologic
technology factor. Tables 2, (in Volume 2) contain the cur-

riculum content ded f. ese tasks.
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ledge of anatomy and physiology. Thus, this job is a logical progression

for technicians in Factors IV and VI. This progression does not exist in,

current practice.
#

In many institutidfsthe radiologic technologist is expected

to carry out many of the tasks which we show at the aide and technician

levels in patient care and quality assurance. This means that the train-

ing of the technologist, which' is usually two or more years, covers aide-

and technician-level work as well as radiologic technology, and in no par-
t

,ticular sequence. Since the technologist is rarely employed until the en-

tire program is completed, the hospital winds up paying technologist wages

for aide- and technician-level work. The technologist wastes a good deal

'of training and is unemployable throughout the training period (except in

cases where Clinical' training involves payment).

t.1

In an institution large enough to employ a staff of some size,

it would be more sensible to save salary costs-and-training investments by

assigning radiographic examinations to technologists, and by having tech-

nicians and\aides carry out the other work.

In some large institutions we find the practice of designating

the radiologic technologist who does contrast studies as a senior teanol-
,

ogisr, while plain films are assigned to technologists who do not have a
,11

senior rank. Our point scare analysis (described in 'Chapter 5) provides

no real justification for this distinction.

In the case of contrast studies,the technologist draws more

haavily on knowledge of asepsis and nursing knowledge,' but the radiologist
v- 4
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is there to review the radiographs and decide, when the diagnoAtic informa-

tion is complete. In the case of plain films, the radiologic technologist

is more responsible for the decisions on what to do, how to de it, and

)

when the examination is at an end. There is a'balance; the order in Table,

E.2 does not give either contract studieA or plain films greater weight., .

II

In the six highest-ranking examinations, computerized transverse axial tom-::

ography, conventional tomogralihy, plain films (bothopediatric.and non-pedF.

atric), and,ariicograms all appear.

The level 4 function in diagno9tic radiology is for the super-

visor alai educator. 'The tasks here are probably best combined with the adi

ministrative tasks in non-factor A, which are not sufficient to constitute

a separate job. Currently the chief technologist is often saddled with an

uneconomic allocation of low-level clerical and administrative taskt or the

r

el

tasks we suggest belong toy the quality assurance technician. We suggest

that there may be a confusion of the essentialness of administrative or

testing functfo'Pis with the level of thbe functions.

Administration: The Technologist, The Supervi
and The De artment Administrator6

The tasks assigned to ley

constitute separate jobs. At level

job we know exists but did not stud

The level 3 tasks deal w

taking inventories, ordering suppli

6
:Table E.4 in Appendix E present
and 6 (in VoluThe 2) ciprain th

at *levels 3 and 4.- See Chapt
Was constructed.

s 3 and 4 of non-factor A do not4,

the department administrator is a

:n, detail.

th departmental functioning, such as

and scheduling patients and staff.

the administrative tasks. Tables 2, 34
curriculum Conterit needed for the tasks
5 for a ddACription of how non-factor A

.!
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Level 4 tasks relate to-the supervision 'and ev4uaiion of staff. These

tasks should be combined with tasks in other factors at comparable levels.

The department administrator runs the daily functions of the

department, coordinates operations, makesmajor purchasing decisions, or

carries them out. We suggest that this job, at level 5, would benefit by

being filled by someone who has a broad. knowledge of the work of all the

staff, rather than 'a detailed knowledge of one Or two functions, and by:

someone who has progressed through the level 3 and 4 administrative tasks

of scheduling and supervision. With current emphasis on quality-masuranct

it is interesting to consider whether the job shouldn't be a lateral move-'

ment for the radiation physicist who may have been a radiologic technolo-

gist or a.quality assurance technician, who already advise] radiologists',
0

and who has a taste foi administration. Such an individual would be An ideal
,'

choice to carry out decisions on the purchase of equipment;and couldtuar-
.

!

antee that quaplity, assurance standards are maintained in the department.

_

CAREER LADDER AND LATTICE RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview
.--7-

..
- -

,
The HSMS job ladder,recomAndations are arrangements 'of jobs in

.- ,
1_.

promotional steps derived from their factors., Th.4 obs n the ladder .

.

401° A J

, .

require interrelated skill and knowledge categories.. We also mike suggeW-

Lions on job lattices. Job lattices allow for linkages across ladders

both horizontally and diagonally. This provides cross.-.over - options and d

choice of'promotionalpathways. The principle involved is that the
l
skills

and knowledges required at a given job level for a factor may serve_as A

basis for more than one specialty. A even speaaltymoy build on more
-

I,
= 2-13
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, A

fa

.
4

than-on kind of prior preparation; the entry to specific profeational
,

,. , r
,

jobs; could,thuis be reached through more than one factor. Conversely, a.
,- i, w, . .. ,

given job levein a factor can be a step towards more than one specialty.

. l a , .

41

fir

,Figure 2 repeats the ca reer line progressions of Figure 1.
,

These are the logical results of the task adalydis and the Assignment of

tasks to levels within factors. .1

The nature of the skill and knowledge requirements for the

's
radiologic technolog Ilks such that two career lines leadiri.to the radi-

o

. 4
plogic.technolpgist are,possible;'options to prowss further are also pro-

p

\. viled. 1,,

The Job Ladder Progressions
VI

F.

. _

4
. One Career ine begin with the q4slity assurance aide and

. s

. -

,

s 1
clritinues to quality assurance technibian. -At this POii the:individual

, je ' 1 *

should be able to opt to continueift-an oducational program leading to
1 , -

VI ion physicist or td continue with a program that prepares'him or
-

JA 4314. II
her-to be a radiologic 'technologist. At the radiologie technologist level

* ,

.

agtInd iqualcould dp,ide to. go training as an educator- supervisor
, e

or to be prepared to Secome.a radiationlysicist
.

.

*. . .

/
The interrelationbhip. of theskills and knowledgevneeded

,for radiologic technology and quality assurance makes it possibl,e to se-

. t

quende the, training in a ra °logic technology program in such a way that

a student would'be Preparedforipemplopent as a quality a ssurance aIde

and,a quality-assurance technician while in-the process oneing trained
OIN

a
41
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4

,Figure 2. SUMMARY OF JOB 1TRUCTURE, AND CAREER LADDER RECOMMENDATIONS

Factors: ' -

(task group-.

f-ings).

Job Levels

5. Profes-
sional

3..

4'

Patient and
Emergency
'Care

4: Jr. Proeli.
sional; Su-

,

pervisor

3. Techtol
ogi§t

2. Technis-
.

clan

1. Aide

III

Radfologic
Technology

VI

Radiokogjc
*Quality'

Assurance

RADIATION
PHYSICIST
(design, run

qual.assur.
programs)

119N -FACTOR A

Adminis-
tration

DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATOR

-1(manage;plan;
ipurchase;bud-

CHIEF TECH.OF
PLCARE(teich,
valuate) or

EMERGENCYACARE
SPECIALTY

CIIEF RAD
TCHNOLO.
(teach,ev
atelksubord

work)`

SUPERVISOR
(evaluate sub-
ordinate4'work
rub meetin:s)

.

eN

RADIOLOGIC
TECHNOLOGI ST

(pla).11,con7

trast'pt. exjJ

Ali a ons)'

DMINTS TIVE
TECHNOLOGIST t

(inventories';

sched4ing; )
orienthtion):'

111.

se

4.,

PATIENT CARE
TECHNICIAN(in-
ject;l9t aid;
cath.; bandg.;
prep.specimns)

QTALITY ASSUR.

TEGekCIAN
(test:x-ray e/
quipmo.;monitor
processors)

-

A

_ea

PATIENT CARE
AIDS (asst.;
vifal signs;
EGG; personal
attention)

QUALITY AS
ANCE AIDE_(price

cess films; tp

pre cleat
e ment)

I . .

* Tasks'in box.with'asterisk (*) not covertd Wdafa.
Note: ler tank content see Appendix E:

-...
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4.

4.1

to be a radiologic technologist. Very little training would go to waste;

employment would be available to students part way through the educati

pal program; and students not qualified to complete the program would
e

'able to,,offer marketable preparation for a job, at,least at the aide or

technician level. The attention to quality assurance In this sequencing,

would do the te-chnolokist no harm when, he or she is ready to do patient
-

exam4nalions

This approaet would also leave to the radiation physicist

program those aspects of physic's, radiobiology, and elutronicsinot re-

quired before the professional Fevellis reached. (See Tables 2 and 7 in

Volume 2.) 4

Sequenced this way, small institutions requiring that radi-
4.

. t
*ologic-fechnolos,ts-perform quality assurance technician tasks could opt

for the full complement of training, whereas large institutions could save

161'

on costs by4ohiring-at the technician level, saving the radiologic technol-

'ogist for examination tunctions

4

111.

The sec career line begins with the patient care aide and
. A

continues to patient care technician.' At this point the individual should

be-5ble to chool, to continue iii\aneducational nursing program leading to

ticensure and eventual" clinical or emergency care specialties, or to con-

. = `'"t

tinue witha program that prepares him or her to be a radiologit technol-
t,

r
ogipt. At the radiologic technologist level the options discussed above

4

are all available.
.

The nursing &kills and,knowledge requited for radiologic tech-

nologymae the ,same type cif sequencing possible.,in.--the patient care line

2-16
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as was suggested for quality assurance. The only differences would be

tbe,specific content clf"the sequences. (Both types of sequences are

presented in liblume'2.)
, I

Cross-over lattice possibilities are the basis for the career

ladder options into radiologic technology from the quality assurance

andipatient care ladders. The quality assurance technician and the pa-

tiene care technician both have sufficiently transferable training that

is relevant (although different in each case) for continuing towards ra-

dialogic technology' as well as towards nursing or physicist occupations.

.

.-
c
.-

Figure 2 alsalso, epresnts a cress -over lattice possibility at
A

1. A decision at the entry level to change one's direction from

people-oriented to ,equipment- and,materials-orienp work is not a
o

waste of much training investment. ,Such options should be available

earlyto alloccindiiduals to find the orientation best suited to their

needs, interests, and abilities. ,

,

-

. .2.

. .A-,,...
,

'..

.,.;

,-%,
. .

Figure 2 also suggeses!'an hdministrative ;ask
.

es on

that can be combinea'witf; tillk career laddefs'presented. It
.1 . . ,

4
t

4
used to produce supervisprs and administrators in eithei major career

,'-

line and to roundout the jobs.

PREPARATION FOR EDUCATIONAL LADDERS, ,

f or

4 '1.

The task assigned to any given level within a factOr are
I

likely to be represehtative oforhe central tasks of a job. Naturally,,

any -.'job will also include certain peripheral tasks not on the factor.

0 #

.44



which-reflecethe administrative or Institutional idiosyncrasies,pa-

per work', conferences, etc., usually associated with any job. In some

cases a real job may combine the tasks in more than dine factor, such

as"when an institution is not large enough to differentiate jobs. How-,

ever, for the purposes of job or educational ladder design, Ihe tasks at

PPa given le,A within a factor suggest the most rational assignment of

.
major _duties, since they represent the maximum application of a giVen

educational investme. ts""

Adsuming the transferability and the additive nature of the
4

HSMS skills and knowledges, HSMS task data can be used to identify the

necessary curriculum content for,each step in a ladder, and alit be used

to identify the educational gap between lavels._ For any given factor,

.

the difference berw en-the highest scale value for each skill, and knew -

ledgeledge category requi d at a p articular job level and the higheat scale
.s

value for sk lls and knowledges required at the nexclevel, plus any

I

new sk s and knowledge categories needed at the next level, defines '

.

the educational gap between,levels: This is the rationale for the de-

sign of educatio ladders. (See Table" 2 in Vo lt.m4 2.)

a

Having educational ladders to parallel career LaOders is of-

ferred as an alternativ to the practice in-many associate and 12acca-
-

.
a.

.

laureate degree programs where course content is presented without re-
.

gard ta_any work-related sequence. 'For.exampleNcourse content filch

/Th. . . ....

is eeded only for level 3 tasks may be presented early-in the program,

bete material needed' for level 1 and 2 tasks. Science and liberal ,

arts courses may be taught.early in the program. The effect is\
11.

2-18
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,

Screen-out students. As a rstilt, the'students who fail do not have

enough occuRationl;braining to qualify in any health ServiCeek job mar--
)

ket. The Students are penalized for failure which could be unrelated

to-actual work requirements for lowerlevel-jobs, or even for the job

in questioni

The job'Structure and career ladder recommendations p1 ented

-

earlier in this chapter can be given educational substance -by use of

curriculum objectives, based on the HSMS method. Wave designed cur-

ie

riculutt guidelines' 4or the radiologic technologist that can produce any

of the sequences discussed etiove. The curriculum guidelines include

curriculum outlines, behavioral curriculum objectives, and teaching and

evaluation strategies.

Our curricula, whether one monolithic/program carrin sequences

by level, combine six major occupational-educational units. At level 1_

there are two units, one in patient care and one in quality assurance.
07

,

At level 2 there are two units, one iirpatient care and one in quality

assurance. At level-3 there are two units, one in radiologic technology

and one in.administration. The six occupational-educational units make

possible three sequences of skill and knowledge curriculum objectives.

One assumes that the radiologic technologist is an indivisible occupation.

Thvecond follows the aide, technician, and radiologic technologist se-
.

quenee 4n quality assurance. The third follow the, aide, technician, and

radialogic technologist sequence in patient care. The work'imPpresented
,

in Volume 2.

1 t 2-19
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'CHAPTER 3

USING TASK DATA TO MAKE RATIONAL USE OF MANPOWER

This chapter is directed to the hospital or department admin-

.

istrator who is interested in implementing the ) ob structure and career

ladder recommendations in Chapter 2,- or.who wishes to Use the task de-

scriptions of Research Report No. 7 and the task data of this rep4Ft for

performance evaluatio

, The chapter assumes that good intentions about providing up-
.

ward mobility to workers and quality care to patients are no guaranty

that they will be translated into practice. The institution must be con-

vinced that gleie are practical reasons for doing so that it makes eco-

nomic sense. Most people are already .convinced bf the social and moral

desfrability,of providing upward mobility to health service workers and

subscribe tOthe principle of promoting patient safety and quality care.

They are not always convinced that such policies are economically viable.

Even though public and voluntary hospitals operate as non-

profit instirutions, they are under increasing pressure to hold down

spsts.11tpward mobility and quality cire,have to offdr cost benefits.

This-chapter reflects -such cost concerns: we think that there are prac-

tical benefits to be derived from using HSMS data and recommendations,

and present this chapter as a guide to their use.-.

This first section, beldw, discusses the economic rationales

for joh Aructurimg, restructuring, and the development of lob.laddera

along the lines suggested Mk this report. The second section describes

3 -1
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:114ACthe administrator can use the data in this report and in Research Re-
-

'port No. 7 to rationally structuce or restructure jobs. It, shows how to

eiamine the allocation of .work in the institution in terms of task over-

lap and the assignment of taskp to levels, and destribes the creation of
.-

new jobs. The third section discusseb the development of.a careeradder'

program, cost saving strategies, and trainee selection. The fourth sec-

tion deals with.the useof HSMS data to evaluate institutional petfor-:

1 mance... Iprogides a Mini-manual for using HSMS task data, to create per-

formance evaluation instruments.

RATIONALES FOR JOB RESTRUCTURING AND CAREER LADDERS

The HSMS method makes it plisible to analyze tasks in terms

of their skill and knowledge reqq..trements and their relationship to other

tasks and job levels.- It therefore becomes possible to assign tasks to

job titles to make optimum use of more highly trained and more expensive

employeeseand to take sure that the work is being carried out by staff

who are properly trained to provide qua ity output,

Oak

The assignment of tasks to job titles is, job itructuring or

, restructuring. The arrangement of jobs into a promotional sequence trod

one level to another,is job ladder construction. It is not always nec-.

essary to. do job restructuring in order to design and implement job lad-

ders;.it is possible:=to'derive advantages from Job structuring or restruc-
,

__
Curing without having to-arrange jobs into a promotional ladder. We-41s-

,

tugs this below.
t.

The costs to consider in structuring or restructuring jobs

are salary and education costs. Direct education or tuition costs can
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be-bOrne'by students, employers, or society;. education costs, however,

are also reflected in salary levels. The education time needed-to pre-
.

pare for_jobs is highly correlated with salary levels. When we talk of

high -level staff or jobs, we imply high salaries, skill, and knOwledge

requirements, and long, expensive periods of educations preparation.

Conversely, low-level jobs are understood to mean low levels of educe-
(

tiona l preparation and low salary levels:,

Job Structuring and Restructuring

Job structuring and restructuring can provide cost advantages

if tasks are assigned to jobs so that the skill and knowledge levels re-

quired for tasks are compatible with the educational and salary levels(of

the jobs to which they are assigned. Allocation of low-level tasks to

high-level jobs is wasteful of salary and education costs: If theYe are

*
shortages of high-level personnel, the waste is felt as decreased services.

It also makes economic sense to assign tasks to jobs so that

the,sWill and knowledge requirements for all the tasks in a job are simi-

lar. Assigning tasks requiring different, non-overlapping skill and

klyOledge requirements to a single job increases the amount of education-

al preparation needed to do 'the job, even if all its tasks, are at the

same level. This prolongs the educational preparation time needed and

probably inflates salary leVels.

Job"structuring and restructuring may be chine to make jobs

at lower level& less boring for workers in.order.to idiprolk morale and

thereby improve performance and/or reduce turnover costs. Such "job en-

largement" can be done economically by increasing the variety of task ac-
,

fat 3-3



tivities in a job while still assigning tasks which require the same basic

investment_in skill and knowledge training.

aftiaga Job structuring is needed when the institution is to provide

t

a new service or S unction,..or id to utilize a new technoldgy. The rele

vant economic manpower questions'are: What- are the tasks involved? At

'what job levels should the tasks be assigned? To what existing job ti-

tles might they be assigned to minimize new educational preparation and
4

to disrupt current work the least? Is there justification in creating

one or more new jobs? Is the development of a job ladder appropriate?

We-discuss these questions later in this chapter.

Job Ladders.
,

Job or career ladders .PiOiride upward mobility for the in-
r

ea Ob

house labor force of an institycon., Promotional lines provide for a

supp of new entrants into jobs'as older incumbents retire, are dis

miss,d, or as more staff are needed to fill a job title.

,.,

The most powerful economic reason to have a career mobility

'program is to fill chronic vacancies at middle and upper job levels. In

a field such as health services,most promotional line4s would require ad-,

. A

ditional education as an individual goes from one level to another,. An

economically desirable career mobility program would provide job ladiler

sequences that minimize the additional education needed between levels.

If a job ladder starts from Snentry level job with few Vacancies,'and

progresses frOth one job level, to another within interrelated task group-'

af
ings to the ldvel where hortages exist, the amount of educational. in-

yestmoilt required be en level'would be minimized, and staff need

50
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be trained only \for the educational gap between one level and the next.

There,are other n mic arguments in favor 0,job ladders. By

selecting in-house staff in appropriate current jobs to move up in a job

ladder, the institution can cut the 'costs that are incurred in orienting

_
new employees. tiA program of upward mobility can also become an incentive

for efficient'performance if selection for upgrading is partly dependent

on the quality of current - level job performance. Since trainees currently

successful at one job lel are likely to be successful at the next ldvel

(because of similar job content), the failure rate may be reduced. A ca-
.00

reer ladder program may also reducethe costs of turnover to the degree

that high. turnover reflects discouragement with "dead -end" jobs.

Actual salary costs may be lover with the use of Jadlirading pro-

grams than if staff are hired from the outside. The staff selected for up-
.

grading will be-at the top of their salary range when selected. They will
1

be replaced in theirep er jobs by staff who are themselves newly upgraded

add who will be entering at the bottom of the salary range; the trainees

will all enter 'at ihabottom of the'salary range for their new jobs. Com-

petition
) among institutions to attract outside individuals whose training

is-in short supp crea es an inflationary pressure on salary levels. An

in-house career mob ty program adds to the supply of scarce labor and re-

duces inflationary pressures. We discuss strategies for job ladder con
y.

struction later in this chapter.

When shortage jobs are_at,a high level, with no related jobs at

intermediary levels, job structuring or restructuringpmay be needed to pro-.

vide -job ladders. If are educational distance from an entry

3-5
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age job is a matter of several years, one c nno lk about a viable job

ladder. For example, a one-step rise from the darktoom aide = the radia-
,,

tion physicist would be.un'realistic. But a ladder frOgi the aide to the

technician level, and frOm there to the-technologist level:can ultimately

lead to the professional physicist level in,reasonable stages. 1

The creation of a new job at -an intermediary level on a ladder

or to provide a new service or function is a form of specialization of la-

bor that may be cost saving within limits. As different components df

Work are separated and "assigned. to different jobs, the work canTbe done

more efficiently and more economically. Lower level tasks can be grouped

into jobs at lower salaries. The limit to this approach is that the insti-,

tuti,.pn must be large enough tb provide full-time work in each of the sub-

divided specialties. Short of this, workers would not be efficiently uti;

lized. We discuss this question later-in this chapter.

I.

USING HSMS, TASK DATA TO STRUCTURE JOBS

Assuding that the adAtinisbrator of a department of diagnostic

radiology is interested in the rational structuring of jobs in the depart-
.

a

ment, HSMS data can provide the raw materipls. We have d'O'ne the task iden-
. ,

tification'and de'scrip.toions, have identified the major groupings of task's

and the.levels of tasks, and have made some job structure and career lad:

Ai

der suggestions. The data are provided in Research Report No. 7.and in

this report. Now the administrator can'adapt the-data,.analyses, and_rec-,,

1 It is important to note that a job ladder progression refer to the rela-

tionship among job titles. A given individual may not move up on all the

rungs of a ladder. At any point in ,time incumbents at one level in a lad-

der 'are the population from which those who will go to the nextlevel on

the ladder are selected.
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emendations for

Job Structures

orher own department.

10-

Data Preparation'

The first step is for the administrator to decide on the job

titles to be examined; the second step is to identify the taiks being car-

ried out in those titles; the third step is to analyze the pattern of dis-

tribution of, the tasks in terms of task overlaps across jobs, the levels

of tasks in jobs, and the groupings, of, tasks In jobs.

The administrator starts by selecting the job itles to be ex-

amined. These are placed on a refers:Ace/list. The list should include

ail the in-hous tles of interest along with the salary or salary range

for each. Next,,a HSMS job level should be assigned to each job on the

list. Table 1 and the explanatory text in Chapter.1 present the job ley-

.

els. In Table 1, the left-hand column indic&teethe HSMS levels, and the

right-hand column gives an idea of the titleseone can find at these lev-

)

els. A way,to check the appropriateness of the job level designations is

, -
to note whether the rank order of the job titles by salary level is'the

same as the-raqk order of job titles by, the HSMS job level designation.

The next step 4s to deterMine which individual(s) are familiar

with'all the work being done by all the incumbents in the job titleslon

the list. This may be the administrator, or different supervisors may be

miller with different titles. These individuals will become resource

'per& ilaho will be Asked to provide the basic information on the current

allocation of tasks to titles. We can call them "respondents."

3-7
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The next major step in the analysis is to determine whipof
.

the 368 tasks covereby HSMS-in.diagnostie radiology are,belng carried out

job titles in,,the department or in titles related to the department.' It

may be best to get an overall sense of where the activities are being done

before getting detailed information for each title,

The HSMS task inventory reference for the 368 tasks is Volume 4

of Research Report No. 7, which presents the extended task names(1-
2 These

provide good content references,so there should be little confusion about

what work activities are being referred to. (Appendix A, whichouresents

the abbreviated task names, is less detailed and is used later,_after_the

basic identifications are done.)

The' HSMS tasks are screened so thatifa final list includes only
.

casks.being done at the institution. The next step is to find out in which
0

,

jobtitle or titles each tasi is done. For each in-hous* job thegentfre
4.

,i, list is,considered to ensure that all the tAiks for a giiien title are coy-
,

"`

14p,

ered." This meal! that a copy of the entire task ioventoty of all the tasks

is prepared for each interview with each. respondent.

The respondent is asked to indicate which tasks in the inventory

MM.

.

are carried out, incumbents in a given title. At ttlis pOini-it may be .

-i
.. 4*

.
4

° decided that,ft is important to know which tasks are carried out by indivi-,:,

, 4
,

... 14 .

dual employees in a title` Separaite lists would then be prepared for. each,

, . .

and each would have the .ankopriate job level designation by. title. When

. --4:
.

. P. ..i.
..

the tasks assigned to an individual are noted, an efforrshould beimade to

2

. . i . i'aifr

, %
.

11. cit.; also, see Preface..
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.
.:.* ik ,,

. ,-
:include out-of-title wolik', b use this may be of major economic' interest.

.... . 40.... . I

Y i ..;e e ' , , 0

This is ap fn-hduse analysis, and no security woiild'be endangered.
A 4

? Now we,4resumably hakfe a task list- for each title and individ-

,ualbeing.Studied. Each contains all the tasks done in that job. (The
' - 1 -. tt

.i,
codevnumber andsbbreviatea task names in Appendix-A.are'useful at this

..4. A
.

point). ,Next to the
*

each tasktwo additional pitces of informa-
,

onihre'needed: The first iS the HSMS lob level iokgnatsiOs; the second,

the H6MS factordrile and/or nUmber.,,:(The factordnformation is avail-
A44

abaArom Appendix Do'Table.D.2 The,job level designations of the tasks"
. ,

...-
0

,
I ..

are presentedby factOr\in ApPendl .)
0

. ,,,, g ,,

.
;

,
it

'' 4., 4,
,t0 A third piece of informaeion may be of interest to the adminis-

,
. ,

. .,

tNor. That is the frequency.withi.ohicto the task is carried out irioa giv-

.
,

en jobL,:this information' will be herpful if there IA interest in the rela-
,

--:-.- 0

tive impoitance'of a task inothe structureo1 a job The basic information
.?"

Y
10

.,

oftain4kable from the re dents. In order'tO make it possible to corn-
.- _ ,

1

. , -. ,
.

.pawtask
1

r encies.across jobs,' H$M$ derloped a scale fro frequency.
4.

%.

';.'

If is the first.scalepresented in Appendix C, and can bef used to scale

. ,

tasks
ei

for how often
S.

they are carried out in the. cdurse of a day or a ylrat.
i

4...- . .
' I. e------.

1
.

. ,

e I,
w ,

.0 . If there is,intuest in an overall .assessment of the manpower
,

utilization pattern sin the depa tment, the next step is to creatpan-array
, ,- ,

-.. ,

'." that contains the infdrmation of.intetest.. by arrngiOng the job-. ,

ttitles (and the names-tol individuals withirLtitys)'ira columns, froth left

to right,-. in 4es401;dihg order by HSMS job level and/or salary level. .41th-
'. ' - .. , .. . / .

ob_Wg1;-The titles ashOpld be arr nted by HSMS factor., The factor for
V

.711

111.6
==4"..-

11111 6



t
41

.

- tli
. .+ s

. /

. 1
:

. , .

a jobais'determined by theemost prominent factor` showing on the tas0 last . .

,
0

. _.-..
. -

collected for the %tie (or individual)'. The rows'4.the array Are to be
, ----

. ..0

'all the tasks found
,
in the department, arranged fro pe bottot.in de-

.
.

, .

..., , , .. .-

scendin order by HSMS j6b level, and, within job levels. by the same factor

. , o/ _ , .

order used for the cAumns.3 -The entries in sip array%are x's. Working

t..,.
,

w h each task list*separateM one fills'in a:column at a tirlIellacing,

111 6'

an "x" in-the appropriate column if a given task is found on.the Liven .- ,
4 ,

.

job's list. FigJre 3 is a'hYPOthetical example of such an array. (We-..-

,

us. ed Appendix E for the task numbers, levels,-fa- ctors, and titles; we as -.

.'.
,

syme twelveincumbeTaiisted by number.)
,

. -.

,
t

.'---

The array provides an overall view if the extent and, location

of 'task o/eclp and, the apprOpriateness of current allOAtiong
4
of tasksh

to job titles,by,:lelels and factord.-v,,rreVxamines the overlap of tasfk.

;Foss job titles 4iqoumbents by. reading across the array; one ermines

.

,the mix of tasks in jobs by level and factor by rgading2do the colins. 1,

.1,

., .
An ideal utilization pettetn, would be xoughly in the shape .f. a Nagonal,

.

i falling from left to right (as'wide as'the adjacent columns- fna given _

.,. A

factor;as high' as the adjacent rows In a given factor within a-lectel). \

.,-----
,

.
.

, Figure 3 shows riii`Patterp with the weption of Tasks 490, 74, and 275.

*Task Overlap .

Mk

Task overlap occurs when a task i3Oearried ott in more than

L --_

one joittitle ,(or across more than one incumbent of a 1e if there' are

different jobs within a title). Not all overlap ia undesirable or avoid-
,

. ,

, ablef . There are always overlap tasks to be done that provide the mortar

, 4. '4 ,

ki

4,

Appendix E'can,be used to order the tasks. To save space,,c6de-pumbers

can-be used to-designate
.A

columns and rows, since the entriei will lie x's.
.

r .

Pi?
P

,, .
i

3-10 2 '' 1..
4. 0
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Figure 3, HYPOTHETICAL ARRAY- OF.TAsr'ALLOCATIONS BY JOB TITLE

Job Leveisa: 8 5 4- 3

Factorsb:-' L . /1 VI III IV. III A I -° VI IV VI

Job '' Non-

Titlese:_ neur
Rad.

Neu-
ro.

Rad.

Phy -.Rad.

ii-:-Tech,

cist SukSuPr.Tech.Tech.TeckAide

Pp. '.'

Care ,Rad.

Ad-
min.eare

Pt..QuaL
Ass.

Pt.

Care
Aide

Qom.
Ass.
Aide

Ihcumbtnts: 1 2 3 4 5 '6 1 7 8 9 10 11 .12

Le-

vel

Fac--Task
for Code

.

.
.

-8 I

.

II

,.

441

329

448.

404

397

430

,

X

X
X

X

.

4

41.

.

4

5 VI, 528

546 j

542

X
.

.

,

, ,
.

.

.

.

,III

IV

82
7

,158

305

-

. X
X ,

III

.

13

526

362

363

496

131 ,

272

.

X

XI
'X

X

,

.

r
X

X

,

,

.

0

,

1V

-

VI

299

33
143

308

243

535 '.
548

549 .

.

,

.

.
.

X

X
X
'X

-

-

- :

X

1('X)e,

.

,

..

, --

1

.

--1

,G

-

IV

VI

.

.

290

190

193'
490
74

i47

275

69 Y

552
79

.

X

X
.

- -

.

I

.

X

,

.

. X
X

X
X

tX
`'

1

1

fir

I

1 X

) X

X

X-\

X

Lrvel -8: spec alized'a vanCed professional; level 5: professional; level :

Iducaio'r, super4isot; level 31 technologist; level 2: technit1an; level*1

aide:

g
'1/ Factor I: Non-neurolegic4Radicflogy;cFactor II: Neuroradiology; Factor 1111

Radiorogic Technology;'FactorIV: 'Patient Cdre; Factor VI: Quality Assur-

-, .ance; Non-factor k.: Administration. ik*
lc.., '

till in the n-house titles.
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400
v

to hold the central tasks in a job together.' There-can be duRlications

that reflect the differ0ent locations or shifts in which the work is car-

ried out. However, when there is AnpliCation:of the central work in a

given department this bears close examination; thus, the overlap data

in the array should be given 4 cAeful

The Most important type of overlap to look"for is where the

same task found-in jobs that-are at differentkleVels. The allocation

of low-level .tasks-to high - level, titles is wasteful. The allocation of
)

high-level tasks; td low-level titles implie inadequate performance or

wasteful training. Given acceptable performance of a task in the titles

where it is currently overlapped, there is "a prima facie economic argument

for downward assignment of an overlap task to the lowest ;.evel ih which it

. is currently found.: In Figure 3 there-are three such tasks.

a

Sometimes the4oirerlap reflects the case where,superv.isors
I

in for absent staff. This may be a waste of expensive supprviibry time.

One Solution might be to develop a "flying §quad" for low-level jobs,

Suc staff would be trained for'sev ral job's at the-aide level and would

be-on call_to fill in for absentees. ne flying squad could Covdrfmtient

cafe and Mother quality assurance, or the squad could cover both factors.

The)_squad(O would serve the purpose of providing a source of experiehced'

manpower to cover staff absences at the aide level. By virtue of this ex-
,

. .

periencvemPloyees at the aide level could later maksi.informed choices-

',
about the specialty in which they wo12].51..Uketo Management 'would be

iq a position to take account of especially gifted employees and,encourage

them. Frnally,,,the rotation, would permit job' richment and add variety.

54s
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1

,

.

Sometimes overlap of tasks atross job leyelR
IV

refl
. d

. e'
fugal of professional staff to delegate' work., We have:fetind that some

the 're-

professionalg,prefer to carry 'out lower-levertaskg when they are not com-,

*

' .fortable about the quality'ot the performance on the part -of low4r-level

staff. Discovery of this kind of overlap actual/k.piinp ints job perfor-

mance and trainAg inadequacies. The'solurion is to provide the remedial

training needep sdtbathIgher-level staff can rely on the 'quality of work,
5 ,

1.

atsigned to lower-level staff!

The in-house analysis of the overlap data shoul1 result in, the

wt.

separation ofnecessaryfrOm.unnecesa;.y task overlaps, a design for the"
.

rational restructuring of job, and any other steps needed t remedy the

problemsunCoyered.

t
Job Structure B sk Level and Fa'ctor

The economic signif cance of examining the allocation of tasks

to jobs by level has already been discussed. The data, in the array and on .

the separate lists provide the basic information. It islpow possible to

discuss-the percentage of tasks at various levels fdr A given job. Again,

the economic ,goalis the allocation of tasks at a,gfVen level to jobs at

that-level. Ag was indicated above, most jobs cannot be held together with-
,

out one or two tasks that are, essentially simple and/or administrative. --The

,

,Roint is to use the percentage distributions anc task frequency data to ex-
.

amine whether'current allocations are sound'

..The.allocatiot of lower-level tasks to higher-level lobs-sug7

gests waste. It is also important to consider the p"resence of higher-level,

taqicp,in lower-leyel jobs. In a case where a task is rated by'llSMS at a

3-13
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. ,
. .

level higher Oen thd job-in which it is found,,thetaek may be beyond the

Teach of the'incumbent's experience and training, and"performance may be
. .

. . . ,.... _, .

un6atisfactoiy. Alternatively, the staff in this job may be receiving train?
..

_

ing for Ate one task at levels that are beyond the needs for all the other
. -

tasks of the sob, and this would be wasteful_of training. (A third explana-
.

tion could be t SMSis incorrect in.its evaluation of the task's level.) >,
*

The analysis of the composition:b.i jobs by,task factor i.s sim-

ilar to the analysisof the task levels'. The array and the lists provide
.

', .
,

,'

insights about thesbreadt.h of training required for the jobs. 'A _lob made ..,

'
,

up'of tasks that dross Severar factorS,may require train ing in a larger num-
...

.

ber of subject areas than is economically warranted., For example-, if the
.- _

,

same staff -member were administering medication and testing x-ray,equipment,
,._

.
\ 4

,. 1 4 f

an investment in training in' pharmacology subjects and in'technological sub:-

:-
,

jects would, be 'required. With no transferability from orie'to the other, and

.. , .,-
no likelihood that this combination would 'be foUnd in other lateral or

N. 4 )'
. . .

.
.

'
. '4

higher jobs, we have'a wasteful job-Structure. ,,- .

. Creation of New Job's

... 4:-IP- "
A new job may need to be created as a-result of *the avaIN(is of

. , -
, -

task allocations described above, or to provide'an intermedigr job betWeen
ca

-i--

high -and low level jobs, or to provide for anew function,. or-td utilize a

, ' -. . .11 ' ,

newly available technology. The key to structuring a new job is to, know

- *

.

,
.

.
, .

all the tasks to be covered, their job levels,and their factor des4gnations.

Frequency data reflecting the expected work loads -to be assigned would also

be helpful.

44
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The decision to institute a quality assurance program in di-
e-

agnostic radiology provides an example of the type of analysis that might
cs,,

be considered ih the creation of new jobs, given the printiples already

described.

At present, quality assurance tasks'are not found in every

.hospital, and certainly not all the tasks we present are found in any one

institution, When thd tasks we identified are found currently they are

1 variously located in,physicist, ra4iiologit technology Supervisor, and/or
,

, 4
radiologic technologist titles.

Assuming that the trend is-to adopt such tasks and to insti-

tute
.

. _,-

quality'assurance programs, what is the best-job structure to contain ,-,_
4-

411.
.

the technician-level tasks?. We have suggested the cosO-saving nature of
--,

.specialization of labor, the creation ofa quality assurances technician'
40

- job, anj the allocation of level 5 tasks to a radiation physicist fob.
it v

This makes sense if the institution is sufilciently lAie to benefit from

the newly created, quality assurance technician job.

However, if a hospital has only a few xrray machines, there

is no point in hiring someone to do nothing but test them periodically.

When this Is the cae,the HSMS designation of level and factor for the

tasks can be used to decide how the technician-level tasks should be al-
. ,

located among existing jobs. "Thy best decision will vary for different

institutions. The decision should be the result of an analysis of task

frequency data for currept,tagks.and for the quality assurance tasks. The

reasoning might proceed along the following lines.

a
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Should theixechnicianItasks be taugh.tto the aide and added to

the aide's current duties? The new costs would be for training and a sal-

ary increase, becaus now the aide job would 'include technician -level tasks. '

Is it better to.teach the tasks to the technologiat and add'them to the

technologist's current duties?' The new`costs would limOthose for training

46 and the hidden costs of making less than optimum use of the technologist's

r

time in technician -level tasks. With the use of data onrequency and cur-
_

rent work loads and flows, a sound bconomic decision can bereached.

What is inescapably apparent is that el ere is little justifica-

tion for 'assigning the technician. tasks to a physicisti who is an /expensive

employee. If the 'reason fox a-job structure,in which the Physicist is doing-

the technician tasks is that there isn't fuljtime work for the physicist'

'anyway; two answers come to mind. One is that the true function of the

physicist may- not beffunderstozd, and appropriate tasks may be missing. The

other is that.it may be sensible for a smell institution not to employa
full-time physicist, but to retain a consul who will Wet ap ndrun the

quality assurance'program as needed.

Job Descriptions
,

It may be of interest that the materiar4disctssed in this

section lends itself to the developMent of job descriptions., They can be

as simple as a listing of the abbreviated task names, or as complicated

as the detailed task descriptions in Research Report No. 1. We believ

that the extened task names pro'jide a good balance of brevity and detail.

Wherfedited to reflect the work done at the given'institution, they pro-
,

vide objective, unambiguoug references. They are useful r wage,and

salary negotiations and .for personnel counseling,

s- r6
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-CAREER LADDERS AND COST SAVING STRATEGIES

Let us assume that an inseltu tion has decided to develop a pro-
(/' ,

gram for upgrading staff in job ladder wetressions.. It might be'convinced

that this apprOach is most efficient the long run; it may have decided

that this is the way to expand the services it provides, whether in sheer

quantity when demand increases, or in the provision of new services:or func-'

tints; it may have decided that this is the way to fill chronic vacancies,.

It may be that the-ommitment to uRWard mobility ha been brought about

through collective bargaining,' and:a portion of the wage package wil- l be

set aside for the uquading-training of staff. In any-of these circum-

../

stances there are basic decisions to be made that can affect costs and the

4

success or failure of the program. This section bringa/together various #.'"".4\

insights gained by HSMS about the cost_aspects of career mobility' programs.

We hope that they prove useful.

Overview

Unlike the situation where students

paratiOn before they enter labor force, an

concerned with students who are employed adults

main source Of support of themselves and'their

gain their occupational pre-

upward mobility program is

And who very likely are the

families. We are also deal7.

ing wit} hospital' employers wht need/ to provide their amaff with occupa-

tional preparation while at the same time maintaining, the quantity and qual-
-

10 of their productive output: a

We are dealing with j401, most of which require instruction in,

fbrmal disciplines. The subject matter must be imparted by teachers.and
..

earned in the ciassroom and in superNlised clinical practice. Unlike many

3-17
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tom

.

.

fAciory or civil service staff, the health work rN!!_*Rnot,

.

ick up" what
/ I

1
, .

is needed in,t4ehigher -level job by simply obse -r workers during

the course of a work day in his current job. .-.41e are also dealing with jobs

the entry to which is circumscribed by requirements.such as licensure, cer-
.

tifilation, graduation from AMA-approved or otherwise accredited programs,

and/or academic degrees. In most cases licensure and certification re-

quire graduation from azredited programs-as well as passing,examinations.

AA in-house,u00ard mobility program involves four basic types
,

. . ( -
.

of "costs and

. ),*

Ways of dealing with them. There are education

t
.

. . --,-

costs, released-time costs, relief worker costs, and trainee failure costs.

Education .costs cover classroom 'instruction and clinical
4

practice. These would be faced by anyone entering'study for an occupation:

The options, and choices about" which we have something to say are as follows:

1

1. There can be an in-llouse,(hospital-baged) program in which
the institution ,runs the program:, or there' can be an aca-

demic program in which a student accumulates academic cre-
dits towards, a degrees at the associate, baccalaureate or

masters level.

2:' he program can be designed as an educational ladder` with
course wdrk sequenced so that ihp whole program leads to
the top of the ladder and shorter segments lead to lower-

level jobs, sq that students can exit and reenter thp pro-
_gram at job-reaated intervals;.pr there can be dIsCrete .

programs designed for each job.

3. Time schedules for Imstructid, can be geared to full:time .

.
*students and regular,academic semesters; or they can be
geared to the time requirements of employed students.

',Released-time coals are payments to trainees while they are

( \tudying to, permit them to maintain incomes. The options include find-

-1%

ing outside assistance to pay employees, counting these Costs as 'fringe

64
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benefits along with health insurance and passing them along as production

. f

c
costs t third-party payers, and/or having employees and/or educational

t

institu onesbeeln.thecosts;

Reliefdworker costs cover fhe salary for employees who will

provide the relief work while trainees are studying. Among the options

,

. are hiring temporary employees to provide the relief work for individual

trainees or using a staged approach in which the workers who will replace
)

the trainees in their former .lobs when the latter are upgraded are the

one% to provide the relief work. We discuss a strategy for this below.

Trainee failure costs are incurred when trainees fail-in

their upgrading-training programs and are not able to -fill the upper-lever

jobs. The selection criteria for trainees can affect success or failure.

There is an important set of alternatives about which HSMS has something

to say below..

0

Education Costs

We have already-discussed why sequential-edylional.prograns

based
.
on lob ladders save education costs by eliminating redundant educe-

tion and Providing reinforcement and transferability of training. We now-
.

suggest that itglis more economical, in the short and long run for hospitals

to give up the production of educational programs at technician and tech-
_

e
nologist levels. We suggest that. they combine into consortia on a city-

.46
wide or system-wide basis tepurChase educational programs from acaclemic

institutions which can offer accredited programs and academic credits us-
,

able toward col lege degrees.

3-1
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The educational institutions could be persuaded to offer pro-
,

grams that are properly timed and sequenced_to service the career ladder

114 Pregrams adopted by hospitals if there are large numbers of stutfenis

volved. The movement to work/study, continuing educa4T2, and work-orien-

ted timing for course hours has been growing in colleges and universities.

since the late 1960's. Consortia can be cteated of hospitals in a system

,
such as a municipal or vbluntary.system, or in a geographic area. Their

A.-'. ..-

. ,

function would be:to adopt mutually acceptable job ladders and to purchlise

ericational programs for a consortium's pool of trainees.

The alternati4e is having health care delivery institutions

provide internal training for their manpower needs. The training produced

is often so specgic to the needs of the institution that the trainee finds

it of little use foi upwardsmobility or even for lateral movement in the

job market. This is particularly' true in the so-called "new careeePtitles.

Since_tht institutiOnK themselves are not p1rmitted to provide aipdemic

credits, the training is of no help in the attainment of the degrees which

are a partttf the credential system and are needed for higher-level jobs.

-

,

Given the current Ume requirements for accredited ptograms

(two years for radiologic technologist) there is a good argument for using

the required time to accumulate degree credits as well as occupational

certification for students. 4

4 It is worth considering that there is a two-year requirement for the radi-
,.ologic technologist program regardless of whether it is a hospital-based
program or offered in a community college and leading to an associate de-

gree. May one conclude that the associate degree program covers the'AMA
"Essentials`" in less than the equivalent WIltwo years and handles the lib-'

-4,
eral arts courses in the remaining time? this is true, is there a
waste of student time in hospital-base Programs?

66
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,

Aide-level training could include remediatknn and be used to

ready workers to advance later: It might be best to provide this in con-
,

'junction with programs leading to high ichool equivalency diplomas/or col-

lege-level credits. Everyone at the "aide level should have the chance to

receive high althool equivalency training, especially credits in the high

school subjects required fot entry to associate or baccalaureate-degree

programs. Aides shOuld be able to receixre-credit for their work experi-

ence where this is appropriate.

;(

(liven the number of trainees for upgrading programs that hos-

pital.systems or consortia can offer, educational instftutionscould re-

.duce per capita costs through t1ie use of plant and faculties in courses

offered.in the evening, on weekends, during vacations, and at other !ion-,

peak times. The member hospitals would be natural affiliates for the

clinical training,
-1

A system-wide consortium approach could combine hospitals,

educational institutions,' and the local health services trade unions and

professional associations to make maximum use of federal, state, local,

and foundation funding for its programs. It is a full-time job to. locate

the funds, write the proposals, and put the packages together. But this

can be done efficiently on.a large, city-wide or system-wide basis.

jieleased-Time and Relief Costs'

It is Ilesirable bgretain student; in their jobs and provide

them with released-time training. :The hospital%retains the services of

'r
current staff; the employee maintains an income source; and the'educa-

`3-21
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tionalinstitution`may be able to use its plant at maximum efficiency.

Released -Lithe training could be passed on as a cost of service, but, in

addition, emOltyees may wish to accelerate their training and contribute

S.
by studying without compensation on weekends, holidays, and during vaca:-

4*

tiott time.
$

In, our strategy to minimize released-time and relief costs,

we start with the assumption that a career ladder, such as that leading*,

to radiation-physicist or leading toradiologic technologist,w4,11 be'

part of an overall manpower plannidg prograM undertaken by the institu-

.

Lion. In that context it is important that the upper-level 'target" job

bn a ladder be one that will have openings for newly trained, staff to

---.J11.' These openings coUlAi come about due to new or expanding hospi al

V

services, turnover, retiremAt, or chronic current vacancies. the number

of vacancies to be filled must be known before plaAUng can take place.

It is also critical that money be in the budget for the job titles to be

filled when the training ends and the trainees are ready to work lh the

titles.
P

It is also important that entry-level jobs on a,,ladder'be im,

able to be fi11g4 easily; that is, that individu4s are available to be

recruited and trained to fill the entry-level jobs,=- that there are no

labor shortages at the:,gate.

'NW

If the entry-level job is one ih which employment may be re-

duced in the future, then the upgrading program solves the redunIdenvy

problem for staff that would otherwise,be let go. No new staff are needed

at entry levels, anethe cost ofeupgrading is reduced by the amount that

would normally be needed to recruit, train, awl employ new teplacements

3-22
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v.

We suggest a multi-staged,'coordinated system otiraikning to

gb I

-
. 0 .4

. ...-- :

fill vacancies and ptovide replacements. It involves kalf-times-tudy and
t

v

-

.t. .

full -time. Aincome. It inCludes,double-trapgstagiaig to4.provide traini
.

.

avt minimum cost with no loss in productiolg For the trainees, it p;oeides
. "

.
* .

v

the maintenance of income and the 'job security they require while guaran*
. .

?Ijr

-teeing ma?cimum upward mobility
/

.

.
7

te.

..

f '
....

L

Double-track staging means that two educational #rogramS rpn

- simultaneously. Each ,program is for half the- traineetird runs during

ft e

the hours that the other half are working. .The trainees work during non-

pverlapping'time periods; study can overlap for weekends,,holidays, and ,

vacations. .

, r .
%

The strate gy for doublo.xrack programs Is based on the

lowing considerations. If

1 .

and if relief worker

aees work half time and train half time,

are'to be used to maintain output, one relief worker
k .

(
.',

-, . ft

can relieve 'two t ainees, but only if the two trainees are in different .'-'.-- - '....

#
time

...,,

-..

Jilots. 'Anything else' is a waste of relief' worktr costs. We prefer

alternate months, weeks, or daysfor AkttaCkserather than, alternate half

if,. .
.

.

dats, beeause half days are wasteful of travel, time and the warm-up time
. *0

1P-A 1 .,

'fleeted to rejocus s' attentioAltrom study to work and back again.
.

The multi-stage strategy dovetails all the steps i4a careeb .

1 ;
'ladde#. -Frith this approach releasedz-time and relief costs can be

.

kepi
'

...... 1
berow the 'cos of staffing th4.,jobs whose vacancies are to 1?t filled. .

, t

Figurdi prov des a.hypothetical example. It s hows how tailingt pro-

... . . .

grams, maximum use yf relief workers-and non-overlappin the work/study 1

* .

amp of empfuets inupgrading-training tan keerthe costs to a minimum.

.

'

.

4

I

a
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Figure 4. A MINIMUM COST $TRAtEGY FOR JUPG ING: STAGED SEQUENCES

A

Pa e 1 of 2

/

.

Stage of Program and Jobs by Level

Em oyient by Function
. .

Employment by. Salary
.

,,-- -,

Average
Monthly
Wage
Bill

. ,

Na-
-Atcan-

cies

Dorbg
Normal
Work.

Train- Full-
_

--.. ing for'Upgrad- time
,

lief Entry ing .Worii
Train- Level Train- Equiv-

A
..'eesa . Jobe ingb alent

-.

.Top
of

Range

:

Bottom
of

Range

_.

Total

/0.Beflore program:
8

'

,

1

f2

12

12

-

36

'

40

.

0 0

12

12

12

36

.

12

12

12

36

(44)

.

.

0

12

12

f21

36

(44)

$19,200

10,800
9,000

(1200)
$39,000
(51,00D)

Technologists(3) @ $1,000-$1,600mo.
Technicians(2) 1 $ 830-./$ gOOmo:

;Aides(1) @ $ -660-$ 750mo.

(Budgeted vacancieeertop of range) )-,_8

Total
rotal includirig vacancies) 0-

1.Hire and rear 2 for aide jobs:

8

Vt
&

-

4

12

106 12 '

12

3i 0

.

.

-

2

.

)

36

.

12

12

12

36

.

12

12

12

36

40

2

2

12

12

14

38

,

$19,200
10,800

., 10,320

$40,320

(to free 2 aides to relieve 4 aides
w/io will go into training to be ,--)

technicians in Stage 2).New hires =
1/4 technologist vacancies to be
'filled. 'dime required; training

for l %vel 1. ,
Technologists

rt. Technicians
4 I Aides .

_Tottal

2.Upgrading training of aides begins:4

'

8 .

,

,

12

12

8

- 32

.%

2

2

.'

.

.

-

--2c
2c

,

.

.

4

4

4

.0

12

12

N, dimp'

Ilrb

-

.

,

12

-1T
12

36

.

.

-

.

.

4

.

1'2

12

16

40

.,

,

°.:
$19,20.0 '

1000.0
10,980.

$4059a0

a.Two aides relieve 4 aides aelect-
ed for training to be technicians.
Two-track program alternates work/
study. Time. required: training gap

.between level 1 and 2. -,

6.Halfway through period ano r 2

are hired, trained to be ai s
a.)(Time ireqpired overlaps with a.)

S Technologists
Technicians
Aides

. L Total.

a Assumes that each relief worker reliblves 2 employees who areeach in half-time upgrading training.
b Assumes that upgrading4trainees work half tfme and study half time at full-tiMe salaries.

c For half the period.
I
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Fi gure 4. A' MINIMUM COST STRATEGY FOR UPGRADING: STAGED SEQUENCES cont.0inued) Page 2 of 2

-

,

.'

,. ..'

. .

.
-

Sta:e of 4rd: am and-Joss , Level 'cies

,,

Va-

can-

Employment by Function nroyment by Salary

Average
Monthly,
Wage

Bill

Train- . Full-.
.

-Re- ing for Upgrad- time
Doing lief Entry ing Work 4.

Normal Train- LeVel Train- Equiv-

Work eesa JOIT, inib alent .Ran:e

-41.

Top
of

, ,,,"

')-

"Bottom-

of
Ran:e Total

3.Upgrading-training Of technicians

.

.

,

.

.

8

4
,8

.

.

'

,

,.

.

.

y'

.. ,

,

r2

'4

8

24

'

,
.

r

.
..,

%4'

,.
.,,,

..,

.

.

--,

4

2

1th,

.

-

l t.
'14:

,i t ,

,

,

,,

,,,

2
d
+ 2.

d

.4

,

.

.

.

.*

t

,..

.

%.1-'

'.

8

'4

.,12

.

.

...

4

.

..

.

.

.

'
12
12

12

,6

.

4

..

.

.

.

m

...

.. 12

12

8
. .:

32

. .

i

(
4
..

: 4

- 8

.- 12

.

#

.

-

.

-

_
t

,

4
16-

'16

44

.

.

) *

C r"

...- ,

.

$19,200
, 14,120
e 9,96Q
$43,280

a.Four,aides newly'trained as tech-
nicians are upgjadvi.

b.6ur-technicians relieve 8, techni-
'""---:Thitians selecteefor 'training to be

technologists.Time e'er:Mired:train-

- ihg gap between leyels 2 and 3.
'c.TWo new hires are trained td be'

aides one quarter wa/%4D-to:the ,

period(the time-required,overlaps).

,..,,s,
d.Halfway through-Ore period 2 aides

relieve 4 aides selettedoTor train-
ing to be technicians. (the time
- .

required overlaps). ,

e.Tbree Quarters df the way into the
period another are hired acid

.

, trained as aides (unIegt_fewer
-aides ,will now belne:Ithan qt
siax).(Trie4time req.' d overlaps

so that total time is as in a.)
Techpologits

.
lo, -Techkfcians

. Aides '

Total .
1

.

'4:Fu11 cycle completed:
r

.

-

0

20

12

12

44

-

4,00,,,,..

..

'

,

-

.

-

/
.

20
T2
12

44

.
,

12.

4

, 4

20__

, 8
.

8

8
i

44

:

N.
N.

- ,

,

-

,

'

:20'

.12
12

441

$f7,200
10J40
8,280

$45,720 1

Eight vacancies, fine!: 16 staff
upgraded; 8 new hires.

# .

. Techpolosists
_ . Technicians

.

Aides
____!,--N .

Total,:

d For a quarter of the period.
4 -
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In this example the-plan is to fill 8 technologist jobs (at an

institution thaw part of,acOnsortilim).,in_the length of tithe needed to

o

train new .aides, to train aideS to become tecDnictafts, and' to train .tech-
-...

nicians to become technologistg in ,i' half -time, work/study program. The

ladder in quality assurance leading to radiolOgic technologist could_be

We assudikhat trainees si-J..dy half time and receive full-tite

.

`salaries. Current incumbents, incluOing traineesfor upgrading, are.at mak-

.

,

imum salaries f?r their lines.arid receive current wages until upgraded.
c,

. incumbents start at millumum raC.
.

Costs are reducdeduring thelligram by empliling new staff_ only

.as needed in the staged sequences. All staff used for relief work are fully

.utilized and are retained at the end of tbe 'program'to fill the slots va-

catedtby the staff vho have been upgraded.

We show that, if the 8 technologists were hired from the outside,

the total salary cost of staffing 4.4 employees for one month would be $51.000

(or s47o00, depending on whether new technologists-would_be recruited at i,he

top or bottom of their Salary fange): We show that at the end of the train-
.

1 'the samix staffing Of 44 employees would Only cost $45,720 per month f

b the' upgrading prograM reduces posts'on every line where upgrading

'tAkes place. The additional cost sayings from reducing traininetime by

,".. . ,)

usingan educltional ladder to. parallel the job ladder.and froM the eliMina-.

. .

ion of orientation costs are not included. .....-

, 4
1.

\
___..

Stage 0 in Flkure 4 shows currant staffing and costs on a monthly.

basis. (The salary figures are illustrative.)

::.

. IN
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In Stage 1 wehire two individuals (one quarter of
4,

the number
.

of technologistvacancies) and train them as aides. All Staff needed for

...-

relief work at higher-le;;els are provided from in-house staff. Output is

kept constant. (-See the column for full-time equivalent employme.)

In Stage 2 the first training step takes place. The Clew aides

are able to proVide released -time relief for fOur ai.4110vho now study to

lecome technicians., Halfway through the period another twq aides are hired .

and trained,. so that a total of fouraides can replace the four who beComel

technicians at the end of the training .in this period.

/ ,e

-In,Stage 3 the_second training step takes place. the upgrad-
e ,

*

1 of .
four aides to be technicians makes it possible to relieve eight'

.- .

technicianIto be 'trained to become technologists. At a point_one quarter

way iatoethe-period, Stage 1 is repeated,and then Stage 2, so thattwo new
.

, t

aides again relieve f&ur aides for study. With an a dditional two hired and .

- trained, four new aides are available to replace the'four aides whq-are up-
.

graded to- be technicians at the end o5 the period. The training is dove-

tailed so hat a total pf eight new tecbnicians are available through-qa-

#

gradirig replace the eight technicians who become technologists at the

end of Sta

e ti
' t Stage ,Li eigh t vacancies have been filled, sixteen workers

E
.

haveebeenupgraded, and eight new employeeshave been hired. Sixteen jobs

formerly filled by staff at the toP of their salary range are now filled by
(

i

a

17

staff. at thr bottori of their range. At no time do the costs -Wet orex-
. .

ceed That colts.wolld hav'e been if thevacancie, were filled from outside.
t.

'

'a

AIM

4 Ve 3 -27
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Ttnee Cos" a 2i1r---.Criteria -

Given the need to minimize the costs and time ttroe. ea in train-

ing, there is same incentive for the institution to train thosefindividuals

-who are most likely to succeed in the "target jbb" (tWelob for which the

-trainees .t-e to be prepared). If, in addition, the existence of an upward

mobility` program can improve the quality of performance of individuals in'

current jobs, the net cost of upgrading programs can be substantially re-

duced. The HSMS approach provides two selection criteria that can be es-

t

sumed to predict trainee success because they tie functioning in the cur-

rent job to functioning. in the related target job. If we assume that-the

job ladder reflects an association of tasks that require related skills

and knowledges, we may assume that the important tisks,in jobs at varying

levels on a job ladder are related. The HSMS criteria fqr trainee-selec-

tion-are as follows:

4, 1. the current Alp titke;from which the trainees should be

selected fox d,given-target job is:that jilt below the

Caret job on a' job ladder.

2: The incumbents within the job title from which trainees

are to be selected should be those with the best-ratings,

for current performance-.

/ If employees believe that the quality of their performance in

.

the current lob will be a.factor in trainee selection,' their current per

I. 10
.

.
. .

formance will be improved; at the same time, the most able trainees can be

selected. The attractiveness of these criteria is that the first one is

impersonal; it focus& on_alldtheAncumbents in a given-job title; the

second criterion is reasonable, since it rewards good performance. It also

.

-

reduces'any.testing to p erformance testipg,or ratint of a small population.

If performance evaluation is ongo ing, no 4dditional testing is required.

3 -28
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1

Another important critetion.is that of motivation. It i8 a

concept which can best he handled indirectly, since it is subjective.

II- For the .purpose of trainee selection, self-selection for training is an

acceptable indication of motivation, provided that all employees have had
40%

adequate access, to infdrmation about,Ole availability of.the career mobil-

ity training program.

In any system'of upgrading, especially_if trade unions are in-

volved, the criterion of seniority'must also be considered.) Seniority

is a perfectly- acceptable means of choosing between two otherwise equal

candidates, and its use as one among several criteria is compatible with
,t

5
the HSMS approach.

A Trainee Selection Strategy

Once, the job title of thk.trainet,population has been selected,

the program can be announced. The potential trainee populatiod-would be
---

those n the title who apply for the prOgYam, and, this limited number

of 'staff would-b-thz awes whose current performances are evaluated as a

basis for selection:

5 A different sort of criterion is expressed in the practice called "cream-

ing," which involves taking,,the most educated applicants regardless of

their.current job. "Creaming" i successful in the short run largely be-

cause educational levels are roughly related-to job sadder sequences, and

education provides intellectual skills.. However, after creaming is over

and the better educated are chosen, there is then no model for codtinued

selection. Another,caterion used'tv select trainees is scores on apti-

. tude tests. The useof aptitude tests is no better than the validity of

.the test used (that is, the extent to which the- test reelects job 'content

and is free of .cultural or educational bias). The "ISMS approin bypasses

the inadequacies of aptitude tesits by going directly:to work -rel ed cri-

teria.

".1
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If a program 9f performance evaluation-such` as the gne pre-

sented in the next section_were underway, the available data might be

sufficient to select trainees. Otherwise, assuming we are dealing with

diagnostic radiology,perfOrmiepte evaluation -Aid proceed as follows:

N.

1. The tasks in the trainee population's job title would

be identified a's\described earlier in this chapter.

These would be designated by job level and factor, as

presented in the appropriate table in Appendix E.

2. Experts, such as supervisors, would select tAe most

central Atslcs in the trainee populatjpn's job. 'These

wour& be 'the reference tasks for the evalyation.

3. Supervisors intimate with the applicgints' work perfor-
,

mance would be selected as raters.

f. 4. A performance rating instrument would be prepared:

1

a. The extended task,, name for each task selecte uld

be presented (the extended task name as give
Volume 4 of Research Report NO-7-71.

b. For each task,the name of the employee to be rated

and the rater would be entered.

c. For each task,the e'er would be instructed to con-

sider the task and-the criter' for evaluating the

outputs of the task or perfoiM'ance of the task.

d. For each task,the rater would be asked to compare .

the giV n Employee's achievement of output or per-
formence criteria, with others regularly performing

the bdk.

e. The same scale would be used for each task and for

each employee to be rated. The instructions and

scale would read roughly as follows:

Please compare this employee's performance of the task
lifted above with the performance of other persons reg,- -

ulftrly.perfotming this task. Consider the criteria for

the ioutput of the task oeior performAnce of the task,

and consider to what degree the criteria axe met by this
employee and by others ,in the same job title. Please

check the statement that best describes your comparison
of this perso&with the others performing this task.

a

'
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9...( )...Distinctly superior with respect to
others in title.

8...( )...Considerably above average wittl respect
to others in title.

7.( )...Moderately above average With respect
to others in title.

6...( )...Slightly above average with respect
to others in title:

5...( )...Average with respect to others in
title.

4...( )...Slightly below average with respect
to others- in tithe.

3....( )...Moderately below average with respect
to others in title.

2...( ).:.Considerable below. average with respect
to others in title.

1...( )...Distinctly inferior with respect to
others in title.

5. The scores of each employee being rated would be calculated.
If an emp.luee is rated by more than one rater, scores would
be averaged.

6. The seniority of applicants would be used tollselect from
among applicants with otherwise equal scores.

Implementation

An toseTtution committed to'upward mobility, as a continuous

part of its manpower function must be aware ,that this requires planning and

elaboration of the means for impleMentation.' Such a progtam needs care-

ful prior planning slid work if it is to be designed to Suit the needs of

the institution and the needs of individua; staff members.

'3-31
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We have found that the implementation,of, a, career. mobility ap-

piOach necessitates changes within the institution such as the coordinatiOn

of recruitment, training plans, and upgradierrftograms with the operations

of the institution. Planning and a redirection of focus May be neelgl>0.0-

amount of commitment athigh management levels can substitutefor the in-

volvement Of middle and lower'line personnel. in the implementation of:in-

stitutional change. The greatest enemy of .aviable mobility program'is

staff ignorance of what is happening..
.4

For this reason we believe that the issues of upward mobility

,
should be discussed at every level in an, organization and in cooperation

with employee organizations where they exist. It should be noted that per-

.

sons are less resistant to upward mobility for others when they have eve-
--

nues open, to themselves as well. Thus, a career ladder or'lattices link -

ing entry-level jobs through graduated. sequences to the very highett pro-

,

fessional and administrative jobs to -most desirable if maximum gupport is

to. be enlisted:

EVALUATION OF INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE I

Evaluation is much in the. minds of health services de14.very ad-
,

minis'Erators. There is pressure to review work, as a means to-greater ef-

ficiency;-more importantly, there is pressure to reviewwok as a 106* to

promote qtality: This section is a mini-manual for-the useof HSMS task

data i 'performance evaluation. It shows how the HSMS taskdeacriptions

or exended task names can be used to assess whether an institution is

AL

achieving its goals, to Pinpoint the tasks being carrAd out below accept-

able levels, or to evaluate an indlixiduars _performance. The approach
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described is generic; however, task -in diagnostic radiology in Research

,.
,

Report No. 7 are now ready fpr use.

What Will Be Covered? NI

. 1

The institution must first decide what it wants to evaluate.

Does It wish to learn whether the institution oridepartmentis accomplish-

ing its goals? Is it to fihd"out how the work in its most important fungi?*

tions is being carried out? Is it to. fimd out how everyOne in a given job

title\is carrying.out the work assigned? Ig t_to find out how specific

individuals are doing, such as new employees, newly trained employee, or

employees due for review?

If the institution is interested in whether it is accomplishing

its goals, a series of preliminary questions have to be answered at the.

6 '
*

outset. First, the goals themselves must be,articulated. Then it must be /
...,

, 4'
determined how-the goals should be manifested'in work. The mpre pronounce:-

-
. / . \

.

_.
.

ment of the objectives or goals .of an-institution is not enough to bv-kruk, '-

- ,.
s A . '= . ,

about the performance needed to attain the ibjectives. The institution

must be abfe,to point to the means of achieding thegtals through their NNT1"-
r-

bodisment in tasks, elementi,within tasks, or standards
-
of task performanee.

6

If the institution is in.tereste.d in titg,olierall functioning in
- ,

a department,} it must first know what tasks are being carried out, and -then

,

k

it must decide which of the tasks it wishes to examine anditihich Terfprmers
.

of the tasks it wishes to review.

. ,

.

,

6 aaChapter 4 is al example f this type of na4sis with respeCt to Tiality,
.

.

a..§Aoace in diaghostic adfology! # .it

-3,733
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If the institution ks interested in examining the work in a

given job title it has.tAP a know which tasks are being carried out in, thy
= .

title and which tasks and performers,it wishes to review. Even in review-

ing the wark of specific staff, it is necessary to know yhich tasks are

being carried out by the performer rho to be reviewed.
41r--

Preparing For Performance Evaluation

To know whether there are HSMS task- descriptions to.cover all

the tasks,to,be reviewed, the administrator would' utilize HSMS task in-

.

ventories in the manner described earlier in this chapter under the sec-,'

tion titled "Using-HSMS Data To Stru re'Jobs." That section describes

the creation of tasktsts by job title and/or ethployee name.

The output of t4e first step is a set of HSMS tasks to be in-

cluded in the review. For eactotask there shOuld be a list of the names
4

,

,of the employees whose perfofrAnce of the'tasks are to be rated, and the

name of one or more individuals who will rate the !lei-formers' work from .

A ,
..

'

-, pqst experience or by observing -the individuals at work.

Sr. -

#

The raters could be supervisors, co- workers., patients, or-other

persons deemed appropriate given the tasks, or a combination of these.

In most cases the performer's supervisor is'an appropriate person to eve

A .
.

,

.

uate a performer's outputs or task performance because-of his or her ex-
At

_
. ,.

--,

perience or direct observation. However, the possibility of using patients _

% N.

or co- workers might be considered. Ir
.

the output is directly consume& by

4

ate patient, Such as when the task is to give personal care,ithe patient
ist

may be a reasonable judge of the output. In cases where the performer

3-34
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...
,.....

, ,
assists a senior co-iiolor-who islift.his or her supervisor, the co-

.. ii . ,

worker may be tige best rater of the task s outputs-or pertrmfe. .
..1

. . v
4 , , .

The next step is to edit .the H$MS task descriptions to refloct

1 IR

11

A,

actual and/or desive".in-house performance for evaluation purposes. .Evgn

though the HSMS.task descriptions are plreadyErA!ep/Trom the point of

view of apprtoved.pTodedures, theinstitution mai wie to edit these to .

conform t actual practice-at itle institution and the objectiveP of the

rtvieK. The ingtitutiun ma y wish to addrees the following-questions as a

*_

basi, for reffieng the' task ltat:

N",

1. Are the tasks included the most appropriplie to accomplish

, . our goalp?
4

"10

1114

46

2. Ih each task, is this- the way we wao have the ,task done?,

t '3 If there are.ChoictS of prbcedures, which do we prefer?
APP.

If there are choice of equipment', which_do we prefer or a .

have?

5: What should we 13e doing, that we a,-re not` doing?
0

4'
..

. .

.ip,

The outpUt, of this tteptis a set of HSMS task descriptions edi-
* A *

... .. It

ted to describe 01 ,Orbrk as the institution Aquitesit to be done. k.._

. -. . ..

. -.
r-.,

., ..'.4 4 . ..

Oqtput and PerformanC# Crieria - - . ,

r .
; .
4110

Each,HSMS task description inc,ludes.a statement,naming the out-
, -. ,-....

.

- .. I - ,i' II
... . . . r .

put orthe.t/sA. (ICapPears in ale upper left ofthe4irst page -of the

.
.

, r.

R
.

1
.

.

. ,
Task,,Descri tion Skpets.) ,A.task cAn have a-tangible output, such'ets a,

. . 7 . . .
. . . .

- _ , -.7
,Iset of" iographs taken-during AlLarticukar examination. A tea an have

ti

I

4 4. "4 $1* , .,* , ,

...

an intangible output; 4pch as *planation to th4(patient Of how to-prtOitre'
.. ,) .

' . ,
. .

0'
.

. If*
.0

. .

-. at ,.ome.,t)efore a4.examinat!on.
.

.
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'II

.

. it.

If a task has-a tangible oilpusrit.ahould b.& possible to state
, er-- , ,-.7

. .,

p .
. .

_
e .

concretely the criteria for evaluating-it-,the qualiiyof the output- if these
'

Ot o .

output criteria or standards can be stated explicitly, task performance can
,

2

.

t.

b? evaluated objectively..

to stage output criteria.
4

If. a task has intangible outputs, it may be hard
,.,),

This would be the case when .the output cannot be

srpatated from thg procedure, such -ad in giving reassurance, or when large-

. .....,

.

I

ly intellectual processes are involved, such as in diagnosis. In such.cases

. .

, .

it may.be.possible tAtate objective criteria Not-task performance rathgr'
t

-1.

than'for 14 output per se. It'may be crucial that all the steps.in A task .

.

4P,
be done -correctly-in a proper sequence. -The absence of a step "may be as im- c,

ot

portant as a wronorstep.: These standards can be termed performance criteria.

*
The laxt,step in the evaluation process is to go over the,tasks

to be reviewed and separate those for which objective output criteria -can bg

written from those for which performance'crite4ia will be written. TheNcri-
. 4.

:

teria should then be discused, writt0144 an reviewed byappropriate 'expert I' ,

, -

stafftmembedin'the departwt.
4) .

i

For a task which requires outPucApiiteria, the eventual evalua-'

.,

4

.. t

tion'instrumenid,t'vikll need tocontain the togfr.referenceand the criteria*i
4 . .

. :. '-

The extended tack name or the *output statement on-vage.1 of the Task.De4

'0 scription Sheet is prplelY sufficientas the reference. [here a task" has ,

..

9
,

, .0
ilk

. . . 1.' I . .

! sever outputs, criter4e may be writ or the most important out-
,

411,

and lts criteria oah be use For a task whick requires performance

'criteria, t b;g-evglultiot'inuoent.willneed die extended .task naee asithe .

, . (..

,, At
,. tack reference; depending on.the performance Ciiteria, the entire task de-' .., 1

. *
. ' , - ,

*
/

.*.
tiatripViori or particular elements of

.,
.

, -

,
tastmay also be tsed (tO

jhespgrforaapce standards..
-.e .

8
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.

A decision must be made at this stage whether to assessethe per-

farmer's work over a past period of time or to have the raters observe the

performer during an evaluation period. There ire arguments for or-against

either approach. There are negative aspects to relylhg on memory, bdt theie

arenegativeaspectstorelyingonaSingleexample in which the performer
44NPIEr

may be nervous. ,The prac'tlabirity of observation also has to be-consid-

.
--

e-
Bred; some tasks tale a great-deal-of time or require (eat the performer'be .

4
-

,-,

-...

alone with the,patient. The approaches may1e combined. The ,decision
-

sac
should be made by the institTtiOn to suit its particular needs.

Rating InS ments4

' Figure 5-pr4ents an example Xi what'an output or performance

_7
.. fatir. 4.nstrumeritrriagit ,be likei, There vould-bir,one-instrtrment---forach------

or
.A.., .

\
,

.

- task,and as many, copies of each as there are raters and performers to be

jig

ieviewed.
-De sectidns to be filled in to fit-each task..are indicated.

The iristitution may wish to chalge the languageused in ticis example; ho0- ,

.ever, the, should nigkethe fltnwing points to the raters:, 41

. .

. The rater is to keep in mind' bnlY the task named, Vnly the

.t-rteria mentioned, and only he person beiwevaluated. .,
s

4.

_ ,, .

,

.
. ..:

'2. 'For evaluation of pastwork,the rater's ,use ofthescale in:

i ,- volNes the rater's judgment Of *Whether the Performer meets

-.1. the criteria, how many criteria' are mc (if there are sev-

i
eral), tow often the criteria are met tethe usual course
of the performer's work,-and the degree'tb which the cri-

-,peri&Are complied with. .. ,

.

. .

.

3. For evalu4kion of work being currently observed for the pur-

pose of evaluation, all the above considerations must be '

eliminatedand the work being currently evaluated is the only

thing that'canApe, considered. , It" ''
,

7
ure 5 appears on 'page 3-39-e

- 3-37,
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.
A

4. The rater is to assess the performer's outputs or perfor-
mance using the c4teria:as absolutes, and is not to com=

pare the performance or outputs of one performer with,those.

of another in,deciding on the ratings: ,

The rater checks a rating value on a nine point Sca1e, whc/e

ratings 'railge from highly unacceptable to much better than

cceptable.45

- 1 4 kio

The kRating Data

O The ratings proVide data usable to describe the quality of the

task performance in statistical termis. They can be expressed as distribuo-

--tiohs of superior or inferior performance around scale point 5, which is
6

, the,minimum'aceeptable level. The distribution of ratings for each tatk,

tells -the institution about itsliverall performance in each task. Thedis--

trdbution of ratings for each performer tells the institution about the

competence of individuals. It is then possible to pinpoint problem tasks

and problem performers andvdesig remm dihtion ehrough_training or reorgani--

When the Output orPerformance
,
Rating Sheets hav:e been, collected,

these sho arranged in sets by. task,-and arranged within each task se
. ,

by order of th al06 value checked: Thetreaulits can 'F lien `e. entered in a
,

table similar to that in Figure 6; On each row a tank's code nut- ,

%.

ber and a very abbreviated task name is entered'. Column (1) is the total

'?cumber of ratings for a ta
\M !

.

a-

s

would-be equal to the total number-Of

A
In,the.sdction on trainee,se4ektion'psented paTlier ilkthis chapter'a si
ila'r.scale for rating is presented. It differs with respect'to the reference.,.

Th 'earlier one compareehe performer with others in the title. The one here

comp tlie performance with absolute criteria. The reason fnrthe differ-

ence i..that one must assume a normal-distfiliution orratings for predictive

purposes. When absolute standards are Involve4sskeckd distributions can be

.
expected.. For evaluation of dnlititutionhl performance, thes ess 9f q4,:,

edistribfon interest*and is_desirabIe if it is a poSitt e skewness.

.1

1
3-38
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a

figure.5: SAMBLE,OU/PUT OR PERFORMANCE,RATING_INSTRUMENT
p. 1 of 2

A GENERAL INSTRUCTIT

,k
You are being asked 'to consider th work activities o f oq or

more persons employed An this institution. Ea work activity, called a

task, will be sumg yaNzed for you oh one of the olldwing pads, along with

tfie name bf the person whOse woxic, you, are,to consider. ,Yop may be asked

to cons er the work of more than one person doing thesaMetaak, and/or

mote t one task done by the same person. However, there is a place for

you to indicate that you do_nocfeel that you have enough information to ,

,rate the person, or the work repregnted by the task named.

Your ratings will-make an important conttibutiOn.to determining
the current general lexiel of performance in the task'bTeing rated. 'These
ratings can be used a help plan for'ijlpio,:tr,ement of work perfotmance,,

The task statements will each 'be accompanied by a statement of
what qualities'aft considered desirable.with respect.to the outputs which
result froM the task"(the task output criteria), or by a statement of what'
performance standards are desirable with'respect to how the task-is carried

out (task performstce criteri- . Several criteria may be mentioned.

. A
, Yol are being asked to consider only the,task as summarized,

only /he Person doing it as named, and onlthe criteria given.

.... / . o

Pf you are 4A§ked to consider work carried out over spast period .

of time, please consider bow many of t e crNria are 'met, to what degree
.

they are.met, and'hoW Often they a fly the-person named, over that

period of time. You should then off the statement that best de-
.

Aribes your evaluation.

ou are asked to evaluate work you are currently obervingl

please cons" r hoW many of the criteria are,Met,and the'degree "to which

they are me only tn the work ybu are-currently observing. Then check of

the state nt that best describes your evaluation.

Tr to be fair, objetive,and impartial7in your rat,ing. B ase

your ratings on theireiployee's attainment of the criteria for the task

named and not on any personal 'characierittics which he or.she may have; dle

not compare this person's performatce or outputs with' these of others.
Please do-not let your evaluation of this person's performance in one task
affect your judgment of how another taskis done by the same person.

. ._
. ..

Please mill in yourriame and title wherever it 1.§ called for.
.- $ , 4

Thank yoti very much for your cooperation.

ik

1-39
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4.

Figure -5. SAMPLE OUTPUT PERFORMANCE RATYNG INSTRUMENT (continued)

11- , p. 2 2

OUTP OR PERFORMANCE ;BITING SH ET

, .

4

4 1,

1. Please enter: Your Name 'Title

2. You are asked to consider the following task: (Code No.

II

Instittition,fill; in-the task code number
X

401

(t:bnc'd:(71)-t:rsi .1111/11.:11n: PtlUtTlanerMsaytIalL:x-.

. wish to name the task output(s).

. You aYe asked to consider' employee:~` (Name)

(Title) 0

i t

Do'you feel qualified to evaluatetheNualfty of this person:siwork

.. performance in this task? .... ( )'Yes; _I. ( ) No. It no; please go
. . .

onto -next task. If yet,, please'go on to item 5.
.. .

.. n .

Please consider the criteria to use to evaluate, the task's-ouvut or;the

performance of this task: .''
.

. .! _

4.

.

Institutiop fills in the output or per-.

(

Pormance criteria. , . -

4
ft

A

1
.

You are being asked to evaluate the perfovahce or output of 'this em-

loyee in one of ilic following ways: .

, ,, ,

') Consider the employee's work over a substantial and representative

period of time; do not concent=rate. on very recent experiences or

dhIy,bn outstanding examples of achievement or faiThre.
.

,,
.

%
,

, ( ) Observe the emlolyee at:Wor ccurrently.

r

i ' , ,'

', [Institution selects one or both
,

.

t

.

7. Please .rate this employee'atcoidini to your gment of the-degree oto

which he or -she. meets this t4Ats output or performance criteria:"

s'Howgrlany criteria are met wand how well are they t? Please checkthe

statement that best-describes.your'evaluation: *,

. .; .

i

'9:::(-)...Distinctly superior =with respect to eriteria... '

.
.8..,( )...Considerably above acceptable with respect to criteria.,

7...'.( )...Moderately, above aeceptable with respect,tO criteria. ,

6.'.. ( )...Sligbtly above ac.ceptable with respect to 'criteria

'5...( )':',.Acceptable with nespecl to Criteria. ) ,1 '

4...( ):.:qii'gnts17-beiow 'acceptable With respect to .eiIteria.' Lam'

, 3,--( )...Moderately below ac'ce'ptable. with respect to criteria.

2...( ).,.Co sidexably beiow acceptable with respect to criteria. 4 .. ,

;

....eA.....

' r 1 . . . ( ) . ' . Di inctly inf.-el-41.)r voi.th rdsp.ectt to criteria,, r

._ I 3.-40,
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Figure 6 . SAMPLE HEADING FOR TABLE. OF b P 'OR PERFORMANCE RATINGS BY TASK e

a

,
.., .

Task Name (Abbreviated)

1 Total

, Task,

Task Rat-
FCode in s

,

1, , Ratings of Performance by Task'
!Numbet,of Output or Perfor-
i

imanCe Ratin s b Scale Value

Percentage' Distribution of
Ratins by Stale Value

9 , 7 6 -5 4- 3 2 1 9 181 7( 6 15 45 31 24 1 1

k No. ' (1) (2) (3)
,

.

. .

....

.
. --

.

.

1
.

.

..

..

.

-...,1

.

I .

.

,

,

:

,

y

r

1 i

...

1

I

t
.

I ..

I

.

1

4

1

IP

. .

.

.

,

&

,t.

.

. .

,

T OR PE FORMA CC,RAT GS BY 'EMPLOYEE

e",

.

, . ......,. ...__ -

Employee Name and Jobt_Title

Total
Empr,

Task
Rat-.

. ogs-

. Ratings of Performance by Employee -

0

Ntmber of Qutpuor Perfor-
mance Ratings by Scale,Value

*- centage,Distribution of
Rati b Scale Value.

J 8 1 7.1 6.4.:L.__ 41 31 21 1

'

9 8 7 L 6 5 4 3 2 1 1

0(1) ,,,

.

.

.

.

'5,

1

, .

,

.

,(2)

;
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.
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.

.
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performers being rated on the task. (If performers receive ratings by sev-

R

eral raters it might be reces:ary to first average all the ratings for a k

given performer.) 'In column (2) there are sub-columns, one for each scale.

value. For'each task, the number of ratings at each scale value is entered.-

(Their sum should equal the figure in column (1)-.) Column (3) is theper-
_

ti

centage distribuiion of the scale values. It is necessary- to do percentage

distributidn* so that comparisons can be made from task to task. (The per-
,

centage di'tribution is obtained by dividing a given entry in a sub-column

1
in,(2) by the total figure in column (1), and_ multipliri,n, by 100.)

.r6.

A similar table can beamade that shows the ratings for employees.

In!Fgure 7, each, row - refers to. an employee. Column (1) is the total num-

3
ber of tasks-on-which the eopluyee has been rated.' Columns (2) and (3)1tow ,

1

refer to the distribution across employees.

The institution es now in a positionito judge shieh tasks are

. .

being performed at acceptable levels, and tO what *xtent., Ratings at scale

4,
points 1 to 4 fall below acceptable levels.' _Ratings from 5 to 9 are at,or

ar

above acceptable levels. The institution can now decid

achievement
.

it wishes to attain, and what type of ibdistruti4 fora
, .

task i-

ai ./.

4..

. warrants the task being Considered a "problem task."
to 0

,

level of

i.

:
Figure8vrepresenis a,graphic portrayal of a hypothetical disc

-,tributidp-based on column (3) of Figure 6. The distribution represents

.

4
.

-- .

,hypothetical data for thirteen tas)*4 whose code numbers are listed-along.

the bottom he"riz dtal axis.
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Figure 8..
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Each bar represents a task. Each vertical division on the left-

hand verticarscale represents ten,Vercentage points: Within each-bar,-the

percentage distribution of the ratings fora task are laid off by scale

value. Rating ;cale values* starting from. the value of 5 are laid out'above-
,

.

the zero line.and move up to_9; the scale value of 4 is laid optililow the

zero line; others follow down,to L. The number that appears' in an area

within a bar indicates the scale value represented by the area in which the

number is found. Laid out thN way,,the area above the zero line shows the

percentages of the_tasks at acceptable range,and the area below the zero

line shows the peicdhtages of the, tasks at unacceptable ranges.
)

_

The institution can now see tha a' task such'as Task-6, while

having a 40 percent distribution below the "act ptable lev'el," has ngT!e be-iu

low the 'rating of 4, "slightly below acceptable." Any task with as much

as ten percent of its ratinga,at 1, "distinctly inferior" might be in trou- 4. , ,
ble. Task 5 is such_a_task. Tasks 6 and 8 have no ratings above 6, $

..

... ,

"slightly above acceptable," and that be of concern, 'The clearesh
.

,
. .

oblem task-is Task 9,.wl.th ,..'- - ._ its outputs "moderately below
.--,. ?

acceptablAqr_worse,iond naulOhbe "acceptable."'
,t...

/r/
A si,ilar vial p notion cap b- axed for the employee

.f

,...

data. In, such a case the(.ar..i M iild
refer toemployeesirSther than tasks,
0 .. I

and,the distributions.wold indica
,

e performance ratin across the tasks of

tbR perfo'rmer's job. bn'e thp "problem tasks" Or "problem employees" are

,

located, it becomes possible tb diagnose what it is about thg quality of

the performance or of the'queput that has givep rise*to the inadequacy of

the results. Then remediation can be plafi"ned.

9 3



INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 4'

& *

A PROGRAM OF QUALITf ASSURANC,
SAFE PRACTICE, AND HEALTH PROTECTION

A?Guality assurance program in diagnostic radiology would in-

volve_policies, procedUres, and activities to promote zadta,tion health
. _

4. ..

,/^\,...t /

ip protection and safe' pra11.01ce while providing high quality diagnostic re-
.

sults. This chapter 4S written for the administratbr of'a hospital or a ,

department of diagnosticiradio gy who i+nterested in ,using HSMS data to
t-

set up or evaluate such a qujity assurance prbgram. It is also directed

*to theedticator who is interested in promoting qUglitv assurance through
. /

,
curriculum objectives, and for the conSumerw ho wishes to know_wAhat safe

practices to require as a pPt o&-the.-1-adiograp% services be or she pity

chases. dee

.

/ Tledirector and staff, of the Health SerVices Mobility Stud}, do.
.

not claim to be experts in radiology, .radkologictechnology,. or radiatibn

health protection. .However, during the past four years, our work has brought
"1111111

us into direct contact with professionals and government personnel whd are
%ow

concerned wtth these issues, and we have become aware of the activities and

A
policies that could bring abdut an improvement in"quality and safety in di-

"agnostic radiology. We have obtained an overview of many of tire-issues in-

*Dived., We offer a series of suggestions in this chapter in the hope that

they can prove helpful tiPiniitutibns, practitioners, and patients. 'The

HSMS data are,offered,as an- objective frame of rdference which the adminis-
.*

rator, educator, or consumer can use to create or evaluate A quality assur-

ance program. #

4-1
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4 The first section of this chapter presents an overview covering

the policies, planning,and practices that are required for a program of qual-

ity assurance in diagnostic radiology. The second-section shows how the

policies can be expressed as jobs, tasks, and teak elements to bring` the pro-

gram to life. The third section indicates how a-quality assurance program
.

.

.

would be reflected in curriculum, objectives and presents 'selected excerpts

. /
.-.. ,

:from HSMS curriculum objectives. The fourth section offers some comments on
%.,

.

. 46

other "fe practice features in patient care hnd
,

acoivities that relate to.4,ir -

. /
.

, .

patients' rights and dignity. The last section suggests some minimum re-

quirements which a consumer may wish to check on before purchasing diagnosr ,

tic radiology services and suggests some basic patient rights in-thrs area.

16 ISSUES, POLICIES AND PRACTICE'S,

Current legislation In the area, of radiation health protection

reflects both public and private concern with safe practice in the-use of
.

,

ioni2ing radiation.
1

HoWever, the requirements deal primarily with equipment

conformance standards; additional policies are needed if safety consciousness

is to be translated into safe practice. The Bui'eau of Radiological Health,a1
,

Food and Drug Administration, has indicated that, in spite of iMproVements

-

in the safety and efficiency standards set for medical x-ray equipment, ac-

twal exposure delivered to the patient remains very much under the control

of the equipment opera eon. We might add that it also remains very ruch in

hands of the policy makers'who direct the equipment operator.'

1
Title 21-, Foo,q,and Drugs; Subchapter J Radiological health; Part 1Q20:

Performance Standards for Ionizing Radiaticin Emitting Products.
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,

A program for radiation health protectio that is genuinely
. _

%."

.

I, dedicated to minimizing radiation exposure to persons and staff cannot- ex-.
i

!
.

...- ist without
,

a commitment by the. institution as a whole. _ An overall_ program m
.4 11

is:needed and-must include prescriptions for the way patients are referred,
.

. .
.

s..

.

creened, and-approved for radiographic .examinations, the way records Mt
. _

k

. . :

. examinatiOns'are made, and ept, and the waysin1Wh, ich examinations are con-701
4

.

ducted. An overall program requires planning, because a Series of monitor-c

.
.

,

d' .

ing.functi011ikus be set up, carried
4.

out regUlarly,
,

evaluated,'and followeil

up. X-ray equiptent must be test regularly and calibrated; patient expo&ure

rates must be monitored; personnel exposure mustbe reco-rded and. reviewed;.

film processors-must be monitored; and unnecessary exposure must be noted

and -eliminated. This, means that other departments in the hospital, su h as
.

.

Jr ..
the emerWicy room and the personne l department must be involved. It mean

, ..= .*.

. r . ,
that patient Adtissions and screening, procdrement, and agginistration pon-

d

cies could be affec ed; it miens that staff could need retraining; it mewls',
$

hat the department might have to change some of the ways it functions,

If an institution. is ierested ip a qoality assurancelkprogram,
k

,its policies mustbe articulated. It is then important to indicate -how p
0

these are to .be manifested sin work. We present some suggestions at the

-

policy level which we believe' Apt be adoked if a:successful program,.is

...port them because most 'of the'scientifie rationale has long since beeh ar-
, .

.
'ticulated by elcperbs., The list of suggestions can serve as a check list

. .,

"41
to be instituted. -They Pare listed With (ew professional arguments-to,sup-

for, the administrator who is reviewing an ongoing program!,.

AO

4-3
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ReqUi#itions and Screening

4..

. .

Patient$ should never be subjected to automatic orders for

routineradtographic sc/reening
4

. Every radiograph ordered' should be just'
\

tifiable'from:the patient's presenting condition. This means that, on a
A

policy level, there should be a triage function in the admitting or emei-

gency room that applies to x-ray requisitions.

Female patients of reproductiveage should be: routinely asked
L

for information on their tenstrual cycles and should. be personally ques-

,, .

. tioned by physicians and/or technoldgists so that any possibility of ex-
, . .. ,

posing a fetus is known or ruled out,

P4tients' should
.

not be subjected to special radiologic proce-

dure simply at the request of a clinician. ,The departmerkt of radialogy,or

other specialty aepairtments in the hospital'should screen requests so that

unwarranted or questionable requests for procedures may be reviewed, alter-

natives suggested, and the-patient spared unnecessary radiation exposure.
.

- Ar . ,

t _ '-- It Might seem wasteful to use radiologists' time in "consults-
. . - .

...

.

R ---, tion tasks, but by eliiinating unwarranted requests, the number of proce-

dures actually carried out could be reduced; as a result, the costs of

health'ca're could be reduced.

It might be argued that over-prescifption of x-ray 'examinations
0. .

is, a form of defensive medicine in the face of increasing numbers of mal-

practice suits and the rising cost,of malprtctice insurance. This author ,

suggests in answer to the argument that unjustifiable exposure to ionizing

radiation canopen up a hornets nest of maipractice suits as the public be-
'

9
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$

J ,

comes more
.

sophisticated about the dangers of unnecessary radiation, expo-

ayre. The requiremeritjor a consultation decision for x-ray requisitions

is comparable to a second opinion for- surgery now being seriously consid-

E`

eyed all elks the country. This is a defense agairisf-malpracticd suits.
,

Shielding:

Some iadiation exposure to the gonads comes about due to unan-

ticipated-ang!es and positions that bring the gonads into the path of the

'x-ray beam. The technologist should not have to second guess this all the'

time. Gonadal shieldin should be routiael rovided to all atients unless

it interferes with the examination. If the technologist were to provide

.gonadal shielding routinely, and only had to consider when it is 'not appro-

priate to provide it, patients could be spared the exposure due to neglect

'or shortsightedness.

N
\.Alternatively, or as a second precaution, department staff should

decide on the appropriate shielding to use fior specific examinations and pa- .1

tient positions by age and sex, These should be'listed on technique charts

and be used as routinely as the selection of techniCal exposure factors.

Examination Procedures

Radiologists should carry out 6r larder examinations using the

minimum number of exposures and the Least total exposure compatible with the

a;tainment of diagnostic quality information. Technologists $ ould colli-

mate to the area of ibteregt and nOt rely On automatic collimation. Auto-

matic collimation does not provide protection when the size of the cassette

is to large or the area of interest takes up less than tie spaceavailable

on the surface Of the x-ray film.

4-5
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Patient Recotds

I

Patients should routinely be given records of their radiographic

4
histories. ese should include the type of examination,-the date, the esti-

k
A

matedl radia n exposure to the area of intefest and/or the gonads (including

exposure from "rejects") , and ,the whereabouts of the radiographs. /fhis would.

make it possible for patients to int*orm physicians in private practice or in

( hospitals of their exposure histories.
2

Unnecessary duplication of exami

dons could be avoided; at least theI,ew physician would be aware that when ke
s . ,/

or she was ordering a new set of radiographs, other radiographs exist. re

would be information on when they were taken, 'andthe ph ciancould consider

the implications of having more radiographs made; ,t6e earlier ones Gould be

used forcomparison purposes.

//

EqUipment Qalibration and Exposure R= ords

;There is no way to ecOrd.Oi account for patient exposufe unless

patient exposure rates und: standard conditions are known and the machines

s_
are calibrated to prov de a known output in standard eircumstances(i.e., to

providi known dos -:e far given radiogriphic parameters . As a,result of peri-
.,. ...-

411.,

d
odic tests o the equiInent, it should be possible for the technologist to

m . . .
.

estimate d record Patient exposure by referri posted exposure rates or
,,

dosa . At the time of billing, the patien /4' radiographic histotoies_coUld

copied .by clerical staff from 31he charts and given to patients routinely.

/...

Patients would then have information o their. examinations and on their ,cumu-

////
,

",.lative radiation exposure, ,

2
The use of a central informatio repository or the giving of the radiographs

to the patient are less atttac ve alternatives. The former touches on the

fear of too much centralized -cord keeping; the latter_is not practical.
f,

A
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Film Processors

,'`R The mpinitoring of film processors is an essential part of.any

quality assurance program. There is no pott in calibrating the,x-ray ma-
.

chine to provide uniform doses if the radiologist thinks he or she must-in--

crease the kVp because of dissatisfaction with the images being produced.

All to often the fault is with the film processor, and a few simple adjuat-
.

ments in the darkroom could reduce the patient exposure required for a given

standard of diagnostic quality.

Review

A serious program to_promote safe practice and quality must in-

elude the regular review of radiograph's and diagnoses. Radiographs should

be.reviewed for diagnostic quality, evidence of minimum collimation, and'

proper shielding. Accepted and rejected radiographs should be evaluatetas

a check on unnecessary "retakes" or incipient problems with staff or equipment.

Diagnoses based 'Cm radiography_shoun be compared with. later pathology and/or

ti

autopsy reports with a view toward eliminating unnecessary examinations and

improving diagnostic accuracy.

Overall Planning

If there is. to be a program in quality assurance, every staff

member and all equipment must be involved. One or more staff,members should

be responsible for designing,..directing, and periodically evaluating the qual-v.--
)

ity assurance program. Tl'e director s ould train or retrain staff to carry '

out.the program, should periodically r view and revise the program in the

,

,

, /
. .

light of itS results and as new inforthation on safety and equipment appears,

and should keep staff informed Of what they must know to adapt to changes'

A

or handle problems.
4-7
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HSMS QUALITY ASSURANCE DATA

The HSMS recommended job structures, task identifications,

task descriptions, skill and knowledge data, and curriculum objectives all-
,

4

provide concrete waya,,,in which to bring a quality assurance program intq

being. We present these data by reviewing the job structures and tasks ,

for the radiation physicist and quality assurance technician. Thep we dis-

cuss the tasks and task elements of the radiologist and radiologic technol-

ogist that reflect quality assurance staniards.

Job Structures for Quality Assurance-

The radiation physicist is the likely professional to head a

quality assurance program if he or she issufliciently trained in the pro-

cedures involved and.in radiobiology. Passion for patient and staff safety

is 'needed to challenge radiologists and technologists ow their practices,

AP
and a comprehension of diagnostic objectives is necessary-for intelligent

planning. The director of a quality assurance program has to be n educator

and a watchdog.

The radiation physicist is assigned the tasks Of del./eloping-

and evaluating quality assurance and radiation health protection programs,

carrying out professional quality assurancesfunctions, and teaching radiation

'health protection physics and safety procedures. The detailed description of

such tasks appear in Research Report No. 7, Volume 3.
3

The tasks are listed

below by abbreviated task name and Ccide Number. They_are also listed in Ap-

.

pendix E, Table E.1.

3.
Off. cit., Chapter '3.

101
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Program Planning and Evaluation Tasks

Task 528 De-Signing, maintaining, -evaluating calibration and/or
,dose monitoring program in diagnostic radiology.

YI

Task 546 Designing,' maintaining, evaluating radiation protection
and monitoring programs in diagnostiC;radiolOgy.

Task 542 Designing, maintaining; evaluating darkroom and/or film
processor monitoring program in.diagnOstic radiology.

N

Quality Assurance Procedure Tasks

Task 541 Evaluating accepted and rejected radiographs to identify
any technical problems with staff functioning, equipment,
radiation protection,

Task 555 Investigating reasons for reportedhigh occupational radi-,
ation exposure and initiating remediation._

Task 557 Collecting and presenting technical information about and/or
recommending new diagnostic x-ray equipment.

Task 547 Determining primary and secondary structural shielding re-
quired for diagnostic x -ray installations.

Quality Assuran Education Tasks

Task 558 rovidlng clinic training for staff in a diagnostic radi-

ology depfrtm in quality assurance tests of equipment,
in radiati protection procedures, and related maintenance.

r

Task 560: Prdp- ng lectures or participating in meetings of staff
meillOrs in ,diagnostic radiology on. radiation protection
and quality assurance requirements and practices.

Task 559 Planning and presenting lectures and/or. related laboratory -
sessions on radiation anolgtor health physics forStudents
in professional Programs for diagnostic radiology, in medi-
cal school, or in medical sciences:

t.
. .

The tasks of the,quality assurance technician and some,of the

.-tasks of the quality assurance aide are generated by the planning tasks in

a quality assurance program. The task-names provide:a check list of most

'of.the,quality and safety,activities that seem o be regarded. as essential.

0 4-9 °
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lorO15tiimal practitel4 The tasks-include safety checks, the funttioning
A

4

of equ4ment, collectiOn of test data for the selection of proper'shielding

jor patient examinations, And test data for- the safe detloYment ,of staff.

Performance of the.tasks makes possible a feedback iiionitorinisysteni that
Ale

4 r.

would provide indications of whild there might be trouble with equiRment be-

A

fore patients or staff are exposed to unnecessary-radiation.
4

4

The quality assurance technician task descriptions are in Re-
-

search Report No. 7, Volume 3. They include Task Codes 78, 173, 175; 158,

187, 276, 280,, 523 through, 525, 527, 52?-through 540, 543 through` 54, 548

through 550, 553, 554, and 556. Their abbreviated task names are listed in

AF
Table E.1 in Appendix E;-and in Curriculum Objectiye 349 iAi Chapter 9 of

Volume 2 of this report. The radiation 'protection, tasks ofThe quality as-

surance

1

aide are Taiks 70, 167, 192, 27,3, 551,, and 552._ (The aide has other'-

tasks as weld.) Thy task descriptdons are also in Volume 3'of Research Re-
.

port No. 7; the abbreviated names appear in Table E.1 and CurricuAun Objec-
t

dye 348.

Tasks( of the Radiologist_ and Radiologic Technologist

We have included consultation tasks for most radiology special-

ties so that unwarranted or questionable requeits for Rnocedures.pay be re-

.

,viewed, alternatives suggested, and the patient'apared unnecessary radNktion.

If

vs

such "deciding and/or approving requests for procedure" tdhks were done

.

4 . - , .
" i : .

There is a,gOod deal of disagreement about which tasks must be done in -house

to meet legislative and institutional requirements for safe practice and to

proiiide optimal diagnostic results with minimAradiationtxposure to patiehtg.
and staff; the HSMS task.descriRtions provide g cross-section of tasks that

would be generated if'a quality assurance program were carried out; they are

not exhaustive or free from controversy.
, 4-10
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r. ,

elsewhere in the institution, such as' in clinical specialty departments,,

the tasks would be the same. Regardless of whereNthis'process.takes place.
.

. .

. .\ , ..
. .

in the radiology department or prior\to refetkal,,-we feel that these ari...

. .

important. quality assurance tasics. joke issues invotkred were pfesented
,

.
4 4

,
'earlier in this chapter.)1

'The'task descfiptions for. radiologists' consultation tasks*ap-

pear in Volume 1 of Research Report No. 7'(Task Codes 311,'"314, 328, 331;
.

.

333, 339, 396, 409, 418, 421, 441, and 469).. Task 394,in Volume 1 provides

a check'of diagnostic qLality: .4:1Comparing prior radiographic diagnoses

with later pathology) and /or autopsy reports and reporting discfepancies

appropriate radiologiste22. Task 439 in Volume 3 provides for inputs from

the radiologist in the selection of technical factors:, "Ordering pr app

. 'proving. changes in technical factor sgleCtoesettings'to compensate for 4

.cliange in quality of x-ray machine output."

The radiologic technologist has a quality assurance task i
.

which the technologist evaluates his or her own radiographs or those of

other technologists when the radiologist will not be presNlt to provide

such a review. The task description of Task. 81, "Providing technical q

ity review of 'plain film' radiographs," appears in Volume 2 of Resear

Report..No. 7.

Radiologists and radiologic technologists have,,task'desc ip-'

tions.which provide fof discussion of quality assurance issues acid p

cies within departmental meetings: these are Task 326 for the radi logist

tin Volume 1) and Task 352 for the radiologic technologist (in Voluille 2).

,

Radiologists and _radiologic technologists have t'aiks in which the wear

and,petiodically replace do.simetric badges, as, part of an expieur moni=

4-11
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0 a

:'
. _.

. .

toring program., These areJaak 280 .(for. the fadiologic technolagtst and
_ .

-r

the Om technician anTTislt 327 (for the radiologist}'. These 'tasks ap-

..

peer in Volume S of Research Report N . 7.
, . ..

..}

, -
t

- .

'Task Elements . *

There are elements withih each,of the task descriptions cifthe '

radiologists and the radiologic technologists that'refleq the.requilirements

'

of a quality assurance and radia4On protection program.
.

1

.

In, radiologist examioation task-a, we include A check that rules

out knkown or possible pregnancy for female patients of reproduetive'age, and\

a check of proper shieiding of the patient and anyone to remain in the room'

during t'he exposure to radiation. We'have thy radidlogist using shielding,

personally. We have the radiologist consider the patient's radiatiOn expo-

sure history when deciding to order additional exposures or a changq in

technical factors. , .

#, ,

. .
,

The radiologio technologist 'examination teaks have the radiolo-

.
, .

gic technologist review the x-ray requidition to Che'ck on the patient's ton-
.

dition, possible allergies, possible extensive cumulative exposure, or re-

I
cent duplication of-the present examination ordered: We have the technolo-

gist measure the patien t-before selecting technique,.check personally on pos-

.

sible_pregnancy, and consider and
s

supply appropriate shielding to the patieht

*'

and to anyone else who is to remain its the 'room during exposute. We have

the technologist collimate to the area of interest, not ust to the size of

the film. We have the technologist consciously notice ra iolOgistdiprefoiel,

ences on contrast anddensity to avoid ',retakes. We have the technologist re-
f .0 -

,cold exposure dosage when the institution Provides and.posts_such-information.

4-12
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°A'
`CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES FOR QUALITY ASSURANkR ,

".,_

c!'

4,It is not' enough to have desirable- task delcriptions to bring..
. . .

...,

about desirable practice. It isvalso necessary to teach such practices so
, ,

. .

. that skills; .knowiliges, and procedures needed to perform the tasks as'
. .,

, -, * :,

described are transmitted to. the staff member or the student.

-

.
4. 1 , ,

1

' 1

\ -' Chaptet 9 in Volume:2 of,this:reporeincludes curriculum ob-
r ' '

'c
jectives for the Aradiolpgic technoligist and quality assurance technicpn.

I

Many of thege incorporate the behaviors, skills, and knowledge categOkres

,.. ,

'that are essential to a quality assurance progra7. This section offerslex-
?

,
.

,cerpts_from some of the curriculum objectives'as an example of what can'be

done to pinpAnt and Make exilicit desirable work performance and curriculum

content. (The Cufriculum Objective
A
Number for each excerpt is given so that

.the reader can Lefe,to the full curriculum objective,-in Chapter 9.)

Quality Assurance Technician

.

.

.' Written Use, f a Relevant Language (Sk1,11),....... .

/..

;JO. .

.

, Prephring'a-report for use by personnel'such as. radiologists,

: technologi,sts,'or nurses indicating the safest positions for

personnel, who must cremain in room during radiographic or lub-
roscopic examination based on results of survey (Curriculum

i Objective 70). :

, . t
. ,

Writing a letter arranging an interview for a staff member

who,has a high radiation - exposure incident or has a tligh cumu-

lative dose level (Curriculum Objective 70)....._ ,

Dee4siOn Making on Methpds (Skill) .

.Selecting appropriate test procedures and sequences based on

\ options available, type of equipment, and other tests to,be

\Fun,on 4iagnostic x-ray e46iplent (CurriculUm Objective 84).

IP

4-13
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Decision Making on Quality (Skill)
.

,
In test ing x -ray equipment, orfilM, (4 film processprs,:or
calibrating quality assurance testinstrumentl. beingcare-
ful to select appropriate "test procedures for'the equrAnt:
involved, carry out each test step sarefully, record ,results
accurately, assesa_re84ts conscienli'd4ly, and discus, re-
Sults with superxisonand/ux rapologist in charge so as, to
assure that patient expoSuie i*minimized; diagnostic reli-,
ability is'Orovicred, and legal requirements,are me;, (Curric-
ulum Objective 103). d.

,
.-"t

0°In monitoripfpatientAxposure.rates for routine diagluistic
x-ray procedures, carrying but procedures carefully' and ac-
.curately; recommending how to uget'gonadal shielding; helping
to use results.te mak it possible to record cukulative pa- '

IP. 4
tient-exposure (Curric lum Objective 103).

In conducting radiation prdtection surAy, carryIng Outspro-
ceaures carefully and accurately; evaluating results\con-
scientiouely1 using results to suggest the/safest positions
in room for personnel who must remain during exposure; sug-
gesting-correetive measures (Curriculum Objective 103)i

I to

. .

e
4

RadiobiolOgy (12210000)

In testing mk-ray_ equipment, film procesors, and x2ray films
for conformance to radiation protection standards, conducting -,

A
radiation protection survey, or calibrating test instruments,
understandingi.the.effects 2f ionizing (x; -ray), radiation al

human organisms.sufficiently tb conscientiously apply tests
-' and evaluate 'conformity with safety requtalments; being able

IN.
to use Oetails about the effects of ioniz (x-ray) radiation
on human tissues to discuss results of tests, such as effect
of problems _and deviations from acFptable standards on pa- -

tient exposure (Curriculum Objecti4 279).

.

In monitoring patient exposure rates. for routine diagnottic
prdCedures, being able to use understanding of the effects of
ionizing radiation on human organs and tissues,and use de-
tails about safetyrequirements to conscientiously carry, out,'
the'monitoring tests and consider the tissues.and organs in-
v6lved in the various radiographic or flyorostopic examine-
tionh; being able to determine Whether,prom uresAbeint 'teseed

'mfet acceptable expOsure standards for the a of the body
".involved; being able to'recommend,gonadal shielding'appropri7
ate for particular-examinationdand positions, consider the
effect of collimation,' anddiscuss and explain the effects of
aqy problemlor.deviatiOns fgmaccepeable standards on patient
exposure, and ofety (Curriculum Objective 281).

10 ,
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V
. ,DiagnOstit liad/dgraphY (12223000) \. .

t.,, t
..... % . .

Using In.understanding..of'diagnostit.radiography and appro-
prrate,details.about diMnostic x-r#y equipment, techniCaf
factors,,mpr4orsr-teaar,mateztqls,.collimators, And the 4..ri

terpretaEiofi :orf-40.iiiiraphic,images to carry!Otit tests,of,"

,x -ray equipment by .setting x-ray tube At .4Propriate test ,

heights, using light system, collimators, setting.teChnical
factors, greparidg test films, using test object4,'mali.ing
test,exposures, interpreting teat. images (Curriculum Objec -,

tive 290). ,. ,

p .
_..

Using an understanding of diagnostic radiography-and appro-
priate details about a!"variety of diagnostic x -ray" equipment,
film processors, x-ray film,'anespeCial test equipment (such
as, test top,dpenetrometer, beam atlenu4tors, test bar.or star
-patterns, pin hale diaphragm,. pulse counter, thronoteter',--os-
cilldakope, radiation detection device, phantoms, survey.meVer,f
kVp, measurine:instruments, graph,paper,:penetrometer
test cassettes, ionization chamber, electrometer,.filte;s-, '-'

sensitometer, radigiCtilk sourcu, TI.D-packets)-fo%carry out
tests of x -ray ,equilment (CurriculumOlectivie 290).-

ki

Interaction With Radiation (15222500) N,

I

Taking account ofdetails of x-radiation properties such as
scattering,-the qualittts of radioludent and radiopaque ma-
terAls, absorptidn and density properties of matter to car-

, ry out tests of x -ray Ouipment involving exposureoftest '

/
. . fil masking of areas of test films; and atrentionto.per-.

sons '-eafetF (CurriculdM,Objective 330). i .

e

.
4'.

Applying / detailS about t properties and behavior of eleefto-
magnetic ionizing radiat such as' x-rays in interaction with

living tissue (transfe f eirergy fro the radiation to mole-
cules of the cells) and with otheeforms of 'matter (Such as,
attenuating material.to redve.thetexposure rate Of:a beam of
radiation) to be able to use test equipment such a radiation
detection devices appropriately, to understand and-explain
the effects ofdevdations from'aecePtable safeiYstandaTds
for x -ray eqpipment'on patiAnt expodure and the quality of
the,radiagraphit image (CurrIculum Objective 330).

iadialogiC,Technologist,

tI

Decision Making on Melalods (Skill)
.

, .

,

o Deciding on accessory equiPment,.technical factors -, shielding
and immobilization equipment appropriate for paient'sage, sex,
spe,,condition, and the examination ordered; decidinvwfintherk
to order isolationptoceOures (Curriculum Objective .85).

4-15
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to

,

Deciding,whether,any exposures can be elitinated, whether pa-
bent can be exathined in-theStandard positions called for, or

VW-
whether"to. substitute'altenative positions'Ip-achieve-the .

same projections add accomplish-the,purpose-of the'examinaaoin

(Curriculum ObjeCtive 85).
,

* , ,

0 . n

% . 0

neciSiOn 21 a' on Quality"tSkili)',
.

jn.taking iaikiographs of patients,-taking care to reviewje-
guisition and ,patient information for possible insufficiency
,of information, Ontraindications, oran lse that

- - should-be broUght to attention'of ra * aking care.
to'checkon-taterials and.em4pment a4. up; beforehaving

. .
_patient enter examination room;, checking contrast media for
.chemicl deteiiora.tion; taking care to measure patient with'-
,calipers to Select appropriate technical factor's; selecting

- *minimum exposure compatible wfthsdiagnostic Auality; taking '

* care'to:adjuSt technical factOrs for special colliderations
of.patient's'size, 'condiotion, the%use of magnification, or ,-

Rbsted changes; taking care to supply shielding to patient's -,
gonads and radiosensitive aread; supplying shielding ,to any

',staff who wilt be. present during exposure; collimating.to area
ofinterest; making note of radiologist's density preferences,.

,

or equipment problems to avoid need to redo examinations; .

.

making sure that any "retakes"'ordered are for medical-diag-
.

nestic purpoies (Curriculum Objective 99): ,
'-',

,/-
In assessing the-technical quality of "plain film" radiographs,

.

being careful-to take account of the purpose and type of- ,study,
appropriate diagnostic standards, evide/te of proper Coln:-

mation And use of shielding; being careful to order retakes
,or only if dedically;,warranted; explaining pioblems tarefully
-

so as to instruct technologist, whose T4sfork'is being reviewed,

(Curriculum 'Objective 104). . ,

Implicative Skills

Concluding whether radiographs demonstrate that corptct pis
tient positlipning, collimation, and shielding havolleen ac-
complished, and whether the radiographs demonstrite the area
and condition of interest satibtactorili for di'agnoatic pur-
Toses based on review of requisition and examination of ra=
diographs; concludinwhether problems are &fie to technol-
ogist's'periotmance, malfunctioning of x.-ray or pvitessing

4 equipment (Curriculum Objective-127).

Concluding whether theiiare possible contr#indications to
a radiographic examination that should be brOught to radi- .

blogist's attention, such'as possible exposure of fetus,
recent duplication of examination, or specific pAient con-

,

10 ,
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ditions, based on reading patient's medical technical histo-

ry-i requisition sheet, observation and/or interview with pa-

tient'and signs of distress, adverse or emergency reaction
(OUrriculum Objective 127).

RadiobiolOgy (12216000)

' .

In providing technical quality review of "plain ,film" radi-

' ographs,"being able Co use understanding of the effects of

ionizing raliation bn human organs and tissues and use der

tails'of biological safety_ requirements and protection pro-
cedures to conscientiously review whether a needlessly large
area of patient's hod); has bea exposed, whether there is' .

visual evidence of pioper field size collimation, use of ap-
..

propriate shielding; in, ordering "retakes," restricting or-
ders,to those-only for medical'reasons, such as for missing
areas or views or those needed to complete, diagnostic infor-
mation; being able to explain to technologist reasons for
decision (Curriculum Objective 282).

In taking radiographs or pa4Irticipating in radiographic or
iluoroscopie'examinations, being able to use understanding
of the.effects,Of ionizing radiation +on human organs-tis-,

and nd genes, and use'details of biological,safetS7 re-
'quirements-and proxeeton procedures to conscientiously se-
kect appropriate shielding for patient bleed on, area -of in-,

terest, patient's age, sex, and views Orleredespeciaily
gonadal shielding; being,able to apply shielding to radio-

sensitive tissues that will be id the 'primary path-of the beam
but not part of. area of interest (Curriculum Objective 282),

r
's

Being able'to Check records and/or interview female patient
ab6ut possible pregnancy to be sure thae.there is no danger,
of expqsing a fetus,, check that examination is not a d4p11,--,,
cation of one taken in the recent past, or'bring "So atten7
tion of radiologist an unusually high history of radiation
exposure (Currculum Objective 28n..

Diagnostic Radiography (12221066
I -

4.

Applying an understandingff diagnostic radiography to obtain
the requested views of%Ap*area of intevst and condition
being investigated by means of patient positioning, centering,
placement, angulation and centering of x-'ray film; height,

i,__J angulltion And centering of x-ray tube, use of immobiliza-
tion devices, use of light. systep,use of collimators;. being
able. to select alterhative positions -for the same views to
accomodate special problems with patitnt's mobility; being,

"able-to select size. of film, cassette or film holder, type-and
,

speed of filmSs.appropr e for examination (Curriculum Ob-

jective-293').
4-17.
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Applying an understanding of diagnostic-radiography to select
'technical eXposUre factors for radiographicexaminations or
fluoroscopy using technique and tube rating charts; being able
to.take account of thickness of the body part, sihether fatty,
or muscular,patient's age, collimated field size, use of ac-

cessories such as grid, bucky:, intensifying screens, the type

and speed of filM,..focal-filffi distance,, resence pathologi-

cal condition, cast, preference of radiologist, posted changes
in output, or conversions needed 'for use of magnification tech-

nique (Curriculum Objective 293):-

Interaction With Radiation,(15222500)-

Understanding and appl4g details about the properties and
behavior of electromagnetiC ionizing, x- radiation in inter-

action with living tissues including scattering, the attenu-
ating properties of materials, and the effects of technical
exposure factors, distance, and-field size to provide diag-

nostic quality radiographs most safely,or_give proper assis-
tance during diagnostid examinations involving x-rays; being
able to understand the reason for and provide minimuntexpo-
sure compatible with diagnostiC quality images When selecting

or converting exposure factors; being able to understand the
reason for and provide collimation to the area of interest,,
appropriate ahielding to patients and personnel (Curriculum
Objective. 331).

Unders40tanding and applying details about the.attenuation
properties of materials in interaction with x- radiation, the-

qualities of radiolucent and radiopaque mdterials, absorptio
and density to appropriately select,technical factors for
_radiographic examinations according to the nature of tissue

(such as fatty or dense), whether contrast media is being
used; being able to judge when objects or substandes on the
patient's body must be iemoved or taken account oflin the
seledtion of technical factors or'in positioning (Curriculum
Objective 331). ,

-

OTHER SAFE AND HUMANISTIC PRACTICES

There are other important practices in a department of diag-

nostic radiology that must be considered in a thorough quality assurance

program. These practices relate primarily to. patient care issues such as
10.

protection.against contamination and infection, provi ons

dents,4emergencies, injuries; and adverse reactions rugs. They also in-

elude practices that reflect a grotwing demand that the patient regarded
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as the center and star of the health services delivery system. We assume

that the patient's well - being, .s the reason that health services are de-

t

ivered, and that -the patient's dignity and rights are to be safeg4arded

Policies anA'PracticeS

We subscAbe to the American HoSpital Association's Bill of

,
Rights far Patients.. These include the right of the patient "to receive

from his physician infOrmation necessary to give informa consent prior

to the start of any procedure and/or treatment." Whenever an introductory

technique Is involved we have the radiologist check for or obtain in-
.

formeetonsent, althaugh,this isipoot cutieenLy required by law every-
t 1 '

where. In all our.task descriptions- we have the performer realsure the

patient and explain what is happening and what will happeq. We agree

that "the patient has the right to considerate and respectful cafe:"

v -41`',4116.-

/" i

The paikleht care tasks for all job titles reflect standards/
a

-' Il
of safe practice. For examplt whenever there. is a puncture procedure we

bolo

have the performer applyinvpressdPe to the, puncture site to prevent hema-

tome. The task descfiptiops pay-attention tq sterile technique andiso7

lation or decontamination rquirdffients, and include checks on the.expira7

tion dare4\and appeacencegdf diugs and contrast' media. We provide checks

pf patient alletgies,, attention to patients' response to thd proced6res;

we have performers inform patients of drug contraindications and side ef-

fects. We include emerilncy care and first- aid tasks.:

1.1
,

We have the radiologic technologist/ consider the movement of

which the patient is capable, arrahge to have the patient attended,

419
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cleansed, and tak- to the next location when appropriate. The radiologic

technologist alwa checks the patient's identitysagainst the requisition

sheet; we always ve a chick that medications such as sedatives or analge-

.

A4,

sics are allowed t me to take effect before the procedure begins.

Excer tS from Curr ulum Ob ectives

This s ection of excerpts frog HSMS Curriculum Objectives may

;i1oi the administrator, educator, or consumer some idea of how a safe'prac-
-

icy can be manifested in task behavior:.ti4 and humanist po

r

nAntefaciion Skills

Explaining o patient name and purpose otmedication to be

taken oral or injected and possible side effects; asking -

about eller es..; injecting or administering medication (Pa-

tient care t hnician; Curriculum Objective 27).

Explaini4 to atient and/or accompanying family member what
will be involved in the procedure; indicating the types of
positions the patient will be asked to assume and the coop -

eration that'will be asked of the patient; Answering patient's
non-44eCal questions honestly; attempting to reassure pa-
tient and develop confidence (radiologic technologist; Cur-
riculum Objective S4).

,

Decision Making on Quality (Skill). ,

nln taking radiographs of patients, taking care no1 to "move

patieu n any 'gay that might be harmful, painful, or need7-

. lessly Mcamfortablef selecting alternative position if ap-
propriate; taking care to handle IV drip, oxygen supply
catheters with-care;.assisting patient; being alert to any
sighs of pain, adverse reaction to procedure, contrast me-
dium; taking care not to leave patient, unattended or liable
to fall off table (radiologic technologist; CurriculUm Ob-
lective 99).

410Implicative Skills

Concluding whether medication type or dosage ordered is snap -,
propriate, has already beeh administered, may be in errortor

113
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\contraindicated for patient; deciding whether to refuse to
inject (patient care technician; Curricblum Objective"120),

Concluding whether patient is having an adverse or emergency
reaction to procedure or contrast medium, or is showing signs
of distress, or needs readjustment of lif9esupport equipment;
concluding-which staff member'to notify (radiologic technol-
ogist; Curriculum Objective 127).

Varfous Knowledge Objectives

In taking radiographs, being able to use details about the way
.conditions of shock or trauma manifest in the patient so as
to properly--movg and care for'patient, position and immobi-
lize safely, recognize emergency signs, and select technical
factors)'being able to recognize shock reaction in patient
(radiongictechnologist; Curriculum Objective 219).

In taking radiographs, being able to use details abou the

'proper way to handle and transport aickor wounded pat ents
so -as to properWlissist or transfer patient to or from
wheelchair, stretcher, examination table, lavatory, determine'
wheq to request assistance in moving patientland to position
and immobllize patient sd as to avoid injury, or unnecessary

- pain, based on the patient's ape and condition fradiologic
technologist; Curriculum Objective 254).

In preparing patient or materials for Wiography involving
surgical or introductory procedures, being able to apOy in-.
formation about asepsis to decide whether to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontamination techniques, arrange
for proper dean -up of patient and/or equipment after the ex-
amination, arrange to have dressingareinforced.or reapplied
so as to keep patient, equipment, and area f;ee of contamina-
tion (radioldgic technologist; Curribulum Objective 274).

'In preparing patient for iodine based contrast study, applying
information about drug.allergy to question patient accom-
panying adult:about allergy to shellfish or past adverse re-

v. actions to contrast medium, especially` iodine based; observing
patient for signs of allergic reaction such as severe flushing,
salivation, choking, vomiting, pallor, fainting, or shock
(radiologic technologist; Curriculum Objective 299). s

In administering medication subcutaneously, intramuscularly,
or orally, applying information about dregsynergism to ques-

. cion patient, review information, and consider whether patient's
use of -other drugs suggests a contraindication to administration
of prescribed drug, or to explain possible synergistic side ef- .

fects to-patient (patient'care technician; Curriculum Objective
'302).

4-21
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In a4ministering a drug to act on the neuromuscular system

subcutaneously or intramuscularly, being 'able to.. explain the .

name and purpose of the medication, -possible side effects,,

contraindications; being able to consider Whether dosage is

appropriate'ipatient care technician; Curriculum Objective ,

,322) .

In preparing for a radiographic examination, being able to

recognize when apetient's record calls for prior sedation

or any.dther drug acting on the central nervous system, and'

,checking,or.allowing for a proper elapse 'of time,for the

medication to*take effect; being able to take account of

effects of sedation on the-patient's behavior'and state of

awareness (radiologic technologist; Cdrriculum Objective

323).
A

*
In taking radiographs or providing technicpl assistance.du,

ring fluorosdopic examinations or angiography involving pa-

tients who are or may be terminally fit--; being able to apply

information.abouf the behavior and emotional state of such

patients in order to,reassure, assist them during the proce=

duxes treat them with sympathy, dignity, and understanding;

being able to recognize negative, withdrawn; 'frightened,.or

irrational. behdvior aeLpartOf the process so as not Lb take

this personally; beihg.able,,to treat the patient faith dignity

and concern regardless of-"the.patient's behavior (radiologic

technologist; Curric?lumbbjectiVe,337).

Evaluation

A_ list of tasks J.11 .quality assurance and patient care, the in-

'clusiOn of quality assurance, safe practice, and humanistic.elements within

task descriptions,and the - ,translation of institutional quality assurance
.

:policies into new job and task descripions can'ptovide objective,reference

,points for the evaluatiori of institutional practice. How to db this is de-,

.
.

scribed in Chapter 3 of this volume., The HsiiS' curriculum Objectives can 14'4 .

,
.

.,

v,

,
. .

need in a program of education to change-institutional practicet however; ,....,

,
( .

--
assurance

.

the fuel fbr the motor 9f a quality 'end safe practice program- is
_,, ,

1

. . .

the institution's commitment to its goals at every level. It takes insti-
,4 .

.

tutional support dnd reinforcement to have desirable practices carried out
.

__,

in day to day practice.
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A GlICK.ILIST"FOR-ICOiSUMERS

We-present below a list of conditions or practices which the

consumer of diagnostic radiology srvices has a right to investigate be-
A

forehand, oedemand during a'procedure. We offer this list to 'entiance the

consumer's awareness and self -image as a powerful decisionmaker and not a

helpless Victim of mysterious forces. At the same time, we respect the

professionalism of the physician and technologist. We do not/question that,

when asked to carry out quality services, he on she 101/ do so with In,-

telligence and concern. In the marketplace, mutual respect and a desire to

give one's best is enhanced by adequate information and wisely placed trust.,
, . )

, -,

..,

1. The potentialfoatient_had a:fright to be told the purpose
pf-allidlagnostic-radiography 'procedures -alld all should

be defensible by the'presoribing physician.

2. The potential petidnt shoLdlinsist on hivint information
explaining any proposed invasive procedures such as a con-
trast study, angiography, or neUroradflology, and should be
asked to sign a consent form prior to the, administration
of any relaxant or sedative.`

3. An institution should be willing to discuss its quality ...
assurance program with the potential patient and answer ,

specific questions about its safe practices.
.

k. The potential patient should inquirei whether the institu-:
tion has a policy,'of.periodically tsting and calibrating
equipment, whether there iS a film processpr monitoring
program; and has a right-to make such an inquiry,

. .

S. The patient should expecElto be questioned about allergies
if'a radiographic examination is to be conducted involving
contrast media, and should makelture that any allergies are
recorded by pffering the information, evert if.not asked for

it.

6. ' A female patient of child-bearing ale should expect to be,
questioned about possible pregnancy.

1
r
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7. The patient should feel free to Ask questions about any
_medical concerns and about wbatewil.1 happen during pros
cedUrA, should be interested in, learning how he or she
can cooperate, and has aright to expect respectful,
caring,xesponses.

8. The patient should expect to 'receive some form of gonadal
shielding for all radiographic examinations or an expla-
nation of why this is not feasible, such as when the area
of intprest makes this impossible.

/ is

The patient shoula expect to see th operator,of x-ray
equipment use a light system.to ad ust the area to be
exposed (collimation) rather than rely on thk size'of

a cassette.
r 1

10. The patient has a right to inquire about the radiation
record keeping practices of the institution; as mini-,

mum request the patient has a right to a record showing
;.,

- the date, the the of,examination, the equipment used,
and the views obtained; if'posgible, the patient should
also _receive a recoid of estimated exposurekincluding
exposure due to 'reject" radiographs.

Igo

)

al

--

The patient should be encouraged to,inform other physi-
cians of diagnostic radiographs already taken, and has a
right tokequire that other, physicians have access to
such radiographs.

12. The patient hasthe right to feel like the center of at-
tention in any procedure involving his or her health.

117
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. CHAPTER 5

ANALtTICPROCEDURESSADN DETAIL

This chapter offers a detailed accou t of the analytic proce-
.

dures used in the HSMS method. ,The first secti n provides a general de-
..

.

scription of the procedures and computer progr

sections- provide a step by step presentation f how we/did the analysis

ms .1 The second and third

in diagnostic radiolthy.

OVERVIEW

When all, the tasks have been scared for thii?
s

edge,iscale value,relquirements we have a raw data matrix in which the.rows

are ,the tasks, the columns are the skill and knowledge variables, and the
A

entries are the scale values.
2

A
Our purpose is to go from thi basic data matrix to-iecommen-

datlons on job lead We are essentially asking, how can we group a

large number of tasks that require a large number,, -of skills and knowledge

categories at varying scale values into a meaningful smaller number -cilf

. groupings so that the underlying association of skills and knowledges

(variance) will be reflected in the groupings of the tasks? Second, how

can we go from such groupings of tasks to recommendations of jobs arranged

in ladders?

1
A more technidal description of the HSMS analytic techniques and an inde-
pendent schdlars' review appear in Research.Report No- 11, g.

2-In the more traditional uses of scaling data, such as in psychometrics,
our "tasks" would "individuals" or "subjects," and the shills 'and -

knowledges would borpsychdIpgical or demogilaphic variables.

I
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I

Our answer to the first question-is_the use'of a method of
.

fgctor ana ,lysis called-"principal,components analysis" in a procedure we
AI

call "two-mode" factOr analysis. The HSMS answer to the second quAtion

is the application of common sense to the results ofhe two=mode analysis.

t

It is important to
1

note 'from the outset that thei#SMS use'of
..-

ilhlytic:techniques is descriptive: This is an applied use of statistics;
__. .

,

I'

T prwe are notmattempting tg NW' predictive models or engage in,puresresearchw
*-

.Therefote, we selectthe techniques that serve to organize and simplify our

- data. Our results e. suggestive and we use them as such.

objective:

We 'arry out the following steps in o eeZto proceed to our

1. Select the tasks to enter the analysis.

2. Seledt the variables that haNie sufficient frequency to
enter into the factbr analysis.

41-

3. Use principal component factor. analysis to eAmine the
structure of the variables. Select a solution (tbe',
number of factors) that best describes the relatiVn-

s-ship among variables.
00*

4. Use two-mode factor analysis to examine the structure of
tasks based on the structure of variables. Assign each
task to a factot and atrange in rank order within factors.

5. Rank order tasks by "difficulty" within factors by a
count of all the skillvand knowledges required for tasks
and the scale values at which they are required (inclu-
ding vmriables'not part of the factof analysis). Assign
tasks to job levels within each factor.-

6. Examine results and make'job laddtr and lattice recam-,

mendatione'
4

.

7. Prepare the data as inputs for curriculum objectives,to,
provide educational" ladders to parallel the lob ladders.

'11i
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Selection of Skill and Knowledge Variables

In the HSMS method we firpt use'a program called-EDIT to ',help

ys reduce ouf.data to an acceptable raw data matrix for lager factor analy-
.

.
5 -

sis. By eliminating from the analysis skill or knowledge variables alit

It

appear with veryloi f-requency across ta8ks,we help to satisfyothe statis-

t,ical requirement that the number.,of obseryptions (tasks),be'significantly

larger than the-Aumber of variables. We thereby reduce the number of vari-

ables that take on.a value of zero -for most observations. The program
. 6 .--

. V 0 .-

also performs a logarithmic trarisforrpation on the data tobring them to a

closer approximation of'linearity among variables.
3

In-oar particular computer programs we use amaximbm!iof 144
\ ,

..61.?..

variables: pis results in good observationJvariables proportMs for

our rurTs7lppendix B presents all the skill.and knowledge'vartables

thiginally found inthe data base for each of Ale four runs, and indicates
-

which fret of 144 variables ,was retained for each rat.
4

Eliminating v riables with loW frequency for factor anal'ais does not
mean theloss of information about such variables. Later in.the process

when tasks a arranged in order of difficulty foY assignment to jqb lev-
els, and in'the design of curricula, all the.dat-a enper into the analysis.
7n this case, variables of low frequency do not provide information for-
grouping tasks, and their elimination is not a loss.

4 .

At the end of Appendix B we present the selection decisions, i.e., the,
frequency below which variables were deleted. Since a count of 144 Vari-
abkes is not usually Obtainable simply by chlpsingft cut-off figure, we
select any additional deletions to best retain the information we consider .
important. We usually eliminate Some subdivision knowledge categories if
the'broader category under which the subdivision is listed is included-eV
a higher frequency. We eliminated,Liadership. Skills from all the runs

because this' cale is the only one among the skill scales that often
reflects the organizational characteristics of e institution in which

the task is found rather than qualities inhe t in the task; J,

5-3
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We now have a reduced data Matrix whose rows are the tasks

selected for a given run and whose columns are.phe 144 variables selected t

41F'.

for tharun; the entries? are scale values adjqpted by EDIT.

'Factor Analysis . 4

Classical factor analysis deals' with statistical observations

and variables. It examines the-statistical relationship of every variable

'with every other variable, and groups theie in such a way as to-'best c-

count for all the variability represented by -the values all the bser-,

vations (tasks) on all the variables. A "factor solution" groups related

variables into a giVen number of "f6,ctors" which account for the variance

in a test space in a way analogous to the way one regression line accounts

for the corre]ptdon in two-dimensional, space between two variables. Ufth

a large number of variables,the object is to replade the separate relation-

ships of each'variable with every other variable 1ith a smaller number of

interrelated variable groups (factors)A Each factor'is essentially A don- '

etruct that expresses the interrelationships within a particular group. The

-_numerical,"loading" of a given variable on a factor describet..the extent

to which the variations in ,the variable help determiAe direi. factor.

In the HSMS method we use, two factor analysis computer programs.

The first IS used to select the factors (groupings) that best describe the

interrelationsh4s among skill and knowledge variables. 146 call this

"simple" factor analysis: The second program is used to describe the inter-'

relationships among tasks so as to reflect the skill and knowledge group-

O

ings. We call this "two-mode" factor analysis.
1

The initial factor analysis program which provides the solution

for grouping the variables has the name PCVARIM, d*,abbreviation for.

121
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PrincfPal Componen Factor Analysis with 1.'iarimax Rotation.5 The OUtpUts

. . . . .
.

of our "simile analysis are arrays, one for iach factor"solution,"-
4

in which the-columns are the factors,the rows are the 144,variables,-and
4

the entrJes are the numerical ',loading-6" of each variable on eacrh factor.

.,/

A solution is the number A factors into Wtich the array is divided. The
A

1

loadings reflect the extent to which a'variable' !3. scale value variations

contribute to the variance accounteddfo r by the factor in the given solu-

.

tion. here are as many solutions as the number of factors,into which one

desires to see the variance Summarized.

Every variable has a loading on every factor., Variables can

4

load on factors-within4the range of + .99. Variables which are positively

interrelated on a factor will have the same sign. The + Or- ILA no other

intrinsic meaning. A loading of ± ,40 or more is of interest.

We chose to examine various factor solufrons, such as ten-

factors, nine-factors, and so on, down to three factors,to' explore the

possible groupings, of variables. This-is done by noting which variables

5
The PCVARIM program and the two-mode program use a principaleiGomponents

e'er
technique (unities rather than mmunality estimates in the diagonal),

with a correlation matrix (rat er than a coviriauce or cross-products
matrix),to arrive at principal axis (PA) factZrs. They use a varimax
rotation of the PA factors to produce2/orthogonal (rather than oblique)

'-'
factor solution. ,

---
-

The principal components technique, unlike other-factor analytic tech-
niques which first reduce -"the total variability in a test space, sum-
marizes-the total variability in a test Space into a smaller number of

orthInonal components. Thii choice of techniques. reflects our desire,to
-summarize the variance, not reduce it, and to create factors that are
maximally independent of one another. Since wuse correlation matrices,
our solutionS are not dependent on the standard deviations of the vari-

ables (covariance matrices-are) Or on the means and standard deviations

(cross-product matrices are).

5-5
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4

have ",high loadings" on a given factor In a given solufiod.. The identities
.,

df the variables that;determine factor give one-some sense of the under-

lying mean

Suggest th

g of the factor. In the case-of HSMS, a factor may or may not
4

skills and knowledge needed for a function, a specialization,

a type of-service, or a type of procedure,
.

44,

.

The choice of an accentlipe factor solution,(that is, the

-

choice of six or seven factors,rather than three or.tenifactors)can be

based on statistical criteria or on common sense; or a combination,Of

these.

For HSMS we "first eliminate solutions with so many factors that

three

.-

some factors have only h or fewer variables with relatively high load-

ings (that 'is, ± .45 or more). We eliminate solutions tiith so "few factors

that no underlying 'structure of interest is evident. We narrow our choice

tb afte solutions-tha't make sense and on ,which most variables have a high

loading on some factor, but in Which few variables 'have high loadings on

several factors. We look for stability of factor structures across several

factor solutions. We then choose that solption which makes the most sense;

. A
that is,is the underlying structure is most- easily understood-in terms of

;

what we 49pw about the nature of the work.' (We discuss-the factor,solu-,

tions ute selected later in this chapt6Y.)
"411

- '

The two-mode factor program produces the."task factors. The

number of task factors is determined by the solutiOn chosen for the number
. ,

4
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6
of variable factors. The output of the two-modeanalysis is an:array

in which the cplumns are the factors, and therows-area'all_the talks.

.
The factors.correspond to their variable factor counterparts. The entries

are the loadings of each task on every factor.

-

The characteristic sign of the variable factor deiermtdes the

11411*
sign of ts0Cfactor, Within this, a task's loading can be very high,

an intege?, can range-anywhere down to zero, through zero, and.can have

still4lower values of the opposite' sign.'. (In reporting the results we

use the convention of presenting high values as positive. The negati''e

P

sign is usedto represent loadings of less than zero.)

A task's loading on a factor reflects the skills and knowledge

categories required for the task,,tHe scale values at which they are re-

quired, and the.ioading of those particular variables on the correspond-

.
Aing variable factor. Thus, it is possible to examine a task's loading

.

on all.the factors and assign it to the factor on .which it ,has its highest

loading (withinciign). The meanbng'here is that this is the factor with

which the task has most in common.

6
In thetwo-mode program the same reduced'data matrix is used to.form two.
conceptually different but necessarily, relatedcorrelation matrices, One

is the correlation of every variable with every other variable across all

the tasks (4s in .simple (actor analysis); the other is the correla' ion of

eve* task with every other taskacross all. the. variables. The program

produces the.varime representation of the principal components of the
variable matrix as in the ?CVARIM solution described earlier. The program

also produces a transfer of the principal components of the task cgirrela-

tion matrix based on the Eckert-Youlig theorem. That is, the "variable

mode" is rotated. to simple structure and the "task mode" is "counter-

rotatecj ...14t. obtaining- the transformed characteristic,vectors of the obser-

vation mode induced by the varimax rotation,df the variable mode.

,

.-
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LoW-level tasks which require few skills or knowledge categor-
,

ies, and require them aglow scale values will have low loadings on all

-factors. Skills and knowledges can have inverse (opposte sign) loadings

onsome factors, and these also influence a task's loading on factors.
7

The difference in loadings' for low-level tasks is so insignificant that .

acommon-sense assignment of task to factor is often preferable to a mech-
.

anical statistical rule.

Our first ordering of the tasks assighed to given factors is

by rank order of the tasks' loadings on the factory including only ttr

tasks assigned to th t factor. This arrangement is not the same as order-

ing the tasks by difficulty, since only the 144 variables used in the fac-

.

tor analysis are represented, and the loadings reflect the variables whose

variations explain the factor. On the other hand, since the piesence of.

-these variables and their scale values do4determine the loadings, this

arrangement proves to be a\good first approximation of the task hierarchy

8
within factors. We use factor loadings for our first ordering of the re-

sults-to more readily examine the tasks separately within their Aktors.

9
Assigning task5 To Levels: Point Scores

-
-,

The HSMS MATRIX program allows to examine the tasks in each
4

-
1,

The loadings are not unlike factor scores with respect to their usefulness;

unlike factor scores, tasks which have fel./ variables above zero and low,

scale values -do not take,on spuriously high loadings nn task factorS., .

8 .-
,

Thg first Pour tables in 4pendix,E present th4 taskslin descending order
.

of difficulty and also present the. tasks'' factor loadings for comparison.

9
.. . /

i t

,, ..
. . .

The actual assignment to levelg of tasks(represented in-this report is

discussed later in this chapter.an .7presented in Appendix E.
4 , ,

t:W

, _
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ftctor separately. It pres nts the, tasks assigned to a factor in an array

in which the-tasks are arranged from left to right in ascending order of

theirtloading ou that factor. The tasks are the columns. The rows are

all tie skill and knowledge variables, listed from to to bottom,in the

order in which they appear in the tasks (which are arranged from left to

right) including all the variables; the entries are the original+ scale

,

values. Figure 9 is a hypothetical presentation of a MATRIX array.
oc

Tbks ordering of the array produces a stepwise pattern because

skills and knowledge categories that appear in low-le yel tasks continue

to appear across the array and, as higher-level tasks are added, indented

new arrays appear for sklils and knowledge categories-not required for

lower-level tasks. .

By reading across a row one Lan see whether a given.skill or

knowledge category is reauired for any of ,t4lie tasks, and at what scale

values. One can assign a score of one point to the lowest scale value

I

required, such-as 1.0 or 1.5, and increa the points as other scale

values appears such as 2.0, 4-.5', or 7.0.

Withirr-a7fac-ror some variables are required/at the same scale

value for all tasks,and some. are required at more than one scale value,

depending on the task. We assign paints to-the tasks based on what we

find in the array. For, example, if a given variable appears for all-but

one task' in a factor,-. say at-2.0, each task but that anereceives a

point. If a given variable appears for some tasks at 240, for others at

4.5, and for still others at 7.0, the tasks at 2.0 receive one point,

5-9
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Figure 9. MODEL OF , "MATRIX" ARRAY OF SKILLS

AND KNOWLEDGES BY TASK AND JOB LEVEL

Skills
and

..

_ FACTOR I LADDER
Level 1 LeVel 2. Level 3

Knowledge
Categories

Task
a

Task
2 .

Task'

3

Task

4

Task
5

Task
6

Task
7

Task
8

-Task
9

Skill 1 1.0
.

1.0 2.0 2'.0 '2.0 4.0 4.0

r-1

9.0 9.0

* Skill 2 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

A.

4.0 7.0 9.0

Skill 3'
.

2.0 2.0 4.5 4.5 2.0 7.0 7.

* Knowledge 1 1.5

4 .../

1.5 1.5 7.0 1.5 7.0

'Knowledge 2
.

---.

3.5 3.5' 2.5 5.5
,

2.5 9.0

Skill 4

.

5:0,45.0 5.0 5.0' 5.6

Knowledge 3 P . 5.0 6.0 ,

* Knowledge 4 .

.

-1

3.5

1.

9.0 9.0
- .

Knowledge 5 8.5 8.5 8.5

Knowledge 6 - , 3.5 7.5 7.5

Knowledge 7 '7.0 7.0 9.0

Knowledge 6

-
.

, ' 7.0 , 8.5

* Asterisk denotes variables that determined the factor.
1. Tasks are listed from left to right in ascending

order of loading on "task factor."
2: Skills and knowledge categories are listed from top

to bottom Jaorder of appearance in the task array.
3. Tasks are .isigned to levels. based on increasing

nuidbers of skills and knoWiedges required and their
scale values.

4: Not every skill or knowledge appears in all %ubse-
quent, higher-level tasks.

5. Scale-values do not necessarily rise from level to
level.

6. Scale values may very within a level.

12?-c
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those at 4..5 receive two points, and those at "7.0 receive_three points.

When this is done for all the variables and tasks in a factor, we add

each task's points and list these at the bottom of he,MATUX.:41array:

If we read these "point scores" for tasks from left to right,

.

they roughly approximate the order ofthe facfor, loadings, but some re-

arrangements, Are inevitable. This is because variables enter into the

kint &ores that were not'among the 144 selected for the factor analysis;

and variables with little variance would not have high factor loadings on
I '

. the*variable factors.
.-- i

)

We..'.'how repeat the.MATRIX program for each factor. This time

the,tasks are arranged from left to right in order of their point scores.

The profile is now more distinct.

We mark off on each row thefirst task at which a scale value

-changes to a higher value, and continue across the row,marking the first

' appearance of still higher scale values.

---
.

,

note,
.

We now examine the array. both to t whida_kasition (task)

large numbers of skill and knowledge categories are required f r the first

time, and the tasks in whiEh the scale values first rise. We use these'

step-like demarcation, points,/tO assess when we have a change of job level,

Often there is a'dramatic point of change?. In cases where the

Arraishows no dramatic breakis we supplement our analysis by examining

\,,,he names of the tasks and using commdn sense to determine the differend

between levels. Ouraim is to assign tasks to levels so that tasks with

126
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similar skills and knowledge requirements at similar, scale values areas-

signed to the-same job level. Sometimes we include one or more tasks'on

severaljgctort,to provide benchmarks tor the comparison of levels across
.

Making Job Ladder Recommendations

In our experience, the factor results do,not necessaribr guar-

antee that job ladders can be designed. After tasksihave been assigned to

factors and levels it is possible to find only one level repretentpd fot*e
. ,

given factor. This was the case in our pilot test and in diagnostic ,radi-

plogy for factors 'containing only physician' tasks. The sheer number of

variables and the high scale values atwhich they are needed create sepa-

rate factors. However, we were pleasantly surprised to find some genuine/

_job ladder pbssibilities in diagnostic radiology. ,

4

We have also found that some factors can appear above the

first or second level and be logical higher-level steps for the tasks_in

other factors. This happens when the higher-level factor combines
-

the skill

. and knowledge requirementt-of the two other factors. This is the basis'for

job lattices. We found this situation in our pilot test and again in di-

agnostic radiology.

THE FACTOR STRUCTURE OF SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE VARIABLES

The first step in our analytic work was the selection of tasks

for the analysis. In addition to the 368 tasks identified in diagnostic

radiology, HSMS has data for 273 tasks that were identified in our pilot

test at an ambulatory care center. Some of these "oVerlaP", with,those in,

.0
diagnostic radiology, giving us a total of 560 tasks. We decided to study

12i
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the way the tasks group when all '560 tasks are studied at on& time, as
, f

,

:Well as the groupings of the 368 diagnostic radiology tasks.

We .so were concerned with thepossible effects on the re-

sults fromtasks dealing with professional meetings and teaching, sine -e

these tasks tend to be scaled for all or most of the skills and knowl-

edges needed in all the tasks of theoccupation or job title involved.

We decided to do a separate analysis with all the meeting and 'aching

\
'tasks omi)ttedr As a result of these concerns, we created foui separate

data "runs," as follows:
10

Run 1: 560 tasks in diagnostic r5Aiology and ambulatory care.

Run 2: 499 tasks in' diagnostic radiology and ambulatory care
(teaching and meeting tasks eliminated).

Run 3: 368 tasks in diagnostic radiology.

Run 4: 324 tasks in diagnostic radiology (teaching and sleet-
ing tasks eliminated).

The total number of 0(111 and knowledge variables identified

with a given run changed as we eliminated tasks. (See Figure 10, below.)

To carry out the factor analysis we eliminated enoughk low-frequency vari-

ables in each run to reach the maximum oE 144 variables allowed by our

factor programs. There were some differences in the compositiOn of the

2

tt

'144 variables among runs, since the frequency of variables was different.

for-each run. Appendix B plesents the names of all the variables iden-

tified foi all the tasks, of each run, and further indicates which ones'

Were retained for the factor analysis of a giilen run.

10 .

The last page of Appendix A indicates which 'tasks were in each of the runs.

571377
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Figure 10. SUMMARY OF TASKS AND VARIABLES BY RUN

r No. of Skill, KnoSdedge

Computer
Run

No. of
Tasks

Categories
Identified lInE,fitor'Analysis

1 - 560 272 1447

2 499 267 144

3 . '368 207
'.144

4 324 201 144

Detailed information appears in Appendixes A and B.

The Factor Strdcture of Variablks in Diagnostic Radiology-and
Ambulatory Care: Runs 1 and,2.

We examined the Run 1 and Run 2 variable factors first. While

some diagnostic radiolo Kt ,does appear in ambulatory care settings (we had

found a separate factor in our pilot test), these two runs bring together
IF

two largely separate delivery areas in health services. We were curious

to see the association.of skills and knowledge categories in this broad

context.

The procedure was to examine a series of factor solutions for

each run. Eath "solution" (number of factors),presents an array of load-
%

ings for each variable on each factor in the given solution. For each

factor we noted every variable with a loading of .45 or higher and

treated these variables as"determinantsh of the given factor.11 When

we found a solution with three or more variables loading high on each fac-

tor, we considered the solutionYworth examining. We studied the composi-
,

tion of the variables t'o see.the "sense" of the factors in the Solution.

11 The co-variation of variables determines a factor. Variables with high load-

ings on a factor will tend to increase or decrease in scale value in an
interrelated way across tasks. Tasks arranged in'job ladders that reflect

a skill and knowledge factor will tend to require increasinilevels of

the variables that de'tqrmine the factor as one climbs the job ladder.

5-14
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In our earlier pilot test in ambulatory Care we had selected a

six-factor solution; in this case we decided to examine,all the possible

solutions from five factors up to ten factors.

3

Several factors appeared on each sorution with no major change

from one solution to another. There was always one large factor th'it ac-

counted for about 80 variables. Thehighest-loading variables included

the reasoning skills, most knowledge categories under "normal struc;pre

andfunction" by systems of the body, metabolic processes, most pathology

categories, categories undh surgery, growth and development, radiology',

and categories under pharmacology. These categories bring to mind what is

needed for the radi lOgist't tasks and the diagnosis of patients.

We found a second stable factor, accounting for abbut fifteen

variables., associated with the structure, functioning and pathology of the

neryOus system, the ear, and the eye; Disability evaluation, pharmacology

categories associated with, the nervous system, and categories under sensa-

tion and sense perfeption (behavioral categories) also loaded on this fac-

tor. The variables seem to be those needed for neurology4 neuroradiologlp,

and possibly health evaluation and diagnosis.

A third stable factor, usually including about fifteen vari-

ables, had a rather diverse set of variables associated with it. We found'

reproduction,

of behavioral

conception, contraception,tsome.pathologies, sanitation,

categories under rehabilitation, microbiology., development

processes, and health,services administration and policy all -

, -

with high loadings. .This grouping was'confusing until We considered the

sr

I
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breadth of the concerns of the family health team We studied in ambulatory4,
care, and the functions of the nurse.practitioner and family health worker.

I -

These included screening-sxaminations, counseling,, health-education, and

coordination of services. These duties and functions seim to underlie this

factor.

Other factors that appeared in each solution were lesb stable

in composition. -They appeared in and out of,combination with other vari-

bles. One of nhese factors sometimes included the skills of object mani-
a

pulation, humah interaction, consequences of error 'to humans, and categor-
y

ies such as shock Andtrauma: asepsis, and several under first aid and care.

rn other solutions the factor appeared together with categories under phar-

macology. We recognized the factor as one suggesting emergency and /or

physical patient care, with medication as a possible component.

Another factor that appeared regularly but With differing num-

bers of variables covered the structure, fynction, pathology, pharmacology

and birth procedure categories associated With obstetrics and gynecology.,

ti

It sometimes accounted for five and sometimes twenty variables. ,There was

another factor with similar categories associated with a specialty in the

,gastrointestinal tract.

One factor which appeared in differing combinations was of spe-

cial interest. We found a combination of variables that we could same-
01-

times identify with tie radiologic) technologist. In some solutions thi

categories were combined with the emerency and physical patient care

variables. is factor fir d in the five-factor solution. It in-

5 -16
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cluded guidift and steering, human interaction, oral use of language,

reading, writing, figural, symbolic, financial error, and, human error

skills, regional and topographic anatomy, the musculoskeletal system,'

bones and joints, diagnostic radiology,.sopo ,first aid categories,, and al-
.__

'-gebta. In the six-factor solution (which we first considered-as'the best

solution), this group is somewhat reduced, and interaction with radiation

appears on the factor.

When we further examined the six-factor solution we found that

the knowl,edge categories associated with quality assurance and the physi-

cist were not yet accounted for. We anticipated that, as a result, the

tasks of the physicist would not factor separately and would not load.

higher than those of the radiologic technologist on any common factor. With

only-six factors, we would not'have a solution that would make sense..

The nine- and ten - factor solutions both contained some factors

with only two or three categories with high loadings, and were thus discarded.

The eight-factor solution had a factor containing only categor-

ies under pharmacology. This polution was of interest, however-I-because

it included a factor clearly reflecting quality assurance skill and knowl-

edge requirements, i.e., radiobiology, diagnostic radiography, electric--

circuit theory, interaction with radiation, electronic devices, algeOia,

reading use of language, symbolic skills, and financial error consequences.

The seven-factor solution became our choice for the combined

diagnostic radiology and ambulatory care'Run 1 solution. (The seven fac-
ie

tont are presented in Appendix D, Table D.1.)* The stable factors described .

5-17
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above are there, as are the obstetrics-gynecology and gastrointestinal

factOrs." Patient and emergency care variables appear as `a distinCt fac-

tor. The seventh factor clearly reflects the subjects associated with

`quality assurance and radiologid technology. What we did not find was af

separate factor to bring togetheir the nursing andiknatomy needed for radio:-,

logic technology with the technological subjects also needed.

We made a comparison of the results of Run 1 with those of

Run.2. (with teaching and meeting tasks eliminated). 'There was a baSic

similarity for the two runs. On the whole, the Run 1 solutions seemed to
S

make more "sense" and accounted for more variables. As a result, we

chose to utilize the Run l,seven- factor solution as our first approximation.

of the factor structure ,of variables.

al

The Factor Structure of Variables in Diagnostic Radiology: Runs 3 and 4

Runs 3 and 4 contain only, the tasks in diagnostic radiology.

.
The factor structure of the variables of these tasks would be of prime in-.

terest if career lines were to be uncovered within this functional area

rather than across health services. rs turned out,, the factors

in Runs 1 and 2 were surprisingly s ar to those of Runs 3 and 4; we can
\46.0wor

say that the Run 3 and 4 solutions. re largely contained in the Run 1 and

2 solutions. Diagnostic radiology lAdences.few career line possibilities

0

to or from ambulatory care, except ii nursing or at the lowest job levels

- where work with materials4 pment and/or patients is very simclar, re -

gardless of context or location.

f
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We examined all the factor solutions from three factois up to

eight factors for Run 3. The factor structures again show stability, across

solutions. They alp() allow great similarity to the Riin 1 solutions. The

stable factors include the large first factor described above, which sug--

gests the radiologist's activities, and a second factor dealidk with

neuroradiology.

When we got to. the four-factor solution a Tadiologic technology

factor appeared as the third factor and,remained relatiyely stable lyr all

the other solutions. A fourth factor is patient and emergency care, with

a large helping of pharmacology, prohably'associated with administering

medications. The five-factor solUtion retains the first four factors and
1/4

adds a gastrointestinal factor.

Thesix-faCtor solution drops the gastrointestinal faFtor,

JP
maintains the first four factaks, and adds an obstetrics` -gynecology factor

and the longed-for quality assurance factor. Here ia.a solution with all

444

the attributes we hoped for. We have each of the splties repremipted,
._.

. 1.: 4107
few variables unaccounted for, and only a small degrea.cof overlaA of high-

loading' variables across factorl. Me:Seven-factor solution added a factor.
V. .

that made littleisense; the soluttp'added'the gastroinvsti-
A '

nal factor.) /

When we compared the Run % solutions with the Run 3 solutions

,,we again found great "similarities; the Ruq 4.sol4tA0 amide more sense.

Thus, our preferred factor structure excludes the effects ofmeetings and

teaching tasks.

i.

'
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v.

Ourfinal chOice for a factor solution within diagnostic null-
-. :4!

ology is the Run 4, six-factor solution. The factors can be described in

.e

terms of the skills and knowledge cat4gories associated with: (I) POP-
.

lineurologio radiology; (II) neuroradiology; (III) radielogic technology

(IV) pAllitand emergency care; (V) obstetrics - gynecology; and(VI) ival-

L
'ity assurance in diagnostic radiology.

J.

Run 1 and Run 4 Resits

In Ap4dix 15, Table D.1,wepresent the factor loadings for

the Run 1,seven-.factor solution and. the Run it, six-Actor solution. The
.4,

reader can compare the factors; They have ben numbered so that the Rup 4

factorethat are essentially'Similar to the Run 1 factors have the.same
, ,. . , ' fi4

facior number6. Thus factors'1, II, IV, itd.V are comparable in both So-

.

luttons. Factors III'and VI of the' six7factor, Runt4 solution separate I.

radiologic technology from cleity assurance; when combined, they are
. ,

11
mparable to Faclor'VIIof the seven-factor, Run lsol'Ution: The results .

. '

Vte summarized in Flgure'll, below.

+

(Note,lit we -1: .45 to select

)N.........

ft
. ..

fa or' 'orutiOnS and .40 to present fadtots.11.

.

-Asp

Both solutions are comparable in thy' number "of variables as-

IP 1

,,

signed:to factors rand in the percentage of variance accounted -fdr. The

Run'4v, six-factor solution accounts for somewhat fewer variables andMore

varianh. --

.

, .

'1
. ...

.

....

X i

The-stable Fictot.I radiologist factor is very similar in the
.w.

,

two solutions. Thek Run 1 factor iPpreferable because it .does not have
/ . %

high'inverse loadings: The Run 4-factor has a hrgh-loading invert variable.,
46 ..
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Figure 11: COMiARISION.OF VARIABLETACTOR STRUCTURES BY RUN

if Variables at
Comparisons by Run -1%40 or More

percentagq
Variance

'Total Run 1,7-factor solution -.142' 71%N/
Total Run 4,6-factor solution 140 76%

,Factor f,Run 1
wFactor I,Run 4

91 34%.

92 38%

Faqtor II,Run 1 20 8%

Ilactor II,Run 4 24 14%

Fact IV,Run i
Factor IV,Run 4

actor V,Rund,
Factor V,Run 4,

Factor VkIcRue 1.
Factors' TtI and VI,Run 4

4

Factor III,Rup 1

Factor VI,Run 1

18 : 7%,

22 7%
«

13

V 6-

6%

'4%

12 4%

34 13%

77fr

10 6%

18

See Appendix D, Table -SD

The Run 4 version of Factor II seems preferablt for the...neUtoradiology
.

the
,

.,,

.,* factor' because of the variance it explains and the complepriess of the
.

.: . '

variables invplved for the specialty. This is*a'result of the inclusion
. .'d, .. .,

of more relevant categories in the factor analysis for 'Run 4 than wash,
4 .

I te
.

oPt .

,the case for R64 1, ,.

.

The. Run 4., version of , -Factor IV, pationAlb t and ell iency cire,

includes mdre pharmacology variables
. s ,

gories than in Ruril.. This reflekts

ambulator
-y.care

and aiainoitic radio
--w&

. .
..-

and fewer skills andfAst aid cane -,t

tKe different eirriphas a in tasis'in\,

logy. We prefer the.Rune.versibn be-
, .

SL
cause its Factor IV is more Tally distinguished from radiologic technol-

dgi.and is more suggestiveof nursing reilift4ments.

tom,

1

411!



a

There is no-doubt that Factors III and VI of Run 4 better re-

flect the work in quality assurance and radiologic rechtiology than does

IP
r Factor VII of Run 1. Each 9f the two Run 4 factors commands more vnri-

ables than than doe's Factor VII, which serves to represent both functions.

Thus, the Rtip 4, six-factor Solution appears to better repre-

sent the Association of variables in.diagnostic radiology, with
the ex-

ception of Factor I which we took from the. Run 1 solution.

A remarkable aspect of the results is the stability of the_so-',

'V

lutions across the two runs, even, though one run covers 560 diverse tasks

and the other covers a narrower subset of 324 tasks. Tlt lends credence

to the sbluilons chosen and indicates the robust nature of the analytis.

.on-the other-hand,- the differences serve to remind us that these solutions

4

are merely grosblescrIptions of the data, and not scientific laws.

es'

THE FACTORSIRUCTUE OF TASKS

,0;

O

The meaning of the factors really comes alive when we examine

which tasks load on which factor. In order to follow the xesults, a brief

,review of. what the-taf4fact.ors are is presented,and then the task content

%

of the factors Iiidescribed. "'

Interpreting the Two-Mode Task Factor Data'

In the-HSMS two-mode factor analysis method the selection of a

skill-and-knowledge variable factor solution detefmines the numberrof fac-
,

. .

tors and the nature of the'factors, to which 'tasks can be 'assigned. The

4

for structgre of tasks is the assignment of tasks to each factor and

the 'arrangement of the tasks`of a, factor into a hierarchy.
,..

5 -22
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We examined the task structure of the Run l,seven- factor so-

lution in order to see the structure Of radiologic technology tasks in a-

broad context;.and then proceeded with the analysis of the Run 4, six='

factor solution. (We comment only briefly on the ambulatory care tasks,

because they were not really the subject of this _investigation.)

4
A

'11 As described earlier, to obtain task factors with the two-mode

7, method we first de'cide on the number'of factors to extract and.rotate.

The number is the solution chosen in the Trior,analysis'of the factor

structure of skill and knowledge variables. The task factors are then

..,

shown n an array in which the tasks are the rows and tHe'factors are the
ate.- ,.

columns, The entries are the taskst numerical loadings on the factors.
, .. ,

,

Each task has a loading on each factor. To interpret the data one must

It... -. -..1

understand what a task factor representa-, the meAning.of ,the loadings,
.

.
,

. , . .

and how
i

a task's loading on a factor arises.
.

Each task factor is 44 reflection of,a corresponding variable

factor in the factor solution vteifipusly chosen. For example, in Run 1

we chose a seven-factor soLntlign; we got seven task. factors., For Run 4

we chose a six-factor
to

soklutione therefore gotsiic task factors The

-skirl and knowledge variables that determine.a variable factor, such as

Factor II, detertine hoW tasks *11 load on the coiresponding factor

(Factor II) among the task focOots.

6,
4

The meaninggof a task's loadings on, task factors is as follaws.
45

For any given task, the MCore skilr and knowledge categories it requires,'

41 ,

of thosesieriables that deterinine a given vaJkable factor,' the higher the

. : 4
taskls loading will be on the corresponding,task tor. The higher"the

.5-23-
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.

, f,
.

-.

task's scale values for those variables, the higher the task's loading ---

onthe factor. (The influence of each variable can be estimated by not-

ing the variable's loading on the variable factor.) Since a task will

have -some numerical loading on all task factors, a given task can load
"".

low or negatively'on factors that are determined by skill or knowledge

Categories t required for the task. TaAs with no knowledge categories4

few skills, and low scale values will probably load negatively on a1 fac-

tors. Negative loadl%s are interpreted as less than zero in the usual

numerical sense.
12

We interpret Che data first by reading across each row in the

array and noting the factor on which a task has its highest loading. Ue.

also note on ,which factors a task may have high secondary load ings (high .

in absolute value but lower than the task's highest loadinii)J3

?ask Content of Factors
.s

Once each task is assigned to the factor on u?rich it has its

highest roading, the task content of the'factors emerges. Figure'12, be-

.

' low, summarizes the4 Run 1 task faCtors. . It presellthe task content sep7-

'arately for the

of a giSren factor.

- ll latory care tasks and the diagnostic ra4iology tasks

- 7 4-

' The atua-1 computer output shows factots with "characteristic signs."

These carry over from the variable factor loadings, to the Corresponding

'task factors. For this report we convert *egative-sign factors to their

opposite sign 'becauseit is easier to interpretresults'that uniAprmly ,

use negative loadings to mean loading* less than zero, and the higher a

negative figure the lo4-er the loading.

13
W the HSMS data tasks can load with values above unity,., but most load- $

in fall within ranges of ± .90. See Appendix E for the tasks' ctual

loadings-1p factors.

K. .141
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Figure 12. 9101MARi OF CHARACTERISTICS'OF RUN 1 TASK FACTORS

Factor Number
and Name

Tyfe ofTasks wtthlii: est Loading on Factor
iComments:-Ambulatori Care ,Diagnostic RadioTpgy

I. lion-neuro-
logic rad-
iology.

None' '.

-
.

-

Non-neurologic radiolo-
gist tasks, including
most of those also load-
ing on Factors V and VI.

Udeful for
cemPNrison,
with Factor
I of Run'4.

II. Diagnosis,
neuroradi-,-

ology.

Most physician diagnnsts
,

tasks. , .

.

Neuroradiology radiolo-
,gist tasks. ,

Run 4 com-,

parison.
,-.---

III. Ambulatory
care exam-
inaelons;
counseling,istraaali
Adminis-
tration,

meetings.

Aaalgam of functions of
nurse practitioner, fam-
ilY'llealth worker; admin-

teachrng,meet-
ing and Munseling tasks.

Administrative, super-
visory tasks.

,

Itir

Use to or`-

der adminis-
trative tasks
in Run 4.--

IV.Patient
and emer-,

. gency

care. Jan

Tasks involipag physical
treatment and care of pa-
etients, emergency care;

levels.
.

.-

, .

Emergency care, f st

aid,and patient c eX
tasks; radiologic tech-
nology angiography ex-
aminations; all levels.

-.7
,

Reflects the
fact that
kun 1 does
not have a
separate fac-
tor for rad.

tech. with
nursing con-

'tent.

V. Female Obs-gyn. operations, ex-

care. aminations, care, and
counseling; all leveldr.

Obs=yn. radiologist
tasks; most load on
Factor I as well.

Run 4 com--a.
parison.

VI. Gastroinr Miscellaneous tasks that

testinal include gastrointestinal

care. content; all levels.

GI radiologist tasks;
moitfload higher on
Facttr I. ..

No useful.
,

, .

VII. Radiolo4 Miscellaneous and ECG

gic tech- . tasks (very few).

noltgy, .

quality --

assurance,
materials-:-

.

Physicist, x-ray equip-
ment testing, filmpro-
cessing; rad. tech. ex-
aminations except angib-
graphy; all levels.

%

Combines rad,
tech. and
quality as-
surance; ex-
cludes nurs-
ing content
for rad.tech.

,

Non- Factor B; tab. procedures such as
. -

.Labora- preparing and reading

ory pro- slides, spun-down sam-

dnres. plesfother types of ;

analysis.

.

Low-level tasks that
could be assigned .

elsewhere such'as '

urine testing to
Factor VII.

.

A'separate
group not
reflected in
factor solu-

tiqn.
k

,/ For 'detaiTs,see Appendix*D,,Table D.2 and Appendix E.
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Factors I and VII are exclusively diagnostli radiology factors.

Factors II, V and VI combine ambulatory care'and diagnostic radiology tasks

dealing with ,the nervous system, Obstetrics-gynecology and the gastrointes-

tinal tract, respectively. When the ambulatory careAasks are removedfromi-

4

these three factors they refer to. radiologist specialty tasks exclusively.

Factor I is also a radiologist task factor-. Thus, Factor IV, rich covers

emergency care and sical treatment:and is essentially a nursing factor,

is'the only factor that.trUly bridges the two areas of diagnostic radiology

and ambulatory care. This is also the area of most task overlap.

In this solution we had our first insight into the dual nature

of the raTioiogic technologist's function. The radiologic technologist ex-

aidnations that most heavily draw on nursing knowledte, such as in angiog-
.

raphy,-load on Factor IV; this is because Factor VII accounts for the tech-

nological'aspects of the field. So the tasks of equipment:testing and

quality assurance -load with the other radiolbgic technologist examination

tasks on Factor VII,'and the radiologic tecAllhosist tasks are split.

''A number of tasks made'no sense on any factor, but seemed some-

,, what interrelated. It seems that, with a different set of tasks; they might

be .part of a new factor. For,Run.1 these were laboratory prOcedures such as

preparing And examining slides. We created a separate non-faCtor group,

group B, to differentiate it from non-factor A in the Run 41;esults.
-

3, below, summarizes the task content of the Run 4 taskFigure

factors. Thi structure proved to be the most informatime.And useful for

our needs." Factor III an exclUsively radiologic technology factor. All

_ 5-26
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or

ure 13. SUMMARY OF'CHARACTERISTICS OF RUN 4 TASK FACTORS

Factor Number -

and Name

\
.

-..
-

Type of Tisks Loading on Factor , Comments_

I. Non-neUr-
ologic

radic ogy.

.

Radiologist tasks in all specialties excep
'ne,uroradioldgy. _Overlaps with Factor V.

a

Only radiologist
tasks; compare-

with, Run 1.

II. Neurordd-,

iology. -

Radiologist tasks in neuroradiology. Only radiologist
Casks.

,

r

III. Radiolo--

gic tech-

. nology.

.

All patient examination tasks done by rad-
iologic technologists.

,

.

Only radiologic
technologist
tasks.

;

IV. Patient
and emer-
gency
care.

,Emergency .care, medications, first aid;,
tasks dealing with patients'care; all
levels:

41
11

.

All tasks deal-,.

ing,with patients
and witVambigu-
ous loadings were
assigned here.

Only radiologist
tasks.

---

V.' Obstet-
rics-gyn-
ecology'
radiology.

Radiologist tasks in obstetrics-gynecology.
Tasks also loaron Factor I. ,

,

r
VI. Quality

assur-
ance,mat-
erials.

.
_ _.

Quality assurance program planning (tasks
done by physicist), xTray equipment and
film processor testing; surveys;.caiing
for equiptent;.all levels.

,

/

All tasks dealing
with materials, '

equipment,records,
housekeeping,
and with ambiguous
loadings were as-
signed here.

.

Non-Factor A.
Adminis-
tration.

. ..

Administrative and s.ppervisory 'tasks.
,

/

.

.

A separate group
not in factor so-
lueion; reflects
Factor III vie

Run 1.

. For details, see Appendix D, Table D.2 and Appendix E.

the radiologic examinationslf9. solely on this factor. Factor VI.J.s

the factor for quality assurance and the ctivitifs associated with the

physicist in -diagnostic radiology. The paant and emergency care factor_

(1y) is quite clearly nursing oriented.

5-27
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As. mentioned earlier, there is a problem with 1gw -level tasks

Which require so few skills oeknowledges, and at such low levels, that

they hive ambiguous loadings. 1Theyhave low loadings on all the factors,

and thefe is no-significant difference among the loadings from one factor

4

to another. The Run 4 factor structure provided a simple, reasonable answer.

Only two of the factAxs show a wide range in the levels of the tasks load-

ing sensibly on them. (The three radiology factors and the radiologic

technology factOr are not accompanied by lower-level tasks.) However,

Factors IV and VI both have tasks of varying levels loading on them. Factor

IV deals with people, and Factor VI deals with equipment, materials_and

- records, i.e., things. This classic breakdown is useful for our purposes.

-Where low-level tasks had Ambiguous loadings we assigned each to one or

the-other factor depending on whether patients were'involved in the task
w

or not. With patients, the assignment went to Factor IV; without patients,

to FactOr VI.

The remaining tasks are administrative tasks: They were as-

signed to a non - factor, grouping based on their loading on Factor III in

the Run 1 solution. We call this non-factor A: administration.'

The Run 1 task factor structure-proved useful for ordering the

4
tasks of Factor I, for assessing the relative position of the teaching and

meeting tasks eliminated from Run 4, and for ordering the supervisory and

14
administrative tasks of Run 4 that we grouped as non-factor A.

;

14 Of the 324 tasks of Run 4, 18 were assigned to more than one factor: Most

of these are the radiologist tasks-in obstetrics-gynecology. Only one task

appears on ,more than one factor in the group covered by Factors III, IV and

VI. The assignment of all tasks, to fS tors is presented by task and factor

numbe, in-Appendix B, Table B.2.
5 -28
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gories than others at level 2. However, we did not feel that three tasks

16
warrant their bring grouped at a separate technologist job level.

The administrative tasks of non-factor A were assigned to,;

levels based On point score orderidg and the way in which these tasks

relate to other tasks. These groups are likely never to become separate

jobs. They would -be- attached to jobs created from comparable levels in

Factors III, IV, and/or VI. The non-factor A tasks were assigned to two

levels: technologist (3) and supervisor (4).

The tables in Appendix E present the tasks of the quality as-
.

surance (VI), radiologic technology (III), and patient and emergency care

(IV) factors,and not-factor A (administration) in descending order of the

'tasks' point scores.17 The tables also- Present the tasks' loadings on

their Run 1 and Run 4 factors, and their- assignraents to job levels.

11A

16.
All the other level 2 tasks could be learned in a program of much nar-

rower scope than that leading to the registered nurse license. We sug-

gest, threfore, that, should these tasks be able,to be assigned to a

patient care technician, the additional training for thede three tasks

could be provided. Special permission to function in these tasks could

be obtained in states where injections require the RN license. In Fig-

ure 1, presented in Chapter 2, we show these tasks as overlapping level'

3; but assigned to a level ,2 job.

17
The radiologist factors (I, II and V) require so many categories that

deriving point scores becomes a massive undertaking. It is not needed,

.
because all the tasks on each factor are obvioubly at.the same level.

The tasks in. these factors are listed in Appendix E in descending order

of their factor loadings.

5-31
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-APPENDIXES

A. Tasks Used in Factor Analysis by.Code affd A71

Abbreviated Name.
)1.

B. Skills and Knowledges Identified in Ambu- B-1

latory Care and Diagnostic Radiology-.

C. Health Services.MobilitY Study Scales.
,..).1. C-1

D. Summary.' of Two-mode Factor Analysiii*.e- D-1
. ,...

sults. . i.

tz :.,-

/
E. Factor Strutture of ragks:"The Arrange- `E-

ment o Tasks Within Factors.
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I

APPENDIX A.

TASKS USED IN FACTOR ANALYSIS
BY CODE AND ABBREVIATED NAME

TASK,

CODE ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE
a

1 Conducting a radiographic barium enema study of low astro- 1*

intestinal tract of any non-pediatric patient.

2 Conducting a radiographic Barium swallow, study of esophagus of 1

any non-pediatric patient.

.

3 Conducting a radiographic barium study of upper gastrointesti-_
nal tract of any non-pediatric patient,
.0-

w.

4 Conducting pelvic pneumography and/or pangynecography of non- 1*

../ infant female patient.
11 . J

Conducting hysterography or hysterosalpingography Of a non-pe- 7-1

diatric female patient.

6 Reading, interpreting and.making.recommendations on routine ra- 1*

diographic materials; dictating findings-and recommendations.

7 Observing and evaluatin4 work of radiologic technologists or 2*

students in diagnostic radiography, and.deciding whether train -

ing is needed.

8 Shutting down computerized transverse axial scanning equipment. 3

9 Diagnosing medical condition and deciding care for non-child
patient.

*

a
Numbers 1, 2 or 3 refer to the volume numbers of Research 'Re-

.

port No. 7? Task Descriptions in Diagnostic Radiology, in Which
the task descriptions appear. Asterisk (*) indicates that _taelk-.:.

'
was used in an earlier pilot test of the Health Services Mobil-
ity Study Method at an ambulatory cafe centerTasWwith aster-
isk and number were usec'in pilot test and also were found-in

diagnostic radiology.

A-1
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TASK
CODE. ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

/

10 Deciding whether to proceed with care and administer medica-
tion to non-child patient.

11 Performing routine pelvic exam on adult female patient.

12 Removing a wart from non-child' patient: Its

13 Setting up and teaching IV apparatus for non-child patient.

14 evaluating a skin specimen slide for fungi. *

15 Determining presence of trichomonas- on slide.

Examining a slide for gonococci.

17- Determining if suspect EKG reading is true or artifact.

Drawing mod from any non-pediatric patient's vein,on orders. 3*
$

Administering test for allergy to.iodine based contrast medium 3*-

of any

20 Directing respiratory tract tomography.

21r Informally instructing interns, residents in patient care.

22 Responding to cardiac arrest call; proViding care.

23 Filling in forms and letters describing patient's medical con-
dition for institutions.

ii

_24 Assessing urgency of follow-up for no-show patients.

25 Participating in Team conference.as internist. *

26 Participating in committees at institution.

27 Giving lectures to staff and students on health and medical
subjects. .4r.

28 Providing emergency life support tare.

29 Informally instructing subordinates in patient care.

30 Making spinal tap of adult patient.

149
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TASK -'

` 6 CODE ABBREVIATED TASK :TAME
..,

,.;)

.

31 Taking bone marrow specimen from add4 patidtt.

Suturing lacerations.

SOURCE

33 , Removing any patient's sutures.'

34 Incising and draining abscess or boil._

35 Examining spun-down urine sediment and supernate.

36 Examining blood slide.

37 Providing treatment of injuries.

i

38 Removing_foreign object from eye and/or ear.

39 Diagnosing Obs-gyn condition and dediding care\for female pa-
tient. -o 4

*

, ---
0 Deciding whether to administer or change medication for female *-

- .

patient.- .-
'

-*
. i.

. .,...

41, Cauterizing, performing cervical biopsy; removing-. polyps, in- 4 *
serting IUD; correcting-netrof19xed uterus; providing vaginal:

1 v.
care for female patient.

42 Providing felitility assistance for female patient.

43 Deliverihgbaby through the vagina.

44 Conducting Cesarean section delivery.

*

*

45 Conducting cireitage abortion.

46 Conducting saline abortion.'

47 Conducting surgical excision of uterus, ovaries; hysterectomy
through abdomen .or vagina.

,,48, 'Conducting vagils12-plavic surgery, or correction, of vaginal

hernia.
'

-4\

49 Conducting ligation of fallopian tubes.

SO Taking sample of amniotic fluid from p..regnant.pat-ient.-

A73
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.

*

r.

r.

v

4 -
-

TASK

CODE.

I

ABBREVIATED TASK DAME URCE-

Determiliking-presenceofmonilia fungi on slide.

' 52. Contributing to Team conference as obstetrician-gyndcologist.

Inst1441Cting nurses in obs-gyn patient care.

.

-54 Particilm obs=gyn physician conference
, t

44 55, Diagnosing hea th And develOten't and de 1ng 'care for pe=
diatric patient.

e

561 Deciding*ether tio'go aheagkiith pediatric cdte.and adminis-
, ..-----.4 ter medication.

. ; ..,, '1/4..

*,
r

57 Removing foreign onjecL cm patient's ear. ':

Pt

1.

1,

Preparing pati.ent with foreign body in ere by applyiig dyde.
Strip.

.
, ;.4 .411

59 ,Jtemoming large blunt objec" foom pharynx.

O
ClnduCting spinal 4ap of pediatric patient.

61 iDrawiog blood from pe diatric patient's v#in.

4. t) 'Taktng bone ma Sample from pediatric patient
"",

*
. ..-

-

Practitioners; %onsidering *

.de gation.of duties.

i' 4 -/
.

formakly er4inihg Nurse'Prationers;,
.

:..onsidering delegation, *

. Ir
, .

1 P. i
4...-

t

' 4# Preparing specimens sueh as extravascular body fluids,,, wash- 3
. .

r.,

.0 . ings, cell and/or ,tissue. biopsies .for transportation to labor-
: atory. . le '

i
, .

*

'e

*

2Z.3. G frig lectures, tests "for Nurse

'cklit duties.

6 Formulat idg,a'Peoble forAelinicaA.;researsh in diagnos tit'ra-

.

67, Conducting. literature review for clietal.research problem in 1

ey 44gnigtic radiology.
. 0 %

mr- .

`68 Preparing research design in clinical diagnostic radiology ; 7 1

svOrvising research; analy fhg, evaluating results; and
paring reget: V



I

a.

°MASK

CODE ABBREVIATED TASk NAME
.

..4 "
SOURCE

a ..:
69 Prpcessing exposed X-ray film in automatic Processor..

4 3*
.

l' 1 . -

7i) specting, cleanint.and Yeaaying x-ray film4hand prdtessing . 3*

uipment for use
...

.

;
.... .

w . '.

Vb i' -
71 Processing exposed x -ray film manually.. . 3*,

4 . .

72 Loading x-ray'flm cassette(s), honscreen film holder(s), box- 3*

(es), xi'd/or roil film cartridges. 2 --"

,
. ,

13 Reassuring any, pa eht nd /or accompanying adult about' x-ray 3*
.

and /or fluoroscopy p o dures.' . f
4

74 Explaining to any outpatient. or,acCompanyingadult prower at- 3*

home proaedure's to follow prior to coming for radiographic or
fluoroscopic examination.

75 Translating Spanish-ErIglish conversation. i i *

.,"j
76 Checking supplies /nd ordering non-trug 'materials, needed by .3*1' ''

departmen. .

.
. 4 '- . , % ' r

77, Providing emergency:care for any patient having adverse re4c-'
- tion to. radiographic contrast medium,, procedures'', or acci

's
't

#

78 Checking andjacketing patient's radiographs, ultrasOnogranis,
and/or C.T.T. scans with requisition sheets andwpi.ior.dihg-'
nostic materials and,placingfor filing or interpreting.

t

79 Preparing barium sulfate contrast medium as ordered-or for
standard use. .

80 Preparing materials.or trays with medications and materials

AP
r-special treatments qr procedures according to standard

rders. 1

81 Providing technical quality review of "plain filueLradi graphs. 2*

82 Proving clihical training for radiologic technologists
If

or 2

students in radiographic technology.

83 /dtntifying obvious medical condition of adult.and following up
on care.

84 Terforming pelvic exam on adult female
and follow-up.

_3*

3*,

3*

t A"

including specimens

/ .
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4

TASK
CODE, . 'ABBREVIATED TASK °NAME 'es

.)(
'

.

. 1 .

85 tondUCting post partum examination and evaluating condition:
. ,.

86 Conducting-pTenatal-examinatiQn of pregnant patient; reporting

abnoymalities. .

SOURCE

s.

87 .Evaluating -or,following routinepresCIed treatment or care.

6
88 Identifying a juvenile's 4ealt onditiOn.

89,4ssesSing. Condition of neonat 61lowink

- 90 Providing post-hospital visit%to Chronic schizOphrenic patient.

91 Administering first aid in emergency.

*

*

92 Removing thread stitches if app opriate. % *
.

, .

93 Applying prepackaged tine test to B. ,

. *

.

94 Assessing tine tesCreactiqn after time-lapse;itf011owing-up *

on tesults. '''' - .' ,

95 Testing a.urine sample by tablet or dipstick method'and record- 3*
.

.
.

ing. '
,4i,

.96 Taking a throat culture specimen and labeling.

97. teaching parent 4low.or collecting specimen'from child for pin- --
worm test. _

98 -Obtaining a clean catch urine specimen from any pTfient and 3*

preparing for laboratory.

.

99 Administering and scoring a Snellen"visiOn screening'seest of

any non - infant, patient and referring fo; further tests.

100 .Giving Denver Development test to child.

, .

,101 Counseling in sex, contraception, VD, abortion.

**

102 ReiniOrcing'or explaining to patient chronic or special care
procedures for daily living. 4

103 Measuring, .fitting diaphragm for female patient.

104 Administering common range of motion exercises on orders, to
.t

42 . any patient. .

,
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TASK
CODE ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

Irrigating, dressing, bandaging wound ar,burn as appro- *.

pridte.
1

i

1 Teaching patient postural draillage technique. *

4p......,
.

,17 Teaching patient self examtnation'and care«of breasts.

108 ',Teaching patientreagent or dipsticivurine test
.

109 Teaching any patient irrigation, change, care of colostomy.
. ,

110 Answering'any patient's questions on care at RN level.

111 Providing safety inspection of patient'SN-home.

112 Teaching a diabetic,Patient to take medication or insulin

injection:

113 Giving any,patient general reassurance.

A

114 Giving pragmatic counseling to patient on personal problems.

_115 Detidiog n` and arranging referral of patient to agency.

116 Deciding OR and/or arranging for transportation for out-
patient to and/or from treatment or.examination.

117 'I #rigating and changing indwellingcatheter.-
,

118 J'eaching patient irrigation Of indwelling catheter.

a

9 -Teaching parent how to prepare infant's formula, how to feed, "

bath, 'diaper infant.

120 Preparing, presenting classes for Family Health Workers; eval-

iating students.

121 Participating in Family Health Team conference, as Nurse Practij

tioner.'

122 COorchqating multi-agency examinatioyis.for patient.

123 Instructing Family Health Workers,15rNurse-inte1rns in patient
... .

care.
.. -

#

, . ,

124 Arranging to
,
cover temporary or permanent s

A-7
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-

4

TASK
OBE ABBREVIATED TASK NAME 4 SOURCE

.

, 1

125 PartiCipating in RN- cotamittee work on health care procedures._
rP ..,

.126

.

ApProving:Or changing requisition forms ofsu ordinates,

127 Planning ,and approving subord4pates' patient

schedules.

isit work

.*

* n

*

128 Checking supply_of itarcotics or,regulated -drugs (pr.witneSsing 3'

cou4); reordefIft, picking Up, and restocking.'

129 Checkihg supply and ordering noft-narcotic medicinals needed by 3*

department.

130 Obtaining pharmgceuticals as ordered 'and storing

131: Making assignments'of taff'to work areas, procedures,'end/o 3*

MD's and/or vacations and lunch hours.

132, Requesting repair,replacementor other services of another 3*

hospital department orally and/or filling. out requisition.

133 Administering subcutaneous oreintramuscular injection for any. 3*

patient according to MD's orders after having quantity checked.

134 Logging and/or tallying patient services and/or Instructional 3*

case record materials for use in record keeping, billing or

instruction.

135 Cleaning an examination or treatment room aftemuse. 3*

.136 Checking 'and storing order for non-narcotic drugs and/or sup- 3* .

plies.

137 'Deliveringiprepared 'specimens 'or' cultures to lab or incubator. 3* _

138 Reporting allserved'symPtome and concerns of any patiprit to

physician or staff member:

. 139 Assessing results of tine test.

140 Teaching patient how to do-urinePtest using tablet.

141 Testing stool specimen for blood using tablet.

142 Administering rectal medication asprdered.

143 Catheterizing any female urethra as ordered.

15z.)
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r-' 4

TASK
CODE ' r ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

144 Prepar4pg hot water sterilizer for use.'

145 Preparing treatment or examination equipment for sterilize-

tion in'autocleve.

'3*

146 Setting autoclave. *

147 Preparing or ch4nging technique charts fot specific x-ray ana

fluordscopic equipment on orders.

148 Answering patients' phone questions 4f LPN capability.

149 Sterilizing equipment in hot water.sterjaieer.

150 Checking medications for expiration dates,

151 Preparing treatment or examination room(s) for use.

152 Administering prepacked smallpox vaccine to any patient qn

orders.

153' Assisting physician or co:workei in special examinationor
treatment procedures.

154, Participating in Unit vpdference as LPN.. A

155 ,Obtaining urine specimen on orders.

156 Irrigating, cleaning, dressing or redressing any patient's

wound, burn,or opening fbr catheter as ordeigt. ,

157 Checking chart for entry of lab results.

4,

158 Informally observing and evaluating patient cart work of niats-,
ing and technologist staff in diagnostic ractiogtapby, and de-.

_

ciding whether t-raining is needed. it

159 Checking reason Tot non-appearance of out-patient for exams-
nation ortreatment and arranging for rescheduling.

16Q Escorting patient within institution.

161 Weighing and measuring patient and recording.

162 Irrigating.patient's ear with solution as ordered.

4*

A -9
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TASK
CODE ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

163 Filling out' institutional report tom (sah as for cancella- 3

tion) as ordered by MD. .

164 Filling out patien t identification infoimation on labels and 3*

forms in anticipation of need or as requested.

165 'Keeping attendance records and recording or reporting exces- 3*

'sive lateness and/or absenteeism.

166 Using isolation and decont amination.techniques to prepare ex- 3

imination or treatment room or' area and clean up afterwards
- for patient with infectious or communicable condition.

167 Inspecting and cleaning intensifying screens in'casAette'hold-
ers.

168 Taking, throat-cultures, from incubator for assessment by
physician.

169 Coll6cting physician's assessments of throat cultures.
4

Alk
WO Assisting patient in'dressing.
.
171' Assessing urgency ol need for Aysician toseee emergency pa-
.

tient. V,

172 Taking stock specimen from-patient and testing for blood. :

173 Checking accuracy of x-ray machine titers (except phototimers) 3*'
with spinning top.test.

174 Washing and placing equipment in sterilizer....

175 Performing penetrometer calibration test of kyp or mA selec- 3

tors of x-ray machinev.dtput.

*

176 Removing sterilized gquipment from autoclave and storing.

177 Treating patient for ringworm on orders.

17-8. Checkirig, preparing fluoroscope controls (and phototimer).,
. ,

179 Preparing bottle for intravenous infusion'.

180 Preparing blood Samples for the laboratory.

A-10



TASK
CODE. ABBREVIATED TASK NAM, SOURCE

181 Catheterizing any male or female patient!surethra with re- 3*

tention balloon catheter.

182- Setting up and using suction'machine to clear airwmor to
assist with gastric lavage.

3*

_183 Inducing vomiting in patient with medication on orders.
0

184 Relocking equipment box(es) with breakaway lock. 3'

'18,5 Administering oxygen from portable or piped outlet unit ilsing, 3* e

oranasal or nasal'mask according to MD's orders.'

186 Orienting new staff member(s) to departmental standard operat-. 3*.

ing and'administrative-procedures, floor plan, location of
equipment.and supplies, record kegping.

187 Checking cassettes for4proper film-screen contact. 3

188, Applying cold towels, compress, or ice bath to patient to re-
' duce fever, on orders.

189 ,Treating patient fat lice by shampooing,on orders.

-190 Assisting patient to or from 'wheelchair; stretcher, bed, or
tableland /or transporting patient to designated area. ' ,

* ,

191 Applying splint on orders.

192 Inspecting, checking, preparing xeroradiograPty equipment,for 3

use. 1

193 Having ..ny p.tient and materials prepared for special proce-

dure and readying patient for examination. 3*

194 Administering eye or ear drops to any patient on orders,

195 Applying an eye patch for any patient on orders.

Y6 Giving patient enema kit and instructions for use.

197 Reinforcing prescribed diet and medication.

*

*

198 Adfinistering medication orally to any patient according to 3*

MD's orders after having' quantity checked.

-_ A-11
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TASK
CODE ABBREVfAfED TASK NAME

199 'Caking and recording vital signs
tioA and blood pressure) of any p

200 Applying hot compress to patient

201' Giving cord water or alcohol rub

(temperature,, pulse, respira-

atient. .

4

on orders.

on orders.

202 Giving introductory information'on birth control devices on

orders.

203 Reinforcing any patient's diet and suggesting ethni,:substitutes. *

SOURCE

3*

*
.

204 Providing orientation tour of facilities and procedvres at

Center toovisitors.

205 Giving a patient an enema on doctor's orders.

_206 Examining, treating bedridden patient for beglsbres.'

* '

207 Testing plaster in home far lead and repoiting positive finding. *

'208 Collecting stool specimen from patient and takinto lab.

209 Giving alcohol bath to patient for fever; reporting if no

effect.

211) Bathing any adult bedridden patient.

211 Teaching parent to bathe and diaper an infant.

212 Assisting any non-infant patient to bathe or shower!

213 Treatingka baby for cradle cap.

214 Shampooing a patient with itchy scalp.

215 -Teaching a parent how to prepare an infant's formula.

216 Teaching bottle feeding and burping to new tioiiker.

217 Preparing food; feeding non-infant patient.

218 Bandaging or changing bandage of patient's minor wound/3s
ordered.

219 Accompanying patient to any social agency.

15j
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TASK
CODE_

ABBREVIATED TASK NAME

220 Galling person to phone or writing message.

221 Making oral presentation on good health practices to com-
munity people.

222 Making photocopies of documents, collating, and stapling.

'223 Making up unoccupied 411 or stretcher bed. -.-°

SOURCE

A

*

224 Deciding whether to make Snd making an occupied bed.

225 Checking plient's medines and having old ones discarded.
/Js

226 Giving basic sex education,. coneraception and abortion infor- *

mation to patient.

22,1- Checking for presence and condition of emergenCy in 3

proper locations; and restocking as, needed.

228 Teaching TB patient and family proper health practices.

n9 Changing patient's colostomy bag and irrigating on orders.

230 Preparing materials for use in a cathete;irrigation.'

231 Delivering and/or picking, up forms and supplies.

232 Helping any patient needing assistance in walking.

233 Teaching patient how to irrigate eye with water.

234 .Delivering medicine to any patient and explaining how to take
as ordered.

*
,1*

41/5 Judging what sul3Tlies are needed and requesting.

4
236 Discussing personal, social, health problems1With patient.

0
sing consumer protection and helping patient with bud-237 Di

g.

eciding,whether patient np4ds homemaking services and doing

if so' decided.

*239 Participating in Family HealtAZeam conference as Family
Health Worker.

I
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TASK
CODE ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

240 Deciding and arractOng appointment for patient at Center.-

241 Providing job orientation ,to new co-worker Family Health Worker.

242 Discussing job description accuracy.

243 Restraining any patient.

244 Teaching patient or parent tempqrature taking and care of

thermometer..

245 Orienting and taiing intake Information from new family\11t_

Center.

246 Reviewing intake information on family; assessing priority of

problems.

247 Deciding whether family that moved should stay with Family

Health Team originally assigned.

248 Conducting routine prenatal examination.

244 Conducting routine post partum examination.

250 Conducting routine neonate, examination.

251 Conducting routine examination of any patientiover six months.

252 Conducting routine examination of. chronic disease patient.

I253 Following up on,patient discharged ,from hospital.

'254 Planning a weekly work schedule"for approval."

255 Montributing opinion at Unit conference'as Medical Assistant.

(-256 Administering prepacked polio vaccine on ordell

257 Administering and Scoring Keystone or Snellen vision screen-

ing test of Ix non-infant patient.

258 Reinforcing'patient in use of contraceptive.
lo

259 Taking partial.history from patient.

*

3

*

*

260 Preparing a hypodermic needle with injection dosage on orders. 3*

A-14
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TASK
JODE ABBREVIATED ,TASK NAME

261 Answering telephone in Unit and takipg message.

262 Taking an electrocardiogram of.any patient as ordered or

detertined.
. _

263 Cutting and mounting an -Mg strip)? a-self-adhesive EKG chart.

264 Ordering duplicate copies of forms, records, or documents. "3*

*

SOURCE

265 Filing or obtaining records from files by patient identifica-
tion number and /or name.

266 Placing and arranging non -drug supplies.

. 267 Processing exposed Polaroid x-ray film with Polaroid automatic 3*

prpcessirig equipment.

268 Replacing cardiograph' paper in EKG machine(s).

269 Loading empty cassette with Polar?id x -fay film.

270 Demonstrating and explaining to visitors or staff how ERG is

taken.

271 Deciding whether to call staff person 'to evaluate whether un-
usual EKG-reading is artifact, or calling physician in case

of serious patient distress.

3*4

'a"

272 PreparingAnd adjusting schedules_foi patient procedures.

-273 Cleaning, inspecting and readying automatic4x-ray film proces-' 3*

sor(s) for use. _ .
_

274 Adding predetermined instruments and supplies' to prepared pro- 3

cedure trays.

275 Preparing radiographic subtraction prints. 3

1\ .

276 Making minor adjustments or repair on automatic x-ray;iilm 3

processor.

277 Assigning scheduled patientisto procedure rooms, in apprppriate 3

order.

278 Checking on reasons for honappearance of in-patients for exam-
inations or treatment.

A-15'
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TASK
CODE . ABBREViATED TASK NAME 1 SOURCE .

279 Notifying ward or floor pers.onnel to ready and transport in- 3

,patients who are scheduled for specific procedures at specific

times.. -

280 Participating in monitoring of personal exposure to radiation. 3

by periodically turning'in and. replacing film strip in badge -

worn by performer.

281 Checking in-patients' identity against patients' treatment and, 3

medication check lists; stamping arrival and departure times;
attaching cards to patients indicating special conditions.

282 EsArtingadult out-patients to-and/or fr6m dressing rooms, 3

treatment rooms and/or waiting areas?

283 On orders, deciding whether wound of any patient needing change 3

of dressing; needs attention of changing simple dry dres-,

sing or reinforcing wet dressing..

1\284 Checking presence and functioning of oxygen and/opfr suction

equipment, and amounts of oxygen.

285. Checking for presence of emergency supplies in-prop4r loca-

tions

3-

3

t
4 286 Filling out standard ordey for linen; picking up, folding and 3

storing. ,

287 On orders, placing order for specific dietetic meal; picking' 3:

up, delivering, and'feeding patient if so decided:
48.

288 Filling out and delivering standara,order for food items for 3#

department;-picking up, and placing food for storage.

489 Bottle feeding ababy with pre-prepared formula. 3

290 Changing,any patient's coloStOmy bag ern orders. 3
4IP

291 Taking and'reporting temperature of any non pediatric patient, 3

with oral thermometer on orders. .

.
-

R

. '
292 Obtaining and examining fresh-stool from any patient and 3

'portinvundSual or suspicious appearande, on orders.

293 Attending.Personal meeting with supervisor on functioning or
personal, work-related problema.

a: ' '
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TASK
CODE ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOLICE

' 294 Assigning subordinate and exp ining 'assignment to transport 3,

patient, obtain materials or doc ents, or, assist co-worker.
5

295 Participating in meeting ofd nursing personnel in x-ray depart

ment.

296 Providing first aid in x-ray depArtient emergency.

.
297 Obtaining and checking keypunch control card for serial cas-

sette changer as ordered.

?98 Administering medication orally to any patient according to

MD's;orders.

299 Administering subcutaneous or intramuscular injection for any 3

patient according to MD's orders.

300. Checking and submitting accumulated patient's treatment and

- medication check lists for in and out time stamps.

3.01 Diapering a,baby.

4

3

3

302 Placing or.making call and delivering non-medical message at 3°

patient, or co-worker'4hrequest.
.!

ik

303 Arranging, measurinV-and recording food intake and excretory 3

output as ordered.

F
304 Readying emergency-Cart.

305 Providing informal clinical trainin,,, in patient care for nob- 3

MD personnelin diagnostic radiography.

V

306 Formally evalLiating subordinates' work by filling out descrip- 3

tive and/or rating-scale evaluation forms.

307 Conducting a private personnel meeting with subordinate. 3

I I\

308 Setting up and monitoring any patient's electrocardiogram dur- 1
ing special procedure.,

309 Galling and partici pating as supervisor in meeting of,subordi- 3

nates in department. .

'310 Selecting gastrointestinal and biliary tract radiographic ma- 1

terials for use in cage conference or lecture presentations or
for inclusion in library.

A-17
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TASk.

CODE'

le

40
. S

+.0
4

AhREVIATEDITASK NAME
4'

182

, 4

4

SOURCE

).

. 311 .Deciding on type of urograp'hic Elilcedure(s) to order for a 1

Z patient in,cdhstatatiOn with reMring physician and/or spe-'
.

.,cialists. 0, . . 46

1

312 Conducting intraVeno& pyelography (UP) examination of afiy

cnon-pediatrid patient. .
.

441-
_ - r . ' .7

313 Directing nephrotomogTaphy of any patient.
I

tO

0

1

..
114 Deciding whether to order non - neurologic computErized trans -' -1

, verse axial tomography for any patient and/Or afterhative

studies in consultation with referring physic[an.
A

315 :Performing renal cyst' Puncture and conducting related radro--

graphy of, any patiept.

.

-
316 Assisting in renal bio any patient by using fluorostopy /a-

. to place biopsy needle
i .0 .

317 Reading,'interpr ting and making recommenda4ti9ns on 4ftrographic 1

materials; or gi n Opinions to co-workers; explaining opinions

or dictating find s and recommendations.

.

318 Provicli cltnical .training for radiolvy residents in url- . 1
..

graphic procedures. . 4 .
'-, -

,....
...

, ....i.

.. 40... .

,

319 `Applying print eoater taphotographo.. . i'.
3,

320 Planning and presenting ledtuiEs.on assigned aspects of radi.) 1

ology fir medical students.

,

321 Pal-ticipating in radilpogilip 'meeting to/frrive at overall 40 '1

,-, =clinical and academic assallients of residents in'radiology%
s "Ii

MIL'

322
. Deciding on diagnostic radiology library acquisitions of books, 1

. ,

journals and radiographic maierials; coding library arms=-
,

dons-. ) . , .

.
.0

323 .participating in meetingsNf radiologisfs,,urolagAsts and
,-nephrologiststo discuss new developments, tales of interest,

nd caw problems tii'the fields of urology and urbgraphy:t

. .
,

324 Par cipating in meetings ofphysicians involved
,

with arthri-

:' i'is to discuss new developments, cases of interest'and case -

liprolllems in' the field._
.

.

. '.
c
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TASK
CODE' -AB8R ATM} TASK NARE SOURCE

Irtr
525 Tartioipating in meetings of radiologi s, surg s d path-

ologists to discuss new developments, ases of rest and

case problems in tine fields' of sue y and radiol gy.

326 Participating in diagnostic raaitgyr)gy departmental meeting. 1

27 Participating in monitdring of personal exposure to radiation 3

loy'periodially turning in and replacing film strip in badge;
evaluating posted exposure\listings.

,---)
f

_

328 Deciding wigether to order lymphangiography of aq patiellt or
alternative studies and recommending technique, in.consulta-

aon with referring physician.

329 Conducting lymphangiography of *Went.,
,-.

330 Readi4. ng,
0interppeting and 'Making recommendations on

4
1ymphangi- 1

ograms, or giving opinions to co-workers, explaining opinions

or dictating findingsand rdrommepdations.

1

331 Deciding whether to order non-neurologic tomogfMphy for any 10

pat.ienkor alternative studies, and recommending technique in
consultation with referring physician.

332 Reading; interpreting d making recommendations on non'-neuro- 1

lo ical tom&grams or gil./in.g opinions to co-Nprkersf-explaining

ichons or dictating findings and recommendAtions.

333 Deciding on and scheduling cleft palate radiological ,study for 1

any patient..
-..

334 Conducting a fluoroscopic and'cineradiographic cleft palate 1

study of any patient.

335 4teading, interpreting and"making .recoMmentlations on cir4r9rlio- 1

'graphic cleft palate studies; explaining op-l-ntbr77-Meking pr4- *
4
sentation, of dictating findings and recommendations. :-

, :
,

is 1.

.

336 Pkoviding clinical training.forfadiology*Aidents in LyMphan- 1

abgraphy procedures. '.
. .

. .

1 .

. ..,

337 Participating in meetingselith ptilmona speeialists,-surgws
.411,40,

. and pathologists, to discpS7 new developments, case f interest,

and case problems in pulmonary medicine, suNfahl
clgY,41Iand thoracic suxgery.

J

4
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CODE . ABBREVIATED TASK NAME
.

SOURCE.-

, , i .

38 Participating in meetings of '4%sicians, inyolved with plastic 1
,.,

,

3
- surgery to disculip new developments, cases of interest, and

'

2
.

s-)

.

*

,

case probleas in the field.
. .

:"139 Deciding on type of gastrointestinal and/or biliary radiograph-'''
is examinati)ns to order for any patient in consultation with

N referring physician and/or specialists.

340 Conducting hypctonic duodenography of.arrnon-pediatric patient.

-341 Conductin, --4n311 bowel enema radiogl-aphictstudy of°,3;y non- ,

pediatric patient.{

342 Evaluating oral cholecystograms vr oral tholangiograms; con- 1
ducting fluoroscopy and/or post-fatty meal, post-evacuaflon
study of .any non-infant patient involved j.f so decided.

343' Conducting percutaneobs (transhepatic) cholangiography
.

of any

.'non - pediatric patient.' ,
,

1 :

,344 Condudting intravenous cholangiograph and'chplecystogrhphy
(IVC) of any non-infant patient. \It

, . . .

344,5 Conducting T-tOgNcholangiography of, any patient.
../. *

346 RAding, interpreting and m'akinglirecommendations on radio-, =

, , 'graphs.of gastrointestinal and/or biliary tracts, or giving .,

opinions to co-workers; ions dictating-find-
'Ings,and recommendations. .

,

.

347 Providing clinica,1 training for radAlgy residents-in radio-,
graphic study pe the gastrointestinal and biliary traCts%

348 Plahning,And presenting lectures or Case conferences on gastro-
-iniestirial and biliary tract-radiology for radiology residents:
'

. 0
.349 Planning and presenting lecilires on gastrointestinal and bid -.w'

iaryptract radiology for medical students. -.

:

/
350 .conducting .

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

;

1

1

1

1counseling on professional or'personal problems .

with residents in radiology;
, -' ,

- ..,, ..

,,,o;
, .

351 Deciding Qnwhether to enter suggested radiographs of gastro-
T --

.intestinal and biliary acts) into 19g book based on quality ,

.

,

and educationai value0 .

,
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TASK
CdbE ... ABBREVIATED;TASK NAME. SOURCE

/

-"
.

'

*
352 Participating in

.

meettngs of radiologists, surgeons and path-
ologists to discuss new developmetts, cases of interest 'and
case problems\in the field of gasrointdstanal and biliary
surgery and ragology4.

. t

353 Participating in meeting o*' diagnostic xrray'department'tech- 2

nologists..

354 Obtaining patient records tot use in examination; Proce4urec
treatment.or.conference.

ge

.

355 Taking plain film radiographs of fingers, hAd(s) ortrrAtS 2

. of non-infant patient. (
I 4

, I. 4 . #
1 t

356' Taking plain film radiographs of forearM:hnd/or e,lbow, joint Of 2

non-infant patient, 1

... '11;. ,.
.

'357:.Taking,.,plain f j.lt adiographs'. f-humeru§ and or shoilader girkte .2

of nun-infant patient: .444
, .

.
*

' 358 Taking plain VA.r radiographs of toes, foot and/or ankYg jOint -2

of non - pediatric patient.

1 *

359 Taking plain film radiographs of l'eg(S), knee(s) and/or fe- ~ -2

mur(s), Of nor4lnfant patient.
q.,

360 - Taking plain film radiographs oipelvis,,hips and/or upper- 2

femora of non-infAnrpatj.ent. -

.

361 Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of non-infant 2

patient. 40-e

362 Taking plain film_ radiographs of sternum, ribs and/or thoracic
'viscera.of non - infant patient

363 Taking plain 4lm radiographs of abdominal cantents of non-' 2

infanC.pAtient.

364 Taking radiographs,of anterior portion of, the'ne& of non-
infant patient:. 'c

365 Taking pl in film radiographs cc the skull and/or'face, of rtbn4'

infan aeient%

36A Taking plain film radiogiaphs'Of the
non-infant patient.

E.
A=.21

paran§§al
0

siAuses
,+

of a.
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TASK
ABBREVIATED TASKCODE SOURCE

...

367 Taking preliminary localization radiographs.'of foreign bodies 2

. in orbit'or eye ofnon-infant patient.
.

. ,

,.
368 Taking mammograms (radiography

MO
or'xeroradiography) of non-in- 2

fant patient.

,%369 Preparing, transpocfing:, settlng,up and returning mobile por-.
- , table radiography equipment for bedside radiography.

370 Taking operative otthopedic 'radiOgraphs of any patient (such as 2

in hip pinning).. ,
.44.,

e

11

S.

371 Takingoperative cholangidgrams,*ancreatograms
.
as, similar 2

operativil radlographS of any patient.
. . .

.372 Taking. fntraviscerar or isolated operating toomliediographs of 2

'.----:..,any patient. -

'.373 T ing opeeating/room radiogrAphs for opaque foreign body
- I arch.* .

- .

. . /
374' Taking tamograms of non-infant patient. .2

Alk'-
-

.

--3.3.5- Takiag'sialograms of any patient. ,.

---- --,._,--...-
. ,

0176 Takinelylphangiograms or lytp a rams of any patient. 2

--

.2

377 TairingPositive contrast arfhr grams (especi-ally of kflee) of 2
, A

any patient.,

378 TalZing,brqnchograms of a nog:I-pediatric patient. 2

.

.- 379 Carrying out radiologic technology for'bronchoscopy'otatee4140 2
- I

.,
lung biopsy of Anon7peigtricspatient.

'

.

4

.

, ' I .
. , : ---1'

-; .80 Proyidingychnical:assistance forlarvgography or cleft pal--
,;-

. ate studyOf any patient (dr any Similar quofaicqpic examina-',
tion including spot fildiog and/or cineradlograftp. - _'

t

381 Takinftlupper GZ,radiographs of non- pediatric patient. '

l :

, . .
. . .

382 Taking small intestine intubation.ridiogitaphs, of @ monzpedi-
. t

atric patient. , . .

,

. 383 Taking barium, enema- radiographs of -non- pediatric Patront.
1 . ,

-

2.

4

2

1
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'EASK
.

'' CODE. ABBREVIATED TASK NAME. - SOURCE

. .
'384 Taking oralcholecystograms,and cholangiograms Ot non-infant

.

patient.
.

1c , .

'385 -Taking intravenous cholangiograms and chole'eystograms of non-

infant patient. I I, ' -

386 ,Taking percutaneo.1s or T-tube cholangiograms of non-infant pa- 2

tient.
AC, 7--'

t , I

387 ,Taking intravenous`pyelograms and urograms of non-pediatric 2'

patient.
,

388 :Taking infusi9r nepfirotomdgtais of amf patient.

7

389 Taking'percutaneous,tntegrade4 or renal-cyst pyel tams of non- 2

infant patient. ,

390 Taking cystograms'and voi011gicystoureliggiyms of anApatier;t.

391 .Selecting and assembling radiographs and related case history.. 1

information for usein case conference'tn diagnostic radiology.

392 Planning and presenting cases and/orelated lectured on diag- 1

nosliic radiology and pathology to pathologists, radiologists
and residents. . 1

fl

,393 Reviewing and selecting current and/or inactive radiographs for 1

instructional use.

. i .

,
.

'394 Comparing prior radiographic diagnoses with later pathology 1

and/ N autopsy'reports and reporting discrepancies to appro-
.

priat radiologists. ...

i

395 Cond ting a radiographic air contrast' study of stomach of any 1

4 Con- dZatric patient.

,396 ln do type of neuroradiologic procedUre(s).to order for
n patient in consultation withreferring phys4cian and/or

,neurologist. , r^ .
'

. .,.^. I * .

' 397 ConduCting Cerebral angiography of any patient. t
.=

7.

.
a f =ft. i

. f
398 ,Conducting pneumoencephalography_of any patient:'' ,- * - 10:1, ,'

.

399 Cooperating with surgeon in conductiiig brain veRtriculpgraphy "1',

of any patient. i ) t

A-23
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TASK
cODE ABBREVIATED TASK NAME !'SOURCE

z+oo Gonducting, positive contrast myelography of any patien4

401 'Conduotipg air contrastmyelography of any patient.,

402 COndUctingeammoiraphic examination of any ient's breasts.

403 .Reading, interpreting tnd making recommendations on mammo-
graphic m'aterialp, or-giving opinions to co-workers; explain- ---
ing,opinions or dictating findings and recommendations.

404 Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on neuro-
radiographic materials, and/or giving oplipiOns to clinicians

t or,co-woh-kets; ekplainingopinions or diTTating findings and

405

7

406

407

408

./.
.

4 409

.

c

410

,

411

412,

413

414

4

1

1

1 .

recommendations.

'Providing clinical training for radiology residents in neuno- -1

radiology procedures.

/roviding clinical training for radiology residents in mammog- 1

raphy procedurea.

Planning and presenting lecturA or case conferences on-neuro-
radiology for radiology residents.

Participating in meetings of radiologists, surgednp and
v
neurol- 1

ogists to discuss new,developments, cases of interest and case'
problems in the.fields of neurology, surgery and neuroradiology.

,-- . -
Deciding on type of tlespitatory radiographic'examination(s) to 1

order, for any patient in consultation with referring physician
and/or specialists. ,

nducting bronchoscopy and related biopsy and seAetion sam-L 1

... .

ng of any non-pediatric paent. A-

,

.

Conducting bronchography of,any non-pediatric patient. 1
E

Conducting aryngography of any non - pediatric- patient.

Conducting rspiration..or tissue.needle biopsy .4.'he lung of 1.

any nOnwpediatric patient.

Reading., interpreting'and making recommendations tin radio-, .1

gial;h1c)materials involying'bronchi,)lungs, trachea andjor
1atynx, or giving opinions to co-workers; explatning opinions
`or dictatilig finOingS and recommendations. .

x
,.,
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TASK
CODE' ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

415 Planning and presenting lectures or case conferences on pul- 1

monary, tracheal, bronchial and laryngeal radiology for radi
ology residents.

,416 Providing clinical training for radiology residents in radio- 1

graphic procedures of lungs, bronchi, trachea and/or larynx.

417 Planning and presenting lectures on pulmonary, bronchial, tra- 1

cheal and laryngeal radiography for medical students.

-' -418 Deciding on type of obstetrical radiographic procedures to. or- 1

der for pregnant patient in consultation with referring pb-
' stetrician.-

-419 Calculating and inter' lireting radiographic pejvimetry using

Colcher-Sussman techniqUe.

1

420:, Conducting intrauterine fetal radiography, for intrauterine 1

transfusion in consultation with obstetrician.

421 ,Deciding on type of gynacQlogical radiographic procedutfres to 1

,order for non-pediatric female patient in consultation with .

. referring physician.

6. .
bog,

.

1

422 Reading, interpreting and,m0ing recommendations:on obstetrical 1

', *and/Or gyneCol.pgical radiographic studies and related material
or giving opinid#t to cliniclans or,co-Workers; explaining opin

,

t - ions or dictating findings and recommendations..
..,4

:.. .

421 Participating in, meetings of:radiologists, obstetricians, and 1

. gynecologists to discuss new:developments, cases of interest
.

and case problems of mutual interest:

/

42'4 Providing clinical training'fbr radiology resident's in abstet-
- .

rical. and gynecological raditpgraphic procedures.

I- ,

, 6.
42.5 Planning and presenting lectures or case confere nces on obstet-

'rical and gynecoldgical radiology for radiology resi&nts. .

.

,
,-.-.- . .

426 'Conducting percutaneoms,antegrade pyelography o; any non70edil- 1

*. atric patient.- 4,- .; :- - -, --,_ ,

. .

. ,
. .

i=

427 Condutting retrograde venography ofthe internal jugular veins, 1

posterioeYossa dural sinus ststem and/or orbit of /any patient.
. ,.! .

. . . ..
f

. , .

428 Condndting orbital and /or cavernous sinus venography of any 1

patient by frontal vein route. . --

, 4" , ..
. A-25
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TASK
CODE ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

429 Conducting selective spinal cord angiography of any patient.

'430 Conducting poS4Nive 'contrast posterlor fossa myelography of 1

any- patient'.

431 Conducting discography-of any patient. 1

432 Directing skull tomography of any patient. 1

4331 Conducting sialography of any patient. 1

434 Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on .sialogra- 1

phy and related materials or giving opinions to co-workers;

explainingopinions.or dictating findings and recommendations.

435 Providing clinical training for radiology residents in ear; 1

nose, and throat radiography and ialographp.

436 Conducting positive contrast artWrography (especially of knee) 1

df any patient.

437 Reading, interpreting and makintrecommendations on orthopedic 1

radibgraphs and/or atthrograilts and related studies of bones and
joints or giving opinions to clinicians or co-workers; explain-
ing opinions or dictating findings. and recommendations.

43'8 Providing. clinical training for radiology residents in ortho-
pedic radiology and arthrography.

439 Ordering ,or approving changes in technical factor selector set- 3

tings to compensate for a change in quality of x-ray machine
outpItt..

440 Directing computerized transverse axial tomography of t e,skull 1

4 and brain of any,patient.

441 'Deciding on type of peOiatric radiographic examination(s) to
order for pediatric patient in consultation with referring phy-
sician and/or pediatrkt speciaMst.-

442 Conducting ehoanal radiography of pediatric patient.

1

1

443 Cond4cing bronchography of pediatric patient in consultation- 1

witb-pediatrician(s) and anesthesiologist,

17
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CODE ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

444 Conducting intravenous excretory urography-(P) and inferior 1
vena cavography of pediatilkpatient.

445 .Conductidg retrograde voiding cystoirethrography of pediatric 1
_patient.

446 Ccinducting radiography of external fistula or sinus tract of 1
any patient.

447 Conducting vaginography 9f peditric patient for intersex con- 1
dition% F

448 Conducting percutaneous perit9neography/ingu.inal herniography , 1
of pediatric patient.

. --
449 Reading and interpreting radiographs for bone-age study.

450 Evaluating plain films of pediatric gastrointestinal tract t
localize obstructions and /or foreign bodies.

1

1

451 Removing foreign object from pediatric uppei- esophagus under .1
fluoroscopic control.

452 Conducting esophageal radiography of pediatric patient. 1

453 Conducting radiographic barium study of upper gastrointestinal 1
tract of pediatric patient.

454 Conddcting a radiographic barium enema study of lower gastro- 1

intestinal tract of pediatric patient.

455 Conducting defecography of pediatric patient.

4
A.

4'56 Conducting diagnosis and hydrostatic reduction of intussusgep- 1

tion of pediatric patient.

457 Conducting'lproscopic inspiration-expiration examination of 1
pediatric patient.

458 Readihg, interpreting and making recommendations on radiograph-
ic and related studies of pediatric patients or giving opinions
to clinicians or co-workers; exOlaining opinions or dittating
findings and recommendations.'

459 Participating'in 'Meetings of radiologists, surgeons and pedia- 1

tricians to distuss new developments, cases-of interest, and
case problems in the field of pediatric surgery and'radiology.

A-27
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TASK
CODE ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

460 Providing clinical training for radiology residents in pedi- 1
atric radiography:

461 Planning and presenting lectures'or case conferences onpedi- 1

atric radiology for radiology residents.

462 Planning and presenting lectures on pediatriC radiology for 1

medical students.

463 Taking retrograde pyelograms and ureterograms of non-pediatric 2

patient.

464 Providing technical assistance for an examination of any.pa- 2

fient requiring fluoroscopic control and spot filming.

465- Tpking pelvic i'ineumograms and/or hysterosalpingograms of ion- 2

pediatric female patient.

466 'Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's abdomen fof fetog-
rapty, amniography, placentography.

467 Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's uterus for intra- 2

uterine transfusion.

- 468 Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's pelvis for Colcher- 2

Sussman pelvimetry.
1

469 :Deciding on type of non - neurologic afigiography procedure to
order for any patient in consultation with referring physician,
surgeon, and/or other specialist.

470 Conducting peripheral arteriography ofany patient by percutanliw_l
eous selective catheterization oredirect needle puncture.

4 -71 Conducting ascending or descending venography of lower extremi- 1

ties of any patient by direct needle, puncture.

472 Conducting catheter thoracic aortography of 4ny patient. 1

473 Conducting catheter abdominal aortography and/or selective vis-- 1
Ceral arteriography of any patient.

474 Conducting percutaneous translumbar abdominal aortography of 1

any patient.

475 Conductingpercutaneous splenoportography of any patient.

175
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TASK
CODS' ABBREVIATED TASF NAME SOURCE

___

476 Conducting selective pelvic arterlographe non-pediatric 1- -

gravid or nongravid female patient,
--iir NV._

477 Conducting catheter pulmonary angiography of any patient. 1 :

478 Tonductipg selective bronchial 'arteriography of...any patient. 1

479 Conducting selective thyr* angiography of any patient. 1 '

_,/
--w

)

480 Conduc;,Ag selective'subclavian arterioephy of any non-pedi- 1

atric patient to evaluate thoracic' outlet syndrome.
0

481 Conducting intravenous angiocardiography of-, any.patient by per- 1

cutaneous selective catheterization or direct needle puncture.

482 Conducting catheter vena cavography and/or selective' renal or 1

adrenal venography of any non-infant patient. .

483 Conducting percutaneous coronary arteTiography and/or left ven- 1

triculography of 'any patient.

484 Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on non-neuro 1

logic angiographic and related studies and/or giving opinions
to clinicians co-workers; explaining opinions or:dictating
findings and recommendations.

485 Participating in meetings of angiographerA,vascular surgeons
-and cardiologists to disc!ss new developments, eases of inter-
est, and case problems in the field of angiography, vascular
and cardiovascular surgery. VI

_

486 Providing-clinical training for radiology, resident in non-neuro-

logic angiography.

487 Planning and presenting lectures or case conferences on non- 1

neurologic angiography for radiology residents.
)

488 Directing comRutArized transverse axial tomography'of the -body N., 1

of any Patient.

1489 Read ng, interpreting and:making recommendations on-non-neuro- 1

. logical computerized transverse axial.tarlographic scans of_thej '

body, and/or gi/ing opinions to clinicians. or co =workers; e4-
plaining opiniorh or dictating findipigs and recommeaitations.

-

490 Mummying or wrapping an infant or youngpediatric.patient. 3

`491k Taking p a film radi6graphs of the Skultof infaq patient.

A-29
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TASK
. CODE

et ,

ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

I

492 Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of infant 2

patient..

493, ,Taking plain film radiographs of th$ upper extremities of in- 2

fant patierkt..'

494 Taking_radiographs of neck, chest of infant patient. 2

49,5 Taking plain film radiographs of abdomen of infant patient. 2

496 Taking plain film radiographs of the lower extremities of in- 2

fant, pediatric patient,'

497 Ta'king,radlographs for choanal atresia ,study. of,infant patient. '72

498- Taking bronchograms oa pediatric patient. 2 .

499 Taking upper GI radiographs of pediatric patient. 2

500 Taking barium enema, intussusception or defecography radio- 2
b graphs ,of4 pediatric patient.

.

501 Taking percutaneout peritonedgrams/herniograms of pediatric 2

patint. .

. . \ .

502 Faking excretory iatravenous inferior vena cavograms and uro- 2
A .

grams of pediatric phtient. ,a ,.

503-. Taking genitograms or fistuloius+of Ay patient` for inter.sex,
external fistula or sinus tracrexamiriation:

50.4 Taking cerebral 'angiograms or venograms'df any patien t.

505 Taking intedivencephalograms or btainilittriculograms,of any
,patient. *

. ,

506 Taking po§itive contrast spinal or posterior.fossa myelograms,6
. of any patient. ,.

. ..'

. . .

507 Takinvdis4Arains of any patient. 2-

. . 4 .

508 Taking air or gascontrast myelograms of any patient. 2
..

. t

2

2

IL

509 Taking spinal toed angiograms of any, patient.

\
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CODE
Al

.

ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

510 Taking peripheral angiograms of any patient (after perCutaneoust
needle or catheter entry, transluibar puncture, ascending or (
descending venous entry).

. .

511 Taking catheter thoracic and/or abdominal aortograms of any pa- 2

tient, and/or Selective visceral arteriograms (bropchial or oh-
daminal).

512 Taking selective pelvic angiograms of non-pediatric gravid or
.nongravfd female patient. -

513 Taking intravenous angiocardiogra of any,patien't.101
-

514 Taking selective thyroid'angiogram .Of any patient.

515 Taking catheter in for vena cavograms and/Or renal or adre-
nal venograms of '1W-infant patient,

516 Taking percutaneous splenoporggrams of any patient,.,

2

2

517. Taking selective aubclavian arteriograms of non - pediatric pa- 2

tient for thoracic outlet syndrome evaluation.

,518 Taking selective pulmonary angiograms or selectiv-angiocardio- 2 -

grams of any patient.
'V

419 'irakipg,percutaneous coronary arteriograms and /or left venttic- 2

ulograms of any patient.

520 --'Preparing any patient and attaching electrodes for electrocar-
diogram monitoring.

521 Applying digital or manual pres re to any patient's arterial 3

or venous puncture site as ord red.
A

522 Applying pressure'dreiking to arterial or venbus puncture site., 3 .

11,223'- Preparing computerized transverse axial tomography (C.T.T.)*
Equipment for use. 3

-
'524 ..-Providing preventive maintenance for display tube surface,

damera, disc 'and/or tape drive units, and/or scanning assetp
(especially water - using head box assembly) ofcomputerizedg7
transverse axial tomography (C.T.T.) equipment.

525 Checking caribranbn":and accuracy of C;T:T. equiPment"Wmak-
ing test scans.

A-31
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TASK
cobz ABBREWIATED TASK NAME .

04
SOURCE

4.-

-'526 :raking computerized transverse axial tomograRhic (C.T.T.) scans 2

of any patient. '4
..

d 4
527 Retrieving iti,Splaying an d making photographs,' printouts and/or .

magnetic tape recprds of.cqmputer*f04.Ttverse axial tome- -

_graphic (C-.T:T....) scans. lik .)
. ,

'... . . dr
6.' t%

528-Designing,-maintaining,,evaluating Malftraion and/or dose lioni- 3.
toringtp-rogramin cikkagnotic radiology. '

.

529 - .Checking xrray fieldlimitation', x-ray receptor and light field '3
,

4
- alignment, iginfmuipTOD, TFD fait'and field size indicators diag-

49
nose x-ray equifment., ;

. it, 0 , - ' .

-,

5 O. rithecktilg fluoroacopic.andAlspot film x-ray fild limitation, 3 /

. x-ray field and image receptor alignment, m#4mum TID, minimum.

. 2'OD, and other reqyirements.
4. 42: ...."-., . ....-

.

-

531' 'Testing whether diagnostic x-ray-tube giaload protection and/ -
or etfective'focal spot size meet acipptable stanceards.

... ,

.,
...1. .,

.-532 Checking anebr'perfornil direct calibratiOn tests of diagnos- 3
. ,

c radiograftty'equipme-t exposure timers.

Checking automatic exposure 'termination of diagn64ic eadiog-'
<

, o
411hr

raphy equipment. . 0"
4

. , ,

0 4,-. -

:534- Pro ping vit'llai and radlograPhiC orfluoroscopi ilispectioif:.6.

41.

. of ersonnel shielingildevides"such as leaded gloves$aProns,
)

A .
sheets gondrai shields. . a

. ,. 535, Performlpg carkbrWon'eests'ef eVp,A16; mA§; exposure rate's,
.- . ,' 116. ' ', . "I ,' , .yr'.

t:reprOutibilityoopiriagnosticeradiography onlpment using di-

.:s.
rect.-riled-01.ring inset-uments frandipr.radibgraphIC cotparisons... -. '1.

4,

, ,
4,

4
Ak.

-,.

. P t
-536 Providing visual and/or 'manual inspection of divhostik rediog- 3

..,
. - :raphi: system. .. ," ".,,. - .4! , . T V

_ .ib, a ,
s . ib 0 ..

537 Checking diagnostic tompgrapfiy x-ray-equi+itient-.for mechanical
.

. 1 _ opeiatilen, fulcruv'position, resolttion, expogure uniforfnity
,, .. . ,?44ran*Ylkicialignment.-. - .

. 'A '. . . ,, ,
538 Estimatillo RVLanOhchedVngadequacy of filtration of agnos- -,3.

.-. . <,

..tic m-r4requipment, : _. t, "©

...7
..539

. .

..

Checkfn g b uCky:Prid ait n ent'' and/Or :centering inalagnoSitc 1
v_

radiography equtptnetA
r. 4 .-

N

I" .

r
..%, '' 4732 - ,--e- .

Oi '
*

.
.., -

.IM--, .,.
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TASK
CODE "a 'ABBREVIAYED TASK NAME 4

e.

SOURCE

540Chedking fluoroscopic automatic brightness Control Systee
, .

, e and/or focus, resolution distortion obthe optical system. .1,

.

0,i 541 Evaluating accepted and rejected radiographs t(1-.Cdeittify any 3

. # technical problems with staff, functioning, equipment, radia-
tion protection. 0

)

, .

542 Designing, maintaining,-evaluating 4arkroom and/or film procis- 3

V . 0. sor monitoring prdbiam in diagnostic radiology.
11 t

I

,

543 Monitoring and evaluating x -ray film-processors. 3'
.416-- t 6' . t

AR .-

544- Determining ex posure chara'tteristics o.x-ray and /or dbsimet- 3

." .'0'. ,

*Tic films.
,.....--

)

'.
.

545 cgMonitcring patient'exposure rates for routinddiagnostic x-eiy--- 3'

procedures. * .
N s 't..

-
546 Designing, maintaining, evaluatingAadiation protection and 1

monitoring program4, in diagnostic radiology. ..

, ' i
.

547 Determining primary and secondaiy structural, 'shielding re- , 3 N
,qvired for diagnosticx-ray installations. )

$

548 thecking.maximum entrance exposure, rate and primary barrie'r. -'3.

transmittli,radiation rae.e for fluoroscopic equipment.

50' CAeckingittie leakage radiation rate from the 'source assembly' 3

of diagnostic )--ray-equipment.-

k .

'550 'Conduc'ting pivection survey ofstray rArktibn within dia- 3

.nostic x4r* installation 4n4 transmission across primary and
o ih ,fsecondary protective barriers. . .

- .

-,

t 3- -,

1

,

AP51 Preparing personnell6radtatio6 munitOring dosimetric film cor . 3"
TLD badges and disAbuting.

552° Collecting and/or diletri g 'Personnel monitoring dosimetra
.

,

.badge-inserts and. preparing f r outside ou in-house processing
, . d .

-and reading, .--

'' ......--''4_
,ft

,

, 553, Reading and_recorcling.exPosure from persoa 1 monitoring fill01' 3 .-,

!-* -- . .or thermoluminescerik,dosimeters:

.Entering, evaluating oocuPatiOnal r iat?bn exposure data Nia
initiatipK,Action on angerOds levels.

. A-33
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TASK -

CODE ABBREVIATED TASK NAME SOURCE

555. 'Investigating reasons for reported,
*
high occupational radiation 3

exposure and initiating remediation.

556 Calibrating diagnostic x-ray te#4444urvey, or measuring instru- 3

ments k

#
.

.

. 557 Collecting and presenting technical, informatio% about and/or '3

1 recommending new diagnostic x-ray equipmerk. '

.
.

558 Providing clinical training for staff in a diagnostic radiology 3

department in q 4ty aisurancdl'tests of equipment, in radia-,

..,
Lion protection oced4es, and related maintenance.

.. "4, .

. 559, Planning and presenting ctures and/or.related laboratory ses- 3

physicsJ' sions cial radiation and/Or health physics fpr-',students in pro-
fessional-programs for diagnbstic radiology, in medical school,

or in medieel sciences.

560 Preparing lee tures itit --i-C.--articip-atifig-10, mee-tings---of-- staff----itt -......j _

.1,

befs'In diagnostic radiology on radiation. protection and quality

assurance requirements and practices-.

`It
0

Note: Factor analyses for the 1../Ork iu,diagnosgic radidlogy were'

baSed on the_followin4 task runs:
- 41

Ruu 1: ,All 560 tasks coveting ambulatory card and diag-
,;

nostia radiology.,

Run 2: With teaching, conferente and professional Meet:
ing tasks "removed, covering apibulatory care and
'diagnostic radiology Total of,45aq:tgpsks.
Exclusions:- Tasks 7:21,25,26,27,25,52',53,54-,631
64;82,120,121;123,125,154,158,239,255,295,305J
309,318,320,321,323,324:35,5.,426:,336,337,338,347,

348,349,352,33,392,405,40e,107,40.-8,415,416,417,
423,424.425,435,438;459,1,C0,461,462,035A4,4?,7,
-558,59,560.-.. 4

Run ,3` Same asRun.1 'exclusivel=y ambulatory care

tasks removes, c.oering dnly diagnostic radiolo-
gy. Total of -368 task-s..Excluded tasks are the
In Appendix A marked only by,asterisks.

Run 4 Same,asRun T covring*nly"diagnoslicradialosy,
with teaching, conference andprofessional-meet-

_ -1ng tasks removed-as fortRUn 2.- Total of 324 tasks.
.

-'
A-34
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APPENDIX B. SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES IDENTIFIED IN AMBULATORY CARE-AND VIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY

Skill or Knowledge Category Number and Name
*---Curi 1 Rurt 2 Run 3IRun 4

E FA L FA L FA
LocOmution Skills X'
Object ManipulatiOn Skills X X X X xxi, x,
-Guiding or Steering Skills X X X X xx-lx X
Human Interaction Skills X X X X X X' X X'
Leadership Skills X X -X X

Oral Use,,oiva Re vane Language X X X X X i-X-X
Reading Use of a Relevant,.Language X X X XzX X, X X
;.Iiitten Use of a elevant Language X'X X X X X X X

Decision Making o Methods X X X X X X X X

Decision Making Quality. X X X X X X X

Skills. rr X X

,X

:X 'X X X X_Figural
SymbdSlie X X X X,X X'X X
Taxonomic Skills X X X XX X X X

Implicative Skills X X X X X X X X
_Financial Consequences of Error X X X X X X X X

Consequences of Error To Humans, X X X X X X X X

l200600 oGenetics X IX X 'X
0

11720000 Vertebrate zoology (through mammalia, bCt excluding humans)
11731000 Normal'structure and function (hnman,anatomy and physiology)

X

X

X
X X

X',
X X

X
X X 5x,

11731100 Regional anatomy (includ s head and neck, thorax and abdomen, pelvis
and perineum,, lowervan't upper limbs, and skeleton)

X X X X X X X X

11731200 Topographic anatomy.(relation of external manifestations to internal
structure and function)

X X X

1-

-X ) -X Xr X

11731300 Hematopoietic,syseem (includes blood, red and white blood cells,
plateleCS, and bone. marrow, liver, and spleen in 'their blood
formtng function)

X X X X XX X X

11731400,, Cfrculatory sysCemv,(cardi lar system; includes heart, veins,
arterie6, lymphatics)

X X

11731500 Respiratory syst m (' X XX X-X X X X

11131600-'Digestive s?ste eit
X X X X X X,X X

11731610 Mouth, pharynx ( igestive function),'esophagus (includes tongue, XX4XXXXXX
jeeth, and. salivary glands)

a Rsfers to. th ()tasks listed in` Appendix.
Api4nfilx A., e etfer X indicates whether

, and/or was amon the 146 4.tviriables used in

18` .4..

A,.Tasks'included in each iun are indic
the:sk141 or knowledge category was lis
the factor anglysis (FA) for the run.
* IP,

ated at the, end of
ted in the run (L),

1S3
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APPENDIX B (continUed)
I Run 1

L FA

Run 2
L FA

Run 3 Run 4

Knowledge Category Number d Name - . ,, L FA

11731620 Stomach and. 11 intestine (includes duodenum; jejunum, ileum) X 'X X X X X X X

11731630 Large intestine (colon) and rictum (includes appendix, anus, and ."- X X X 'X X. X X ,X

mesentery)
11731640 Liver, biliary system, andpancreas (includes gallbladder, cystic X X X X x-x X ).(

duct, bile ductpvcreatic duct, ampulla of Vater) .

-11731700 Urinary system (includes kid(ley, ureter,'Blaar, urethra, external 'X X X X X X X 'X

.

'genitalja) : ' '

L FA

.

11731800 Musculoskelet-al system. X X X X X. X X X

11731810 Muscles 4 X X X X X X X X
11731820 ,Bones and joints (includes ligamIts and tendons) ,I,XKX-XXXXX
117318(31 Skin and sweat.glands I, X X x'x X X

11731832 Hair ,
# X' 1

4 11731813 :ails , x X .-

11-X3190q 'Nervous system .1 . 4 .X X X X X X/X X
.:$

11731910 Central nervous, system' (brain and 'spinal' cord) _ X x.x xx x-x X. q

N.)
1 lloW319,28 Peripheral nervous.system . . X X X X X X X X

11731930 Autonomicnervous'system (inclucies sympathetic and parasympathetic, 'X X X X X X X X-
.. ,

nerves) .. . -
,

"0
11731941 0 c ory'nfirve and i-eceptors .,

..f

117,31942 Taste uds ,

11731943 Eye a d'cptic nerve ..--

. .

, 1

11731944 1 , heat, cold and pain receptors
1173191(5 The ear "(excludes balance function) .. .

11731946 Kinesthetic"teceptors (inclsidessemrcircular canals)
11732100 Immunologic Ntem,(inclu'des immunoldtical mechanisms, humoral

,

and cellul fa, tors) 4
11732210 Endocrine glands and their hormone physiology (includes pituitary,

adrenal, thyroid, parathyroid, pineal, and pancreas, ovary and '
testes in their eVocrine functions)

1173222A fzepeoduction'

11742221 .tOnc4pCton and c,atraceeti

X X X X

X 711 X

'X, X' X X X X X

,X, X X X -X

*X X X X X X X X
X . X X X. X ,X

X X X X XX X X

X 4 X X X X

. X, X X-X X X X X

X X 4X X X X X X

Ov

4



APPENDIX B '(continued)

Knowledge Category Number and Name 4.

. ,

31732222 Male reproductive system
...

_
.

s.

11732223 Female reproductive system (includes the body Changes associated

./4 :with ovulation, concretion and pregnancy, e.g., development4of

placenta) .

a

11732300 .Homeostasis of, fluids (includes fluid and eledtrolyte balance)

'11732460 Metabolism

11733000.

11733100-

11733200
11731300
11733400
11733510
11713520
11733530

.11733541
11733542

11733543
'11731544

11733545
117334b
11733500
11733100-

11733800
1.1733900

11734100

d 11%34200

Pathology (human abnormal function and structure;
etiolDgic and diagnostic aspects of disease)

Infective and parasitic diseases
Neoplasms (canceroust
Endocrine, nutrit'
Disorders
Disorders
Wsosders
Disorders

Disorders

Disorders
Disorders
Disorder
Diso4ers
Disorders
Disorders
Disordees

Disorders

Disorders
Disorders
Disorders

of bl
of th

of, the

of ,the

of the olfactory
of the--taste buds

of'lle eye and optic
of touch, heat, cold
of the ear
of- kinesthetic receptors ,

ofthe circulatory system
of.thedfieStive systeiii
of the, respiratory system
of the uro-genital system
of- the skin and subcutaneous. tissues
of .the musculoskeletal -system and 'connective".,

rowths) * 4
nal, and metabolic di§orders
and blood-forming organs

central nervous system
peripheral nervous system
autonomic nefilous 'system

nerve and

neilL

receptors

and p4inii'receptors

includes the

tissues

Run`l ,Rutz li!an 3 Run '

L FA L FA L FA L FA

X X X X X X,X
X X. X X X .0 X X X

x Xr x.ix x x x= x
x x x X -x x x x

k x-x x x x x

X x x x xxx
X xx)C xx x
x'x x x x X. x
x- x x x x x x
x x x.x x x. x

X X X X X XX

x x x x x

x ,x
X x x' x X, x X

x xxx
x x k X, X X X

X X x X' X
X x X .X ,X X

X X X X X. X X

X X.t X X X

X x:x
x x x x -x x x

.x x x, x x x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

AN( 18



APPENDIX B (continued)

Knowledge Cate.goryiqumber and Name

4
Rd 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

L FA LEA L,FA L FA

117a41300

11734400

11734500

.11734600
11734700
11734800

117

11735100
t

11735200

11735300

11735400

11735500,

11735600
11735700

11735800

11736000

Congenital abnormalities
Disorders and complications

puerperium
Perinatal, morbidity and mortality

Bdrhs

Poisoning
Shock And trauma

of pregnancy, childbirth and,the

(shortly before or after birth)

Surgery
Operative procedutes (also includes biopsy,removal of tumors,

remoYal,of organs, aesarian section, removal of drains)
AmpiAation and disarticulation
Repair surggry (includes plastic surgery; pedicle revision,

surgical graft, anaStomosis, fisf'ulization, open reduction,
fixation, fusion,istabilization)

Introductory procedures.(jncludes injections, transfusion,
irrigation,,catheterikation, intubation, tracheotomy)

Endoscopy (direct visual observation of bronchi, esophagus,
-duodenum, colon, etc. with an endoscope)
Suture (also includes ligature,-suture materials)
Manipulatin (includes application of flaster, splint or trac

dilatio or stretching), /

Deliver ethods for'childbirth-fineludes the circumstance
governing the delivery method ,chosen such as abnormal,
presentation of-baby (transverse'section, breech), medical
history of mother)

Anesthesi9logy (incluoas open

methods)

anesthetics, semiopen, jnsufflatiou,

-X' X
.14 X

X X

X X
X X

X X

X

X

X X X

X X X

X

X

X

XXXX

X

X

X

X

X X X
K\...X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

XXXXXXXX
X X X X X X X ,X

X X X X X XXXXXXXXX

X X X X X-X X X'

X X X X X X, X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X XXX
XXXXXXX

X X

abSOrpti:on,-intravenous,,in

,

,

tration, field and nerve black

2

, r

47-
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FPENDIX B (continued)

Knowledge Category NuMber and Name

Run 1 Run -2. Rtin 3 Run 4'

LFA L FA L FA L FA

11737000 First aid and care
11737100 'BandageS, dressings, tourniquets and splints

11737200 Hemoltrhage-and.bleedirig and their arrest

11737300' Handling and transportation of the sick or wounded

.11737400 Sprains, strains, fractures and their healing

'11737500 Foreign bodies notspinvolving wounds in eye, throat

11737600
4

Resusqitation
11737700 'Wounds and their healing (also includes Operative incisions) fs

1173.8000 Asepsis .(concepts and techniques involved z.n achievement of

sterile cop4Aion; includes coneurr,941"\ansi terminal disinfection

during surspry, aspects of sterilization of implements and equip"

ment.such as autoclaving)

11739000 Community-health and preventive medicine

11739100 Treatment of social causes of illness (primary level of pievention)

11739300 Rehabilitation and restoration of Aldividual to community (tertiary

level df prevention)

11739430 'Sanitation _establishment and maintenance of enylronmental condi-

tions which are favorabIto health; inciudes methods of waste

c4 .

disposal, sanitary consiarations for food a rink, 4nsect

and rodent control) -.4,

11741000 Epidemiology (relationship of factors wh4.ch determine the frequencies

,and distributions-of infectio4 processes, diseaSe4.ai;kher patho-

. ...logical states e.g., lead, poisOniago in human communTt*es; includes

immunization) 4 -11 .
-

.

11742100 lhySical therapy (excludes speech.theey and hearing therapy).

11742110 Kinesialogy and body mechanics .7,. .

.1174212 :1)1s4bill_ty. evaluation (testing and measurement to determine the

extent add type of physical disability) . st

11742131 Amputation adjustments (includes artificial limbs and.their use;

artificial organs., and their use;'excludes surgical proceduresr

,X

Xit

X x

X x

X x

X

X X

rx

X X

X X

X X

x
x x

X oX
X X

X X

X X

X. X
X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X X

xx.x xxxx,
x . x.

x'

X

'X

4

x

1.91
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APPENDIX B (continued)
Run 1

4

Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

Knowledge Category Number and /lams L FA L FA L'FA L FA

11742132

11.742135

:11742141
1174211t3

11742144
11742146

11742147

11742148

11742151
11742-210

11742220'
11743000
11743100

I.

11743200

11743300

Corrective, preventive and compensa,ory'adjUstmenes (includes
supportive and self-help devices and their Use, such as wheel-a

chairs, trusses, crutChes and other mechanical devices and
special measures to'restore functioning, preve1t malfunction,
e.g., after surgery, and to make use of partial functions)'

Special post-disease and chronic disedse therapy (special correc-
tive procedures for the after-effects of diseases such as heart
disease,: rheumatic fever, epilepsy, blindness, diabetes, pulmo-
nary tuberculosis)

Hydrotherapy (includes whirlpO61 baths)
Heat theiapY (includes diatherty, infrare4,, ultraviolet) ,

Deep'lleat, therapy (Includes shdrt wave, microwave, ultrasound)
add therapy .(therapeutic use of cold) ,

Massage (systematic manipulation of body tissues for therapeutic
Purposes)

Exercide (corrective therapeutic and normal; includesactive,
passive and stretching, active assistance, isometric, progres-.
sive resistive (propriofeptive, isotonic), coordination and
balance,, breathing, prenatal and post partum, gait-training
and locomotiOn exercise)

Vocational ,rehabilitation (only .the physiCal therapy aspect)
Speech therapy
Hearing thdrap;,

"A
Nutrition and d1eZetics
Biochemistrf of nutrients (.includes carbohydrates, fats, prOteins,

minerals, vitamins, water)
Physiology of nutrients (includes carbohydrates, fats,. proteins,
minerals, vitaiins; water)

NutrItioaal qualities of foods (includes losses resulting from
processing, the relationship between foods their preparation'
-and their putritive 'content)

X.X X

?
X

x

XXXXX.

x.

X X

X 'X .X

X X x..

x

X

X.

. 19.3



APPENDIX B (continued).

Know1edge'Category Number and Name
11743400 Nutritional requirements and diets (includes normal and therapeutic

n trition for adults,, pregnancy and lactation, infancy, childhood,
a olescence, and geriatriEs)

11744000 Den stry. 4 **

-11741000 Oral h giene and care
11744200 Ora surgery (surgical and adjunctive.treatment df disease

injuries, and defects of the mouth, the jaws, and aas sated

structures; includes fillings, pedontics, acrd corr-- i9e devices
such as ,dentures, crowns, bridges)

J1744300 Orthodontics (preven4ion and torrection of irre arities of the
teeth and malocclusion, and with associated acial problems)

1'1745000 Growth and development
11745100 Embryology and prenatal period growthAnd development
11745200 Neonatals period growth and development (birth through 1st month

,approximately)

11745300 Infant growth and development (2nd month through-2nd year
approximately)

11745400 Childhood growth. an develOpment

11745500 Adolescent growth'an0 de.velopment
11745600 Adulthood development
11745700 Old'age (geriatrics) development
11745800 Death and dying development (

Rffn un 2 Run 3 Run 4
L LFA LFA LFA

X X X X\ X X X -

X X X\ X X

X X
X_ X X X

X

X X X' X X X. X X.
# -xxxxx'xxxx5cxxxxxx

X X X X X

X X X X-X X,X X
X X.X X1.1( X X XXXXXXXXX
X X X.X X X X X.
X X X.X

11800000 Microbiology (includes physiology'of microorganisms such Os X( X X X X

ptotozoa, fungi, algae, bacteria)
11900000 Molecular biology (includes viruses, the genetics of b

.

aria,. X X

and molecular and microbial genetics.)
,

.

12100000 Cell biology (cytology snd-histology) 77 , X X.
1211000,0 Cell morphology (structure) , 1 X X

12120000 Cell physiology i X X ,

X
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Knowledge Category' Number and Nate

12210000 Radiobiology (effects...of high energy radiation on living organisms;

includes effects of ionizing electromagnetic, ultraviolet, sonic
and partimilate radiation, biological safety requirements and.,
protection)

12220000 Radiology (diagnostic and therapeutic application of radiant energy
including electromagnetic and particulate radiation)

12221000 Radiotherapy(application of electromagnetic and particulAte ionizing
radiation to living organisms for therapeutic purposes; includes
determination of cOurse

N
of treatment and administration of ..treatment)

1222200T Radionuclide therapy (part of nuclear medicine; internal application 'XXXi.XXXXX

Rurt 11 Run 2 Rim 3[Run 4

FA IL FAL FA IL
x X X X x.x x

.

X X X X X X X X

X x"X X X X X X

of unsealed sources Of particulate radiatiob (radioaclave materials)
to living organisms for therapeutic purposes; includes determination

. of course of treatment And use of radionuclide4)
-12223000 Diagnostic,radiography (application of electromagnetic ionizing XXXXXXXX

radiation such as x-rays to achieve interpretable images for
,. diagnostic 'purposes; also includes fluoroscopy, use of related

techniques, contrast media, procedures, positioning, interpretation
of images)

12224000 Radionuclide analysis(part of nuclear medicine; internal application XXXXXX-X)c
ofunsealed radioactive nuclides to living organisms for the pur-
pope ofdiagnosis or Investigation; includes use of.radioiso0e
storming (tracer techniques), related procedures, positioning)

.

12300000 -Pharmacology the study of drugs, lie, chemical compounds or nbn- X X X.X X-X X X
/ infectious biological substances which may be administered as an

aid in the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of disease, for the
\, relief of pain or suffering, or to control or improve-any physio- k

.logical or pathological condition)
,

_

2311001 Drug receptor theory (includes bond types in, drug receptor inter-

-action)

X-

----



APPENDIX B (continued)

Knowledge Categoiy Npriiper and Name
1Z312000 Drug.structure-activity relationships
12313000 Drug dose - response relationships

12314000 -Non-recentdr. mediated drUg action
12321000 Drug absorption (includes 2hysiochemical nature of the drug,.

,-physidchemical nature of absorbing membrane, route of
administration), 4

12322000 Drug distr,ibul-4On (includes volume of distribution, drug-nl.isma

prptein interaction, drug-membrane.interactions, drug depotition
and storage) ,

, '

12323000 Drug excretion (includes physiochemical Irture of the.dru,routes
of elimikation)`

121324000 Drug metabolism (includet oxidation, reduction, hydrolysis,
conjugation)

12331000 Drug,, toxicity (includes-antidotal therapy)
12332000 Drug ididsyncr.ity and allergy pharmacogenetics (includes Increased

sensitivity to drugs, decreased responsiveness to drugs, novels
drug effects, etc.; which ardtdue*to inherited physical
characteristics)

12333000 Drug resistance (of a non-genetic nature; includes mutational

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

-.)

Rdn 4
"1, FA LTA L is FA

'origins)

Drug tolerance and physical dependence (includes homeostatic \xxxxx .x
adjustment, cgiulative effects, tolerance at the site of drug
action)

12335000 Drug synergism (presence of two.or more drugs.in the'bodY having X X X X, X X X

thteraction effects and the change in drug action this causes)
12336000 Chsemicaltetatogenesis (special effects of drugs on the fetus d XXXXXXXX

pregnantly)

12341100 Antibacterial and antifungal chemotherapy (includes antiseptics and XXXXXXX,,,X
germicides, sulfonamides, peniciliind, erythromycin, tetracy lines
and broad spectrum"antibiotics, streptomycin, sillfones,Ihnil ungal
agents)

X X

X X.
X . X

X X X X X X xx.

',XxxxxIxx'
XXXXXX.X X

X X, X X X X X X
;

X X X X X X ,X X

X X X, X" X X X. X

C

199
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APPENDIX B (contitmea)

r
1

1

4 Run 1
'Knowledge Category Rum er and Name. L VA

;

.12341200 Antip'rotozo /atrtimetazoal chemotherapy(incaudes antintal4rial, X X X X X- X
amebicides, heavy metals, metal-biring agents, "antimnnials ,

anthelmintics) . 4,
, . .

12%341300 seancer'and virus chemotherapy.(included.alkylating agents, , ,'

. antimetabolitesteroids and enzymes,.knterferonfinduction)
12341400 Local chemotherapy - ,(includes Insecticides, O

I*

repellents, and X X
._. ' rodenticides,,topical agents). ', .,IS12342100. Drugs actrg on the cardiovascular system and smooth muscle X X X_ X' ;X X .X

4 cincludescardiac glycosides, quinidifteAnj anti-arrhythmi
.

.
4

agents-coronary Vasodilators, diuretics, ,agents ishibitng the
renal tubules, fl,uids (sugh as bloodi substitutes; electrolytes),

agents in athgrosclerosis, hypotensive agentg, smooth muscle
relaxants, smooth muscle stimulants)

:

12342200
.
Drugs acting on the"blood (includes agents tn,anemia," anticoagulants

..,... c, and coagulants) ,
.to

1 1234300 Hormones and drugs-acting on endocrine,giands and accessory1--,
.r.

, reproductive organs (includes Adrenaj cortical hormones and'O

corticolropin; tbyroid and thyrotropic hormones, sex hormones
. add gonadOtropins, .anterior pituitary,.agents' in diabetes )

Aellitus, pr&rathfroid hormone and calcium metabolism)

Run 2
L ;FA

Run 31 Run 4

L FA 1 L FA

X X X X X X X X

.4`

X 2( X x .x x .x x,

- x x 4 x

12342400 Vitarhins' and nutritional agents (only pharm&eutical aspects; XXXXXXXX.
.-. includes vitamins, agentsin nutrition and obesity) '-0

12142500 'Drugs,influencing growth and development . ',,,, ; X` .X 1,4X
,12342600 Drugs for allergy, cough, vomiting and the dermatomuCosal surfaces XXX'"-.XXXXX

(includes anti-immune drugs, antitussimes, antiemetid,
1, .4dermatomucosal agents) .

12342700 DrugS hcting'on the gastroinpestinal tract,(includes drugs . X. X X 'X ,,X X .X X
,effective .in ulcer therapy, cathaxtics and laxatives, digestants

.
\ '

and drugs useful in, gallbladder 'disease)
s

,...

12342800 Drugs 'acting on the nervous systet , XXXX. X X. X X
'12342810 -Drugs acting on the autonomic nervous system (includes sympathetic. X X X. X X X .X X

stimulants, sympathetic depressants, 'patatympathetic stimulants,
c parasywpathetic depressants, ganglionic agents) k:

/

4 t

4

A

201\



'. APPENDIn (continued)
.

4

0 . ,
01'

Knelt ledge Cat,egory Number ..and Name,' .

(. .

L..

12342820 Drugs acting on the neuromuscular system (incl4des thioneural agents,
muscle relaxants)., , - '

.1
12342830 DrUgs acting op the.central nery24msystem (includes narcotic - .'

. , analgesics non-narcotic analgesIcs, tedatlAs and hypnQttcs,
4 unticonvUlsantsbotranquilizers,drug addiction, alcehol,

41
.

psychomipetic agents, drugs affecting themind) .

.12342900 Drugs acting on the immunoluic system
; (

td ,

...---
.

13310000- Proprerties df.elements ( #ncludes chemi9ekan&phydical properties
1 of the'elements and their isotop.as b the vertital groups.of the

, - ,.
periodic table; individual common light e/ements,and heavier,
elements bf specialized interest) '- -

.-
,

13500000 Properties -cif classes ofcompounds. ' .
.

a X

13900000 Biochemical procesSes and mechanisms , '

N
. r . X0

14111000 Solutions (mechanical, optical, colligati-Ve properties; intlndes X ". dilute, normal, molar, saturated and supersatuiated solutions,
whkher liquid; solid or gaseous phase)- _ . .

14121000 Mecbanical analysis.(tests of mechanical propertied of' matter;4

, includes gravimetrics, weight and Apecific yity, stirength,..

hardness, brittleness, ductility; imic.roscipplienalys.is of.

physical properties). . '

-.
Run 41 Run 1

L4FA
X.X XX X k''

X A X X...X X X X

'Run 2

L,FA

Run
L FA L FA,

N \*

X X,, ' X' X

X X' X

\ .

k

14128000 Separation methods in analysis (includes ulectiVe absorption, . 6'. A

distillation and evaporation, extraction by solvents, separation,

by fbn exchange, chTomato.graphy and diffusion analysig;. 4

precipitation methOds)°'. --
. .

, .

15212100 Electric circuit thebry, (inoludes Ohm's law, Kirchhoff's lasts,_'
impedance, inductance, resistance, amperage, voltage, potent1.7,
ometry, bridges, alternating and dire'ct.cuxrett, wave-guides,

. transmission) - ' 4 ..

15222100 ,Atvmic structure (includes nuclear atom model; ele'ctronicenergy.
layels, magrietic.spin-orbit interaction)

f

X X. X X X X X° X`

X X X

k.

I (
I
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APPENDIX 13 ,(contillned).

KnOwledge Category Numbeend Name
15222200 Atomic radiation processes" (includes ionization potentials, lime

spectra-transitions between electronAmtenergy levels, forbidden.
banes, Zeeten,effect,-5iark effect, ban structure-rotational

. , spectra)
.

15222500. Interactidn' wiefi radiation (includes Anversion spectra-absorption'
of microwave radiation)

L FA
Etvn 1 Run 2IRun 3

L FA .11, :FA

Run- 4'

1 IA

241/0000 'Electromagne tic field thikryapplications finClu
devices and energy-copversion)

24112000 Transducers end.rotating.pachines (includes
Alectric.generators, elays, sblenoide)

24124000 UltreiORics
24130000 ,Elec-eronics

24.13Z100 - Electroic devices

33600000 Compruter teehnology-

41510000
41511000
4151./000.

41513000

415140b0
41515oda
41520000
41521200
4 1522000

41523000
-

ct,romagnetic.

ilotors

s. x ;

X X X X. X- X 'X ."X

X X *T

X:

k ** X X X'.4.

X
ti

X X X 'X X X X . X
X X." , X X ,

. , . ,,-
.

:Research. design technique . ,X
Continuing study design cincludes longitudinal v st dies), , X
Descriptive study designs . 4X

Experimenter study designs (includes manipulative designs, after X

..only, before-after, post -teat control group, pre-test/Post-test ."1.

control'group, multiple",controlgroup, Solomon Four GroUp design)
Data 6ollection,Meth&ls I ',

,

Sampling methods (included survey and other sampling Methods)
Intelligence and ability an&their Measurement
'Infant"and preschool intelligence and their measurement
biff,erentiel abilities and'aptitudes and their Measurement

(includes tests ofogensory capacities, motor funntions,
mechanical, clerical, artistic:, muO.cal-aptitudes, littrary
.tppeciation, creativity, reasoning) .

Achievement and achievement measurement (inclildes.tes;tsof general X
...

educational deve'ldpment, achievement tests, proficiency eicamina-

tiOns, 'performance' avaluation, equivalency tee'ts,. licedetire
examinations) g

X X x
x
X x x).
X ?I . X

X X

X X

a

P
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MENDIX.B (continued)

Knowledge Category Number and Name,'-}(

Run 14 Run 2 Run.3 Run 41

L TA L FA FA. L FA.

41610000 Sensation ,and peiception

41611100 Auditory sensation (includes masking, pitch, loudness
and attributes of tones)

41611200. Visual sensation
'41611300 Cutaneous (touch) sensation
41611400 Kinesthetic sensation (motion andocation of body-and body parts)
41611560 Taste and smell sensation (chemically based senses) 4

Objectgperception and perceptual constartwies
.Selection, attention and set in perceptiOn
Perceptual organization (includes grouping, closure, figure and

ground,-distance and depth, direction andorientation; Move-
.

ment, form)
Sex drives (includes condition ofa7oZal, selective and direc-

tional behavior; satiation and gratification ofsen drives)
Enktions (inclbdes cohditiOns of arousal, disruptive and adaptive
aspects,of emotions; mood change)

Development and growth of behavioral processes of the individual.

Motor development
Perceptual devIelopment
Cognitive development,
Language development
Emotional (affective) development
Infant behavioral development (also.intludes mother-child inter-
action, adaptive behavior)

Childhood behavloral development
AdolesCent behavioral devglopment I

Young adulVhood behavioral deyelopment
Adult behavioral development
Old age behavioral development
Death and dying behavioral development

41612100
41612200
41612300

41642000

41650000

.

41660000
`41661000
4166 2000

41663000
41664000

AbA1665000,

7,41666100

41666200
4166630(1

41666400
41666500
41666600

'41666700

X X X X X X X X
X X X X

izt

-X X XP X

X "X X X_.X,
X X' X X X
X X X. X

X X X X

. X X

X X X X

X

X I

X X XeX XX X.X
. x x.,xxxxx

x, 4

X X

X X

.

X X X X X X

20b

5

11
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.APPENDIX B (continued) .

o

N

,,

Al3r

A

.
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.
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Knowledge Category Number and Name
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4
L FA L FA L FA L FA

41690000 Psychopathology
441691000 .Mentaf retardation i

,

'41692000 Organic brAin syndromes

4169300Y Psychoses (includes schizophrenia, affective disorders, paranoid
.

states; excludes psychoses of organic brain syndromes)
41694000. Neuroses
41695100 Personality disOrders (includes perg-onality disorders such as

obsessive-compulsive, asthenic, passive-aggressive personality;
excludes neuroses and psychoies)

41695200 Disorders involving addictive behavior (includes alcoholism,
drug dependence) , _____---

...

-

41696000, Ps)&chosomatic disorders (psychophysiological di9ordhs),',
, .

41691000'4 Transient situational disturbances (tempor'ary psychopathological
.

,. disturbAces due'to acute situational stress)
41710000 iPsychothefapy and counseling . . __

41711000 Individwil psychotherapy TO counseling rift

41720000 Organic therapy (includes chemotherapy, insulin and sub-insulin
.

1.
.

shock thefapy, electroshock therapy)
41884000 Social service administration and policy ' ,

,

41884100 Social' services for the poor or indigent administration and policy . ,

,(ingolddes welfare) *
41884200° Health services administration and policy. (includes public, fakly

. health, hospital-baSed services) .
.

.41884300 Educational and,training services administration and policy ,

41884400 Employment services administration and policy -

41884500 Legal services administration and policy .

41884600 Child care services administration and policy
41884706. Recreational services administration and policy
41884800 Special services for the aged or infirm aitnistration'and policy
41884900 Consumer' protection services administration,and policy

. ,

41885100 Social.agencies (public and pr v ) administration and policy '

X'X X X$ X X XXXXXXXXX
,X . X X X' X.

X

'

X X,
X, X .

,
.

...-

. X X
, .

X X
X X

. .
.,

-1( X X X'
x X 1 .

.X X , X
.

X X -

/X,. X .

,XXXX X,
.

X X-.

X. , X
.' X X

,

X
e

,

X ' X ...

.X .,X ,-
.

X X . .

- x : ,X
- , .

CI 01 .. ..

..
.
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APPENDIX (continued)

k

Knowledge Category Number and Nate
Run 1 un. 2 Run 3 Run 4
L FA FA FA L FA

42200000 C riculum desigii (includes Subject, correlated,,broadsfields, cola,
,xperience, activity curriculuii)

42300000. Systems of content presentationqincludesiproceduyessuch as

lecure, symposium, panel, forum,',ole-playirig, case study,
'demonstration,, colloquium, audio-visual techniques,-programmed-

. instruction, 14cro-labs and ljaborAory mgthods)
42630000 Professional and graduate education

_43700000 Consumer economics (includes con§umer'protection, business
practicesjrerated to consumer interests, money'managempnt for

. the household)
51200000 Algebra
52200060 Statistics " 4

52220000 Descriptive.st.atistics Hiicludes standard frequency and
distribution functions, measures.of location such as mspn,

' median, and mode, metsues of dispersion, graphicandlabular

. ,
represenpation °foists) , 40 ' . k ''..

52230000' Statistical design of experiments . ,

..; .

52240000 Sampling theory (includes random, stratified, cluster,;purposive
4 4 a

sampling)
. ,,:-._

52260000 Statistical inference. ,

A

52262100 Fixed sample siie.methods .in hypothesis testing. 4 4'

52263009 Analysis of vari,ance'and,covaTiance (includes linear:,*nd npn-.-
lineal' normal models)' , - i

. .

65260000' .Photography and cinematography i i .
65620000 'Mechanics of writing Engifsh. (includes traditional '(prescriptive)

grammar, punctuation, spelling., bibliographic4a44.footnote for
67510000- Individual consEitutional l'ighfs law ',

69141220 ArtfculatOry 'phonetics (position, 'movement and condition of speech

n
I

',X

X

''X

. .
X

X

X.

X

X

X

0.
X

, X
.

.

X

,

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X.

X
X

X

.

R
,X

X

x

X X .X

X -X X

. .

X X X X
.X t X
-X X X X

iX X
X X

lir

X ,w
X

A X

4 .

X. . X-.

X X X X "lr

X X

X . x
. ,-

production parts and their,m.lfect on sound produced) '

IND
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APPENDIX B (continued)

k

r
.

Knowled4e Category Number and Name -

. Run Run A Run 311Uun 4'

L FA L FA 1 L FAJL FA
69163004 Psychblinguistics pathology (includes linguistic a pectsbof aphasia, X X

% 4mongoloidism, and other pathologies involving n4ral'nervous ,

'..

.

system, langualF learning and speech productio of the deaf)
. . .

69214200 Spanish ''
.

- X , X
. 1

71000000 Librbry science
.

. . X X " X X
4 . " .

.72000000 Cuisine . ., . X X . ,

. i ---

_, .
.. .r

...
.

Skill and Knowledge Variable's Included:in,Facdr Analysis: . 14 144 144( 144
Total Skill and Knowledge-VariablesIdentified: 272 1267 207 201

Select

Run 1:

Run 2:

*un

N

ion decisions to reduce numbeeiR variabl'es,*3 144 for fat
Elimination of variablei yith frequencies across tasks of
with two retained.at 19; 'oneat 18, and'five deleted wi
above-24.

.Eimination, at frequencies of 13 or less, with eleven del
frequencies above.13.-

3: Eliminationat frequenfies
above 11.

Run 4: Elimination at frequencies.at
frequencies abbye 7.

0

.4,

Note.: ,Skills and knowledge categories are part of,,The-liealth Services Mobility.
. Study Method of Task Analysis and Curriculum Design, ReSearch 4ePort No. 11,
by Eleanor Girpatric)4 1977.

tor analysis:
24 or less,
th frequencies

eked at:.

Of 11 or less, with ten deleted at frequentkes

7 or 1,ess, with thirteen deleted at

4.



Scale 1

Scale 2

Scale 3

Seale 4

Stale 5

Scale 6

. 4

Scale 8

Scafg 9

a

APPENDIX C

f

*AA

HEALTH SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY SCALES

Task Frequency

I.

Locomotion Skills
go-

Objeci Manipulation Skills

Gdiding or Steering Skills,

Human Interac -tion

Leadgrship Ski

Oral 1:Je of a Relevant Language

Reading Use of a Relevant Language.

C-1

C-2

C-3

C-4

C-5

C-6

C -9

Written Use of a Relevant Language C-10__
1

Scal 10 Decision Making on Methods C-11

Scale 11 Decision Making on Quality : C-12

Scale 12 Figur
ia

1 Ski110 C-13

Scale 11: Symbolic Skills C-14
4

Scale 14 : Taxonomic Skills Pr C-15

Scare 15 Implj.cative Skills . C-16

Scalp 16 Financial Consequences of Error C-18

Scale 1/ Consequence's of Error To Humans C719r:

Scale 18 , Levels of Knowledge C-20

41
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Scale 1. TASK TREVENCY'

This scale refers to the .frequency with which the ask being
scaled/is executed by the performei-.. Tasks whichare regula y dOne
should be scaled by using the wording outside of the parenthes s in the
statements-presented below. Tasks which are done infrequently 'r in con-

, centrated periods during the.year should be scaled by using the ording
within the paren4hesesi the figures represent conversions to a n
work year.

'SCALE .

VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STAT NT

0 Task is never done.

1 Task is done once per year or less.
or.

2 Task is done more often than once per year, but less than once per
month (no:more than 11 times per year).

p

3 Task is done once per month or more, but less often than once per
week (no more, than 33 times per year) :

4 Task is done once per week or more, -but less .often than once per
day.(A, more than 180 times per year).

.4

a

Sfi

6 Task'is done once per day or more, but less often than fiye times
per day (no more than 9'12 times per year).

7 ,Task is done five times, per day or more, but less often ttn\ten
times per dati (no more than 2,052 times per year).

8 'Task is done ten times per day or more, but less often than fifty
timesiper day (no more than 11,172 times per year).

9 Task is done fifty times per day or more (11,173times pei year or

Note: 'This scalp is not used for clustering tasks. Ratings on this

scale are relevant only atthe level of the institution.
it

,

C-1
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)
Sca/e 2. LOCOMOTION

This skill refers to the degree of body coordination required
of a performer.in the task being scaled. The,skill involves the movement
of the performer's body, torso or limbs through sp'ace in order to achieve
predetermined 'standards of'body movement or position.

The level of the skill rises With the degree, of body coordinan
tiori requited. This is determined by_the complexity if the standards in-
volved, or the complexity of external conditions which restrict motion.
The svatr-level is not determined by requirements foi strength nor by the
level of knowledge.which may be required.

SCALE"
VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

r'
e

0.0 The tasic does not require the performer to move his body, torso or
limbs through spate so as to achieve a predetermined standard for
body motion or position. .

.
, 1:5 The task requires the perf- ormer.to moire his body, torso, or limbs

through-space so as to achieve Simple, predetermined standard(s)
" 'flor bodylmotion'or position. A emall-dtgree Of body coordination

is called for.

5.0 The task requires the performer to move his body, torso, or links
through space so as to achieve somewhat complex,` predetermined
standards for body motion or position. A moderate degree of body
coordination is Called for.

a
7.0 Thy task requires the performer to move Ilia body, torso or"limbs

through space so as to achieve considerably complex, predetermined
standards for body motion or position. A high degree of bpdy coor-
dination is Called for.

, 1 !
9.0 The task requires the performer to move hisAgdy, torso or limbs

through space so as tb achieve extremely cOMPlex,-'predetermined
standards for body motion or position. An extremely high degree:
of body coordination is called for.

C-2
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Scal

I

11 OBJECT MANIPULATION

I lc

This skill refers to.the degree of conlrol,requirede alper-
former in directly manipulating objects .in the task being scaled. The

skill involves the direct handling of objects using fingersjhhands or,.
limps to achieve a predetermined standard.

The level of the skill riseSwith the degrefof precision re-
lluired and with the fineness of the manipulation involved. When'fingers,
hands or limbs man1pklate an object in order to manipulate another ob-
ject; the skill level reflects the direct manipulation.involving the fin'-
gers, hands or limbs. The scale level is'not determined bythe level of
knowledge needed to manipulate objects nor by the level of other manual

, skills or FigurakSkills,required.

SCALE
VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

0:0' The task does not require the.perfo'rmir to directly handle objects
With the fingers, hands 'or limbs s as to achieve a prefletermined
standard within constraints that require control and precision.

1.5 ihe task requires, the performer to exercise a small amount of con -

droL and precision in directly manipulating objects with the fin-'
gers, hands or limbs in order to achieve a predetermined standard.
Fairly gross motions are involved.

3.5 The task requires the performer to exercise a moderate amount of
control and precision in directly manipulating ob3ets %Atli the
fingers, hands or limbs in order ,achieve a predetermined stan-
dard. Fairly gross motions are i0Golvedt

5.0 'The task requires the performer to exercise a moderate amount of
control and precision in directl4nipulating Objects with the
fingers, hands or limbs in order to achieve a prOatermined stan-
dard. Fairly fine motions are involved. -

7.5 The task requires the performer to exercise a high degree of con-
trol and precision in directly manipulating objects with the fin-
gers,hands or limbs in order,to achieve a predetermined'standard.
Fairly fine motions are involved.

9.0 The task requirs the performer to'exercise.a high degree of control
and precision in directly manipulating objects with the fingers,
hands or limbs in order to achieve a predetermined standard. Ex-

tremely fine motions are involved.

C-3 21
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Scale 4. GUIDING OR STEERING

. 1111'. - V.,7

.
-Thisskill refers to the degree of precision -required of ak

performer in the task being scaled in moving an object over a prede-
termined pathway or Ildiding steady on a moving target. The skill in-
volves'coordipting the performer's perceptions of external stimuli

which tell/him...his position with- his control of the object, _in rela-

tion to th dgsired position or movement. The predetermined pathway

Target'or moving arget.may,be actual or visualized,
-). 0

,

.
. Thelevel of the skill rises as the pre' needed rises, (drThe`, level ..

the relative margin for-error, declines), and as the complexity of stimuli

gr the numberof:spatial directions or movements involved increase. The-,

scale'level is not determined by.theAegree.of arm-banesteadinesein-
VOlved; nor-by the Figural Skills ffpWlved, nor by. the "level of knowledge

required to accomplish the guiding or steering. I .

.

SCALE
VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

0.0. The task does not recidlre the performer to move an object over a
predetermined pathway or hold steady on a moving target. 1

1.5 The task requires the performer to move an gOect over a predeter-
Mined pathway or held steady.on a moving target. The movement re-

* quires a small degree of prec±sibn within a fairly large, acceptable
relative margin of error. The performer Must pay-attention to a
small number of,external stimuli. and/or spatial

3.0 The task requires the performer to move an object over a predeter-
ained pathway or bold steady on a.moving target: The movement-re-

quiresa small degree of, precision within a fairly large, acceptable

relative margin of error. The performer must pay attention to a,
fairly complex set of extern' stimuli and/or spatial diretions .

0.

S.

5.5, The-task requires the-p erformer to move an object fives a predeter-,

mined IlathwaY or hold steady on a %Tying target. -The movement -'re --

quires a considerable degree of precision within a narrow, accept
able relative margin of error. The performer must-pay attention to
a fairly complex set of external stimuli alid/or spatial directions.

. '

7.0 The tigfic requires the performer to move an objeCt over a predeter-

* mined pathway or hold steady on a moving target. The movement re =,
quires-a considerable degree of precision within a-narrOw, accept-
s
able re1ati'fe margin of error. The performer must pay attention

t4I
to an extremely complex set of externalastimuli end/or spatial

directions.
11,

. 4
.1 I

9.0 The task re quires'the perfprmer4io move an objk"over a predete?-

-maned pathway or hold steady on a moving target. The movement re-
',quires a very:high degree of precisionwithin an'extremely narrow, --

:acceptable relative margin of error. The performer must Tay oac-

tentioh",to an extremely .complex se externalssdMilli and/orapa-
tial direcrfbns. ,,

. .---v
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Scale 5. HUMAN INTERACTION

This skill ,refers to the degree of sensitivity to others re-
quire& of the,perforkir4..in the task being scaled. The skill involves
the performer's perception of the relevant characteristics or state of
being of the other pergon(s), the performer's attention to feedback as
the interaction occurs, and the performer's appropriate modification of
his behavior so as to accomplish the task. The skill is involved if the,04
task requires any personal or interaction with others.

*
_ .

The lelAgl of the skirl rises as the degree of perceptiveness
and sensitivity required of the performer rises, and as the subtlety of
the feedback to which he or she mast respond increases. The scale leve1
is not deterudned by the level of knowledge required.

4

SCALE
VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

0.0 The task does not require the performer to be in contact with or to
interact with other people.

1.0 The task requires the performer to be in only general contact with
other people. Very little sensitivity to or perception, ofthe other
person(s)' relevant general characterisiicyor state'of being-is re-
quired, and little awareness of very obvious feedback is required
for the performer to- adjust his behavior to perform the task.

A ...

3.0 The task requires ,the performer to Interact with others in the per-
.fprmance of the task. The,performer is required to be somewhat
sensitive.to or perceptive of the other person(s)' relevant general
characteristics or state of being, and to be aware of-very obvious
feedback so as to adjust his behavii. accordingly.

5.0a, The "task requires the performerkto interact With Others in the per -
fdtmance of the bask. The performer is required to be quite sen-

-IrIt' sftive to or perceptive of the Other person(s)' relevant character-
istics-or state of being, and to be aware 'of fairly obvious feedback
so as to adjust his behavior accordingly.

, .. '..,
.

- 7.0 The task requires the perforger to interact with otheiS in the per-
formanc% of the task. The performeOs required to be keenly sen-
sitive to or perceptive of the other person(s)' relevant character)
istics or state of.being, and to be aware of fairly subtle or complex
feedback_so as to adjust his behavior.accotdingly.

9.0, The task requires the performer to interact with others in the per-
T.--.fomance o he task. The performer is required to be keenly sen-

sitive to or erceptive pf the other person(O'stelevant character =, P

istics or state of being,:and t6 be aware of very subtle or very court.
plex feedback so as to adjust his behsvior,accdrdingly.

a

C-5.
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Scale 6. LEADERSHIP
p. 1 of 2

a.

This skill refers teethe degree to which leadership in inter-

acting with subordinates is required on the part of the performer in the

task being scaled. The sk,kil is involved when the performer's task re-
quires him,to interact with subordinates so as to affect their work per
formanCe in order for the performer to achieve goals related to the-task.
TRe subordinate relationship may be de facto as well as formal.

The level of this slipl rises, in relation to three'dapects of
the performer's relationship with subordinates which are relevant*to the

task situation. These are: (1) power over .SubOrdinates' conditions of

employment; (2) clearness of mutual channels of communication; and-(3)
clearness of subordinates' own relevant task proCedures. .

Low levels of Leadership are required when the performer has

a ,great deal of power over the subordinates' con1fftions of employment,

when the performer has very fornialOand clearly defined channels of tom-
munication with the subordinates relevant to the task situation,.and
when'thetasks of the subordinates' related to the performer's objectives

are very clear cut, obvious, and require little.discretionary judgment.

High levels of Leadership are'required when the performer'.s
:power, is low, when channels of communication ate vague and undefined,

and when the relevant subordinates"task6 are vague and require a great

deal of discretionary judgment.
4

The level of Leadership. required for the taTk being scaledo4s
determined by the combination of ratings of high, medium or low for each .

of the three aspects. The parentheses for each statementindicaet the
various combinations for each scale value.'

SCALE,

VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

Amor .

0.0 The task does not require the performer to relate to subordinates.

1.0 The task requires, the performer to relate to sub6rdinates in order ,

to achieve work goals. The performer is understood to have a great

amount of power over the relatfd subordinates' conditions o em-

ploytent. Channels of communication between the1performer and the-
'subbreinates-are verylormalized and very,well defined. The sub-

ordinates% related tasks are very clear cut, obvious and require'
little'discretionary iudkment.' (Low range of'Leadershiyneeds on,

each of the three aspects.. Also included: Iwo loWs,and one medium,)

(Continued on next page)
II.
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SCALE
VALUE

'ts

4.

4.

Scale 6, LEADERSHIP (continued)
p. 2 ofli

-ve

DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

3.0 The task requires the performer to relate to subordinates in order
.to' achieve work goals. T4e performer.is understOod to have a mod-
erate amount of power over the related subordinates' conditions of
employment. Thdlichannels of communication between the performer
and the subordinates aresgmewhat formalized and moderately well
defined. ``__he subordinates' related tasks are very clear cut;.ob-
vious, ari4fequIre little discretionary judgment. (Mid-rangeof
Leadership needs on .two out of the three aspects and'low an a third.
Also included 'two lows'and one high.)'

4.5 The task requires the performer to relate to subordinates in order
to,achiel.e work goals. The performer is understood-to have a mod- .
erate,amount of power over the related subordinates' conditions of
employment. The channels' of communication between the performer
and the subordinates_ are somewhat formalized and moderately well
defined. Tbe.subordinates' related tasks are moderately clear cut,
requiring'some discretionary judgment. (Mid -range of Leadership

. needs an each-Ofihe three aspects. Aldo included: one low, one
medium and one high; and'two mediums and-a high.)

6.5 The task requires the performer to relate to subordinates in order
to achieve work goals. The performer is understood to have a mod-
erate amount of power over the related subordinates: conditions of
employment. The channels of communication between the performer
and'the subordinates are very informal, vague or irregular. The

suboMinates' related tasks are,vaguely defined and require a great
deal of descretiotTITY _judgment.. (High rating for Leadership on two

out of three aspects.)

8.5 The task requires'ihe performer to relate to subordinates in ,order
to achieve work goals. The performer is understood to have very
little power over the related subordinates' conditions of employ-
meat. The channels of commudication between the performef and the-
subordinates ere very informal; vague or irregular. ,,.1be Subordi
nates' related tasks are vaguely defined and require a great deal

of discretionary judgment. (High ratings for Leadership on all

three, aspects.)
41
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Scale 7. ORAL USE OF A RELEVANT LANGUAGE

.1?

This skill refers to the level Of precision in comprehension

of heard ianguage.required of the.performer in the task befhg. scaled,and

to the level of precision required in conveying meaning orally irr the

task- situation. (The language. referred to is the one in common use for

the task.)

The level of this.skill rises as the degree of precision in
oral use of the language required in the task rises.' The lever of the

scale is not determined by the knowledge reflected in the language used,
nor by the skill of vocal delivery involved. ..

SCALE
VALUE DESCRIPTIVE gfirfiMENT

0.0 The' task does not require the performer to understand spoken language.

or to speak.

2.0 The task requires the performer to understand and to convey meaning

through the oraleuse lbf language.- A low level of precision in choice

of or comprehension of language is sufficientito aCcomplish.the

task. .

1

4.0 The el5M requires the performer to understand and to convey meaning

through the oral use of language. A moderate ambunt-of precisT3Tin
.choice of or comprehensioakf language is necessary 'to accomplish

the task.

e

-
1/4

7.5 The task requires the performer to understand and to convey meaning

through" the oral use of language. A fairly high degree of precision
in choice of or comprehenston of language is necessary to accomplish

the flask.

9.0 The .task requires the performer to understand anto convey meaning
through the oral use df language. 'A very high degree of precision'

and awareness of nuance in choice of or comprehension of language-

is necessary to, accomplish the taelc.

C-8
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Scale 8.. READING USE OF A RELEVANT LANGUAGE--'

ti

a
, This skill refers to the level of comprehension required of

the perforM4r in his reading of written or prin ed material in the task
being scaled.
the task.)

(The language referred td is the one in common use fo

41
The level of this skill rises as the degree of preision in

the reading use'of the language requiredin the task rises. The level,
of this scale is not determined by the kffowledge reflected in the ma-
terial which is 'read.

SCALE
VALUE DESCUPTIVE ST;ATEMENT.

Ji10. The task does not require the Krformet to read and understand
clritten language.

2.0 The task reqdares the perfAmer to read and.comprehend the general
meaning of,` simple written language.

5.0 The task requires the. performer to read and comprehend the general
meaning of moderately complex written language.

7.0 The task requires the performer to read and comprehend the general
meaning of complex writ en language.

-

9,0 -The task requires- the performer to read and comprehend the precise
4

meaning and nuance,o complex written language.

C-9
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Scale 9, WRITTEN USE OF A RELtVANT LANGUAGE

This shill refets-to the level of, precision required of the
performer in'conveying meaning in the task being scaled thrOugh4the'
written use of language. '(The language`referred -to is the one in com-
monmon use for the task.)
AO.

The level, of this skill rises as the degreeof precision in
.the written use of the language required in the task rises..The.level
of this scale is cot determined by the knowledge reflectedin the lan-
guage used, nor by the level of knowle4d of grammar or of literary,
form required.

SCALE
VALUE r ..

DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

0.0 The task does notirequirg the performer to write language.
.

2.0 The task requires the performer to convey general meaning-by writing
in simple language.

5.0 The task requires the perfotAer to- somewhat precisely convey meaning
by writing in moderately complex language.

6.5 The task requires the performe4to fairly precisely convey meaning
by writing in complex lgriguage.

- 9.0 The task requires the performer to very precisely convey meaning
by writing in very complex language.

-

22
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Scale 10 . DECISION .MAILING 0 METilQDS

This skill refers to the degree of responsibility required of
a performer with respect to decisions he must make about how he does
the task being'sctiled. How the task is, done (the method) incizudes what
is done, when,,in what order, whatr'is used, and who is involved. When
the performer has ny amount of latitude in deciding how to do the task,
the skill i;.invol ed.'

# The skill rises as the choice of methods in the task situation
are less and less obvious or specified; the skill rises as the circum=
stances of the task from one instance' to another are more and more varied.
The level of this scale is not determined by the level of knowledge re-
quired. .3

SCALE
.VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT-

0.0 The performer is not required to decide on how to do any 'part' of the
task.

1.5 The performer is requirecruo decide how to do all or part of the
task: Instances of the task vary_ littleiwith'respect to the methods
to choose from, and once the situation A known, the performer's
choice is obvious and/or specified.

6

3.0 The performer is required to decide how to do all or part of ticker
task. Instances of the task vary'little )1161 respect to the methods
.to choose from,'and the performer's choice is arrived at,by, referring
to general guidelines for choosier an appropriate method.

,4.5 The performer is required to decide how to do all or.part of the task.
Instances of the task vary somewhat with respect'to the,. methods to
choose from, and the performer's choice is arrived at by referring
to general guidelines for choosin& an appropriate method.

I

7.0:-The performer is required to decide how to do all or part of the task.
Instances of the task cover a wide range of circumstances calling
for vary different mefhoas, and the performer's choice is arrived at
by referring to general guidelines fior choosinLan appropriate method.

A

.

9.0 The performer is requireeto decide how to do all or part of the task.
...- Instances of the task cover a wide 4,angeiof circumstances calling for

very different methods, and once the situation is assessed, the -Of: i

former must make his choie-e by applying his own guidelines for se-
lecting an appropriate method.

..

riK
C-11
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Scalle 117. DECISION MAKI* ON QUALITY

4 . This skill refers to thedegree of responsibility required-of the
performer-with rerspect to decisions he mu

i

t make abort the quality of the
output he produces in the task being scale . The scale refers to the per-
formgr'slatitude beyond the minimum accep able Itvels of task performance.
The skill is involved when the performei haV any effect on the quality of
the task's output beyond minimum reqUirements. C

The skill rises with the extent to which the performer can affect
the output',s quality. It is also affecqed by whether or not the output is '

subject to review or inspection by others before'it is used. The level of
this scale is not determined by the level of Inowl,dge required"nor by the
possibility of making errors.

.

SCALE
VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

0.0 The performers unable to affect the quality of the task's output.

1.5 The performer's exeffse of.choice in his standards of task perform-
ance can have only a minor effect on the quality'of the task's out-
put beyond minimum requirements, and the outputis subject to complete
and automatic review or inspection by someone else before it is used.

2.0 The performer's exercise of choite in his standards of task pexform
ance can have, only a minor effect on the quality of the task's out-
put beyond minimum requirements, and the output is Subject 'to review
or inspection.by someone else before it is used. A

.3.5 The performer's exercise of choice in his standards of task perform-
.ance can have only a minor effect on the q0ality of the task's output
beyond minimum requirements,and the output is not subject to review or-

,

inspection by anyone else before it is used.

Ayr

5.5 The performer's exercise of choice in his standards of task perform-
ance can'have considerable effect on the-quality of the task's output
beyond..minimum requirements, but the output is subject to review or

, 'inspecpion by someone else before it is used.
1

7.0 The performercs4exercise of choice in his standards of task perform-
ance can have considerable .effect on the quality of the task's output
beyond minimum requirements, and the output is not'subject to-review
or inspection by anyone else before it is used.

9.0 The performer's exercise of choice-in his standards of task perform- '

ance can completelY determine the; quality of the task's output due to
the absence of minimum requirementa, and the output is not subject_to
review or/inspection by anyone else before it is used.

C-12_,
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Scale 12. FIGURAL SKILLS

This skill refers to the leverpf complexity required of the
performer in the task beinescaled in dealing with figural'aapects of ma-
terials. The skill involves the mentarmanipulcion of figural proper-
ties -171 order to achieve a predetermined figural standard or objective..
The figural aspects. involved are limited to size, shape, form, or arrange-
ment ofmaterials in"relation to space, whether the mental images involved
or the materials dealt with are static or in motion. A figural'standard
would involve norms or criteria for size, shape, form or their arrange-
ments in space.

The skill rises as the complexity of the figural'standards which
must be achieved to perform the task rise, and.as the complexity of the
figural-relationships whose aspects the performer must deal with rise.
The level of this scale is not determined by the level'of knowledge nor
by the level of manual skills required.

SCALE
VALUE ,DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

0.0 The task does not'require themperformer to achieve a figdr:;\al objec-
tiveor standard involving size,.shape, form, or arrangement Of ma-
terials in relation to'space, whatherstatic or in motion.

_1.0 The task.. r quires the performer to achieve simple figural objectives,
or me et,g mple figural stindards involving the Size, shape,-Jorm, or
arrangem t,of materials in relation' to'spaoe, whether static or in

motion. The materials which 'ere perceived or conceived of are dealt

/
with in erms of their simple figural relationships. .

-

,/
- * 4,

3.5 The task requires the perfotter to achieve moderately complex figural
objectilves, or meet moderately complex figural standards involving
the side, shape, form, or arrangement of materials in relation to
space,?whether static or iit motion. The materials which are perceived

. br conceived of ar dealt with in terms of their simple figural rela-
tionships. r

5.0-. The task requires the performer to achieve moderately complex figural
objectives, or meet moderately complex figural standards involving

--_-the size, shape, form, or arrangement of materials-in relation to

apace, whether static or,..motion. The materials which are perceiVed.

or 'co ceived of ared4alt h in terms,of their moderately complex

ff u al elationshi s

7.0 The task requires the performer to achiev'e moderately complex figural
ob ttives, or meet moderately *complex figural standards involving-

th aize, shape, form, or arrangement of materials in relation to

_ sp cer, whether static or in motion. The, materials which are perceived

Or coniceived of are dealt with in terms of their highly complex fig-7 , .

ui 1 relationships - .,

9.0 e task requires the performer to achieve highly com lex figural ob-

ctives, or meet highly complex figural standards °lying the size, -'

shape, form, or arrangement of materials in- relation to space, whether

- static or'in motion. The.materials-whichare perdeived or condeived
of are dealt with'1 in terms of their highly complei figural relationships.

i C1.13
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Scale 13. SYMBOLIC SKILLS

This,_skill is Tailed for whenthe performer.is required by the
task being scaled to manipulate or use abstract symbols which are' part of

a'system of symbolic notation. The skill invo,fVes the us,. of or manipula-'

,tion of symbolic propeTtie)`11(suCh systems as numerical, musical, or code
notations. The, skill does-not involve the semantic meaning or the figural
properties of the symbols, nor use\kol(ingle, one-to-one symbols-whiCh are
not part of a 'System of notation, nor use of representational symbols.

The skill.riseswith the,degree of complexity of the manipulation
or use made of the symboli and with the complexity of 'the symbolic proper-
ties of the symbols._ The level of thii 'scale is,not determined by the le-
vel of knowledge or-subject matter represented by the symbols, nor by the
figural properties of the symbols involved.

SCALE
VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

0.0 -The task does not require the .performer to manipulate or use abstract
symbols which are part of a system of notation.

1.5 The task requires the performer to manipulate simile o era-
tion(s), simple abstract symbols which are part of a sys

tion.

Of

3.5 The task requires the performer Yo manipulate or use in simple opera-
tion(0, fairly complex, abstract symbefs which are part of a sys
of notation,

5.0 The task requires the performer to manipulate or use in fairly com-
plicaei operations(s), fairly complex, abstract symbols which are
part of a system of notation.

7.0 The task requires the performer to manipulate or use in fairly com-
plicated operation(s), highly complex, abstract symbols whiCh are
paxt of a system of-notation.

n-

9.0 The task fequires the' performer` to nipuIate or use in highly compli-
ecated ope'ration(s), highly comple abstract s mbol which are part
of a sys em of notation.

C-.14
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Scale 14. TAXONOMIC SKILLS-

41.

This skill is called for when the performer is required by. the
task being scaled to consciously apply or create conceptual classifying
or organizing principles. The skill involves the application of mental
processes to assign an unknown set of information to existing conceptual
classes or systems, or the'creation of c nceptuat classes or systems to'
suit the needs of the task. The skill d not involve the use of intui-
tive judgment,, the use of simply figural or symbolic.principles, or the
one-to-one matching, of obvious' characteristics.

When conceptual organizing or classifying principles are to be
applied, the skill rises with thUlevel of complexity of the principles.
When conceptual organizing or classifying principles are to be created,

1 the skill rises with the level of complexity of the purposes they must
serve in the task. The level of this scale is not determined by,the
of knowledge nor by the level of the other intellectual skills required.

a

SCALE
VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

0,0 The task does not require the performer to consciously apply or create
conceptual principles-of classification or organization.

2.0 The task 'requires vi'e performer to consciously apply simple conceptual
principles of classification 2r organization; or to create conceptual
principles with which to organize or classify information to suit,sim-
ple needs in the task situation.

5.5 The task requires the performer to consciously apply somewhat complex.
conceptual-principles of classification or organization; or to create
conceptual principles with which to organize or classify informatibn
to suit somewhat complex needs in the task situation.

, 7.0 The task requires the performer to consciously apply-considerably com-.-
plex conceptual principles Oi classification or organization; or to
create conceptual principles with which to organize or classify infor-
mation to suit considerably Complex needs in the task situat

9.0 The taskvxequiresthe performerito consciously apply extremely complex
:conceptual principles of classification or organization; or td create
connPtual principles with which to organize or classify information
to suit extremely complex needs in the task situation.

C-15
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Scale 15- IMPLICATI SKILLS
p. 1 of 2

This ikill is called for when a perfrmer Must come to cianclu-
sionsor draw implications in the task being sca4ed which go beyond the
memorization of cause and effect relationships or\simpleasseciations.
The'4akill involves the appliCation of mental presses to deal,with a,set
of information so as to draw non-routine conclusions or inferences or to
foresee consequences in the performance of, the task'\

The skill rises with the degree of complexity of the information
with which the p rformer must deal in drawing implications, and rises with
the extent to w ch the kinds of fnformation froM which the conclugions or
inferences are be drawn vary from one instance-of the task to another.
The level of this scale is, not determined by, the seriousness of theetrors
in judgment which could be ihvolved, nor by theelevel of knowledge,nor by
the level of other intellectual skills required

SCALE
VALUE .DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

I

0.0 The task does not require the performer to go beyond memorization of
cause and effect relationShips or simple associations to draw con-

clusions or inferences from a set of information.

1.0 The task requires the perfofmer to go, beyond memorization of cause
and effect xelationships or simple associations to draw'conclusions
or inferences from a set of relatively straight-forward or unco4lex
informati'n. The kinds of information from which the'concluSions or
inferences must be drawn vary little, from one instance of the task
to another. 0

2.0 The task requires the performer to go beyond memorization of cause
and effect relationships or simple associations tp draw conclu ions
or inferences from a-. set of relativel strai ht-4orw-- or unc lex
information. The kinds of information from whic e conclusions or
inferences must be drawn vary somewhat from 'o instance of the'resk
to another.

4.0 Th4.0.2e task requires the performer to go bey nd memorization of cause
and effect relationships or simple assoc ationsN,to draw conclusions
or inferences from a set of moderately cuplex information. The kinds
of information from which the conclusion or inferences must be drawn
vary little from one instance of the task to another.

5.0 the task requires the'performer-td go beyond memorization of cause
and effect relationships of simple as ations 'to draw conclusions
or inferences fiom a set of moderately complex information. The kinds
of information-from which the concl ons or inferences must be dYawn
vary somewhat-from one instance of t e task to another.

I-

r
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Scale 15. IMPLICATIVE SKILLS.(continued)
p.,2 of 2

SCALE
VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

8.0 The task requires,the performer to go beyond memorization of cause
and effect relationships or simple associations to draw conclusions
or inferences from a set of extremely complex or extremely ambiguous
information. The kinds of information from which the conclusions or
inferences must be drawn vary somewhatfrom one instance of the task
to another. ?

.

9.0 The task requires the performer to go beyond memorization of cause,
and effect relationships or simple associations to draw conclusions
or inferences from a set of extremely complex or extremely ambiguous
information. The kinds of information frOm which the conclusions or
inferences must be drawn vary a great deal from one inbtance;?-the
task to another.

r

§104,4.

I t

/

a
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Scale 16., FINANCIAL,CONSEQUENcES OF ERROR
R. AZ

.

This s kill refers to the, degree A responsibility carried by.a
perfAmer with respect to the fitancialleamage which could result from er-

. roots.in his-performance.of the task being scaled-

*

The error whose conse-

1 quences would rated would be the most serious likely errot to be ex- .40 '
.

pected frjal performer qualified to do the task. The'skill is involved if---:

errors 011Wormance of the task have any financial consequences involiPingc:
any output, equipment, materials, .time or other chargeabA items. The lev-
el of this scala, is not determined by the value of-insurance claims orgem-
age suits which would result from harm to humans. : N

'DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

4

/0.0 No likely error in the perfOrmer's task pe4prmance'could result in
: financial damage tp the knstitutiOn.

\
.0 The most serious likely error in'the performer's task performance

Would.result in negligible ,financial damage to the institution.
,

, .

;
. ,

4.0 the most serious likely606i in the erformer's task 'PerformAnce *

would result in financial damage to the institution of a relatively
moderate but manageable amount.

6.0
:itene=n1=aeltr 1:-ttillpe-tUrfinrsTei /ion of an amount

's task performance

considered tobe relativel diff t to ab o b.

..111

p7.5 The most serioUs- likely error,in the Perform r'S ttak Performapce
N
would result 4p financial damage to the inst tution of an amount
considered to-be extremel serious and extr el difficult to absorb.

o.

9.0 Themost serious-lik y,error in'the Perforer's task performance'
would resdltin fina cial dame to the institution of'an amount so -

serious tlUt the insttiOton woiltild cease t existt'

.

111



Sce 17.- CONSEQUENCES OF ERROR TO RUMANS

This skill refers to*the degree of responsibility carried by the
perf ormer with respect to the'hilitm which could be done to humans as a r --

sult Of errors in his performance of the.taik being scaled-The erroryhose
consequences are rated would be the most serious likelygrrar be expec-
,ted.from a perforMer qualified to do the task. The skill isNinvolved if
errors in performance of the task result in any physical or mental harm to
humans, including recipients, respondents', co-workers,or persons not dir-
ectly_related to the' task. The perform &r is included. The level of this
scale is not determined by any financial harm Which could be done' to persons.

SCALE
VALUE lipCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

0.0 No likely error'll the performer's task performance could result in
harm to a human;

1.0 The mdst serious Likely etror.inIthe pe er's task performance
would.resu physical or mental incOn ace,

2.0 The most-serious liktly error in the' pefformer's task performance
would result in very minor physical of mental harm, requiring little
or no remediation.

0 . II
340 The most serious likely error in the-performer's task performance, ,

would result in minor physical or mental harm
4.

and would require rem-
/diation or treatment. r .

/

7.

5.5 The most serious likely-error In. the performef's tibk performance
would resUlf in considerable physical or mental'harm:and would 'reciiiire 1

remediation or treatment. :* .: 0
4

. I.

. s
. . . - .. . ,,

.

.7;0 The most serious, likely error in the performer's task performance
would result in very serious physical Or mental. harm, orowpule ,

put-the affected person in'danger of minor permanent divine.

1 6!: , ; .

8.0 The mos'rious errorjn the perforier'slp performancg
. * 44'''

would result in serious, permanent damage beyond"th help of!toetaedia7

tion or' eatment. /
<._

:
.

m
, .

,
- . 6 .' 'N. .

9.0 The most serious likely eribrAn thgkperformees task Orfpr6ance
would result in immediate and-,inevitiOle deatti.%. :,,,.

.
(---

I
. . .

.,.. ..f

* 4

. 4#
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Scale18. LEVELS OF KNOWLEDGE
p. 1 of 2

This-scale refers to the
category required of the performer
categbry is rated pith this-scale.

task must'require6knOWAge beyond
Steps of the t

r
level of knowledge in a givenisgbje

in the task being scaled. The knowledge

To be rated above zero on the scale the
the simple memorization of the overt

The scale rides with the amount of detailed knowledge which must
be conscusly applied and with the depth of understanding required in the
subject Aea, in terms of the subject area's content, the, structure ofits
ideas, and itt uses: "Detailed knowledge" covers such things asjechnftal

or special terms or facts. "Consciously applied" means that the performer
is'able to-(but need not) articulate his use of the knowledge in the task

. -
situation.

The level of knowledge for A category is not determined by the-
level of any intellectual skills required, nor by the level for any other
knowledge category requiret for_theitask,-nor by the level of the category

required for any other tasks61 the job involved.

)

SCALE
VALUE. DESCRIPTIVE `STATEMENT

0;0 The task doinot ?Squire the'performer to consciously apply knowledge
ln this subjectcategory which has been gained in a learning experi-
ence requiring more than the memorization of, the overt steps' of the

speAfic task being scaled.

1.5 The tagrrequires that the performer consciously apply a limited

amount of detailed.knowledse_in this subject-category; including
such things as.technical oir special terms, facts or equipment.

2.5 The task requiredetchat the 'perfor mer have a general awareness of this

subject category in terms of'its contentathe structure of its ideas?

and its uses. The performer must' consciously apply a limited amount
detailedlinowledge in this subject.area, including such things as

technical or special terms, cts or equipment.

25".

3.5 The .task requires that the performer have a general awareneWof this
subject category.1n termsof its content, the structure of its ideas,

and ixe uses. The performer must consciously apply a moderate amount
of detailed knowledge'in.this subject area, including such things as
technical or specialterms,,facts or equipment.

C-20.
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Scale 18. LEVELS OF KNOWLEDGE (continued)
p. 2 of 2

SCALE
VALUE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT

/

5.5 The task requires that-the perforier,have a conSiderake degree of
understanding of this subject-category in terms of its content, the
,structure of its ideas, and its use's.- The performer must consoiousl
apply,a moderate amount of detailed knowledge in this area, including
such things as technical or special terms, facts or equipment-

7.0 The task requires that the performer have a considerable degree of
understanding of this subject category in terms of its'content, the
structure of its ideas, and its uses.' The peiformer must consciously
apply ayery great amount of detailed knowledge its this subject area;
including.such things as technical or special terms, facts or equipment.

8.0 The task requires that the performer have &very deep'understanding
of this subject category in terms Of its content, the structure of
its ideas, and its uses. The performer must consciously apply, a mod-
erate amount of detailed knowledge inthls subject area, including
such things as technical or special- 'terms, facts v equipment.

9.0 The task requires that the performer have a very deed understanding '

of thli subject category in terms Of its content, the structure of
its ideas, and its uses. The performer must consciously apply a very
great amount of'detailed knowledge trP this bu t ares, including.

such things as technical or sppcial:terms, acts or equipment..
.

4 -ti
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APPENDIX D
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SUMMARY OF TWO-MODE FACTOR ANALYSIS.. RESULTS -

Table D.1 Factor Structure of Skill and Knowledge Variables D-1

Table D.2 Assignment of Tasks To Factors By Task Code and
Factor Number
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Table-D.1. FACTOR STRUCTURE OF SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE VARIABLES e 1 of 6

I ,

1Skill pr KnoWledge CategdrY
Number and Abbreviated Nemec , .0°.%

Loadings of Skill and Knowledge Variablesa
Run 1 Factorsb . Run 4 Factorsb

I II III IV V VI VII I II IV V III VI

Object Manipulation,Skills .

Guiding or Steering,Skills .

Human Interaction Skills '.

Oral Use of ,a Releiarit Language

Reading Use 9f a Relevarq, Language
Written Use of a Relev4Int,Language
Decision Making on Method s

Decision Making on Quality
Figural Skills ,

Symbolic Sly411s .

Taxpnomic Skills .

Implicatiye Skills
'Financial ConsequenCes ofError
Consequences of Error To Humans

11131000 Normal structur and function
11731100 Regional anatomy ...

11731200 Topographic atmtomy

11731300 Hematopoietic,system

-

Iihr

.56

.49

.67

.42

.72

.61

.71

.63

.61

.49

.89

.
.

.

-

.

%

..64

.63

.49
_

1

'-Th

.45

40.

.58

.42

.62

.

0

.

.

.

At

.42

.57

.59

.42

,.

.45

.

.48

.65

.61

,

.53

.72

.88

.54

.92

.

58
.4Q

.

46

...

.48

.72

.70

.69

.56

.53

.49

.67

.72
.67,

.53

.66

.72

..74

.54

41,

a Loadings of .40 or more are shown. Negative sign indicates that variable loads inversely with respeCt to

loading of other variables that determine the factor.
-b Refers to analysis of 144 skill and knowledge variahles_far each run as presented in Appendix B. Run 1 ,refers,

to 560 tasks in.ambillatory care and diagnostic radiology; Run 4 refers to 324 tasks in diagnostic radiology

excluding teaching and meetings tasks. Appendix A presents abbreviated task' names and the tasks in each rta.

c See Appendix B for full names of the knowledge categories. See Appendix C for skill scales.
Nole: Factorp, were assigned the same number across runs when the structure was similar. Factor names by run,

number, and content are as follows:

I
Run 1 7-Factor Solution

Non-neurologic radiology.
II Diagnosis,neororadiology.
III Ambulatory care examinations, counseling,

administration; conferences, meetings.
IV Patient and emergency care.

c.
a.V Female care nd obs-gyn. radiology.

VI Gastrointestinal care and radiology.
VII' Radiologic teehhology, duality

assurance, materials-related.

23

Run'4 6-Factor Solution
I Non-neurologic radiology.
II NeLroradiology,
III * See below.

IV Patient and emergency care.-

V Obstetrics- gynecology radiology.

VI * See below.

['III' * Radiologic technology.
VI * Quality assurance, materials-related.

4

23b
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table D.1 (continued)

.

Page 2 of 6
Loadings of Skill and Knowledge Variablesa

Knowledge Category Number and Abbreviat*dLtnec
Run 1 Factorsb Run 4 Factorbb

II fii IV V VI VII I II IV V III VI

11731400 Circulatory system
11731500 Resfaratory system'
11731600, Digestive system
11731610 Mouth; pharynx, esophagus
11731620 Stomach-and small intestine

"11731630 Large intestine (colon) and rectum
11731640 Liver,-biliary system, and pancreas
11731700 Urinary system.
si1731800 Musculo-skeletal system
1;731810 Muscles
11.731820 Bones and,joints

.76

.79

.83

.42

.80,

.74

:69

.69

.76

.80

.80

.78

.84

.91

.96

.59

.57

.58

.51

.88

:69

.85

.64

'

'0

.60

.62
11731831 'Skin and sweat glands ' x X X .85

11731900 NervoUs system .81 .90

11731910 Central nervous system - .76 .81

11731920 Peripheral nervous syftem .78 .82

11731930 Amtonomic nervous system 47 :.58- .52 .52

11731943 Eye and optic nerve .72 .90

11731944 Touch, heat, cold and pain receptors x x x X X X X .94

11731945 The ear .71 .91

11731946 Kinesthetic receptors x * x X x X x .93

11732100 Immunologic system .84 .87

11732210 Endocrine glands and hormone physiology .80 .91

11732220 Reproduction .46 -72 .83

11732.221 Conception and contraception .57 .52. .68

11732222 Male reproductive system .75 .40

11732223 Female reproductive system / .69 ",.49

dig

f, 41111

x: not included for this run's factor analysis.

.240 .or
)

10

. /-
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Table D.1 (continued)
'7

. .
'

Know4ed:e Cate:o Number and Abbreviated Namec

Loadings of Skill and Knowledge Variablesa ,

Run 1 Factors0 Run 4 Factors
t

I II III IV V VI VII I II IV V III VI-

11732300 Homeostasis of fluids
11732440,.Metabolism it

11733000 Pathology
11731100 Infective and parasitic diseases
11733200 Neoplasms (cancerous growths) '

11733300 Endocrine, nutritional, Metabolic disorders

11733400 Disorders of blood,` blood - forming organs

11733510 Disorders of central nervoussystem
11733520 Disorders of peripheral nervous system
11733530 Disorders of autonomic nervous system
11733543 Disorders of eye, optic nerve '

111733544 Disorders of touch,heat,cold,pain receptors

11733545 Disorders of the ear m- loNL,

11733546 DiSorders of kinesthetic receptors

'11733600 Disorders of the circulatory system
11733700 Disorders of the digestive System

11733800 Disorders of the respiratory system.

11733900 Disorders of the uro-genital system

11734100 Disorders of skin, subcutaneous tissues
11734200. Disorders of musculoskeletal system
)41734300 Congenital abnormalities
1173410 Disor.ders-, complications of pregiancy,birth

117145 0 Perinatal morbidity and mortality

11734600 Burnsw,

11734700 Poisoning
11734800 Shock and trauma .

11735000 Surgery

11735100 Operative procedures
11735200 Amputation and disarticulation

11735300 Repair surgery

11735400 Introductory procedures :

.80

.71
:.86

.82

:a5

.81

.90

.79,

.74

.81

x

x

.73

.84

.76

.81'

.69

.78

.89

.66

.75

.80

.63

.84

.86

x

.90

.70

.43

.59

x

.62

x

,

x

,

.58

x

.58

x

.

.

9

x-

x-

x

.40

.58
.

x

,

x

x

,

.47

.61

x

. n '\,.......93

x x

x x

'

.

x

.89

.88

.195

.86

.92

,91
.86

.82

.90

, '.86

.72

.93

.77

1.87

.87'

.74

.92

.72-

.88

.91

.60

.93

.92
. ,

.92

.71'

, ''''

.40
.

.93

.91

.93

'

.40

f

.50.,

.51

. .56

.42

.73
.

.66

,

,



Table (ContinUed) Page 4 of 6
.

,

Knowledge Category Number anh Abbteviated Namec

dings of Skill
4.

and Knowledge Variablesa
Runs actorsb Run 4 Factorsb

I II III IV - II I II IV V III VI
11735500. Endoscopy ) , .59 . .

11735600 Suture -.50 *x -x . x
11735200 Manipulatiori .44 .45 ',

11735800 Deli try methods for childbirth
.

.43, .62 .79

11736000 Anest esiology .54 lk .44 .54

11737000 First aid and care .59 r .54 .

11737100 Bandages, dressings, tourniquets,'.splints ' .53 .67 '

_kfT37200 Hemorrhage and bleeding and their arrest .45-.42 .44 .55

117373Q10-- Handling, transportation of sick, wounded ..75 AP
11737400 Spraills, strains, fractures, healing ..69 .46 .64 , .60
11737500 Foreign bodies in eye, throat .

I_
:40 .44 x x x x x x

11737600 Resuscitation .52 .57
11737700 WoUnds and their'healing 4. .55' .55 .58 .60
11738000 Asepsis. .74 .46 .66
11739430 Sanitation .69

.

x x x x x x
11741000 Epidemiology .86 x x k x x x
11742100 Physical therapy .48 .48 x x x x x x
11742120 Disability evaluation .62 .68 '.

11742132 Corrective, preventive compensatory .52 x -xxxxx
adjustments

11742113" SpeciaLpost-disease, chronic.disease
therapy

.53
.

.54

11742148 Exercise .53 x x x x x
11743400 Nutritional.requirements and diets .50 .40 .66
11744000 Dentistry x x x x x x x
11745000 Growth and developMent .74 . .92
11045100 Embryology, prenatal growth, development . .59 .40 :

11745200 Nepnatal period growth, development .52 - .66

'11745300 Infant growth, developmeht . .69 .78
11745400. Childhood growth; development ) .74 ,

. .80,
-

11/45500 Adolescent growth, development .79- .88

ag 3
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Table D.1 -(continued) Page of,6
..

.

. . .
. ..

',-,-
v .

-
41

KdOWledge Category. Number *Mkt i eviatecrNatac ',

Loadinks of Skill and khowledge Variablesa
Run 4 FttorsbRun 1 Factorsb

I II III Ili V VI VII I II. IV V III 'VI

A1745600 Adulthood OvelAmen ''
/

'1.1745/00 Old age (geriaerIcs) development
,11.7458010 Death and dying deVelopment

,1100000 MicrObiology '

, ,,

122100ti4 4adiobiolaw ,

12220600' Radiology .

.t

_12221000 kapllOtherapy - '
.

12222000 Radionuclide therapy
'1222306 Diagnoart.c radiography ,/,./ .

1 240000 :,Radionuclide analy

2300000 Pnarmacoloty IP ,
2 10d0 til'ilg absorptio

1 20017 Diugdidtribution k s

_124p000 'Drug' excretion, :

1237%000 rug metaboliam
12331000 lmg toxiciliz %- P C34

12332691 Drug idiosyncrasy, aller' Thariacogenetics
4

12334000 Drug tolerance; and physic dgpendence.

12335000 Drug synergii.sir .

0
12336000 pemicaliNeratogenesis
12141100 Amtib'acterial and.antifiungal chemotherapy,

1214440 Antiprotozoal/antimetazoal chemotherapy
,

'12301046 Cancer and, virus chemotherapy ;/. .4

12341100 Drugs actIng on-the eardioVaiculiF system
7 ansmobrh muscle--: _

`i2342204,...Dieugq acting on the blood .

12342300 -RSrmones and_drugs acting qp endoc4ne

tor ' glands, accessory reproductive ottans4.'

12342400ritamins and nutritido 1..agents

413.426010' rUgi for allergy ugh, vomiting -4.,

111642700:yruniaciin astrointestinal tract.; .'

.72

.71

.57

.57

.92 ,,.. ' °..,-

.94

.95

.60

.72 '

.78.14, ,

.71

.7 "..

65

.4O -5,9

:55 .

:56

.44-,

.72°

.78

'.55 :

..

.86_

.44 .42
.

.54...

448'

,

.67
n

.4o

.

e,

ilit

.40

.

-

-

.48

43,

.

.47

1

.41%.

.

.

.

.46

.61

--

.41

.55

.58

.59

."

t

.75

',75 4

x *

x x

:/0

u
.92

:92

-:042 /7'

--56. '

, .92

.82

.82 ,

.70

I ,'

.54.,

".53
. -x , x

.88

'.83

.5

x
88

a

'` b

.41 \

.66

.66

_

x
x x

.44

.6100

0 /
-.59

x ,x

,

x

.67

.68

.51

...57

.50

' x

x

.84

ilk

.80

.

.,

x

x

.

ANL

(

x

x

.

S

4 I

1

."4
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Pane 6 of 6
, '

,
-

-

Know edge Category Number and Abbreviated Namec
.

Loadings of Skill and Knowledge Vareablesa
Run "l Factorsb Run 4 Factorsb

I II-III' IV V VI AitI I II IV V III VI

.1234U0Q Orugs acting A tee nervous system
12342810, Drugs acting on autonomic nervous system-
12342820 Drugsacting on the_neuromuscUlar system ,

.12342830 Drugs acting on the central nervous system.
15212100 EleCtric circuit theory ' ,

---.

15222500 Interaction with radiation ..... .,

24124000 Ultrasonics ;' ;

24132100_ Electronic device , ,

41610000 Sensation and perception 4, .

41611300 Cutanegus,(Ftouch) sensation
41611400 Kinesthetic sensation ..

-

41660000 Development,:growth ofbehavibral'pvocesses
of the individual .

41661000 Motor development'
41662000 Perceptual development
41663000 Cogbitilie develOpment.: : .

41666700 Death and..dying behavioral devel pment
41690000 Psychopathology

fr-41691000 Mental retardation 4; . ..

4160W100 -Organic brain syndromes -xxxxxxx
.

417101000 Psychotherapy and counseling . ,

41884200 Health ervices administration and,policy
42340000 Systems of content presentation
51200000 Algebra

,.. .4
'52220000 Descriptive,statistics .

6 620000 Mecfianics of, writing English

. .

.43 .65

.60 .44
:44 .64
.72 .41

°

.'

.74
4.

6.

.66

x x x x x x
x x x x X' x

.78

x x x x x x
x x x, .e x x
x x x x x
.56 , -
. .81

.77

.83-

.74

. .

xxxxx x
.61

. -

_

.59

.77

.58

x
x

,

x

x
x

.

.50

x

.48

.47 .56
.61 .43

.46 -.56

:68 .44

.80

-.5O .66

.58 .44

.75

.95

.92

.92

..93
.

.92

.89.

.89

'.40 .45

,91

.79

.91

x x x x . x

x x x x' x x

x x X x ' x x

3
.56 .69 .70

*
.

-,'Total Variablks_in Factor at ± .40 or,eigher: 91 26 '18 .18 13 10

_

92 24 22 6 3012`-
Percentage Variance Accounted for by Factor: 34 8 7 1 6 4 38 14 7 4 10 3

.
. . Run ilubZ-Factor- olution Run 4 ,6-4MEtor Solution

-.Total VarianceAccounted'for 16y Factor Solution: ,

Number of Variables unassigned at ± .40'or higher:
71%

2

76%.

V
ote: All the'skill and knowledge variables identified for a11`' he tasks are presented in Appendix B.



Table D.2. ASSIGNMENT OF TASKS TO FACTORS Bt TASK CODE AND FACTOR ER
4

Pag 1 of 7
Task
Code

SixFaCtor Solutina Task
Code

/ Six-Factili Solutfofia

i ri III IV V VI A I II. III /V" V 'II A '

, TASKS IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
1

2'

3

4

-5

6

7

8-

18 I

19

20

,
33

65
.,

6§:

:67

68

69.

70

71

72

73

74

76

_77

78

79

t. -8Q

81

42

95

98

113

*

.

,

0

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

.

-

.

.

.

.

x

"/
.

,

x

x

V

,

.

,..

r
A'
* '

x

x
.

. lit,

x

x

-

x
.

'
.

x

.)

.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

.x

x

x

-

,
x

x

.

x

128

129
.

131

132
*1

,133 ,

134

135"

136
137

138

'

143
.-

145

.147

*
153

-,

155 ,

156

158

',_63

164

165

166 ,

167

173-

175
2.

178

-

180

181

182 IP

.

*

.

._,

_

.

_

,'

.

.

x

x

x*

.

x

x

x

1

x

lc

x

.

A.

.

.

.

-

.

.x

x

.

.
.

X

o

,

x

x

x

x

<N.

,

x

x

x

x

N
x

,

.

.

'

x

.,

,

.

,,_

.

.

a Factors are as follows:
0 No. of

, (Based on Run 4) Tasks

Factor I: Non-neurologic radiology. 128

Factor II: Neuroradiology. 20

Factor in: Radiologic technology. 77

'actor IV: Patient and emergency care. 51

4

D-7

No: of
Tasks

Factor V: Obstetric-gyn6col- 16

logic radiology!
Factor Quality assurance,EP

materials-related.-
Non-factor A: Administration. ' 14

24i



Page ot_____
Task.

Code_

Six-Factor Solutiona Task
Code

Six-Factor Solutiona

: II III IV V 'VI A -I II III IV V VI

4 TASKS IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOOT -(continued)
,..1.44'

185
186
187

190

192
193

198-
199,

222
223

227

2.43

fict

262

264

267

'269.

271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285

286
287
288,
289
290

4

-

.

.'

-

-

---

,

.

.

'

.

.

-

4*

.

.

-

.

.

-,...

.. .

-1

x

'

x

x

'
x.

x
,x
'

..
x

x

x"

-

x
x
x
x
'x,

x

x
x

,

..

,

x so

x
x

x '
..

.
x
x

x
'

x

x'
r

x k

4
x
x
x
x

x.

x
,

x
x

x

,

291
292
293
294 *
295

296

P7
298
2909

300
301
302,
'303

307,
308 -

309
310-
311
312
313

314
7315
316 A

+ 31 7

318
319
320
321 A--

322 .i
323- ,
324
324 -

326.:
327
328
329 ,

330
.331' .

332'
333
334
335 -

336
337
338-
339
340

,

'

'

. '

-*
./x

x
x
x ,

-x
X'
x,

' ,X.

x
x ,

x
,4
X

x ,,.
)5

x
x'

. x
x .

x .
ii
x.
x
xi
x

. x
. xi 2

x.
xes.s.

.

.

.

p

,

.
-

.,

1,

..
. .

-*-1/4- -..

.,
X CI ..
X.

,' "

4 1

* -

--_

'
..

.

. .

.

.

x.
x.

x .

x ,

x

"x
x
x.

x

x

4.

.

-,
.

.
\A--

,

x.'
x

.

.

.

x
.

.

x

.

.

%

.

x
-x

....

P

,-

x
x

'X-
(

,

.

,

#,

-

2U D-8



11,

Table D.2 (continued) Page 3 of 7

Task
Code \

Six-Factor Solutiona Task
Cbde

Six-Factor Solutiona
I II III IV V VI A I II III IV V VI A

_

TASKS IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY (continued)

.

341,
'142

343

344

345

346

34
348

349

350

311
352 .

353

354

355 ,

356

157

358

359.

360

361

362
363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370

371

372

373

374

375

376

377

378

.379

380

381

382

383

384

385

386

387

388

389

390

tx
x

x
. x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

.

.

.

'

i
- ,

. x

-x

x

. x

x

...x..

\--... ' '

x

x"_

x

x

x

x

'x

x

,
x

x

. x

x

x,

'x/

- )c.

Z

x
x

x.

x

.x

r
x

x
.x

x

x
._x

. x
x

.

_

.

.-

.

,

, .

.

,

.,

.'

x

..

.

.

*

.

.
.

,

_

.

. /
N 4.

391 x
392 x ,

193 x
.

394 x

'395 x ,

396 x.
..

397 ' x

398 x
399 x --
400 x

.

401 x'

402 x -x

403 x

404 x

405 x
406 x x

407 x

.408 x

409. x

410 x - -,

411 x

412-- x

413 x

414 x .

415 1 x

416 i x

417 x

41$ x x

419 x x

420 x . x

421 x - x

422 x x
423 x , . x

424 x,

425 x x

f.426 x

427 __..x .

48 x

429
, x

430 x
.

431 x

432 x

413 x
. .

434 x '

435 x
436 x , .

43 x

4 - x

439, x x , x.

440 x

.

.

.

I

.

,

A

.

1

.

4

D-9
2 51 .

J



I Table D,2 (continued) Page 4 of 7
Task
Code

Six - Factor Solotiona Task .

Code
Six-Factor ,SOlutiona

I II III IV V VI A I II III- IV V VI A

-. TASKS IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY (continued)
441

442

443

444
445

446

447

448

449

450
441

452

453 %
454

455

456

457

458

459
460

461"

. 462

463
464

465

464
467

468

469

470

471

472

,473

474

475

476

477

478

1 479

480

481

482

483
484

485

486'
487

488

489

490

.

-.

4

,

,

w

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x_

x

.

.

x

x

x

.x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

. x ,

- x

x

x

x
x

4

.

x

x

x i?4
x

x

x

'

.

.

-

.

.

,

..
.

.

4
.

.

oir
,

_-

.

.

.

.

x,

491 i

492 x
493 x.

494 x

495 X
00496 x

407 x

498 4 x

499 - x

500 /- .x

501 .. x

502 ix

.

503 x .
.

504 x " m
404

505 'i x
506 x

.
507 x
508 X

.

509 _ .x
'510 x .

511 . x

.512 x

513 x

514 x

515 .-

516 t '. x
, .

51J, x
,

518 _ x
ft

'51 x9 iir- . - ,

520
,

x
521 1.1

.

x
522 is

.523, . .

524c .

,

-

525.
.

526 x

527 .

528

529

530

531 4
532

.

533
534

635
536

537, 4 =

538 . ,

53.9 1

540

.

* .

-

.

.

x

x

g

x

x

x

X

x

x

x ,

, x

x
x

x

x

x

x

_

1

.

, 252 D-10
.1
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Table D.2 Paste 5 of 7(continue
Task Six-FactOr Solutiona w Task Six-Factor Solutiona

Code I II' III IV V VI Code I If III IV V VI A

TASKS IN DIACNOSTIC RADIOLOGY (continued)

541 . x ,. 551 . x,

542 . x 552, x

'543 de x 553 fx
,

544 . x . 554 ,x
.

545 x 555 x

546 x 556 x
.547 x 557 x

...--.-

548 x 558 x

549 . t x 559 ' x
.

550 x 560 x

Task
Code

Seven-Fattor Solutionb Task

Code

Seven-Factor Solutionb

B I II' III IV V v1 VII B I II "III Iii,, V. VI. VII'

TASKS 'FOUND SOLELY IN AMBULATORY CARE

'9'

10

11-

12

13

14

t5

'1'6
17

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32-

34

. 35

36

4/7
38

_x
x
---

x

,

-

x

x

x

x

x

0
X

,

x

y.

x

x

x

x

x

x.

-x

x

x

x.

.

_

x

x

x

x

x

x

x -
,,.

39 x

40 x .

41

42 ,

43

44

45

46

47
.

48 .

49 o

50 .

51 x

52 x

53= - x .

54 x,

55 x X
56 x

57

58

69

.60

61
if

62

63 x

-64 , -, x

75. x

x

x

. x

4 x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

)!

x '

x.

x

x

x

-

.,

---..

_,.......,

.

-

,

,

.

x

X

.

b Factors gre as
Factor I:
Factor II:

L Factor III:

Njactor IV:
Factor V:
Factor VI:

Factor VII:

= Non-Factor B:

follows: (Based on Run 1)
Non-neurologic radiplogy(none solely in ambulatory care).

Diagnosis, neuroradiology.
Ambulatory care examinations,counseling,administratiOn;conferences.
Ntient and emergency care.
Female care 4obs-gyn.).
Gastrointestinal care.
Radidlogic technology, quality assurance, materials.

Laboratory procedures.
D-11
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.Table D.2 (continued) Page 6 of
Task
Code

Seven-Factor Solutionb Ta
e.

'e174 Factgr Solutionb
B I IT III IV V VI VII `C B I II III IV , V VI VII

'-------..... TASKS FOUND SOLELY I AMB ,CARE (continued)
,83

84

85 ,

86

87
88

89

,90%.,

91
92
93

94

1.

96

97

,99

100
101

162

103

104

1051

106
107

108

109

110
_111

112

114

115 -

116

' 117

418
119

120
121

122 1

123

12

6

ra7

130

1'39

140

141 x

142

,.

4'

'

.

-

,

".,.

,

0

_

___

.

.

x
x

x

x ,

x x

x.

x )

x

x

x

x

x x

x x

x

x'
x

.

x

x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

x x

..

x

x
.x

x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

,,

x

x x

.

x

.

i

x

x

x

x

x

x

.

'

-
..

.

.

is

x .

.

.%

..

x

x

x

.

.

'

7.-

.

144
'.

146,

-

148

149-

150
151

.152 .

L,0
154

157

159

160
161

162

168

169

170

171

172 x

174

176

177

179

.

183

188
189

-,

191
4

:-194,
195

196

197

,

200 .

201

202

203 -

204

205

206
207 x

.

.

.

-

.

-

,
_

r

i

'

.

,

.

x

-,

x

x .

-

x

x

x

x

.

.x,
x

x

,

x

. -

x

'x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

,

.

x

-

x.

...

. .

,x

.

x
%

,..

x

-x

x
x

.

4

x
x,

x
.

x

x

.

.
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Page 7 of 7

Task
Code

Seven-Factor Solutionb Task
Code

Seven-Factor Solutionb

II, Sl: V _y1 VII B I II III IV V VI VII

SOLELY IN AMBULATORY CARE (qpntinued)

208 .
. 240 x

209 . - x 241 x

210 x 242 x

211 x x

212 , x 244' x x

213 x 245 / . x'

214 x 246 x

215

216 .

x

x

. 247

248
.

I

x

x x

217 x __ 249 x x' )

218 , x 4 250 X

219 251 x

220 .
x x 252 x

221 x 253 x
.

.
254 x-

224 x 255 x\:,

225 x 256 _ ' x

226

.

x x ,257

25$

.
.

x
x

xt
x

228 . x 259

22g x x
.

230 x 261 x

-231 x_ 263 x - x

232 . x

233 265 .
-x

Z34
.

,x
,x x 266 . x

235 x .

236 x 0. 268
-

237 x ,

.

- 2.38.. x 270 x

239 . ill x
___

.

. . ,

Note: The abbreviated task names are listed by task 'code number in Appendix A.

-AO
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APPENDIX E
6

FACTOR STRUCTURE OF TASKS:
THE ARRANGEMENT OF TASKS WITHIN FACTORS

Table .E.1 Quality Assurance Factor E-1

Table E.2 Radiologic Technology Factor "E-7

Table E.3 Patient and Emergency Care Factor E-13

Table E.4 Administrative Tasks (Non-Factor A)

.Table Non-Neurologic Radiology Factor

Table E.6 Neuroradiologyjactor

Table E.7 Obstetrics-Gynecology Radiology Factor

E-17

' E -19

E-27

E-29 -

4
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/Table E.1. FACTOR STRUCTURE OF TASKS: QUALITY ASSURANCE FACTOR
Page l; of 6

Task
Code Abbreviated Task Name and Job Level

Factor Loadinga
Run lb' Run 4c

Level 5 (Professional)

Planning and resenting lectures and/or related
laboratory sessions on radiation and/or health
physics for students in professional programs for
diagnostic radiology, in medical school, or in
medical sciences.

.37 . . x.

Collecting and presegling technical information about
and/or recommending new. diagnostic x-ray equipment.

.38. .57

Designing, maintaining,evaluating calibration and/or-
dose monitoring pi-6gram in diagnostiuladiology.

.42 .59

Designing, maintaining, evaluating radiation protec-
tion and, monitoring programs in diagnostic radi- .

oloky.

.43 ' .59

Determining primary and secondary structura.shield-
ing,required for diagnostic x-ray installations.

.33 .44

Des ning, maintaining, evaluating 41-kroom and /or
fi m processor monitoring program NI diagnostic
radiology

.32 -;51 .

Providing clinical training for staff in a diagnos-
tic radiology department in quality assurance
tests of equipment, in radiation protection pro=-
cedures, and related maintenance.

.29:1 x

Preparing lectures or participating in meetings of .30

559

557

, 528

546

S47

542

558

--560
staff members in diagnostic radiology on radia-
lion protection and quality assurance requirements
and practices.

555 Investigating reasons for reArted high occupational .15 .21

radiation exposure and initiating remediation.
,

541 Evaluating accepted and rejected radiographs to .20 .23

identify jany technical problems with staff-func-
tioning, equipment, radiation protection.

-, -

I

a An "x" in column means that task was not included*.int the ru .

b Factor VII of 7; combined factor incorporating rddiologic to nology

and quality assurance tasks., ,

c Factor VI of 6; quality assurance tasks.
o

Note: Tasks Are arranged in descending order Oithin levels by difficulty

.
as reflected in the number of skill and knowledge categories requirgd

and the scale values at which the categorips are required. Factor
loadings run from high,,positiVe'va/ues, through zero, to'negative

:values (for lower-levei tasks).
E-1
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Table Esla (continued)-
Task

Code Abbreviated Task Name and Job Level

Page 2 of 6
1

Factor Loadinga
Run lb Run 4c

. Level 2 (Technician)

- **- .;

535 performing calibption tests of kVp, mA, mAs, exposure :22 .41

rates, reproducibility on diagAostic radiography
equipmeht using direct measuring instruments-and/or
radiographic comparisons.

550 Conducting protection survey, of stray radiation within .15 4,417 '

diagnostic x-ray installation and transmission
.,.

#11across primary and secondary protective barriers.
545 Monitoring patient exposure rates for routine diagnos- .13' Noill:14

tic x-ray procedures. .,

543 Monitoring and evaluating x-ray film processorS. .12 .28

544 Determining exposure characteristics of x-ray and/or .06 '.16

-dosimetric films. . ,../'

532 Checking and/or performing direct calibration tests .18 .25

of diagnostic radiography equipment exposure tielers. 6-

. 537 Checkihg diagnostic tomography xray equipment for .06 .06

mechanical operation, fulcrum position, resolution,-
.r

exposure uniformity and/or grid alignment.

0
548 Checking maximum entrance exposure rate and primary .12 .16

barrier transmitted radiation rate for fluoroscopic
equipment.

529 Chcking x-ray field limitation, x-ray receptor and ,10 .08

light field alignment, minimum TOD, TFD and field lk
4

size indicators for diagnostic x-ray equipment.
a '530 Checking fluoroscopic and spot film x-ray field .10 .08

..

.

limitatioftvx-ray field-and image recepto .

ot align-

ment, maximum TID, minimum TOD, and other require- 46_,

merits:

531 Testing whether diagnostic x-ray-tube overoload-pro- .06 .07

tection and/or effective focal spot size meet i

acceptable standards.
.,v ,:

, 549 Checking the leakage radiation rate from the source .12 .16

asbembly of diagnostic x-ray equipment.
540. Checking fluoroscopic automatic brightness Loatrol .05 .06.

system and/or focus, resolution and distortion of
the optical syStem.

5 5 Checking calibration and accuracy of C.T.T. equip- - .03 .06
J

ment by makilig test scans. .
539 Checking bucky grid alignment and/or centering in .03 .05

diagnostic radiography equipment..1

E -2
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Table' E.1 -(cOntinued)
1

'le N.
4 l'aie3 pf 6

Task ..,. . . Factor LOadi WI

. .

.

-Code Abbreviated Task Name and JobLevel- ,10 .4

'

Run lb Run
. .

556

533

538

175

.

,.,.. '

.-
.

Level 2 (Technician) contin4rd

.

.26

P

, 0
V b '

CalibratEng diagnostic x-ray test, tUrvey, or measur-.16
inginstruments., ' fr

Checkingcautomatic exposure termination of diagnodlic .06411,04

radiography equipment. ,,
'

liv . , -r'°

Estimating HVL and checking adequaiy of filtratiori of .03

diagn tic ,x-ray equipment.'' .f)
.16,

Perforili g penetrometer calibration test of kVp or MA. .05 %09 .

.selectors of x-ray machine output.
46" ' .

553 Reading and reording exposure from personnel moni- -0 -.02 .13
---

Coring.film or thermoluminesent dosimeters.
534...Providing visual and radiographic or fluoroscopic -'.01 .03

'1,

insckction-of personnel devices such asshielding,
k# leaded gloves, 4IL-oris, sheets, gonad sh.ields.

t 178 Checking, preparingofluoro7cope,controls (an photo-
'
.03 .10

- timgr). '.

527 Retrieving, displaying an. making photographs, -.03 .01
. . ,

.
printouts and/otmagn--ic tape records of compu-
terized transkerr axia ...graphic (C.T.T.) iv
seans. g 4

536 1roviding visual ndar manual inspection'o°f diagnon-. .02 .11

t.fc raltOgraihy system.,
. -

-4.

1730 Checking .accuracy of x-ray machine timerexcepl . -.01 f .03
.

41,hortbtimers) with Spinning top test.
.

524. Providing preventiOe maintenance for dkplay. tube
r,,

-.04 -.00

surface; camera,:disc apd/yr taRe d unit.,

Meadscantlinfassembly (specially water' -using
Nhead bv assembly) of comput.uized travverse
axial tomography (°.T.T:) equTpmemit

,

i , I .0
100.1

..:91111P

276t-Making ainctr adjustmentsmor repair on, automatic -.03 : .07
,.1

x-ray film procpsor,-
..,

#4

554 Wering , elialpatingoccupational radiation ex . -.02 1 .03

dap and int0.ating,action on dangerous livels 1 .

2,8,f Participating in monitoring :of perseal.expqsureyto- . 4.02 .01
-..-

--
.
radtatidn by'periodically-turning in and reallt- '

lfiim strip,in badgerwors.by performer. i ,
.`.

.

.
,

187 CheClitng cas ettes. for properfilm-screen'centact. -'1:104 -121
4, w.,.. - *,

t .

-p

h.

a

$'Y

E -3

r
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Table E.1 (continued) .

Task
Code Abbreviated TaskINIaa and,JolfLevel

4

Level 2 (Technician)fontinui

523 Preparing computerized transve e axial raphy, .00

(C.T.T.) equipment for,use.

78 Checking and jacketing pti 's radiographs,

ultrasonograms, and/or C.T.T. scans with requisi-
-tion sheets and.--prior diagnostic materials and

placing for filing or interpreting.

,Page 4 of 6

Factor Loape.
Run Run itc

L.,06 .00

Level 1 (Aidei

304 Repdying @me r cy cart. .09 -.02

1447 Preparing or changing tec iqfthcharts for spAcific -.02 .06
4

]?-ray,a9d fluoroscbpic equipment on orders.4

192 Inspecting, checking, Rreparing Xetoradiography
equipment for use. lip

.

80- Preparing materials or trays with medications and
materials for special treatments or procedUres

kt according to standard orders. .

' ,

s 273' Cleaning, inspe ing and readying Altomatfc-x-ray -".08 .00

'film processo ) for use. , ,

71 Processing exposed x.-ray film'manually -.08 ,-:01

c- 0' Shutting down computerized transverseixial scanning , .07 , -.01

equipment -
.

.

.

70 Inspecting, cleaning and readying x-ray film hand -.08 -.01

processing equipment for use.
275 Preparing radiographic subtraction prints, - -.09 .02

.

61 Processing exposed x-ray film in automaticprocessoc.* =.11 7.04 ,

552 Collecting and/or distributing
,,

personnel monitoring -.11 -.04

-.08 -.02

-.08 -.Q2

dosimetric badge inerts and prepating for outside

4, . or in-house processing and reading., . .

10

is

4354 Obtaining patient records for'use in.examinationi -.09 -.01

procedure, treatment or conference. '

284 -Checking presence and .functioning ofafkygen and/or -.10 -.02; t

suction equipment and amounts of oloygen. _

95 ,Testing a,urine sample by tablet or dipstick Method -O -.02*,

and recording.

A

.
260 Preparing a hypoderm4c needle wit'h irijectiorr dosage._!

A.
-.11* Ake

on orders.* , ' milk
,

79 Preparing barium sulfate contrast meditiPrIg3,e -.12 .-r-105

or for gtandard use.ier
.

.

**See note at end of 'table.
v

A



Ta!4Zgl:..-1 (continued) Page 5 -of 6

Task ...Vector Loadinga

Code Abbreviated Ts. Name and Job Level
Ats

, Run lb "Run

134 L41Ing and/Ortallying patient services and/or
iStructional case record4naterials fbr use in
reord_keeping, billing or instruction.

135 Cleaning.an examination or treatment room after use.'
227 Checkingdfor presenceignd condition of emergency

. supplies in proper locations; and restocking as
-....needed.

72 Loading x-ray film cassette(s), nonsreen fill ,

holder(s), box(es), And/or roll film cartridges.
551 Preparing personnel radiatio1n monitoring dosimetric

film or TLD badges and distributing.*

t . .-

136 Checking and storing order for non-narcotic drugs
and/or supplies, .

269 Loading empty cassette with Polaroid x-ray film.*
180' Preparing .blood samples fc:. the'laboratory.*
286 Filling out Atandard Order for-linen; picking

,

folding and st4tini.* .

1 45 PreparingreatMent orexamination equipmen.t for

.

: sterilization in autoclave.*

.4 t .. -,,
274' Adding / predetermined insFaents and supplies ro

' prepared aiocedure trays.
297 :obtaining and checking,keypunch control card for, . -

serdl.Cassette changer as ordered. .

16-3 Filling out institutional reportform (such(s fo1 r
cancellation)- as ordered by MD. .

164 Filling out patient identification information*
,. labels.' and fOrms in anticipltion of need orks

requested.
"AI

167 Inspecting and cleaning intensifying screens in
cassette holders.**

la
, 267 ProcesSint exposed polaroidx-ray film with-Polaroid

..-

.automatic tocessing equipment:* ,

41/1 , .0004 liecking and submitting accumulated patient's treat-
Ment and medication check lists for in.and out

. . .

'"

,

time stamps.* i
...

137 :idiDeliverdg_prepare specmensor cultures to lab
.

*' or inc9bator.-,,
1,' .319; .600plying print-coater to photographs.* . "

( '288 Filling, out and-delivering standard order for food

.,--fodd for storage.*

Level 1 (Aide) continued/

-.07 .(10

-.09 -.01
-.09 ,-.01

-.12 -.04

-.14 4-.05 ,4

I ' '

-.10 -:03
(...,

-.12 -..05

:-...14, -.08

-.11 7.04
-

.-.14 --..06

7.11 , -.02

'.

'-.11 -.03
.

-.11 -.01

.

-.I1 -.03

-.13 -.04.

-.13 -.05

-.13 -.05

. , ..-

--%'12 '-.05

x-'.14 - :05

-.12 -.06
items fOr epartment; lAckini u

A

and placins. .-

.111P

*See note at end-bf ta
E-5
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Table
Tagk,

-Code

Mbniinued)

Abbreviated 'ask Name and Job Level

Page 6 of 6
Factor Loadinga
Run lb, Run.4c,

level 1 (Aide) continued

285 CheckingAor Presence of emergency
proper lsotations.*

184 Relocking aqutpment bdx(es)

223 Making up' unoccupied bed or

supplies in -.12. -.05

with breakaway. lock.* -.15 -.07

stretcher lbed.*

-

222, Making photo topies of doCuments', collating, and.
stapling.*

264. Ordering duplicame te

documents .'c

copies of forms, rem:Ads

=.15

-..14.

;-.15 -.08'

* Tasks marked with,asterissk (*) were assigned iq this
logic. ow-lgvel Apisks load at SuchNtbw.leels op:al
Comdion,sense assjUments are approPriate:. Every oth
to the factor on which the given taaVhas,its high'es

this factor primarfV reflect the Run 4 analysis.

3 1.

1

E -6
AO

410

`factor based qn.'

1 facto that
er'task,was assigne4
t.loading. Tasks on

ro.

,

I

*,

O

ir
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Table E.2. FACTOR STRUMUAE OF TASKS: RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY FACTOR
Page 1 of 5

Task Factoi Loadinga

Code Abbreviated Task Name and Job°Level Run.lb Run 4c

Level 4 (Education, Supervision) D.:

.
.

.

82 Providing clinical training for radiolikc .technolo- .22 t x

gists or'students in radiographic technology.
Observing and evaluating work of radiologic teghnolO7 17 x

gists or students in diagnostic radiography, and

' deciding whether training is needed...
,

7

Level 3-(TeChnologist ,
..

'

.

,

.14:

.15

AI:

.18

.16

.13

%12

.14 -*

.13

.21

,22

.24

.23

.23

.21

.20

,

.21

of

1-21

,.

)
. .

. -,.
.

'26 ng computerized transve0e axial tdmographic
i

.T,T.) scans of any. patient.

-354 Taking tomogrants °I non-infant patient.-
-

362 Taking plain film radiographs of sternum, ribs and/or

*thpracic40,sceraof non-infant patiept.

494 Takingk radiographs, of neck, chest of infant patient.

511 Taking catheter thoracic and/or abdominal aortograms

4. -e of any .patient,' and/or selective,V,isceral'arterio-

. grams (bro,nchi,et-or abdominal). ,

--5a1, Taking_percutaneous peritoneograms/herniogiams.of
.

...

. ,
pediatriC:Iniviatat t -, ___

512 Taking selective pelvit-angiograntspazzzzdiatric
glfavid, or nongravId female Patient. ,

.

- '
,..

3

363 Taking plain film radiographs of abdomil .cqntents
,

na

non-infant patient. -

502 'Taking excretory intravenous infe'rior vena-cavogramg'
and urograms Of pediatric patient! .. ..'

509 .Taking ,spinal Cord ngiograms of, any loatielat. . .12. 0.21-

' , S16 Taking peFCutaneous spleVportograms.of any patient: .11 .19 40,

. . .. .

a
if '11 se ..,

AP x in column` ma4s that task' waq not irtclud0 ire tire, run.
.

b Factor VII of 7; Combined factor rncq,rporating tadiologic teChnOlOgy

vik

and quality,avrance tasks.
. .

t -

c Faptor'III of 6; radiologiC technology taikg.
. 4

,

'. 'J.
.

Note:: Tasks are arranged in descending order within levels by difficulty --_,-

,as reflected in the number of skill_and knowledge categories riquired=
. .o.

. ,

and.the sca).e values atwhich the categories are requir,ed.' Fctor

loadings run frOm hi,-gh:.positive valties, thrdugh zeta Co negative -

- values (fQr lower-/evel tasks). ' .

...-- .

. .-

,
.

.. ,

E-7

r 1
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Table' E.2 (continued)
. .

'"
/ k Page 2
w

4
TasM. .... A, `'

*
1 Factor Loadine

Code Abbreviated Task Name and Jots Level
.. i ,`Run lb Run 4c

% .

Level 3 (Technologistrcontinued

518 Taking' selective pulmonary angiokrama or selective .16 .22

angiocardiograms of any patient.
387 Taking intravenous pyelograms and urograms of don- .13' -.20

pediatric, patient .

388 Taking inf on nephrotomograms of any patient.
.

496/ Taking plain, flm radiograph[of the lower extremi- .18
. .

ties of- infant or pediatric patient.
519 Taking pe prcutatleous cronatP garterforaus and/or .12'

.

t.

,

'left venriculograms of any patient.
.

.513 aking tntravenous.angiocardi6giams 41"" ally at-fent. .12'
.

504. Taking cerebral angiogAlms o'r vepog' ny ..12
. .

.patient. A, J ,

' h
.

-389' Taking percutaneouseantegrade or-re cyst pydlo- .13 .20 ,

grams of Don7infaall patient.
10

500 Taking barium,enema7intussusceptilkor defecography- ..13 .21.

radiographs of pediatric patient:
499 Taking upper Qt radiographs of pecliatric patient. -.13 .20

515 Taking catheter inferior vena cavograms and/or renal .11 .20:

or adrenal venograms of non-infAnt patient. .

514 Taking selective thyroid angiograms of any patient.. .10 .2b '

* .

e
, //

365 Taking plain film radi graphs of tne skull and/or ',.18 .25

face -of non-infant patient.
375 Taking sialograms o,f any patient. , .17 .22

506 Taking positive contrast spinal or posteriorfossa .13 .20
/ myelograms` of any doatient. - .

,

50 Taking air or gas contrast myelograms of any patient. .13 ,.20

8\ .13 .19 .

-.1.3 .21

.12 .20

,23. d-

.20

.19

507 Taking diskograms of any patient.,
376 Taking lymphangiogiamspli lnlphadenograms of any

patient. ,
_

. .

. 495 Taking plan film radiographs of abdomen of infant .17 ."20,

patient.'
Taking pelVic pneumograms' and/or hysteiosalOingo .14' .20,

grams of non pediatric patient.
390 :Taking cystograms and voidinIrcystourethrograms of %.13 .20

any patient. .. , . ,

)
-503. .Takingfgenitograms or fistulograms of any vatient .13 -.19 .

for interse, externa,1 fistula,or'Finustract exam-- ip. "i

ination. . - . ..,,,
.

378 Taking bronchograms of a non -pediatric, '4' .1.3 :19

510 'Taking peripheral angiograms of 'any patieqt. .14 - .19

. .

E -8
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Table E.2 (continued)

4, ,

Page. 3 of 5-

Task
Code Abbreviated- Task Name and Job Level

Level-3 (Technologist) continued

Factor Loadings
Run lb Run 4C-

4
.

366 Taking plain film radiographsf the paranasal sinuses .14 :2,1

, - of a non-infant'patient:
505 Takingpneumotncephalograns or brain ventriculogrAutele .12 .19

.

of any. patient.
.

ti
377,4Taking positive contrast arthrogtans (especially :43 .19

of knee) -of.any patient.
517. Taking selective subclavian arteriotrans of non- .12 ,19

pediatric patient for thbracic outlet syndrome
.-

egaluation.
, 38p Providifg technical assistance for IaryngographY olIF .12 .17

4..1 eft palae.studY of 'any. pati'ent (or any similar

including spot filming
'..andlor cineradiography). .

)

436° Taking plain film radiographs of pelvis, hips and/or .18 .23-
. upper fevora of non- infant patient. .

361 Taking pla/n film radiographs of vertebral column of .18 .23
nOprinfait*.patient.

'492 Taking plain film radiOgraphs of vertebral column of .17. .22
'infant patient. .

.

493 taking plain film radiographs of the. upper extremi- .17 .22*
ties of infant patient.

.

491 Taking plain film radiographs of file skull. of infant .17 .22

. * patient. ,

. 463 Taking'retFograde pyelogrars and ureterograms of non- .

41.
.13 .19.

pediatr c patient.

.

355 Taking pl in filth radidgraPhs of fingers, hand(s) .18 .23
or wris s) of non-infant patient.

/ 356 Taking pl film radiographs, of forearm and/or elbow .18 ., .23
joint of n-infant patient. *

357 'raking plai ilm radiograph's of humeru4kand/or .18 .2-3

shoulder g rdle of non-infant patient. - -.

358- Taking plain Film radiographs of *toes foot,aAd/or .18' .23
Ankle joint of non-pediatric patient.

..

359 Taking plain film,radiographs.of leg(s), knee(s)- .18 .23 ,'.'

and/or emur(s), .of non - infant. patient. .

A

364 'Taking radiographs,Ofanterior.portion of the neck .205 .

'of.non-Lnfant...zatipnt,
_ 383 Taking barium ene radiographs of non-pediatric .-:13' .19

AI-

.

patient. f % ,,i

, )
385 Taking intravenous (Tholartiograms and cholecystograms ,.12 ..16.

...

. of,non-fnfant patient.
. , 4

.

379 Carrying-fl
%
out radlologic technology for bronchoscopy .13 %.18

or needle-tung bicOsy of a non - pediatric
,

, .

' .
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Table E.2 (continued) '4%....1/4.01. Page 4 of 5

Task if Factor Loadinga

.Code Abbreviated Task Name and Job Level Run lb Run 4c

Level 3 (Technologist) continued

c..

.

I

368 Taking mammograms,(radiography or xeroradiography} of
non-infant patient.

381 'Taking upper GI radiographs of non-pediatric patient.
382 Taking smaal intestine intubation radiographs of -a'

i .
non-pediatric patient.

.

498 Taking bronchograms of a pediatric patient. ,

386 Taking percutaneous or T-tube cholangiogians.of /Ion-
infant patient. ...

353 Participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray depart-
,

rent ,technologists. ' -

41'

.
.

367 Taking preliminary -_-_,calization radiographs of

foreign, bodies in orbit or eye of non-infant,'
patient. .

.

.
.

497 Taking radiographs for choanal atresia study of infant
patient. -

384 Taking oral cholecystograms and cholangiograms of
non - infant patient= __ , -

466 Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's abdomen
,,

for fetography; amniography, placentography.
467 Taring radiographs of A pregnantpatient's.uterus

far intrauterine transfusion,=
.468 Taking radiographs of

,

a pregnant patient's pelvis
for ColChadii-Sussman peivimetry.

370 Taking operative orthop'edic radlOgraphs of any
patient (such as in hip pinning). ..`

. ,

3,71 Taking operative chonngiograinspancreatograms or '
4milat dperativ6 radiographs of-any patieht.

. .

4641. Providing technica' assistAnce for an examination,
of-any patient requirffig fluoroscopic control and

spot filming.

-

.12 ..17

.12 .17

'.09 x

.13 .18

.12 .15 *

.11 .14

.12 16

.13 .17

,.12 .17

.13 .10 _-2

--

.11 .04

.08 .0 3

.

81 Providing
,.
technical quality review of .,"plain film" .04 -.04

. -
, radiographs.*

.

373 Taking operatine.room radiographs for opaqut foreign . .09 -.01

body search.*.

S
* See note at end of-table.

266
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Table E.2 (continued)

Task ,

Abbre0.ated Task id me and Job Level

r

O

4

Page 5 of 5

. .

' Factor Loadings
,Run lb Run 4c

Level 3 (Technologist) continued
41s

372 Taking intravisceral or isolated operating root radio-
graphs of.any 44atient.*

369 Preparing, transporting,* setting 'up and returning
klobile portable radiography equipment for bedside

radiography.*

280 Participating in monitoring of personal exposure to
radiation by periodically turning.in and replacing
film strip_in badge worn by performer.*

.09 -.04

.03 -.04

-.02 -.12

*'Each task was assigned to the factor on which it has its highest
loading, reflecting - prima'ri'ly -the Run 4 analysis. Tanks marked with

an asterisk (*) were assigned onthe-basis of-logic-. Tasks 280, 369,

372 and 81 load higher on the quality assufance factor at -level 2;
however, the knowledge categories required are more in keeping with
those needed for the tasks 'in this factor

fir

Task 280 is included on

three factors,. since it deals with protection of the performer.
1

Task 309, "Calling and.participatingas-supervIgor-in meeting of
subordinates in departmen,="-lOads on this factor at level 3, but
sipoilld'hiiieb-een scaled more appropriately to refect level 4 know-

- ----Iedge or should not have been scaled for technologist knbwledge and
been grouped as a generic task with non-factor A, administrative

tasks.

E-11
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Table E.3 FACTOR STRUCTURE OF TASKS: PATIENT AND EMERGENCY CARE FACTOR

Task

Code, Abbreviated Task Name and fob Level

Level 4 (Education, Emergency °Care)=

-- 41
158 Informally observing and evaletting patient care work

of nursing and technologist staff iR diagnostic ra-
diography, and deciding whether training is needed.

305 Providing informal clinical training in patieht care
for non-MD personnel in diagnostic radiography.

77 Providing emergency' care for any patient having ad-
verse r*actionto radiographic contrast medium,
procedures,Thr accident.

19 'Administering test (intw4nous) to any paeient for"
iodine,basedallergy to contrast medium.-

Level 2 (Technician)**

299 Administering subcutaneous or intramuscular injection
for any patient according to MD's orders.

133 Administering subcutaneous or idtrarallscular injection
for any patient accg.rding.-to-MDri- orders after having

----quamTity-che-cked.

296 Providing first aid in x-ray department emergency.

33 Removing any patient's sutures.
298 Administering medication orally'to any patient

according to MD's orders.
- 156 Irrigating, cleaning, dressing or redressing any

patient's wound, burn, or opening for catheter as
ordered.

18"1 Catheterizing any male br,female'patient's urethra
with retention balloon catheter.*

Page 1 of 4
Factor Loadinga
Run lb Run 4c

.27

.28

.20 .22

.11 .14

.04 .23

.02 c)22

.15 .17

-.02 .02

-.05 .13

-.02 -.01

-.04 -.03

a An "x" in column means that task was not included in the run:

b Fattor IV of 7; patient and emergency care.

c Fact IV of 6; patient and emergency care.

* See note at 'end of table.

Note: Tasks are, arranged in clscendirkgorder within levels by diffiduity
as reflected in the number of skill and knowledge categories required
and the scale values at which the categories are required. Factor
loadings run from high, positive values, through zero, to negative
fvalues (for lower-level tasks).

1
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Task Facto oading
2 ofTable E.3 (continued)

Abbreviated Task Name-and Job 'Level Run 1 Run 4cCode

, 143
198

65

308

522

18

-

.185

182

243

280

A
Level 2 (Technician)* continued

Catheterizing any female urethra as ordered. -.06 -.03

Administering medication oyally,to any patient
accoLding to' MD's orders after having quantity

-.08 .11

-checked.
Preparing specimens such as extravastular body

fluids, washings; cell and/or tissue biopsies for
transportation to laboratory.*

-.07 -.04

Setting up and monitoring any patient's4filectro-
cardiogram during speciar procedure.*

-.0C -.05

Applying pressure dressing to arterial or venous

puncture,. site.

-.07, -.03

Drawing blood from any non-pediatric'patielit's vein -.07 , -.04

on ordersl* qk

Administering oxygen from portable or piped outlet -.10 -.04

'unit using oronasal or nasal mask according to

MD's orders.*
Setting up-and using suction machine to-clear air-
way or to assist with gastric lavage.*

1-.05 -.05

Rstraining any patient.* -.0d -.06

Participating in monitoring of personal exposure
to radiatiolkby periodically turning in and re-

placing filmistrip in badge worn by performer.*

-.11 -.10

Level 1 (Aide

520 Preparing any patient and attaching electrode for -.08 -.06

electrocardiogram monitoring.*

295 Participating in meeting of nursing personnel in -.08 , x
A-ray department.

283 On eT6rs, deciding whether wound of any patient -.08 -.03

needing change of dressing needs attention of RN;
changing simple dry dressing or reinforcing wet
dressing.

166 Using isolation and decontamination techniques to - -.08 -.06

prepare examination or treatment room or area and,_
clead up afterwards for patient with infectious
or communicable condition.*

* See note at end of table.
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Table E.3 (continued) Page 3 gf 4

Task .

_
Factor Loadinga

Code Abbreviated Task Name and Job Level Rim lb Run Zc

.Level 1 (Aide).continued

-.09
-.08

-.08

-.11

-.11 .

IT

-.05
-.06

-.07

-.08

-.09

I' -

290 Changing any patient's colostomy bag on orders.*
190 Assisting patient to or from wheelchair, stretcher,

bed, or table and/or transporting patient.to
.q.

designated area.* # -

193 Having any patient and materials prepared for special'
procedure and readying patipnt for examination.*

262 Taking an electrocardiogram of Igy patient as ordered
or dttermined..* ,

73 4eassuring any patient and/or accompanying adult
about x-ray and/o fluoroscopy procedures'.* t.

521 Applying digital or manual pressure to any patient's
arterial or ve ous puncture site as ordered.*

490 Mummying or wrap ing an infant or young pediatrit
patient,*

-.08 -.06

138 Reporting obser ed symptoms and concerns of any
patient to ph sician or staff member.*

=.11 -.08

153 Assisting physician or co-worker in special,examina-
tion or treatment procedures.*

-.09 -.06

282 Escorting adult out-patients to and/or from dressing
rooms, treatment rooms and/or waiting areas.*

-.11 -.07

199 STaking and recording vital signs (teprerature, pulse,
respiration and blood pressure) of any patIent.*

\
.

-.11 -.08

287 On orders, placing order for specific dietetic meal;
picking up, delivering, and feeding patient if so
decided.* ._ f .

-.10 -.06

303 Arranging, measuring and recording food intake and .-.12 -.08
excretory output as ordered.* , -N ,

113., Giving any patient general reassurance.* .

...

-.12. -.09

302 Placing or making call and delivering non - medical -116 -.06
message at patient or co-workgr's request.* $ f

278 Checking on reasons ,for nonappearance of in-patients
for examinations or treatment.*

74 Explain g to any out-patient or accompanying adult
..

prope at-home procedures to follow prior to coming
for r diographic or fluoroscopic examinatOn.*

-.14

-.14

.10

-.11" .

t

* See note at end of table..
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Table. E.3 (continued) 1
A ,

Task
Code Abbreviated Task Name and JobIevel

\. ,Level 1 (Aide continued

Ake 4 of 4-

Factor Lottdinga

Run lb Run 4c

271 Deciding Whether to call staff person to evaluate -.13 -.08

whether unusual EKG reading is artifact, or calling
physician in case of serious patiept distress.*

289 Bottle feeding 'a baby with pre-prepa74/Ttacmula.* -.14 '-.10_

301 Diapering a baby.* - 13 so, -.09

155' Obtaining urine specimen on orders.* -.12- -.09

292, Obtaining.and examining freshstool from any patient -.13 -.09

and reportinginuiugl or suspicious appearance, on

ordgrs:*

98 Obtaining a clean catch urine specimen from an L.13, -.07

atient and preparing for laboratory.*
281 Checking in-patients' identity against patients ' - -.15 7:09

treatment and medication check lists'; stamping

arrival and departure times; attaching cards to

patients indicating special conditions.*

291 Taking and reporting temperature of any non-pediatric

patient with oral hermometer on orders".*

279 Notifying. ardor floor personnel'to ready and trans-
port in-patients Irho are scheduled for specific

procedures at specificttines.4v
Ns

-.16 -.09

:59
aer

* Tasks marked with asterisk (*) were assigned-to this, factor on the

basis of logic. Low-level taskssare assigned on the basis of content,.

singe they load at low levels 0 all factors. Every other taskwas
r

assigned.to the factor- on whichiihe!taA has,itS'highest loading.

Tasks in,this factor primarily Yeflect.the Run 4 analysis.

Task 280.1s included in thrde factors; since it deals with prgtection

of the,performer.

Tasks,249, 133 and 29ecould have bets assigned tp.a level 3 grouping,
the technologist level,which is not identified for this factor. That,

would correspond to the' RN level. We did not feel that the/three ,tasks

warranted gropping at -a separate level. An individual triined at level

2 in Jthis factor would require the additional training for these three

tasks involving a knowledge of-drugs and injection procedures, and

special permission to function 'in states were injeCtions require the

RN.license.

44.
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'Table E.4. FACTOR STRUCTURE OF TASKS: ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS (NON-FACTOR A)a
Page 1 of 2

,41
Task
Code Abbreviated Task Name and Jab Level

Factor
Loadingb -

Run lc ,

Level 4 (Superviskon) 4( '

309d Calling and participating as supervisor fn meeting of
subordinates in department.*

46'4. 307 Conducting a privte personnel meeting with subordinate.
*

306 Formally evaluating subordinatesi4work by filling out
descriptive and/or rating-scale evaluation forms..

-.03
-.04

Level 3 (Technologist)

293 Attending personal meeting with supery r an functioning -.04
or personal, work-related problems.

.186 Orienting new staff member(s) to departmental standard -.05

operating and admini$ative procedure4, floor plan,
location of equipment and supplies, record keeping.*

131 .Making assignments of staff to work areas, procedures, -.06

and/or MD's and/or vacations anilunch hours.*
272 Preparing and adjusting schedules for patient procedures.* -.07

t

a This group of tasks

Fdt

referred to.as non-factor A;-since this_does
not constitute a se rate task factor in the Run 4 sily-Tactor
and the tasks would rarely constitute a separate job.separate

,1) Tapki are arranged in descending order within levels by difficulty as
reflectein the number of skill and knowledge categories required and
the scale values at which the categories are reqUired. Factor loadings
run°7from high,positive values, thropgh zeros to negative values (for
lower-level tasks or tasks that do not 1°40 at high levels on the

. factor).

°c In the seven factor solution of Rio 1, this group of tasks primarily
have their highest lbading on Factor III,which is an ambulatory care
examinations, counseling"idministrative and conference factor. The
Run 1 loadings are listed, but this group of tasks is treated aka

separate rron- factor cluster in the Run 4 solution.
.

d Task 309 loads on the radiologic technology factor, but should have
been scaled as a generic administrative task. It belongs with this
group.

'lc See note at end of table.
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d)Table E.4 (con'ti 04°,4
-iik

"vow

I .

ght
Task .

- le'
t, . ,

Code Abiirevieted Task Name and lob Le4iel
I

;

I

_____ ,

,- ,,,

LeSfq,/u3 (Technologist) cOntinued
,

76 Checking /suppliesp and Ordering non -`drug materials needed by

department *. .-

165 Keeping attendance.cecords and ripTang/Or repyrting
.0e cessioe lattnesseand/or abseaeeismi

patients277 Assiini4 r.heduled 'atients to proekdu room 'fn appzor
priate order,*

...
. . , .

294 _Assijoning Subordinate and explaining assignment, to trans-
port patiipt, obtain materials or documents;,or asiist
roacworker.71 Ir .

t

. ,.

/ -129 CheNIng seply,and orderi6 non-narcotic medgcinals-?.', ' -4
_

Avieeaed by 'department.* Alp- ,
..

0

f28 Checking supply of narcotics or regulated diqs '(or.wit-
nessing4cobnt); reordering; picking up; and rAptolaking.*

132, ReqU6-ting'repair, replacement or others'iniFyices-of,4other
hospital departtent;orally and/or lilTM out requisition.*

. ..
i

*-;

/

-1

* T

o

I

1"

.

sks Marked with an astfrisk:(*) werra#bitrarily
on-factor A. All'athe tas.ks'loaded'highest-on
Run 1-(which includes administration)-, and were
,npn-factor A for the Nun 4 solution.

.

1.

:

A

Abf-2
Facpor
Loadingb

tRuula.c

.06,

07

1

-.06

assigned tca
Factor III of
assigned to
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1401e E.S. FACTOR STRUCTURE OF TASKS: NON-NfuROL6G1C.AADIOLOGY FACTOR I

Page 1 of 8'
Task .

Factor Loadina.

bode Abbreviated Task Name and Job Level -

, A 7
Run 1.15 Rpn 415'

: . 4

. Levei-=-6. (Specjalized'ilidvanced Profess.40

.
.

4 .

-
Deciding on type of pediatric radiographic examina, .64 1.01

. tion(s) to order for pediatric, patient in consul-
tation with referring physician anWor,pediatri.c
specialist.

459- Participating in meetings of radiologiots, surgeons .64

and pediatricians AO discuss new developments cases
of interest,-and case problems in the field o' t

pediatric surgery and radiology.
460 _Prov,idinilrinical training for radiology residents'

,,.. in pediatric radiography: . .

461 P1nning and presenting lectures bc case confer aces ii
on pediatric radiology for radiology residents.

458 Reading, interpreting and making recommendation on
-

.' radiographic andtrelared studies Akf pediatric
. patients. ,

NI,
.

a. ._
.

0444
it)

V

469 Deciding-on type of npn-neurologic angiography proce-
dure to order for any patient in consultation wits

.

referring phySician surgeon, and /off special--

486

485

ist. .

Providing clinical trainingJor radiology resident .

in non-,neurologic angiogrgphy. ,.
. .

PartipipatinA in meetings of angiographers, vascdlar
surgeov'and cardiologists to discuss new4de'velop-
mgnts,,c4ses of interest, and case,rob/om'tc in' the
field'of angiogralihy-; vascular"ar41 caftlipjoula'r

..-'
.

surgery. ,

E

1;4t ' 314 Deciding Whethe-k to order non- neurologic 90aruterized .57-

transverselxiai tomography-for any patient and/ox'
alternative. studies in consultation with nioiefring,

x

' x

.63

.60

.60 .84

i.60

physician.

.74

;
a An "x"! irk column means that

e V

b-pceor 1 of 7 and 1..of.4o; non-

- ),,, ,

Note; Tasks arearrahflod'rY descending o der based on*Run 1.ilactorloSdidgs..-P4
; 1 /

. % . The.loadihgsdo not necessarily,.' ply order. difficulty, sinAlthe --.

7- * - 10-adings reflect.t.iae 4ilis and-knowledges h e co-Variationo explain
. . .

the factor-structure. Assignment to this actor combinesRunol and
Run solutions. Factor loadIngsruft f-ro high, positive values,
throu.gh' zero.'Vo'negative value* (for lower-level tasks).

)

k was not incOhied ia,the run.

ologiv radiologist task's.

4
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Table E.5 (continued)

Task .fr

Code Abbreviated Task Name and Job Level-

Page 2of
Factor Loadin
Run lb Run 4

Level 8- (Specialized Advanced Professional) dontinued °

352 Partidipating in meetings of radiologists, surgeons .56

_ and pathologists to discuss AVO4developments, cases'
--, of Interest .and 44se problems in the field of

....

. gastrointestinal and biliary suuery and radiology.
,

347 F'roviciing clinical training for radiology (residents .56- A
in radiographic study of the gastrointestinal and

,i- binary tracts.
-148 Planning and,aziliepting lecture's or case conferences. .56 x

. on gaitrointeAinal and biliary tract radiology for
,,

,

radiology residents. . ,

nt
473 Conducting catheter abdominal ao.rtography and/or .56 .75

i seledtive visceral rtgriography of any patient.
488 Directing computerized transvdtse axial tomography .55 .70,

of the by of any patient. ,

( 477 Conducting catheter, pulmonary angiography of any .55 ,68. .
* patient. ___________...

'

i

474 -Con4Acting percutaAbus translumb'ar abdominal aorM- .54 , .74

raphy of any gAtient.
,

311 Decid1tg on type of upgraphic prbceddre(s) to order w .54 .70
. for any patient instonsultation with referring :

It physician and/or specialists.
_ 470 Conducting peripheral arteriogr.aphy of 4,any patient by .54, 4.

percutapeous selective catheterization or direct
needle puncture. Wr .

6D -

472 Conducting catheter thoracic- aortography of any .54 .67

,patiqnt: ,

41411'3" COnductfng percutaneous coronary'arteriography and/or .54 .66y,

10ft. ventriculography of any patient. i; : .,.

137 Participating in meetings with, pulmonary spAia).-4,,tts,- .53' x

surgeons and pathologist's to-discuss new,teVelop-
. ,

,,

ments,cases of,interest and case problems in pul-
monary medicine, surgical pathology an thoracic` .

.
ssurgery., * .

A

-416 Providing clinical, training.for radinlovy residents ,S1 v-
ie in radiographic procedures of lungs, bronchi,.

ti--achea.'and/oT larynx. 8.

L
4111-* Planning and presenting lectures or caulconferences .53 x

Ir%i on pulmonarl% tracheal,'bronchial and laryngeal
. radiology for radiology residents.

.

471 Conducting-ascending or desCending velpgraphy of - .53 ,- .70

,-
IoWer extremities of any patient by direct need114"."

_

tt

t
.-

ture/

.

. .

. "
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Table.E.5 .(cent9ued)
'Task
Code AbbreViated Task Name and Job Lev,e1

409

478

481

482

318

424

438

346

479

1411

-Level 8 (Spec alized Advanced Professional) continued

S.

Page 3, of 8

Factor Loadinza
Run lb Run 4b

Deciding whsthe to order non-neurolOgic tomography
for any patiellonalternative studies, and -recom-
Aenging technique in consultation with referring

pitysicia0., I

Deciding on type of respiratory radiographic examtha-
'teon(s) to ,order for any patent in consultation
with referring physician and/or specialists

Conducting .selective bronchial arteriography:of any

patiq,.nt.

Conducting intravenous angiocardiography of any:,patient

b' percutane9us selective catheterization or direct

needle puncture.,
CondUeting catheter vena cavogrAhy, and/of selective

renal or adrenal venograph? of'any non-infant patient
Providing clinical training for radiology resident

"'in urographic procedures.
ProViding clAnicar training for radiology residents in
ohstetril and gynecologiCal radiographic proce-
dures.

Providing clinical training tor
orthopedic radiology and arthrog

Reading, inuer,preting a making recommendati6lis on

radlogiaphs of gastro testinal ant/or biliary

egy tysidents

tracts:
. ,

Chnductin
'Q'atiept.

'68 Preparing
4, radiology;

ing results; and fteparineteport. '

323. Partictpating in meetings of radiOlogiste,.uroIogiSts

lectiv thyrpid ang4ographyof any

earch desigp in clinical diagnoStii,
research; analyzing, evaluat-

,,and ephrologisfs to discuss new- developments, rases

of interest, and Case vroblems- Phthefields pf
urology and'urography.

423 .Participating in meeting's o
Cians, and gvnecologis15
eases of interest and ca

'ologlsts,ohstetri-
to dis new developments,
prohle of mutaq intet-

anning.and presenting 1 ctures or case conferences

on obstetrical 'and gynecological radiology fbr

:53

.52 .67

.52 .66 .

.636

.52 .62

.51 .x

.51 ,
I

t,

1-

.51

.51

.51 .76

.j1 %66

.50

.50

x

.60

b.

Thdiology residents. ...A .
.

i

336 Pioviding clinical training for radiology residents .50
st

in lyetphangiography procedtges. .

'r 435 Proyidirig clinical training for radiology reside4tsi

-.,. '' in err, .nose an4 throat radiography -and sialOgtaphy. -
=.

x

t.
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Table..5 (continue,) ,
t

P'age-'4.of
Task-, _ 1 Factor Loadinga
Code. ibbreiriated Task' Name and fob ieyel

, Run lb Run 4b
t

.0
. IF

e

Leve1.8 (gpecializdd Advanced Prof ,ional)Contin?ed
,0e, _

446 Conductilng radio'graphrof external fistula or,sigus .50 .72
tract of any, patient

1 *

480,Reading, interpreting_ and making recommendations on .50 .66
non neurological computerized transverse axial tomb ,.

,

graphic scans 'of the body. .,
475 Conducting percutaneous splenoportography of any .50 .66

patient. . * .

.4
332 0Re4n.ng, inteipretingt and:making,recommendations orr : ''.50. ..65

,,,
non- neurological tomograms4 ''', . A

47E1 Conducting selective pelvic arteriographysof non- 50 .64
pediatric gravid or-nongravidfemale patient.

328, Decidirewhether to order lymptiangiography of- any --.50. .62
patien or alternative's.tudies and recommending.
technique, in consultation with referring physician.

339 Deciding en type aCgastroitestinal and/or biliary .. .49 .74
radiographic examinations to order for any patient,...

.0 in consultation with referring physiciarand/or
specialists. . .

1117 Reading, interpreting and making recommendations *on .49. .61
e. ''urographic material's. , _ _

s'
.

66 Formulating a problem-for clinicallesearch in diag- .49 .60, . .
nostic*radiology.

67 Conductingiature revi or clintcal research ,48 .59:
7 problem in diagnostic r .o logy:

462, Pla .

>

ng and presenting lectures on pediatric radi- ..47 x
. ..y foOmedica1 students.

. . ,

6 Rea. ng, interpreting and makingrecOmendationd on .47 .60
,outinesradiographiesmatgrials. .

. .

4.86:_ C. ducting selective,vibcdavian arteriography of any 47 .59
non-pediatric patient to-evaluate tnoracle,optlet
syndrOme.. .

Participatling'in meetings of ph)Isicians involved with
.°- arthritis td dicuse new deveropments, cases of

inter.-_,..,=t tend case pr blpms in the field.. 4
34-5' Conducting T-tube cholangtography of any patient. -.46 .68..
329 Conducting lvmphangiography of, 1y patient. . .-.46 .60,
436 Conducting positive contrast arthrogrnphy (especially ,46 -.59 '..

of knee) of any patient.
, - 313 Directinc-n'ephrotomogrqphy of, any patient.

, .46 .58
'-or 115 'renal cyst pusicLure and condudtinglelated .46 .5.6

radiography of any patient.,
...,

o

Conducting
o

pelvic pneumography 4d/or parigynecography
'cif ,non- infant female patient. '

f

S

`s

.
a

46 x

5.5
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'Table E.5 (continued)

:Task

Code Abbreviated Task Name

j

a
,Level 8*(Specialized Advanced Professional) continued

. , it

452 -Conducting esophageal radiogtwhy of pediatric patient. .46 .69

344 Conducting intravenous cholan .t.ograptr and cholecft 7 .4 .67
.

tography.(IVC7 of any:ribn=ihfantpikieht.
.-,1143 Conducting bronchografihy of 'pediatricr patient in con- .45 .61

.... sultation with pediatricigi(s) and anesthesiologist.
*.

. 412 Conducting laryngpgraphy of anYnon-pediapric patient.- .45

4111...Conducting bronchography of any non-'pediaA-ie patient. .45

AtRead*Og, interpreting and daking reeommendations on .45

. orthoped4 radiographs and/or arifirograms'and re- t

.lated studies of Villas and joints. .4
1

421 Deciding en type of gynecological radiographic. pfoce- .45 .56

. dures to order for non-pediatric .female patient in
consultation with referring physician. *, .

33 Reading, interpreting andmaking recommendationsn .7T5' .55

lymphangiograms.: .

. .
, i

338 Participating in meetings of physicians involved with .44 X

plastic surgery to discuss new Vvelopmenks, cases
of interest, acid case oproble4 in the field.

448 Coneue-ting perAlfane6us peritOpeography/inguj_ual
to.

hernicgraphy of petliatric patient.;. , .'

455 Conducting defecograpiv of pediatric patient.
484 Reading, interpreting d making recommendations on

non - neurologic angieraPhic and related studies:

343 Conducting percutaneou$ (transhepafic).cgolangiog-
.

raphy'of any ion-pediatric4patient. . ,

Pelage 5 of 8

Factor Loadinsa
Run 1) Run 4b

.61

.59

.58

:44 .66
r

.

.44 .66

:44

.44 .64

0

342 Ecgaluatitig oral cholecystograms or pal cholangloT .t44 . .64

* .

iigrams;. ciond4ceing flooKos.cepy and or post,-fat

. " Meal, post-evacuatinkstudy of a non-infant
',..'

pa dent iinwylve,. 4 so decided. -'
' - 4

2 Cond oting a rack aphic.ba ium swallow study
;

,.44

esovhagus of any non-Wil tric pati411.
433 Conducting sialography of any patient. .44

.41(4 .Conducting intravenbus excretoryuroieabhy(iVF) and 1.44
,'?.

. -0. rferfc.r Iena cavography Of pedl.Stiic patient.' II
. .

..426: Coydueting percutandousantegi-ade pyelography of any' ', .44 .55

1 . ; -t!In-pediacr-f," patient.
'1_ / .

'.

v4 Planning and piesehting lectures!".6r case conferences '.43 x

on non - neurologic dngiography foe radiology resi- '.

4. .. dents. . F

453 Conducting 'adiograp(2it_ b4i.lum.tudy,of upper gastro- .4)3 ,; .60.

intestinal' tract of pe'diatric'patient. % . ,.. l'!, . L

341 '.Conducting a'11. bawlt enMa radiographic study.ot any .43 : .64
'* - .

'nom-pedatric patient.

r

..

:64

E -23
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Table F.5 (continueti).

Taek
Code Abbreviated Task Name and Job Level.,,,

sr
4

.Levef 8 (Specialized Advanced Professional) continued

Facto
Run

le

t,,

6 of 8
adinga

4.Dw.,

434 Reading,'_ interpreting and/making recOmmenditions om .59
sialography and related materials. 1

312 ConduCting intravenous pyelography "(IV?) examination .43 .56

P of any non-pediatiic patient.
5 Conducting hysterography or hysterosalpingography of .43

. a non-pediatric fettle patient.
410. Conducting bronchoscopy and related biopsy and secre- ,4 . .53

tion sampling ()fatly non-pediatric patiint. .
,

456 CAducting diagnosis and hydrostatic reduction oP
"intuasusce4tion of pediat c patient.

,

.153 s-

.42 .65

340 Conductinghypotonic duod aphy of any non-pediat- .42 .61

rtc patient.
le

395 Conducting a radiographic air contrast study of .42 .f)1
.;.

stomach of any non - pediatric patient.
-,

445 Conducting retrograde voiding cystourethrography of :42 .18
_ ,..... ____,pediatric_patient. _. . .....17,2_,_, '--.
-454 Conducting a radiOgraphic bariUm enema study of lower - .41 40-'

gasttointestinal tract Of Rediatrit patient.
....

3 Conducting a
.

radiographic barium.study,Of upper .41 .62

gastrointestinal traeof,any non-pediatric patient,.'
1, Conducting a radiographic barium enema study of ,lower .4.1 -.62 1

gastroIntestinal tract of any non-pediLtrio pdtient.
447 Conducting vaginography of pediatric patient'for . ,41 - .58

.

'0 istersex condition. .

.413 Conducting aspiration or tissue needle biopsy,of the .41 '.51

', ' lung of any non-pediatric patient. , ,, '..

392 Planning and presenting cases and/or related lectures .40
on diagnostic radiology and pathology tooatholo-
gists, radiologists and residents.

..
450 'Evaluating plain flits of pediatric gastrointestinal :40 '.59

tract to loca,lize obstructions,and/or,foreign
-I

bodies. / .- ,

418 Decidingon type of obste ijoal radiographic 'proce- .40 .52 '.

,dures to order for pfeg nt patient in ronstgtn- .

tion with referring obstetrician.
42( Conducting intrauterine .fetal radiography for intra- .39 .50

°uterine xransfusiontin.congultatin.with obstetri-
cian.

.
- , t 0

'325 Participating in meetings of radiologists, surgeons .38 x
and f)athologists.toOdiscuss new deelopments, cases
A interest and case' problem, in the _fields of sur-

-Jo
'.. .*.. gery(and'radiology. _

.

451 aemoving foreign object from pediatric upper alsopha- ".38 ''''

lip under flucrosclopic control.
'

. , . '

.

t 'AP.
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Table E.5 (continued)'
'Task '

Code Abbreviated-Task Name and Job Level

7

.

lee

Page 7:ask
Factor Loaainga
Run 110' RItin 4b f-

Level 81 (Specialized Advanced Professional) continue

449 Reading and interpreting radiographs-for bo'ne-age .38'

study.

394 Comparing prior radiographic 40.agnoses with later' .36 -.51

. Pathology and/or autopsy frorts and repdtting-dis-

cruancies to appropria radiologists. ,

442 Conducting choanal radio raphy.of pediatric patient. .36 .46

422 Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on :35, .41

obstetrical and/or gynecological radiographic
studies and related'ma4eriali. -----

349' Planning and presenting lectures ot\gastrointestinal
arid biliary tract ra4Alogy for medical students.

'3931 Reviewing and selecting current and/Or inactiye . .33, .48

radiographs for instructional use.'
. .

. ,

391 Selecting and assembling radiographs and related .
,,

case'history information for use in case conference

--- in diagaosttc-radielor, _____.

-'' 414 Reading, interpreting" and making recommendations cm .41

satradiographic materials involving bronchi, lungs,
trachea and/or larynx.

k..

320 Planning and presgnting lectures on assigned aspects .32 x

cot%radiology for medical students. e% -..-

20 'Directing espira63ry tract, tomography. :31 .38_
i

41'7 Planning and presenting lectures on pulmonary,
_.--

.19 x

. 33 x

'.33 .47

. 33

bronchial, t?acheal and laryngeal radiography for ,

t .

mgdical students. : . - .

457 Conducting fluoroscopic inspiration-expiration exam- .12 7.16'

ination,of pediatric -patient.

406' Providing clinical trjtiningfor radiologY.residenes .11 ,

in mammography procedures.
.

335' Reading,interpgeting and making recommendations en.. .11 .17

* - . .cineradiographic,'Creft palate studies.

334 Conducting.a fluoroscopic and cineradiograph.c cleft
, . . !

.

palat.. study of any patient. - .10 .13

-333 DeCiding on and scheduling clef.t, palatq raltological .09 .11

stidy for any *patient.

310 and bIlliiiSelectnggastrontestna aniary tract rad4o-
.

.00 .15 -,

'graphic materials for use in ease conference pr lec- '.

. %

ture Presentations or for inclusion in library. `
_ ,

403 'Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on .07 . - .07

mdnunographic materials. - : . , .

402 Conducting mammographic examinatron of addlpatientls .06- . .06
. .

breastsy

I
E -25
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Table E.5 .(continuedr
Task '

Code Abbreviated Task Name and Job Level

Level (Specialized Advanced Professional) continued

419 Calculating and interpreting radiographic pelviietry
using Colcher-Sussman technique.

351 Deciding on whether to enter suggested radiographs Of
gaStrointestinal and biliary'tracts into log boo..-,

based on quality and educationalv3alue. ,

322 Deciding on:diagnostic radiology library acquisitions
--oVbooks, journals and radiographic materials;
coding library acquisitions. ,

326 Participating in diagnostic radiology-departmental.
meeting.

316 Assisting in renal hippsy of any patient by u.iing
fluoroscopy tq place biopsy needle.

350 Conducting Counseling on prOfessional or personal
problems with residentt in radiology.

321 Participating in radiologists meeting to arrive at
overall_clinical and academic assessments of resi-
dents in radiologyi

439 Ordering 4r approving changes in technical factor
selector settings to compensate for a change in
quality of x-ray machine output.

327 Participating in monliporitig of personal exposure to
radiation by periaically turning in arid, replacing
filt strip in badge; evaluating posted exposure
listings.

I.

4,

-4

'1-26

Page 8or-13
Factor toadinsa
Aim lb Run 4b

.00 '2.05

-.03 .03

-.16 :

-.13

>
-.22

-.16 -.25

-.19 x

-.23' -.31
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TableE.6. FACTOR STRUCTURE OF TASKS: NEUIORADIOLOGY FACTOR
Page' 1 of 2

'Task

-Code Abbreviated Task -Name and Job Level

Factor Loadings
Run 'lb Run 4b

Level.-8 (Specialized Advanced Professional)

x

.60

.59

405' Providing clinical training for'radiOlogy residents

in neuroradiology procedures,
408 Participating in'meetings of radiologists, surgeons

and neurologists to discuss new developments, cases
of interest and case problems in the fields of
neurology, surgery and neuroradiology.

407 'Planning and presenting lectures or case conferences
on neuroraWlogy for radiology residents.

.59

404 Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on
emsneuroradiographic materials.

.51 1.43

396 ,Deciding on type of neuroradiologic procedure(s) to .56 1.45

order for arty patient in cOtsultation with referring
- physician and/or neurologist.

397 Conducting cerebral angiography 'of any'patient. .54 1.38

_427 Condutting retrograde venography of the internal
jugular veins,posteriar fossa dural sinus system .

and/or orbit of any patient.

.53 1.36

428 Conducting orbital nd/or cavernous sinus venography

of any patient frontal vein route.

.52 1.35

4430 Conducting positive contrast posterior fossa myelog- .49 1.34 --";
. raphy of any patient.

399 Cooperating with surgeon in conducting brain ventricu-
lography of any patient.

46 1.34

398. Conducting pnenmoencepbalography of any atient. .34- i-1:3

440'Direotingcomputerized.transverse axia mograiAy-o/
the skul and brain of any patient.

.50' 1.10

429' Coducting selective siinal cord a .ngiogr y of any

patieRt.

,.39 .85

-. 400', Conducting positive contrast myelography of any ' .38 .80

.patient.
401- Conducting air contrast myelography of any patient. 30 ,.76

t

'a An "x" in column means that task was not, included in the run..

b Factor II df 7 and II of 6;neuroradiologist tasks!

Note: Tasks are arranged in descending order based on Run 4.fctOr loadings
The loadings do not ovessarily imply order of difficulty, since`their

-loadings'reflect the skills and knowledgesaikhose co-Variations explain
the factor structure. Aissignmvnt to this factor combines Run 1 and
Run 4 solutions. FaCtOeqoadings run from high, krosrtive valves, tHrough
zero, Cohegative values'*' (for lower-level tasks),a

4,

-1At
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Table E.6 (continued)
Task
Code. Abbreviated Task..Name and Job Level

Level 8 -(Specialized Advanced Professional) continued'

Page 2 of .

Factor Loadilie
Run lb Run 4b

431 Conducting discography of any Patient.'" .63

432 Directing skull tomography Of any patient.
327 Participating in monitoring of personal exposure to

radiation by periodically .turning in and replacing
film strip in badge; evaluating posted exposure
fistings.

439 Ordering or approving changes in.technical factor -.06_ -.06

selectOr-settings to compensate for I change in
quality of x-ray-machine output.

326 Participating in diagnostic radiology deprtmental
meeting. 0

.00 .05

-.05 -.06

a.

;E-28
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Table E.7. FACTOR STRUCTURE OF TASKS: OBSTETRICS-GYNECOLOGY RADIOLOGY FACTOR
4 Page 1 of 2

r.

Task Factor Loadinssa
Code Abbreviated Task Name and Job Level Run lb Run 4b

Level 8 (Specialize, Advanced Professional)
. . r

.

425 Planning and presenting lectures or case conferences .33

on obstetrical ana gynecological radiology for .

radiology residentjp, / i/N_ -
t

.33 , ' x

,

.mutual interest. .

424 Providing clinical training for radiology rftidents ..32 x

in,obstetrical and gynecological radiographic pro-
cedures.---.- -'-'s

X
42:4 Reading, ,interprPting,and making reymmendations

.

obstetrical and/or gynecological radiographill
.27 .85

studies and related paterialr

....)''42.1. Dectding on type of gynecological 'radiographic pro- .27 .78

cedures to order for non-pediatric femIke patient
in consultation with referring physician. c It

418 Deciding on type of obstetrical radiographic Ihroce- .29 .62

dures et order for pregnant patient in consu4ation
with referring obstetrician. '

423 Participating in' meetigs of radiologists, 4stetri-
cians, and 'gyneCologists to discuss.new develop-
ments, Cases of interest and case problems of '

420 Conduc ing intrauterine fetal radiography for intra- .29 .62_
.

.

ute ne transfusion in consultation with obstetri-
cian.

.-
. /40

5 Conducting hvsterograohy or hvsterasalpingography Of .20 ..62

I'

a non-pediatric femalepatient.
_

4 Conducting pelvic, pneumography and/or pangynecography .21 .61

/ , of non- infant female patient.
419 Calculating and interpreting radiographic pelvimetry . 15 .51

using Colcher-Sussman technique. .. '

406 Providing,clinical,training for radiolOgy .residents .09

A in mammography procedures. ..

403 Reading, interpreting and (making recommendation on .05 .33
,-.

mammographic
.

c materials.
.

. 440 Conducting mammographic examination of any patient's .05 .32

breasts.
.

\ .

An "x" -in. column mea1C-lbat taskwas not included in the run.'

.1) Factor V of 7 and V of 6; 'obstetrics-gynecology radiolegist tasks.
----

,Noe:'Tasks are arranged in descending order based on'RUn 4 factor. loadings..._
The loadings do not necessarily impl order of difficulty, since_the
loadings, refleiot the skilds and know ges whose co-variations explain

-, the factor,structure. Assignment to this. factor combines Run 1 and _

Run 4 solutions.' Factor loadings rbnd 'from high, itsitive values, ,

through -zero, to negative
-

values (or4ower=level tasks). -.
4
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Table E.7 (continued)
Task
Code Abbreviated Task, Name and Job Level

Level 8 (Specialized Advanced Profesgional) continued

326 Participating in diagnostic radiology'departmental -.03

Page 2 of 2
FaCtor'Lopdiqsa

'Run lb Run 4b

4 meeting. .
4

.
439 Ordering or approving changes in technical factor - -.05 -.02

selecto settings to compensate for a change in
quali 'of x-ray machine output. /

.

327 Participating in monitoring of personal" exposure Co 1 7.04, -.03
radiation,by periodically turning in andihreplacing .

film strip in badge; evaluating posted exposure
listings. %

,

Note: This is a secondary faCtor, since most tasks in this factor have-4
higher loading on Factor I in the Run 1 solution. Most tasks have

. i

a higher loading on this factor than on-Factor I 'in, the.Run.4 0

solution. _. ,

7'

4
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